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Introduction

From the very beginning of generative research, one question has been central. This question
is whether, or how, aspects of ineaning can influence the form of a sentence. The question
was at the heart of the debate for and against Generative Semantics. Later, it re-emerged in a
less embattled, but nonetheless crucial debate about the necessity or redundancy of
subcategorization. Grimshaw (1990) for example argues that the syntactic projection-potential
ofpredicates can be reduced to the semantic roles they select. Although repeatedly challenged
by some, most notably Chomsky (1995, 2001), it does not seem wrong to assume that
Grimshaw's position has now become a standard assumption, and with it, its presupposition:
the existence of a theory that predicts syntactic argument structure from lexical meaning
without circularity.

The first part (Chapters 1 and 2) of this dissertation focuses on the lexicon and evaluates the
working hypothesis that s-selection can predict syntactic projection. The conclusion of part
one is that this working hypothesis must be rejected. S-selection does not determine syntactic
argument structure.

The second part (Chapters 3 and 4) focuses on syntax. Chapter 3 outlines a theory of
autonomous syntactic projection and the principles governing the thematic interpretation of
syntactic configurations. Chapter 4 applies this theory to infinitival and participial
constructions in German. The conclusion of part two is that a theory of autonomous syntactic
projection ís not only desirable at a conceptual IeveL It is empirically superior in a core area
of lexical semantics, the thematic constraints in the verbal passive, and beyond. The data
discussed include theta-role absorption in the gerundive present participle and modal
infinitives, thematic constraints on the distribution of the predicative present participle, and
auxiliary selection.

The argument is developed as follows. The first part of Chapter i summarizes a state-of-the-
art article by Levin and Rappaport-Hovav, where they show how the mapping of lexical
semantics into syntax is plagued with inconsistencies and empirical problems. The only firm
generalization seems to be that causal relations, and the perception and interpretation of
events play an important role in grammatical regularities.

The chapter then introduces Fodor's ( 1983) modularity hypothesis, and its extension, the
Theory Theory of central thought processes (Gopnik 8t Wellmann ( 1994)). Particular
emphasis is placed on the components of the mind~brain responsible for the interpretation of
causation and events, a commonsense theory of body movements (folk physics), and a
commonsense theory ofmind mechanisms (f~olk psychology) (Leslie ( 1994)).

With complex event representations both in the mindlbrain and in syntax, it appears redundant
to duplicate syntactic and~or cognitive structure in the lexicon. It is therefore argued with
Fodor 8z Lepore (1998) that the lexicon is a list. This said, the lexical representation of an
event (a verb) must encode the explanatory constructs of adjacent cognitive systems, and
present them in a way that syntax can access them.

In folk psychology, the agents are minds, the patients are mental representations ( desires,
beliefs, etc.). Minds and representations are related by what the philosophical literature since
Frege knows as propositional attitudes. A lexical verb-entry must therefore encode the
distinction between sentient minds and represented objects or states of affairs.
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In jolk physics, both agents and patients are objects, and they are related by an asymmetric
relation of force. A lexical verb entry must therefore encode the distinction between bearers
and targets offorce.

Chapter 1 is concluded with the introduction of a model of lexical representation that does
exactly this: an extended version of the feature system of Reinhart (2000). A feature-
specification [-~cJ designates an event participant that emits force. [-c] designates a target of
force. [tm] designates the presence of a sentient mind, and [-m] an object or state of affairs
that can be thought of. These features appear in clusters, to derive notions like volitional
agent ([fcfm]) and a,~`~ected object ( [-c-m]), among others.

Chapter 2 applies the feature notation, and its underlying reasoning, in the classification of a
set of German verbs. After stating some rudimentary generalizations about the relation
between thematic roles and grammatical functions, the chapter addresses the status of
morpho-syntactic and lexical complexity. It is argued that the two concepts are not causally
related. In particulaz, the morphological complexity of some causative verbs does not imply
that these verbs are lexically derived. Following the spirit of Reinhart's Lexicon Uniformity
Principle, it is argued that the lexical entry of a verb lists all thematic roles it can assign.
Different diatheses are derived by means of thematic role reduction.

In sharp contrast to Reinhart, it is argued that there is no empirical basis for a distinction
between reduction and other forms of non-realization of a lexically listed role. A generalized
version of reduction is proposed, which can (in principle) eliminate any type and number of
roles.

A subsequent part of Chapter 2 tums to the question whether Generalized Reduction is an
operation in the technical sense, or a mere generalization. The framework defended in Chapter
1 dictates an answer to this question: there are no operations in a listed lexicon. The working
hypothesis to be falsified in this part of Chapter 2 is the opposite: reduction is a lexicon-
operation.

If reduction is an operation, we expect that its output is recognizable as a derived object.
Section 4 of Chapter 2 azgues that this is not the case. Thematic role reduction delivers what
looks like a lexically basic predicate for the projection of syntactic argument structure. It is
therefore concluded that "reduced" forms are not derived in the technical sense. The
"reduced" roles are simply left unrealized. This conclusion seriously undermines the concept
of projection from lexical semantics. Syntactic argument structure can no longer be predicted
unambiguously from lexical-semantic properties.

The final section of Chapter 2 addresses an even more serious problem for projection from
lexical semantics. The mapping into syntax is not just ambiguous, but apparently
contradictory. While a fully specified [-c-m] role is always assigned to a direct object in non-
reflexive contexts, it is assigned to an external azgument in a German anti-causative reflexive.

Part one is thus concluded with the rejection of the initial working hypothesis. Semantic
properties of lexical items do not determine syntactic projection. Lexical-semantic
information can only constrain the interpretation of noun phrases in syntactic argument
positions.
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Starting with a few considerations on learnability, part two develops a theory of autonomous
syntactic projection. Section 1 of Chapter 3 is dedicated to the role of morpho-phonology in
the derivation of syntactic structure, section 2 introduces the formalism of Bendjaballah 8c
Haiden (2003, in prep.), in which syntactic structure is determined exclusively by formal
features. Section 3 applies this formalism to theta-roles. It is claimed that thematic feature
clusters enter a syntactic derivation exactly like other feature-clusters, as syntactic heads.

This is the central claim of this thesis: the theta-roles provided by a lexical verb-entry aze
syntactically independent from the head V. A theta-role is assigned to an intemal argument, if
it has merged with the lexical head V and a noun phrase. It is assigned to an external
argument, if it has merged with the functional head v and a noun phrase.

The syntactic distribution of theta-roles is governed by the same mechanism that govers the
distribution of all other syntactic heads: subcategorization. After a translation of Reinhart's
mappinglmerging system into subcategorizational frames, Chapter 3 closes with the analysis
of finite main verbs in transitive, unaccusative and reflexive contexts. As a by-product, the
analysis delivers a derivation of Burzio's Generalization from verbal subcategorization,
without reference to theta-roles.

Chapter 4 starts with a discussion of the German present participle. The present participle is
an ideal testing ground for the present theory, because its morphology is distinctively
infinitival, and its semantic properties aze likewise clear. When the infinitival prefix zu (to) is
present, the external theta-role is absorbed, and a modal reading is obligatory. Without the
infinitival prefix, the external theta-role is assigned, and the reading is indicative.

The analysis of the infinitival prefix as a preposition (Abraham (2004)) leads to an analysis of
the category P as an attractor of theta-roles. When P attracts a verbal theta-role without
reanalyzing with a verbal head, the result is theta-role absorption. In section 3 of Chapter 4,
this analysis is extended to the passive participle: a prepositional prefix attracts the external
theta-role.

The present participle also hints at an analysis of the infinitival suffix en as an alternative
realization (Emonds (2000)) of the internal argument. As an alternative realization, the suffix
en can be assigned a theta-role, but it lacks referential content. Again, this analysis directly
generalizes to the second (pastlpassiveladjectival) participle. It agrees with Emonds (2000),
contra Baker, Johnson 8c Roberts (1989), that the participial suffix is related to an internal, not
an e~ternal theta-role.

Given the analysis of the perfect participle as a verbal head with an intemal theta-role, the
analysis of the perfect tense (and auxiliary selection) becomes straightforward. If an extemal
theta-role is present in the numeration, it is assigned to the external azgument of the transitive
auxiliary haben (have). If no external theta-role is present, the unaccusative auxiliary sein (be)
must be selected. Apart from the core cases of auxiliary selection in German, section 3 of
Chapter 4 explores a reflexive analysis of intransitive agentive motion verbs, and some issues
azising with respect to the IexicaUphrasal distinction for the adjectival participle.

The final section on the verbal passive leads back to the initial question: do we need a level of
Lexical Semantic Structure in order to account for the distribution of particular syntactic
constructions? It is argued that theories of Lexical Semantic Structure like Rapp (1997) and
Pustejovsky (1995) make false predictions due to their incorporation of aspectual information
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in thematíc base-predicates. By contrast, the features adapted from Reinhart (2000) yield a
single, extremely stable thematic condition, the Passive Law: the theta-role absorbed in a
verbal passive cannot be [I-m]. As a condition on interpretation, the Passive Law does not
interfere with the projection of syntactic structure. By contrast, it presupposes an autonomous
syntax, which delivers an unassigned (absorbed) theta-role.

In sum, this dissertation argues for the following theses:

(i) The content of thematic roles is determined by the sub-systems of the mind~brain that
deal with event interpretation in the physical and in the mental domain.

(ii) The content of thematic roles is best formalized in terms of Reinhart's binary features
[f~-c] and [fl-m].

(iii) The lexicon is a list.
(iv) Thematic information does not determine syntactic structure.
(v) The thematic roles of a lexical verb-entry are syntactically independent from the head

V.
(vi) The thematic interpretation of syntactic argument structure depends on the distribution

of nominal phrases, and it is constrained by the subcategorization of thematic heads.

Although much more work is needed, Chapter 4 shows how this set of hypotheses yields
simple accounts of known phenomena like the verbal passive and auxiliary selection, and
opens up interesting new perspectives in less popular areas like the present participle and
modal infinitives.
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Chapter 1: From Lexical Semantics to the theory of the mind, and
back again.

Let us assume as a working hypothesis that s-selection can determine the projection of
syntactic structure. Projection from lexical semantics presupposes the existence of a theory
that predicts syntactic structure from lexical meaning without circularity. It was the initial
goal of this dissertation to find such a theory. Section 1 documents this search, summarizing a
state-of-the-art article by Levin and Rappaport-Hovav, where they show how the mapping of
lexical semantics into syntax is plagued with inconsistencies and empirical problems. The
conclusion drawn from these problems will be that a theory of lexical semantics must be
firtnly embedded in theories on adjacent domains, the hypothesis being that a proper
delineation ofdomains can eliminate most of the problems.

Section 2 undertakes an excursion into cognitive psychology. The conclusion ofsection 2 will
be that the powerful compositional apparatus assumed in much work on the lexicon is neither
necessary, nor desirable. Linguistic complexity is a product of syntax, and event
representations are computed by central sub-systems of a modular mind, a commonsense
theory of body movements (folk physics), and a commonsense theory of mind mechanisms
(rolk psychology) (Leslie ( 1994)). Each of these components delivers a fundamental
distinction, the one between agents and patients. Thus, the lexical entry of a verb must specify
for each of its arguments: ( i) whether it should be assigned to jolk psychology, to folk physics,
or to both for interpretation, and (ii) whether it is an agent, or a patient in the respective
domain.

The remainder of section 2, and section 3 are dedicated to the feature-notation developed in
Reinhart (2000), which matches the demands just outlined.

1.1 Lexical Semantics: An Overview

An important question in lexical semantics is figuring out which aspects of word meaning are
relevant for argument expression. Pesetsky (1995):13 for example observes that, "though
there are doubtless relevant and identifiable distinctions between shout and whisper [...], these
distinctions probably play no role at all in syntaxlsemantics interactions." Other semantic
distinctions do play such a role. I will refer to the question of identifying relevant distinctions
as the properties problem.

Another, equally important question is how these distinctions are encoded such that both the
computational system and the semantic component can read them. This question will be
referred to as the interface problem.

A third question is how lexical relations aze represented in syntax: the mapping problem.

This section gives an overview of some major approaches to these topics. Unless otherwise
indicated, I will follow Levin 8c Rappaport's (1996) manuscript, henceforth LácR (1996).

1.1.1 Thematic Role Lists

An assumption that is common in both the semantic and the syntactic literature is that the
meaning ofa verb specifies the nature of the arguments it requires in the form ofa list of role-
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predicates. In semantics, this assumption was pioneered by Castaneda (1967) in what has
come to be known as the neo-Davidsonian view. On this view, arguments and adjuncts are
introduced by independent predicates, as illustrated in Kratzer's (1996):109 example:

(1) a. We bought your slippers in Marrakesh.
b. ~e [buying(e) 8z Agent(we)(e) 8r. Theme(your slippers)(e) 8c in (Marrakesh)(e)]

In syntax, most uses of the term theta-role, and especially a widely shared formulation of the
Theta-Criterion, as in Chomsky (1981):36, presuppose a role-list approach.~

(2) Theta Criterion
Each argument bears one and only one O-role, and each O-role is assigned to one and
only one argument.

Theta role lists thus appeaz to supply a straightforward answer to the interface problem. They
are selected into a syntactic derivation in conjunction with the verb they are part of, and then
handed over to semantics. The question, of course, is whether such lists aze empirically
adequate.

Thematic role list approaches share the assumption that natural classes of verbs can be
established on the basis of the number and kind ofarguments a given verb takes. To illustrate
this point, LBcR ( 1996) sketch Fillmore's ( 1970) discussion of break- and hit-type verbs.

Both hit and break verbs have agentive and non-agentive transitive alternants:

(3) a. John broke the window with a rock.
b. John hit the fence with a stick.

(4) a. A rock broke the window.
b. A stick hit the fence.

However, only break verbs have an unaccusative alternant. Hit verbs lack such a use:

(5) a. The window broke.
b. ~`The fence hit.

This difference is related, according to Fillmore (1970), to a difference in the thematic (case-)
roles the respective verbs have to assign. The break class selects an Object, which can appear
as(unaccusative) subject. The hit class selects a Place, which cannot.

In striking contrast to its ubiquitous use outside lexical semantics, the thematic role list
approach faces severe criticism in lexical semantics. Its problem is its arbitrariness, and it
surfaces in three facets.

First, and this is reflected by the vast differences in roles assumed, there are no reliable tests
for identifying a universally valid list of roles. Second, any given role list is just that. It cannot
express relations among different roles that might be part of equivalence classes. Finally, we
do not always find a clear cotrespondence between roles and argument positions: Some

~ Notice that this is not the case for formulations in terms of thematic positions and visibility, rather than discrete
roles, as in Chomsky (1986):97: Each argument A appears in a chain containing a unique visible thetaposition
P, and each thelaposition P is visibte in a chain containing a unique argumentA.
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arguments appear to bear more than one role, and some roles appear to be assigned to more
than one argument.

The universal list problem was discussed in great detail by Dowty (1991), who states that
"[t]he dilemma is, if we adopt the finer characterization of roles to achieve certain
distinctions, do we not thereby miss generalizations by not being able to refer to the grosser
[...] category as well?" (Dowty (1991):554)

LBcR (1996) exemplify the dilemma with their notion of immediate cause, which figures in
their lexicon-syntax mapping rules. lmmediate cause is a very broad concept, including
agents, causes, and even emitters in verbs of sound and light emission, but it does have
consistent meaning, and its syntactic realization is likewise predictable. Immediate causes are
always realized as subjects. The notion therefore qualifies as an excellent candidate for a
thematic role.

On the other hand, some constructions require finer grained distinctions. For example,
emitters appear in the locative inversion construction, agents usually do not.

(6) a. "In the factory worked young boys at the age of 7.
b. And in their wake rumbled trucks to haul off the remains

LBr.R ( I 995 ):255

A thematic role list approach has no way to state both the subject- and the locative inversion-
generalization without contradiction.

This leads to the second aspect of the problem. It might be suggested that agents, causes and
emitters are thematic roles, and that they form a natural class of immediate causes. Immediate
cause might thus be a super-role that can itself feature in generalizations. However, such a
move is excluded under the thematic role list approach: "there is nothing in a semantic role
list which tells us that there is anything which unifies" (LBzR (1996):14) the members of
whichever super-role we might want to postulate.

Dowry's (1991) proto-roles are designed to avoid this problem, however at a cost. First, the
entailments related to proto-agents and proto-patients are arbitrary lists again. While they
might be doing a fair job describing natural classes of verbs, Dowty (1991) offers no clue as
to how those entailments derive from the meaning of a given verb. And second, proto-roles
give rise to the grosser generalizations, mainly subject-object asymmetries, while offering no
tool to handle finer grained distinctions among smaller classes. We will return to this proposal
in the discussion of mapping theories.

Simple thematic role lists are motivated to a large extent by their behavior in the lexicon-
syntax mapping. Roughly, we would find a similar behavior of a class of verbs with respect to
an argument and a construction, and we conclude from this similarity that the verbs in
question share a thematic role.

Such a reasoning is called into question if it turns out that the lexicon-syntax mapping is not
unique. Indeed it has been argued that the mapping is many-to-many. LácR (1996) quote
Gruber (1965) and Jackendoff (1972) with the assumption that verbs of motion may assign
both the agent and the theme role to their subject, and they give resemble as an example of a
verb that assigns the same role to both the subject and the object.

7



I thus conclude with LBcR (1996) that thematic role lists are not appropriate tools for the
description of syntactically relevant lexical information.

1.1.2 Roles and Events

According to a wide consensus among lexical semanticists, many of the above problems can
be avoided, if the mental representation of events is taken into account. The properties of
individual thematic roles should thus follow from a more general theory of event
representation, which would also have to determine natural classes of roles.

Nevertheless, such an approach will still have to answer to the properties problem. Event
representations have been suggested from various perspectives, and it is not a necessary truth
that any one of them is most relevant for syntactic structure. In addition, this approach
introduces the interface problem. In contrast to O-roles, there is no agreement as to how
structured events are represented in syntax, and how exactly they are transferred into
semantics. The event-representation approach introduces yet another manifestation of the
interface problem, to be discussed in section t.z: is a given lexical verb meaning a
representation of, derived from, or identical with the mental representation of an event?

Let us first tum to the properties problem. In the literature on lexical semantics, we find three
perspectives on how events are conceptualized, the localist, the aspectual, and the causal
approach.

1.1.2.1 The localist approach

On the localist approach, pioneered by Gruber (1965), there are two basic event types, motion
and location, from which all other event types are derived. In other words, it is assumed that
we conceptualize all events as spatial metaphors. Jackendoff(1983) summarizes this approach
in his thematic relationshypothesis:

(~) Thematic Relations Hvpothesis
In any semantic field of events and states, the principal event, state, path, and place
functions are a subset of those used for the analysis of spatial motion and location.
Fields differ in only 3 possible ways:
. what sorts of entities may appear as theme
. what sorts of entities may appear as reference objects (i.e., locations)
. what kind of relation assumes the role played by location in the field of spatial

expressions. (Jackendoff(1983):188)

An advantage of this approach is that it can account for cases of systematic polysemy, as in
the following example LBzR (1996):21, where the object NP of a single verb receives quite
different thematic interpretations:

(8)

(9)

a. John kept the car in the garage.
b. John kept the book.
c. John kept Andy happy.
[CAUSE (x, (STAY y,z))]
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On the localist approach, all of these interpretations can be derived from a single
representation (9) of the verb keep, which is realized in different semantic fields: the
positional field in (8a), the possessional field in (8b), and the indentificational field in (8c).

The main problem of the localist approach is that local relations do not seem to be directly
relevant for the realization of lexical-semantic roles in syntactic argument positions.
Acknowledging this fact, Jackendoff (1990) introduces an action tier that takes precedence
over the thematic tier in the selection of subjects and objects. While the thematic tier encodes
local relations, the action tier encodes causal relations like agent vs. patient. The precedence
of the action tier with respect to grammatical functions indicates that the causal approach is
more adequate in the investigation of the lexicon-syntax interaction than the localist approach.

1.1.2.2 The aspectual approach

The aspectual approach to argument realization has received a lot of attention recently
because of its prima facie plausibility. First, the notions it introduces, measuring out and
delimitation are much smaller in scope than traditional listed O-roles. Second, the event
participants designated by these notions largely correspond to internal arguments, which
makes them a good tool to describe the lexicon-syntax interaction.

Tenny (1994) summarizes the foundations of the aspectual approach in her aspectual
interface hypothesis:

(10) Aspectual Interface Hypothesis:
The universal principles of mapping between thematic structure and syntactic structure
are governed by aspectual properties. Constraints on the aspectual properties
associated with direct internal arguments, and extemal arguments in syntactic structure
constrain the kinds of event participants that can occupy these positions. Only the
aspectual part of thematic structure is visible to the universal linking principles.

(Tenny (1994):2)

Unfortunately, the aspectual approach suffers from a number of loose ends. Take first the
generalization that telic intransitives are unaccusative (Hoekstra (1984), van Valin (1990),
Dowty ( 1991)). Borer (1994) extends this generalization to derive unaccusativity from
telicity.

However, LBcR (1995):172ff. show that certain verbs of directed motion like descend, rise,
and degree achievement verbs like cool, lengthen, are both unaccusative and atelic. Atelicity
is shown by the compatibility with durative for phrases and punctual at phrases:

(11) a. The temperature rose steadily for three hours.
b. The temperature rose at one o'clock.

(12) a. The soup cooled for half an hour.
b. The soup cooled at three o'clock.

Unaccusativity is shown for the motion verbs by their incompatibility with the X's way
construction, and by the absence of cognate objects. For degree achievements, unaccusativity
is shown by the fact that they have causative alternants, and by their incompatibility with the
X's way construction:
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(13) a. ~`She rose her way to the presidency.
b. ~`She rose a wobbly rise.

(14) a. The soup cooled.
b. I cooled the soup.
c. 'The soup cooled its way to room temperature.

We can conclude from this evidence that telicity does not derive unaccusativity. This takes
out a forceful argument in support of the aspectual approach.

Second, Jackendoff (1996) argues that measuring out and delimitation are sometimes
determined by pragmatic, rather than lexical-semantic factors. Take as an example a predicate
like draw. The object of draw is normally interpreted as an event-measure, or incremental
theme: the fraction of the object drawn measures, so to say, the completeness of the drawing
event. This is not the case, however, if an object is not drawn in the normal way, but, for
example, sprayed on a piece of paper in one swoop by a printer.

The same holds for many other examples. When we eat an apple, the size of the remaining
portion of the apple measures the completion of the event. But when we eat a grape, or even
more so a raisin, it usually disappears at once, and therefore cannot measure the event.

On the aspectual approach, we would expect different argument realization patterns caused by
an altered measuring behavior. This expectation is not bome out.

Third, Jackendoff (1996) argues that the aspectual approach fails to predict that certain
affected objects, which do not necessarily measure out or delimit an event, are nevertheless
realized as objects (15). Thus, affectedness (a causal notion), rather than delimitation,
determines objecthood here.

(IS) What John did to the bread was chew~ knead~ jigglel spin it.

Forth, Tenny (1994) and Dowty ( 1991) claim that locative inversion excludes an agentivity
reading, because NP must be generated as an object in this construction, and objects must
measure (Tenny), or have proto-patient properties (Dowty). However, an agentive reading is
possible, at least in some cases:

(16) Across my windowsill walked a whole army of ants.

Finally, Reinhart (2000) argues against the very notions of ineasurement and delimitation.
The intuitive nature of these notions, she claims, is responsible for much of their initial
appeal, which evaporates, once they are semantically formalized. According to Reinhart
(2000), the only aspectually relevant notion is homogeneity, which classifies both states vs.
events, and mass vs. count nouns: states and mass nouns are homogeneous, events and count
nouns are not.

Notice that homogeneity does not face Jackendoffs problem of duration above. If an event is
homogeneous, it does not matter how much (or little) time it consumes on a given occasion: it
can always be split in half, and is still the same event. In a non-homogeneous event, a part is
never equal to the whole, no matter how short it might actually be on a given occasion.
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In sum, the aspectual approach to argument realization does not stand up to closer scrutiny

mainly for the same reason that underlies its initial appeal: the intuitive nature of the notions

applied. Once pinned down to a falsifiable core, they lend themselves to fragmentary

generalizations regarding argument structure, at the best.

1.1.2.3 The causal approach

Dealing with the localist approach, it has been shown that causal relations play a more

important role in the realization of azguments than local relations. Within the causal approach,

this intuition is taken as a starting point. Croft (1991, 1998), building on work by Talmy

(1976, 1988), argues that causation is conceptualized as a transmission of force between event

participants, and that "certain non-causal relationships are conceptualized as if they were

asymmetric force-dynamic relationships" (Croft (1998):31).

Verbs, on this approach, name segments of a causal chain. In such a chain, "[o]ne participant

outranks another if it is antecedent to the other on the causal chain" (Croft (1998):23). In this

way, Croft derives a partial ordering of arguments that can be used in the mapping from

lexical semantics to syntax.

An example of such an ordering is Croft's (1991) distinction between antecedent and

subsequent oblique roles. Antecedent roles are ranked high on the causal chain, and include

instrumental, manner, means, comitative, cause. Subsequent roles aze ranked low, and include

benefactive, recipient, result.

Croft supports the distinction between antecedent and subsequent roles with case syncretisms,

which appear inside a class, but not across classes. In Croft (1998), he extends this

generalization to acquisition, reporting a study by Clark and Carpenter (1989):

According to that study, when English children mistakenly use prepositions, they never

substitute an antecedent preposition for a subsequent one, or vice versa, while they regularly

mix up prepositions within a class. For example, they would substitute by for with in

instrumentals, or with for by for passive agents (Croft (1998):40):

(17) a. I just eat it by my spoon.
b. Sometimes Eva needs to be feeded with you because she doesn't eat.

The causal approach seems to faze better than the local, or the aspectual approach in several

respects. Take for one example causative change of state verbs. On the aspectual approach,

such verbs are analyzed into two sub-events, an activity and a result state, which are

connected by a causal relation. Nothing in the aspectual approach requires that the activity-

phase and the result state must always share an argument (the affected object). The force-

dynamic approach predicts this (LBcR (1996):34).

LBcR offer several more examples, where the causative approach seems superior to the

aspectual one. The objects of activity verbs like wipe, rub, and another class: jiggle, chew, do

not measure-out or delimit, so the aspectual approach does not predict that they must be

realized as direct objects. The causal approach does, because force is applied to them.

The same holds for the locative alternation: (18a) means that Pat did something to, or with the

paint, while (18b) is more readily read as Pat doing something to the wall.
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(18) a. Pat sprayed paint on the wall.
b. Pat sprayed the wall with paint.

It seems to me, however, that the causal approach as it stands faces challenges too. As long as
it is not embedded in, and derived from, a proper theory of mind mechanisms, the notion
jorce remains intuitive. Its application to syntactic argument structure is vague, and hard to
falsify. As an illustration, take psychological verbs of thefear class:

(19) Járg feared a short blonde bloke with thin hair.

In (19), it is well conceivable that force is emitted by the individual that triggers the fear, and
that it is transfen-ed to the individual denoted by the subject. In other words, there is a force-
differential that places the direct object above the subject. If force-differentials were the only
factor to determine syntactic argument structure, fear should behave like frighten, with the
stimulus in subject- and the experiencer in object position.

(20) A short blonde bloke with thin hair frightened Jbrg.

The force-dynamic approach offers an account of such problems, for example in terms of
Croft's verbal profiles, which specify exactly which segment of the causal chain is denoted by
a given verb. Fear-verbs might thus be taken to denote the emission of cognitive energy by
the experiencer towards a representation of the stimulus. Another option would be to
distinguish the roles cause and subject matter of emotion ( Pesetsky ( 1995)). However, since
the cause ofan emotion can also be its subject matter, it remains unclear, in which way force-
dynamic relations have the potential to order thematic roles with respect to each other, rather
than describing the dynamics ofparticular events.

Nevertheless, the causal approach seems to be the most promising strategy with respect to the
properties problem: causal relations are robustly involved in the determination of
grammatical functions. Where the causal approach faces problems, primarily with respect to
psychological predicates, the rivaling approaches do not fare better.

As it stands, the causal approach does not supply an answer to the interface problem. It does
not deliver a formalization of relevant properties that is both accurate and legible by the
computational system. Neither is it embedded in an explicit theory about the relation between
mental and linguistic representations. Before turning to that in section 1.2, let us take a quick
look at how the mapping problem has been dealt with in the literature.

1.1.3 The Maanine Procedure

According to a widely held conjecture, compositional lexical semantic structure is preserved
under the mapping of lexical items into syntax. This conjecture has been expressed in several
different ways, the most general ofwhich is Perlmutter 8t Postal's (1984) Universal Alignment
Hypothesis (UAH):
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(21) Universal Alienment Hypothesis
There exist principles of UG which predict the initial [grammatical] relation borne by
each nominal in a given clause from the meaning of the clause.

(Perlmutter 8c Postal (1984):97 - from LBr.R (1996):37)

The UAH states that there are unique grammatical realizations of thematic relations. This is
not an innocent assumption, and indeed weaker formulations of the lexicon-syntax mapping
can be found. One of them is Rosen's (1984) Little Alignment Hypothesis (LAH), which
comes quite close to Chomsky's Projection Principle in one respect.

While the UAH assumes there are general properties of clauses from which lexical relations
can be read off, both the LAH and the Projection Principle assume that individual lexical
items have constant properties, which are not altered by the computational system, and indeed
determine the way in which the item projects syntactically. The Projection Principle
fundamentally differs from the LAH with respect to the properties it describes. The LAH talks
about semantic roles, the Projection Principle about formal features, i.e. subcategorization.
Chapters 2-4 will rely on the importance of this distinction.

(22) The Little Alignment Hvpothesis
For any one predicate in any one language, there is a fixed mapping which aligns each
semantic role with an initial GR. The alignment remains invariant for all clauses with
that predicate. (Rosen (1984):53(45) - from LBcR (1996):37)

(23) Projection Principle
Representations at each syntactic level (i.e., LF, and D- and S-structure) are projected
from the lexicon, in that they observe the subcategorization properties of lexical items.

(Chomsky (1981):29)

In spite its weakness, disallowing generalizations across predicate classes and languages, the
LAH might still be too strong. It is not a given truth, that the semantic roles assigned by a
given predicate are always realized in an identical way. Therefore, lexical semanticists usually
favor (some version of) the UAH. The discussion is more on the type of mapping, than on the
question whether it is universal or not.

Turn first to direct mapping accounts. Direct Mapping means that lexical properties are
translated into grammatical relations directly, without any mediating level of representation.
Probably the most influential such account is given in LBr.R (1995), exemplified here with
their immediate cause linking rule:

(24) Immediate Cause Linking Rule
The argument of a verb that denotes the immediate cause of the eventuality described
by that verb is its external argument. (LBzR (1995):135)

As noted by LBcR (1996), a disadvantage of direct mapping rules of this kind is that they are
arbitrary. There is nothing in a direct mapping account that would tell us, for example, why an
instrument (which is an immediate cause) is not be linked to an external argument position,
when an agent is present.

Mediated mapping approaches seek to deal with exactly this problem. Thematic role
hierarchies are probably the best-known devices of intermediate mapping. There is some
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agreement to the assumption that linking rules map the highest ranked argument to the subject
position, and the lowest one to the object.

Thematic role hierarchies inherit several problems from the roles they order. Without clear
criteria to distinguish particular roles, such roles are hard to rank with respect to each other.
Worse still, it is extremely difficult to compare hierazchies based on different definitions of
roles. "Over and above this, the proposed mapping rules make reference to the hierarchies in
strikingly different ways, and these divergences also need to be factored into any comparison
of the hierazchies. Unfortunately, we are unawaze of thorough comparative assessments [...]"
(LBr.R (1996):44).

To illustrate this problem, consider the presentation ofhierarchies in LBcR (1996):43-44:

No mention of goal and location
Belletti 8r, Rizzi (1988)Agt~ Exp~Th
Fillmore (1968) Agt~Inst~ Obj

Goal and location ranked above themelaatient
Grimshaw (1990) Agt~ Exp~G~S~L~Th~
Jackendoff(1972)Agt~ ~GISIL~Th~
van Valin (1990) Agt~Eff~Exp~L ~Th~Pat

Goal and location ranked below theme~patient
Speas (1990) Agt~Exp~ Th ~GIS~L~MannerlTime
Carrier-Duncan (1985)Agt~ Th ~GISlL
Jackendoff(1990) Agt~ PatlBen~Th ~GISIL
Larson (1988) Agt~ Th ~G ~Obl
Baker (1989) Agt~Inst ~ Th~Pat~GIL

Goal above patientltheme; location ranked below themelaatient
Bresnan 8c Kanerva (1989)Agt~Ben~Rec~Exp~Inst~Th~Pat~L
Kipazsky (1985) Agt~S ~G ~Inst~Th~Pat~L
Givón (1984) Agt~ DatlBen~ Pat ~L~Inst

Another approach to mediated mapping makes use of intermediate roles. The most influential
proposal involving intermediate roles is developed in Dowty (1991). His thematic proto roles
are lists of entailments. If a given azgument gives rise to more proto-agent entailments than
proto-patient entailments, it is realized as a subject. If the proto-patient entailments
predominate, it is realized as an object.

(25) Contributing properties for the Agent Proto-Role:
a. volitional involvement in the event or state
b. sentience (and~or perception)
c. causing an event or change of state in another participant
d. movement (relative to the position of another participant)
(e. exists independently of the event named by the verb)
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(26) Contributing properties for the Patient Proto-Role:
a.
b.
c.
d.
(e.

undergoes change of state
incremental theme
causally affected by another participant
stationary relative to movement of another participant
does not exist independently of the event, or not at all)

(Dowty (1991):5 72 )

Dowty (1991):572 gives these lists "without implying that [they] are necessarily exhaustive or
that they could perhaps eventually be better partitioned in some other way". In this sense, they
just postpone the initial problem of explaining why particular roles are mapped on specific
grammatical functions. They describe generalizations that we would want to follow from
either the conceptualization of events, or from other factors. [n this sense, they only re-state
the known problem that grammatical functions are loosely related to the thematic properties
of event descriptions.

1.1.3.1 Beyond the UAH

It is not unreasonable to suspect, based on the problems with direct and mediated mapping
proposals, that such problems stem from too loose a conception of the lexicon-syntax
mapping. Several authors adopt this strategy, and suggest mapping procedures that are more

restricted than the UAH would predict them to be.

A first class of theories strengthens the UAH by adding the assumption that the lexicon-

syntax mapping is isomorphic. The advantage of this move is the transparency of the

operation. However, the abundance of lexical semantic distinctions necessitates substantial
adjustments in the generation of syntactic structure, in order to maintain the isomorphism
hypothesis. An example is the introduction of an entirely new level of representation, lexical
syntactic structure, which is subject to slightly different wellformedness conditions than
syntax proper, in Hale 8z Keyser's (1993, 1999) work.

More often than isomorphism, we find the assumption of a homomorphism between lexical
and syntactic structure. A homomorphic mapping allows the realization of multiple lexical
properties by a single grammatical function. An example of a homomorphic mapping
approach is Baker's (1988) Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH):

(27) The Uniformitv ofT'heta AssiQnment Hvnothesis (UTAH)
Identical thematic relationships between items are represented by identical structural
relationships between those items at the level ofd-structure. (Baker (1988):46)

Provided a given syntactic relationship can be identical to more than one thematic
relationship, Baker's version of the UTAH allows the desired one-to-many mapping. One way

to accomplish this is by formulating the lexicon-syntax mapping as structure preserving for

relative prominence. The UTAH then roughly translates into the requirement that a

prominence relation between two roles in the lexicon must be conserved in syntax. Several

relativized versions of the UTAH make comparable assumptions (Belletti 8c Rizzi (1988),

Larson (1988, 1990), Jackendoff(1990)).
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1.1.3.2 Problems with diathesis alternations

Theories based on homomorphic mapping can account for many-to-one relations between
lexical and syntactic configurations, but this is not all we find. Diathesis alternations seem to
require a relation from one lexical role on a variety of different syntactic functions. The
mapping therefore must be many-to-many. A homomorphism does not allow many-to-many
relations.

Such problems have been tackled from two perspectives. Either, lexical entries are viewed as
constant in meaning, with diathesis alternations arising from grammatical transformations.
This is the projectional approach. Or, lexical entries are viewed as massively ambiguous, with
syntactic realization coercing constructional meaning on it, the constructional approach.

An example of where the first strategy has successfully been adopted is the passive
alternation, which crucially does not affect the thematic relations of the arguments of a
predicate.

(28) a. Ray ate the grape.
b. The grape was eaten by Ray.

The locative alternation is more problematic in this respect:

(29) a. The farmer loaded the hay on the truck.
b. The farmer loaded the truck with hay.

LBcR (1996):60 point out that the two alternants exhibit a difference in meaning that can be
accounted for in terms of lexical semantics: (29a) expresses a causative change of location.
(29b) expresses a causative change of state.

If a theory based on the projectional approach maintains a single lexical entry for such verbs,
it cannot accouni for the difference in meaning, unless it doubles lexical semantic structure in
syntax. Generative Semantics did just that; see Fodor (1970) for why this approach is
problematic: it forces the introduction of otherwise unattested, and largely arbitrary
transformations.

This leaves us with the constructional approach, which is recently enjoying great attention:
Borer (1994, 1998, 2000), Spencer (1997), Erteshik-Shir 8c Rapoport (1995), Ghomeshi 8c
Massam (1995), Goldberg (1995), Hoekstra (1992), Ritter á Rosen (1996). On the
constructional approach, the lexical content of a predicate is reduced to a minimum, which
indeed remains constant across different constructions, and thematic meaning is attributed to
specific constructions.

As an illustration, take the lexical items boat, dog, sink. According to Borer (2000) (cf.
Chapter 3: for details and discussion), these lexical items have a conceptual core meaning that
is, kind of loosely, related to what we think of dogs, boats, and sinking. This conceptual
meaning helps us interpreting utterances like those in (30):
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(30) a. The dog sank the boat.
b. The boat dogged the sink.
c. The sink boated the dog.

(30b) might be a rare utterance to come about, and (30c) seems even less likely to be ever
produced. However, such unlikely sentences are interpretable. In (30b), we understand that a
boat did something to a sink, and this event reminds us of the dog-concept. Similarly in (30c).
A sink does something to a dog, and the event is reminiscent of boats.

On the constructional approach, syntactic structure is much more than a projection of lexical
items. It supplies an event-structural template that forces thematic roles upon the lexical items
inserted into them. Thus, the answer to the mapping problem offered by the constructional
approach is trivial. There is no mapping of thematic information from the lexicon into syntax.
What the constructional approach fails to give is a principled explanation of why particular
syntactic configurations should have the assumed thematic properties. Borer (1994) and
subsequent work attribute most of the explanatory burden to aspect. The limitations of this
approach were discussed in section 1.1.2.2 above.

1.1.4 Summarv

In sum, the three problems stated at the outset have been dealt with in the literature in rather
inconsistent ways. A solution to the properties problem seems to call for a causal approach to
lexical semantics, while the interface problem clearly favors thematic role lists, which are
problematic on independent grounds. Given this disparity of requirements, it is hard to even
start to answer the mapping problem. It might just as well turn out that there is a way of
formalizing lexical knowledge and syntactic projection such that the mapping problem must
be addressed from a different perspective than the one taken in lexical semantics.

In the following subsection, I will evaluate the object of research, lexical semantic
representation, in the light of recent developments in cognitive psychology. Building on a
strictly modular theory of the mind, I will argue that thematic relations encode the two
fundamental concepts of a commonsense representation of events: mechanical and
psychological agency. These concepts can be encoded as binary features Reinhart (2000),
which makes it possible to dispense with recursive mechanisms in the lexicon, and to answer
the interface problem: by hypothesis, Reinhart's features are legible by the computational
system. Chapter 2 is dedicated to an empirical re-examination of the mapping problem.

1.2 The Architecture of the Mind, and the Lexicon

In Modularity of Mind, Fodor (1983) defends the thesis that the mind can be analyzed into a
central system of thought and highly specialized interface systems, by which the central
system interacts with the outside world. One of these interface systems is the language
faculty. Embedded in Fodor's model, language interfaces with the central system of thought
on one end, and with the shallower systems of motor control and sensual input on the other
end. So if we want to find out about the interface of language with thought, i.e., with the
manipulation of concepts, as lexical semantics attempts to do, we need to find out which
conditions the central system of thought imposes on the representation and manipulation of
concepts.
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However, in Fodor's (1983) theory, "conceptual processes [...] are presented as a big holistic
lump lacking joints at which to carve", as Sperber (1994):39 puts it. [f this approach is
correct, then the most basic question of lexical semantics, what I have called the properties
problem above, cannot reasonably be addressed at all. The reason is that, on the view
described by Sperber (1994), there just is no single set of properties that characterizes the
handling of concepts in the mind. If constraints on the lexical representation of concepts exist
at all, then they must be specific to the language faculty, on this assumption. Research in
lexical semantics indeed seems to be based on this assumption. A powerful lexicon shoulders
the heavy burden of event representation. However, there is a much more elegant, and
successful way to approach the problem.

1.2.1 The Lexicon Is a List: Fodor 8c Leaore

The existence of recursive mechanisms has been called into question by Fodor 8z Lepore
(1998), henceforth FBcL. According to FBcL, "lexical entries are typically atomic [...]. [T]he
only thing a lexical entry speciftes is the denotation of the item it describes" (FBcL
(1998):270). They immediately relativize this strong position, granting "lexical entries are
typically complex. But we claim that they are complex in a way that does not jeopardize the
thesis that lexical meaning is atomistic, or the identification of lexical meaning with
denotation." (FBtL (1998):270; italics by FBcL). It is interesting to see exactly which aspects
of lexical complexity FBcL reject, and why they do so.

FBcL consider inter-lexical relations, ambiguity, semantic wellformedness, and (apparent)
syntactic effects of lexical complexity, and argue that none of these issues calls for lexical
complexity in the sense that real-world relations among objects be represented by similar
relations in the lexicon, or that the lexicon had recursive, generative, capacities like syntax.

First, words are related to other words in a way that can be captured by analytic inference. A
dog, for example, is also an animal, and one might want to represent this fact as part of the
meaning of dog. However, FBr,L argue, such facts are related to what a speaker knows (or
believes, pretends, etc. to know) about the world, and not to structural properties of the
lexicon. For example, the question whether a tomato is a vegetable or not, is answered in
biology, not in the lexicon. The fact that a dog is an animal can be stated as part of its
(arbitrary) denotation, like has four legs, barks and bites, carries flees, and a few other
contingent truths about dogs. Any of these properties can be changed, and indeed reversed,
without serious effect on the use of the word (Lewis ( 1981)). In sum, inter-lexical relations do
not support recursive procedures in the lexicon.

Second, lexical generativity is required, in the theories FBzL attack, by the varying meanings a
given lexical item may assume. They consider as an example the meaning of bake in bake a
cake (creation) versus bake a potato (cook). The generalization here would be that óake
assumes the meaning of creation when combined with an artifact, and that of cooking
otherwise. The question is whether the lexicon should have the power to explicitly derive
these two meanings.

Both conceptual economy and empirical fact militate against this. Different uses of a given
lexical item are just as well compatible with lexical ambiguity and (partial) pragmatic
disambiguation. Such an approach actually fares much better than the complex lexicon
approach, once we consider the availability of half-baked bread in every supermarket (an
artifact that is being cooked, not created).
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"[...] in fact, even assuming that the lexicon distinguishes artifacts from natural kinds is not
enough. Notice that although knives and trolley cars are artifacts, bake a knife and bake a
trolley car resist a creative reading quite as much as bake a potato does. But ifbake a cake is
heard as creative because cake is marked as denoting an artifact, then bake a trolley car
should be heard as creative too. Clearly, something has gone wrong." (FBr.L :12)

A third piece of evidence is the capacity of a lexical semantic theory to state conditions on
semantic wellformedness. Again, it is doubtful whether the lexicon should have that power.
FBr.L call into question the very existence of wellformedness conditions "distinct from
ungrammaticality, necessary falsity, and any of a variety of kinds of pragmatic malfeasance"
(FBcL (1998):275). All such conditions efficiently apply in domains other than the lexicon.
The null hypothesis would thus appear to be the attribution of a given ill-formedness to
syntax, semantics or pragmatics. Since the primary function of the lexicon is stipulating the
atoms of linguistic operations, and systems of linguistic operations exist outside the lexicon,
the very concept of lexical-semantic wellformedness is questionable.

In conclusion, neither inter-lexical relations, nor ambiguity or semantic well-formedness call
for recursive mechanisms in the lexicon. I therefore follow FBzL and conclude that the lexicon
is an arbitrary list.

FBcL endorse a forth argument that is very closely related to our properties problem above. In
this argument, FBr,L try to refute the claim that the semantic properties of a lexical item
determine ( some of) its syntactic properties. The argument is based on the difficulty to
formalize "the semantic end of the putative semantics~syntax conelations [...] with sufficient
clazity to permit the claims to be evaluated" (FBzL (1998):276).

Notice that this kind of reasoning is substantially different from the arguments presented
above. Instead of calling into question the desirability of a theoretical goal, it simply states the
difficulty of getting there. What is more, FBzL capitalize on the notoriously vague notions of
afjectedness, and the boundedness of events in their azgument (cf. section 1.1.2.2). Surely, the
absence of an adequate theory on how lexical knowledge is represented in syntactic structure
at this moment in history does not imply that such a theory could not, eventually, exist. Far
from refuting lexical semantics, FBr.L have identified its object of inquiry.

It will turn out in chapters 3 and 4 that FBcL's conclusion is correct, albeit for a different
reason. In the following sections, I turn to a modular analysis of central thought processes,
trying to extract an answer to the propertiesproblem, which is compatible with the conclusion
that the lexicon is a list.

1.2.2 Domain Saecific Thoueht: ToBy. ToMM, and A~ency

A strong version of the modular hypothesis holds that even central, conceptual processes are
domain-specific operations. Fodor (1987):27 disqualifies such an assumption as "modularity
theory gone mad". Nevertheless, a substantial field of research has since grown, producing
significant insights, especially for the development of cognitive mechanisms from infancy
onwards.

An implementation of this hypothesis is the theory theory that considers "everyday knowledge
as falling into folk or commonsense theories" (Hirschfeld 8c Gelman (1994):12). A
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commonsense theory can be viewed as a set of beliefs that allows an individual to interpret
and explain the behavior of an object of a given domain, as well as predict its future behavior
cf. Gopnik 8c. Wellmann (1994).

Specified knowledge systems of this kind presuppose mechanisms that allow a categorization
of objects into domains, a system of domain-specific perception. Once an object is
categorized as belonging to a particular domain, its future behavior can be predicted in line
with the principles governing that domain.

The perception and interpretation of events appears to depend on two major systems of
cognition. One of them is responsible for the individuation ofphysical objects as distinct from
others, with their mechanical properties, and with the prediction of their behavior in three-
dimensional space. Another system is responsible for the recognition of volitional agents as
opposed to dead objects. In addition to movement and interaction in three-dimensional space,
volitional agents are capable of internalized, mental behavior and interaction at a distance.
The latter system is responsible for the prediction ofsuch behavior.

1.2.2.1 Physical objects and ToBy

According to Carey 8c Spelke (1994), physical objects are perceived "in accordance with the
principles of cohesion, contact, and continuity" (p.175). The principle of cohesion predicts
that an object maintains its integrity under movement. As a consequence of this principle, two
adjacent objects lacking clear boundaries are perceived as one object if they appear stationary,
but they are perceived as two distinct objects, if any movement can be detected of one with
respect to the other. The principle of contact predicts that objects move together only if they
are in contact. Reaction at a distance is not interpreted as a property of physical (inanimate)
objects. Continuity finally predicts that an object moves on exactly one, continuous path. If an
object vanishes, and then reappears in a different position, moving in a different direction, the
two occurrences are perceived as distinct objects.

Once a physical object has been individuated as a single entity, its central property is inertia.
When it moves, it is predicted to continue moving on its path, and when it is stationary, it is
predicted to stay where it is. However, physical objects can be pushed or pulled by other
physical objects, and individuals can predict the resulting movements. Leslie (1994) argues
there is a cognitive domain responsible for just that. A Theory of Body mechanism (ToBy) is
"concemed with Agents in a mechanical sense [...]. Distinguishing agents from other physical
bodies that are not Agents and describing their mechanical interactions are important
functions ofToBy." (Leslie (1994):122).

According to Leslie, human individuals have adapted to the physical world in which "object
motions are invariably the result of energy distribution" (Leslie (1994):125) by ascribingforce
to objects: "ToBy is concerned with three-dimensional objects as the principal bearers,
transmitters, and recipients of FORCE." (Leslie (1994):126).

The concept offorce is the psychological interpretation of physical energy, and although it is
extremely shallow from a scientific point of view, it is useful as a psychological postulate,
because it allows wide-spread commonsensical force-ascriptions, where physical energy is
actually absent.
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In sum, Leslie postulates the existence of a commonsense theory by the label of ToBy that is
responsible for the recognition ofphysical objects, and for the interpretation and prediction of
their behavior in three-dimensional space, as caused by force. This notion corresponds with
the one used ín lexical semantics by Croft ( 1990, 1991, 1998) and others.

1.2.2.2 Intentional agents and ToMM

In contrast to physical objects, living things, i.e., agents on the linguistic use of the word, fall
in a different domain of cognition. They exhibit self-propelled movement towards a goal, they
can react at a distance, and they can change the direction and acceleration of their movements
without physical contact with other objects. Such behavior cannot be predicted on the basis of
a commonsense theory of physics. Predicting the behavior of volitional agents requires a
theory of mind that specifies how (possibly counterfactual) representations of states of affairs
are related to each other, and to actions. In Leslie (1994), the folk theory of mind is called
ToMM (Theory ofMind Mechanism).

One of the most important features ofToMM is that it facilitates the interpretation of an event
from a teleological perspective.

Building on work by Perner 8c Davies (1991), Perner (1995) (cf. Premack á Premack (1997),
Opfer (2002) for discussion, Spelke (1985) on methodology), Gergely et al. (1995), Gergely
8c Csibra (1995, 1997, 1999), Csibra et aL (1999) conducted a series of habituation
experiments with infants.

They find that actions are "teleologically related to some future goal state" ( Gergely 8c Csibra
(1997):228) by children as young as 12 months of age, and that such an interpretation requires
that subjects take a teleological stance: "when interpreting behavior as goal-directed,
rationality is attributed as a property ofthe action, and not of the agent (or the agent's mind)."
(Gergely 8c Csibra (1997):233). In other words, by 1 year of age, children can distinguish
physically caused events from an entirely different kind of event, which happens as a rational
means-action.

Later in their development (once they have acquired beliefs about alien minds), children learn
to attribute beliefs and desires to rational, goal-directed action:

"Developmentally, teleological interpretations are transformed into causal mentalistic ones
by 'mentalizing' the explanatory constructs of the teleological stance: i.e., by turning
representations of actual realiry constraints into 'beliefs' (which mentally represent such
constraints), and representations ofjuture goal states ojrealiry into 'desires' (which mentally
represent goal-states)" (Gergely 8r. Csibra (1997):232).

In other words, the central explanatory construct employed by the adult folk-theory ofmind is
what the philosophical literature knows by the name of a propositional attitude (Frege (1879,
1892), Schiffer ( 1987)). Like force in the domain of inechanical interaction, a propositional
attitude is a relation between an agent and an object. In contrast to force, the agent of a
propositional attitude must be sentient, and its object can be fictional, or far removed in space
and time. Most importantly, the object of a propositional attitude may have the power to
teleologically cause mechanical action.
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1.2.3 Crossine the Interface: Cognition, Syntax, and the Lexicon

Turning back to the representation of verb meanings, recall Fodor 8z Lepore's (1998)
conclusion that recursive mechanisms in the lexicon are both redundant and undesirable. On
the assumption of domain specificity in the central system, the situation becomes even worse
for event composition in the lexicon. There are highly specialized subsystems of the mind,
which are responsible for the computation of event representation. Conceptual parsimony
dictates that such mechanisms should not be duplicated in the lexicon.

What the lexicon does need to encode is the information necessary for the central system to
interpret the meaning of a verb, and it must do so in a way that is legible to the computational
system. In this sense, the lexicon is indeed an interface. The question is now whether the
complexíty of representation we find at both sides of the lexicon, in the central systems of
thought, and in the computational system of language, is sufficiently similar in order to justify
the hypothesis of a structure preserving mapping from the mind into language. This question
has been at the core of linguistic theorizing for a long time, and indeed there is mounting
evidence to the effect that the mechanisms involved in the generation of linguistic complexity
are fundamentally different from those involved in thought.

First, linguistic competence and general intelligence are functionally dissociated. Various
forms of specific language impairment (Wexler ( 2002)), both in acquisition and loss of
linguistic competence, can occur without repercussions for the central system of thought. On
the other hand, linguistic competence can be fully developed in spite of a severe cognitive
impairment, as in Williams syndrome (Pinker ( 1999)).

Second, linguistic expressions exhibit a number of peculiarities we do not find outside the
language faculty. Chomsky (2001) recently calls such peculiarities imperfections, because
they cannot be reduced to general cognitive or biological mechanisms. One of these is the
displacement property. Constituents of a linguistic expression often appear in a position we
would not expect, if language were a direct expression of thought. This second aspect, one of
the cornerstones of the universalist hypothesis, is particularly relevant for the present
discussion, and what we have called the mapping problem above. Recall from section 1.~.3
that theories on the mapping from lexical semantic structure into syntax face a severe
problem. The problem was that lexicon-syntax relations cannot be formalized as a morphism:
they are many-to-many, in other words, arbitrary.

On the assumption of a modular theory of the mind, such arbitrariness is expected. If the
language faculty is a module, it operates encapsulated and blind. Indeed, if we were to find a
morphic mapping from event representation (i.e., cognition) into syntactic structure, such a
finding would seriously challenge the encapsulated status of the language faculty, and support
a more holistic view. As a matter of fact, it turned out throughout section 1.1 above that the
relation between event representation (i.e., cognition) and syntax is notoriously vague. While
some core notions like agent and afJ`'ected object tend to have regular realizations in grammar,
the more complex an event representation becomes, the less likely it is that we find all event
participants realized in a canonical grammatical environment, or that they are realized at all.
Furthermore, the picture is blurred by the possible ínteraction of distinct sub-systems of
cognition in the computation of a given event, especially when it comes to psychological
predicates. If there is a morphic mapping from cognition into syntax, which module of
cognition should take precedence over the other?
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None ofthese problems arises if we assume that the lexicon is a list. When we speak of a verb
as naming a section in the representation of an event in this sense, we can only mean that the
lexical entry of the verb names agents and patients in the respective sub-system of cognition.
Consider as an illustration the contrast between fear andfrighten:

(31) a. John feared Helen~a renewed outbreak ofcholera.
b. Helen~The renewed outbreak of cholera frightened John.

Both verbs clearly name a psychological event. In the case of fear, the subject exhibits
cognitive activity. It is therefore an agent for ToMM. The object, even if it denotes a sentient
individual, corresponds to the content of the emotion. Therefore, it is a patient for ToMM. As
far as ToBy and the physical world is concerned, the verb fear does not constrain
interpretation of its object (cf. the distinction between cause and subject matter of emotion in
Pesetsky (1995)).

The verb frighten behaves differently. Here it is the object, not the subject, which refers to a
sentient, mentally active individual, i.e., an agent for ToMM. At the same time, the object of

frighten is understood as the target of an external agent (the cause of its emotion). This state
of affairs is accounted for, iffrighten selects one argument (the subject), which is an agent for
ToBy, and underspecified for ToMM, and another argument (the direct object), which is both
an agent for ToMM and a patient for ToBy.

Specifications of this sort do not require lexical semantic structure. They can be spelled out as
a simple list of features associated with any given lexical entry. A proposal along these lines
has been made by Reinhart (2000), who argues that thematic infonnation should be modeled
in the form of feature clusters. Each cluster describes properties of one event participant.
Although Reinhart (2000) motivates her features from a completely different perspective, the
structure of narrative discourse (Rumelhart (1975), Miller 8t, Johnson-Laid (1976), Shen
(1986)), they are in fact ideal for the present purpose, because they refer to the domains of
physical and mental activity, respectively. The feature referring to mental activity is called m,
the one referring to physical activity is called c.

Coming back to the examples in (31), we may want to say that the lexical entry of fear
incorporates two feature clusters ( or O-roles). The cluster assigned to the direct object is
specified as [-m], because the object must be the content of an emotion, and it is
underspecified with respect to the physical domain. The cluster assigned to the subject is
specified as [ac fm], because the subject offear must engage in a mental activity. Whether
this cluster is specified for the feature c is irrelevant for the present purpose of illustration.

(32) fear: {[ac tm], [-m], ...}

Likewise, the lexical entry offrighten must make reference to an argument, which is both an
agent for ToMM, and a target ofjorce. These properties are encoded as[-cfm]. In addition,
frighten requires an argument that is an agent for ToBy, but underspecified with respect to the
mental domain, which is encoded as[tc]. This gives us the following partial entry for
frighten:

(33) frighten: {[tc], [-cfm], ...}
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Consider next the locative alternation. Levin á Rappaport (1996) azgue that this altemation
comes with a subtle but stable semantic import.

(34) a. Pat sprayed paint on the wall.
b. Pat sprayed the wall with paint.

(34a) is understood as a description of Pat doing something to the paint, which he intends to
end up on the wall. To be precise, Pat is a mechanical agent with respect to the paint, and the
paint is a mechanical agent with respect to the wall. In the listed format adopted here, the
conflicting requirement on the mechanical status of the direct object in (34a) can be captured
by means of underspecification.2 Since (34a) is read at an intentional action directed at the
paint, not at the wall, only the direct object, but not the target PP is specifted as an object with
respect to ToMM. In sum, the direct object in (34a) realizes [-m], the goal [-c]. Abstracting
away from the subject, the lexical entry ofspray should therefore be as follows:

(35) spray: {... [-m], [-c], ...}

(35) is perfectly compatible with (34b) too. The only adjustment needed is that the thematic
clusters are assigned to different grammatical functions. In (34b), the PP is most readily
interpreted as the object of a propositional attitude. It is an instrument, employed by an
intentional agent in order to bring about an event. The direct object is unambiguously the
target of force. In conclusion, the locative alternation (34) is the result of a trivial mismatch
between thematic roles and grammatical functions. As a further illustration, the clusters
realized by the respective constituents are indicated by means of subscripts in (36).3

(36) a. Pat sprayed [paint]I.m~ [on the wall]I.~~.
b. Pat sprayed [the wall]I~I [with paint]I-m~.

(36) biases a misleading intuition. It looks as if the paint and the wall, respectively, must
realize their respective role, no matter in which grammatical context they appear. This
intuition is as wrong as it is widespread. Consider the contrast between (36) and (37):

(37) a. tlPat sprayed the wall on the paint.
b. ~Pat sprayed the paint with the wall.

If wa1J and paint, respectively, were associated with their own, pragmatically determined O-
roles, (37) would have to be as impeccable as (36). This is plainly false. The sentences in (37)
aze nonsense, because the meaning they express contradicts our world knowledge. When the
preposition on is selected, the PP realizes the goal role [-c], and [-m] is assigned to the direct
object. This holds for both (36a) and (37a). The latter is just much less likely to be ttve. By
contrast, the preposition with attracts [-m], such that the goal-cluster [-c] is assigned to the
direct object. Again, this is true for both (36b) and (37b), but only the former is a realistic
description of the world as we know it.

Z This causal scenario is compatible with another feature specification, [i-c-m]. The difference between [-m] and
~}c-m] is that the former cluster allows an affectedness-reading, while the latter excludes it.

Notice that the feature realization pattem in (36) is assumed to be impossible for theoretical reasons in Reinhart
(2000). It is argued on independent grounds in chapter 3 that the respective assumptions should not be
maintained. Correspondingly, (36) is a valid configuration of clusters.
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Tuming back to the discussion of modularity and central thought processes, we can close this
section with the conclusion that diathesis alternations of this and other kinds are not an
anomaly, as they are for most theories in the field of lexical semantics, which postulate a
morphic mapping from complex event-structure into syntax. For the proponent of a modular
theory of the mind, including an autonomous syntax and a listed lexicon, the existence of
diathesis alternations is good news. Their absence would have to be cause for major concern.

1.3 Reinhart's Feature Theory

The next question must now be how the computational system of human language handles
thematic role cluster, such that the impression of universal alignment is created. In a first step,
the theory developed in Reinhart (2000) is introduced. Although major components of this
theory are substantially changed later on, its descriptive apparatus will be indispensable for the
categorization ofGerman verbs in chapter 2. The following section is a brief sketch ofReinhart's
theory aimed at a faithful representation of core concepts.

1.3.1 The Lexicon L~niformity Princiale

At the basis of Reinhart's theory, we find a principle of economy, the Lexicon Uniformity
Principle. This principle substantiates the status of the lexicon as a kind of "bottle-neck"
between the domains of cognition and grammar.

(38) Lexicon Uniformity Principle
Each verb-concept corresponds to one lexical entry with one thematic structure. ---~
The various thematic forms ofa given verb are derived by lexicon-operations from one
thematic structure. (Reinhart (2000):4)

In line with the Lexicon Uniformity Principle, Reinhart assumes that lexical entries encode
the sum of information that can be realized in different diatheses. Correspondingly, the
syntactic realization ofa verb is often less complex thematically than its lexical representation
would allow it to be. In this respect, Reinhart's approach differs from many others, e.g.,
Kratzer (1996), Pesetsky (1995), who assume argument-roles can be introduced in syntax, by
means of adding an appropriate head. In Reinhart (2000), complex thematic configurations
can be created in syntax, but they require the merger of distinct lexical items. A single lexical
item cannot be causativized in syntax.

Therefore, ifone diathesis of a verb indicates the presence of a given thematic feature-cluster,
then it is assumed that this cluster is part of the verb's lexical entry. If this very role is absent
in another diathesis, Reinhart assumes with Chierchia (1989) it has been eliminated by one of
a small set of lexicon-operations, to which we turn in section ~.3.5.

Take as an example the contrast between causative and inchoative melt:

(39) a. The sun melted the ice-cube
b. The ice-cube melted

On Reinhart's assumptions, the causative use of the verb represents the basic lexical entry:
both the cause ([fc]), and the theme-role ([-c-m]) are assigned to an argument. The inchoative
use of inelt in (36b) is derived from its lexical representation by a reduction-operation that
eliminates [fc] (sect. ~.3s).
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1.3.2 Notational Conventions

If we want to state generalizations for natural classes of thematic roles, we need notational
conventions to refer to specific features. Reinhart (2001):3 adopts the following conventions:

(40) Notation
[a] - Feature cluster a.
la - Feature (and value) a. ( E.g. the feature ~fm occurs in the clusters [tcfm], [-

ctm] and [tm])
[la] - A cluster one of whose features is la. (E.g. [I-c] clusters are [-cfm], [-c-m]

and [-c].)
[-~] - A cluster ALL of whose features have the value f. (E.g. [-] clusters are [-c-

m], [-c], [-m].) (Reinhart (2001):3)

These conventions are adopted here without modification. We might want to add the
possibility to refer to a feature irrespectively of its value:

(41) a - Feature a. (E.g. the feature m designates an argument as belonging to the
domain of the commonsense theory ofmind mechanism (ToMM))

1.3.3 Some Examate Verb Classes

The two binary features c and m define natural classes of verbs that often cut across the
correspondence classes defined by traditional listed roles, or those that follow from specific
assumptions about basic predicates in event decomposition frameworks. For example,
Reinhart's notation allows the statement of generalizations affecting agents, causes emitters
(i.e., LBcR's (1995) immediate causes): all of these roles are [Ifc] clusters. They differ with
respect to the presence and value of m. Agents are specified as [fctm], causes as[tc], and
emitters (like instruments and some others) are specified as[tc-m]. Likewise, the notation
allows generalizations over agents and experiencers. Both are [~tm] roles. Agents are
specified as [~-c~-m], experiencers as[-ctm]. A third possibility, underspecified [tm], is
mentioned, but not discussed in Reinhart's work. It will become important from chapter 2
onwards.

Generalizations of this sort are exemplified in the following sub-sections, with examples from
Reinhart (2001).

1.3.3.1 Underspecified causes: l}el
An underspecified [fc] cluster is compatible with agents, causes and instruments. It is
postulated for verbs allowing a range of subjects, like the following:

(42) V([tcJ, ~c-mJ) - óreak, open, roll...
a. The wind IMax Ithe key opened the door
b. The storm IMax Ithe stone broke the window.
c. The earthquakel Max~ the stick rolled the stone.
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(43) V([fcJ, [-ctmJ - worry, amuse, scare, sttrprise...
a. Max I the noise I the gun scared Lucie.
b. Fredl Fred's behavior ~the discussion surprised Lucie

A typical property of the theme-object verbs in (42) is that they tend to alternate with
unaccusatives, while the experiencer-object verbs in (43) tend to alternate with unergatives or
reflexives in many languages, like for instance Dutch (44b).

(44) a. Max worries
b. Max verbaast zich (Max was surprised).

We can formulate these observations in terms offeature specifications:

~ underspecified [tc] can be reduced
. the resutting intransitive is realized as an unaccusative, if it selects [-c-m]
~ the resulting intransitive is realized as an unergative or reflexive, if it selects [~fm]

1.3.3.2 Agents: [tcfm~

Fully specified [fcfm] is postulated, if the subject selected by a verb must be an agent in
volitional control over the event:

(45) V ([fc}m], [-c-m]i[-ctm]) - eat, shave, dress...
a. The babyi ~`the spoon ~' hunger ate the soup.
b. Luciel ~`The razor~~`the heat shaved Max.
c. Luciel ~`the snow~ "the desire to feel warm dressed Max
d. Max shaved~dressed.

Members of the agent-subject class tend to have reflexive, but no unaccusative alternates, as
in (45d). Reinhart (2000) generalizes from this (and other) facts that a[Ifm] cluster cannot be
reduced. Notice that this generalization will be rejected in chapter 2 below.

1.33.3 Manner verbs and indirect causation: ~IfcJ, ~tc-mj

An interesting class of verbs allows either a volitional agent, or an instrument, but excludes a
cause in subject position (4óalb vs. c). Reinhart (2001) refers to the verbs in this class as
manner verbs, because they specify a specific way in which an agent performs an action. This
property is represented by the selection of two [~fc] clusters. When the agent is realized in
subject position, the [tc-m] cluster can be realized as an instrumental PP (46a). The
instrument may also be realized in subject position. In that case, the agent cannot be realized
at all (46b).

(46) a. Max peeled the apple (with the knife)
b. The knife peeled the apple.
c. 'The heat peeled the apple.

(47) drill~peel ([fctm], [-c-m], [fc-m])

A comparable class of verbs is discussed in Grimshaw ( 1990) and Rapp (1997): verbs of
indirect causation. Verbs of this kind name events that are typically composed of two sub-
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events: an activity and a resultant state. Unlike the event decomposition framework employed
by Rapp (1997), Reinhart's notation does not require a lexical stipulation of the fact that the
mediating activity must be identical with the cause of the resultant state. It is merely encoded
in the form of a[fc-mJ cluster. By ~-m, it is an object of the agent's intention, and by Ifc, it
physically acts upon the argument specified as I-c.

Like manner verbs, i~erbs of indirect causation have two transitive alternants, an agentive and
an instrumental one:

(48) a. John disappointed us with a disastrous exhibition.
b. John's disastrous exhibition disappointed us.

We can generalize that altemations of this sort occur whenever a verb selects two [Itc]
clusters. Other example verb classes are cause-substance verbs like to fill (notice that frll
selects [}c] rather than [fcfm]):

(49) a) Max~ the hose~ the storm filled the pool with water.
b) The water filled the pool.

(50) fll ([fc], [-c-m], [fc-m])

In line with the generalization that [~c] can be reduced, verbs like fil! have unaccusative
alternants:

(51) The pool filled ( with water).

1.3.4 The Realization of Thematic Feature Clusters

The details of how verb meaning (feature clusters) are mapped on arguments in clause
structure are very much in progress in Reinhart's own work. [n this section, the state of
assumptions in the Synopsis manuscript Reinhart ( 2001) is sketched.

The basic assumption in Reinhart ( 2001) is that the feature specification borne by a given
verb determines the merging order of its arguments. This is accomplished by two interacting
mechanisms.

First, a marking procedure designates thematic features for intemal and external realization,
respectively. In addition to this indexation, some verbs are marked with a subcategorization
feature, accusative case. Verbs that are marked in this way must merge an azgument DP in the
position of a direct object.

In a second step, merging instructions guide the introduction of NP-arguments in accordance
with the thematic features they are to realize.

1.3.4.1 Marking

The marking procedure is intended to serve several functions in Reinhart's work. First, it
introduces a fundamental distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs. Only transitive
verbs aze marked, intransitives are left unmarked.
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Second, the marking procedure distinguishes three classes of thematic role clusters: [t]
clusters are marked with index 1, [-] clusters are marked with index 2. The mixed value
clusters remain unmarked, as does the single cluster selected by underlyingly monadic verbs.

Finally, the mazking procedure assigns an accusative subcategorization feature to prototypical
transitives, which select both a[t] cluster, and a fully specified [I-c] cluster.

(52) Lexicon markin~
Given an n-place verb-entry, n~l,
a. Mark a[-] cluster with index 2.
b. Mark a[f] cluster with index 1.
a If the entry includes both a[t] cluster and a fully specified cluster [~a,~-c], mark

the verb with the ACC feature. (Reinhart (2001):16)

(52) effectively derives much of the predictions Croft (1991, 1998) arrives at on the basis of his
force-dynamic theory. The most important departure from Croft's proposal is the distinction
between mental and physical activity. The effect of this distinction is that psychological verbs aze
no longer exceptional, and no sepazate system of verb-frames is needed to account for them.
Their behavior is fully expected on the basis of the mixed value specification of experiencers,
and their interaction with other clusters at the moment they are realized in a syntactic derivation.

1.3.4.2 Merging

Reinhart's merging instructions distinguish three scenarios. (i) The assignment of marked
clusters is governed by their index (536). (ii) If no cluster is marked with index 1, then the
default rule (53a) applies. (iii) In the presence of two unmarked clusters, their realization is
free.4

(53) CS merQine instructions.
a. When nothing rules this out, merge externally.
b. An argument realizing a cluster marked 2 merges intemally; An argument with

a cluster mazked 1 merges externally. (Reinhart (2001):16)

This system derives the prototypical transitive sentence as one with two marked clusters
assigned, a[f] cluster in external position, and fully specified [I-c] cluster in internal position.

The system also derives unergatives as prototypical intransitives. This follows from the
default merging rule (53a), and the exemption of genuinely monadic verbs from the marking
procedure (52).

Unaccusatives and reflexives, to which we turn now, are analyzed as derived forms.

1.3.5 Lexicon Oaerations and the Like

There are two major classes of verbs that show a systematic altemation between transitive and
íntransitive uses cross-linguistically: unaccusatives and reflexives. Several authors take the

" Notice that this formulation of the merging instructions predicts that a verb selecting two mixed-value clusters
should have variable argument realization. A case at hand would be the German verb jaszinieren (to impress). It
will be argued in chapter 2 that Reinhart's prediction is not true. [tc-m] cannot be assigned to an internal
argument.
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intransitive use as basic, and derive the transitive vaziant with the help of a transitivizing
syntactic head. The most prominent such analysis is probably Pesetsky (1995).

In Reinhart's framework (cf. also Chierchia (1989)), the transitive entries are basic, and the
intransitive ones are derived. An operation of reduction derives intransitive from marked
transitive entries.

Reduction can apply to an internal, or to an external cluster. Consequently, Reinhart
distinguishes between internal and external role reduction: expletivization deletes an external
cluster; reflexivization deletes an intemal cluster. Both types of reduction weaken the
accusative subcategorization feature of the verb.5

Turn first to external role reduction, the one that derives unaccusatives. This kind of operation
targets only transitive entries with a[fc] extetnal cluster, and deletes the latter. If the
remaining cluster is mazked 2(i.e., [-c-m], [-c], [-m]), it must be realized internally, and the
result is an unaccusative verb, as in (55).

(54) Reduction of an external f-~cl role - Expletivization.
a. ve~~ (e~lf~,, e2) ---~ ~(ez)
b. ~v (ez) ~---~ v(ez)

(55) ~enA,~ ([tc], [-c-m] ---~ o en [-c-m]

On the other hand, if the remaining cluster is not marked, it must be realized externally by the
default rule (53a). This is most notably the case with psychological predicates like worry in
(56).

(56) worr ~~ ([fc], [-cfm] ---~ wo [-cfm]

Reduction may also tazget an internal role. In that case, a reflexive predicate is created:

(57) Reduction of an intemal role - SELF-function - Reflexivization
a. Va~~ (ei, ez) ---~ Rsw~ (et)
b. R~(et) ~---~ e (a,x (v (x,x)))

(58) a. shaveA~~([tcfm]t,[-c-m]2: Lucie shaved him.
b. R shave)([fcfm]t): Max shaved.

Apart from reduction, there is another azgument-reducing operation in Reinhart's framework.
This operation does not eliminate a thematic feature cluster, but rather saturates it by
existential quantification. Saturation is typically involved in the derivation of passives and
middles, on Reinhart's assumptions.

5 The accusative feature is not always fully deleted. It leaves a trace that is visible for certain operations like
auxiliary selection, under certain conditions, on Reinhart's assumptions. Details are irrelevant here, because
subcategorization and accusative case will be put in an entirely different theoretical context in chapters 3 and 4.
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(59) a. wash (Ol, 02)
b. Saturation: 3x wash (x, 02)
c. Max was washed t-~x (x washed Max)

There is one more lexicon operation in Reinhart's system: causativization. Rather than
eliminating or saturating a role cluster, causativization manipulates the feature specification of
existing roles, and adds an agent cluster.

(60) a. They ran I galloped Iwalked ----~ She ran Igalloped ~walked them.
b. 1'hey worked hard ---~ She worked them hard.

c. Danny axal bananot. --- ~ aba he'exil et Danny bananot.
Danny ate bananas. ---~ Daddy fed (acc) Danny bananas.

d. Danny lavash meil. ---~ aba hilbish et Danny meil.
Danny wore (a) coat. ---~ Daddy dressed (acc) Danny a coat.

(61) Causativization.
a. Decausativize: Change a Ifc feature to a I-c feature.

walk([fctm]) ---~ walk([-ctm])
b. Agentivize: Add an agent role.

walk([-cfm]) ---~ walk([fctm],[-c-~m])

Causativization is necessary in Reinhart's framework, because the alternation it describes
affects a[~fm] cluster, and [~fm] cannot be eliminated by hypothesis in her theory.

The only thing that can happen to a lexical [Itm] cluster is to remain unrealized, as it is the
case in the alternation described for manner verbs and verbs of indirect causation above:

(52) a. Max peeled the apple (with the knife)
b. The knife peeled the apple.
c. ~`The heat peeled the apple.

(63) drill~peel ([}cfm], [-c-m], [fc-m])

Remaining unrealized is an option not only for manner verbs. It is made use of in the context
of Pesetsky's (1995) subject matter problem, discussed in Reinhart (2000, 2001). Consider the
following paradigm:

(64) a. The article angered Bill.
b. The government angered Bill.
c. ~`The article angered Bill at the government.

(65) The article made Bill angry at the government.

Pesetsky (1995) shows that verbs like anger select two cause-like thematic roles, a cause
([tc] in the present notation), and a target~subject matter of emotion ([-m] here):

(66) anger [fc], [-c~m], [-m]
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Although they are logically compatible as shown in (65), the two roles cannot co-occur in a
single predicate (64c). Reinhart (2001) argues that this observation must be blamed on a
condition of cluster distinctness:

(67) Cluster distinctness:
a) Two indistinct 0-clusters cannot be both realized on the same predicate.
b) Distinctness: Two feature-clusters a, (3, are distinct iff a. they share at least

one feature, and b. there is at least one feature or value which they do not
share. (Reinhart (2001):14)

Since [~ c] and [-m] do not share a feature by which they could be distinguished, one of them
must remain unrealized.

Notice, however, that Pesetsky's paradigm can be extended by another sentence. In (68), the
subject realizes the subject matter of emotion, and the cause is realized, within the same
predicate, in a by-phrase. It seems, therefore, that Pesetsky's generalization as well as its re-
interpretation by Reinhart needs further investigation.

(68) The article angered Bill by inciting racial hatred.

A thorough criticism of Reinhart's theory must be postponed until chapter 3. For the time
being, it will be adopted as a valuable tool in the investigation of German verb meanings.

1.4 Conclusion

This chapter undertook to delimit the demands on a theory of lexical semantics, stating three
questions: a properties problem, an interface problem, and a mapping problem. After a brief
summary of the literature, it was argued that the theoretical status of lexical semantics must be
determined by explicit assumptions about adjacent domains of the mind, namely cognition
and language. With respect to cognition, a modular theory of central thought processes was
adopted. It was claimed that two modules are of primary importance for the interpretation of
events, a commonsense theory of physics, and a commonsense theory of mind mechanisms.
Since these modules are powerful enough to create complex event representations, complexity
in lexical representation was rejected as unnecessary. It was argued, however, that lexical
verb meanings should encode information about ( i) domain-specific categorization, and (ii)
agentive status of its arguments. This was the answer to the properties problem.

The feature notation in Reinhart (2000, 2001, 2002) was found to match these demands in an
ideal way, and it was therefore adopted. Reinhart's notation supplies a trivial answer to the
interface problem. Binary features are legible by the computational system, and they can
easily be interpreted as neo-Davidsonian predicates in the semantic component.

The stage has now been set to investigate the most interesting question of lexical semantics,
the mapping problem. In chapter 2, the (lexical and syntactic) argument structure of a set of
German verbs will be described in some detaiL Chapter 3 then develops a theory of syntactic
projection that accommodates both the facts of chapter 2, and the conceptual demands argued
for in this chapter: a listed lexicon, and an autonomous syntax.
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Chapter 2: German Verbs: Lexical Representation and Argument
Realization

In this chapter, Reinhart's (2000) notation in terms of two binary features, [tl-m] and [tl-c] is
applied to a set of German verbs. The mainly empirical discussion is developed against the
background of the question whether s-selection can detennine syntactic projection. The
working hypothesis will be that it can.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 gives an overview of thematic features, and
on how they (do not) compare with traditional role labels. Section 2.2 applies the feature
notation to a set of German transitives, exemplifying the reasoning that allows us to postulate
specific lexical representations. It then describes the realization of thematic feature clusters in
a pre-theoretical way.

Section 2.3 discusses the causative alternation and assesses its morpho-syntactic and thematic
properties. This section finds that complexity in lexical semantics, morphology and syntax,
respectively, are not contingent on each other. Abstracting away from morpho-syntax, it is
possible to state generalizations about O-role reduction in a more consistent and general way
than in Reinhart's work.

Section 2.4 discusses the syntactic properties of reduced argument structures, and concludes
that syntax does not have access to the distinction between lexically basic vs. reduced sets of
O-roles. The crucial piece of evidence is the behavior of two-place anti-causatives. Such
verbs are not unaccusative (as expected from causative reduction), but transitive. This section
concludes that syntax cannot see lexicon operations, if such operations exist at all. This means
that individual verbs do not have a unique syntactic argument structure, which seriously
weakens the working hypothesis that s-selection determines syntactic projection.

Section 2.5 turns to the reflexive alternation and finds that all German reflexives are
syntactically transitive. This introduces an even more serious challenge for the working
hypothesis. The only stable generalization of section 2.4, that [-c-m] is assigned to the direct
object seems to be falsified by the VP-external subject of anti-causative reflexives. The
section, and the chapter, concludes with Chomsky (2001) that s-selection does not determine
syntactic projection. By contrast, syntactic structure constrains the distribution of certain O-
roles.

2.1 Introduction: Features and Roles

The notation adopted from Reinhart (2000) allows the combination and underspecification of
features, such that we have eight distinct feature-clusters. I will regularly refer to these
clusters as O-roles, although they have little in common with traditional, atomistic O-roles.
First, their number is defined. We cannot "discover" new roles by inspection of empirical
facts. This greatly limits the arbitrariness of role-lists mentioned in chapter I. Second, the
notation defines natural classes of events, and thus tackles the super-role problem. Finer
distinctions are described with reference to fully specified clusters. Grosser generalizations
are captured by natural classes of clusters. For example, the set of all clusters containing a
[Ifc] specification corresponds to Levín and Rappaport's (1995) immediate cause. The
following table sketches the interpretation of possible feature combinations.
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(1) cluster s~ecified for: underspecified for:
[}c}m] physically and mentally active
[fc-m] physically active, object of thought
[-cfm] target offorce, mentally active
[-c-m] target offorce, object of thought
[tc] physically active no specification w.r.t. mind
[tm] mentally active no specification w.r.t. physics
[-c] target offorce no specification w.r.t. mind
[-m] object of thought no specification w.r.t. physics

At the top end of this set, we find the fully specified [f]-cluster [fcfm]. An argument to
which this cluster is assigned is interpreted as an agent with respect to the verb-event in both
domains of event interpretation, the physical and the mental. Since a co-occurrence of inental
activity and physical causation is perceived by the human mind as volitional control (Wegner
8c Wheatley (1999)), an argument bearing the [fcfm] cluster is interpreted as an agent in
volitional control of the event.

The fully specified [-]-cluster [-c-m] occupies the other end of this scale. [I-c] specifies a
patient in the domain of inechanical action. [~-m] does the same for the mental domain. In this
sense, [-c-m] corresponds to traditional roles like theme, affectecUe,f,fected object and the like.

[-c~m] differs from [-c-m] with respect to the mental domain. An argument bearing this
cluster is still a target offorce, but it must be a mental agent. The object-role offrighten is an
example. When somebody is frightened, an extetnal force triggers the mental state fear in the
argument. Usually, [-ctm] corresponds to the role label experiencer. However, it likewise
applies to conscious goals and addressees, like the object of verbs like inform, advise etc.

The other mixed value cluster is [-~c-m]. Its [~tc] specification requires that the argument it is
assigned to is an agent with respect to physics, while [I-m] requires that it is an object in the
domain of minds. Typically, this is the case with instruments. They bring about a physical
event, and they are likewise objects of an intention. It also applies to the argument of
internally caused change of state verbs like bloom, blossom, flower. Since these events are
represented as internally caused, their subject must be specified as an agent with respect to
physics. At the same time, these verbs exclude any reference to intentionality. Therefore, their
subjects must be specified as objects of thought, even though the verbs do not refer to a
sentient individual.

Underspecified clusters allow for a wider range of interpretations. [fc] requires agency in the
physical domain, but does not give any instruction with respect to the mental domain. An
argument assigned [}c] can be interpreted as an agent, a cause, or an instrument, depending
on many factors including world knowledge: Ma~the wincUthe key opened the door.

[tm] requires agency in the mental domain, and leaves physical aspects unconstrained. For
example, the subject in The madman loves his sheep can, but does not need to be physically
active. Rapp ( 1997) observes that emotions have this property in general. They can be read as
either activities, or as states. Rapp describes this variability with two base predicates, PSYCH-
DO vs. PSYCH-BE. In the features notation, it follows from underspecification.

The underspecified [-] clusters give rise to the biggest freedom of interpretation. [-c] requires
that an argument receives a passive interpretation in the physical domain. It does not specify
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mental requirements or constraints. Therefore, experiencer, theme, goal, and similaz
interpretations are compatible with [-c]. [-m] states the same requirement for the mental
domain, and thus allows interpretations like theme, goal, source and instrument.

The underspecified [-] clusters share a number of properties with each other, and with other
clusters. Therefore, it is important to be aware of the differences. [-m] must be postulated as
opposed to [-c], if an azgument can be read as themelgoal, and allows an additional
instrument, source, or other force-bearing interpretation. An example of this latter reading is
the subject of stative contain in the jarcontains water.

[-m] differs from [tc-m] at the other end of the force-scale. [fc-m] excludes an affectedness-
reading, while [-m] would allow it. An example is the contrast between fill and spray. The
substance used to fill something cannot be read as an affected object, but the substance used
for spraying can. So it is ungrammatical to say that ~`John filled water into the bottle, while it
is grammatical that he sprayedpaint on the wall. Fill selects [-~c-m], spray selects [-m].

[-c] differs from [-ctm] in that it does not refer to the mental domain at all. For example,
when we observe an alternation between goals and experiencers, the verb selects [-c].
However, if the goal is always required to intentionally cooperate, as in advise, then we must
postulate [-cfm].6

Both [-c] and [-m] differ from [-c-m] in that they allow for alternations that are unavailable,
had [-c-m] been selected. [-c] allows intentionality, [-m] causation.

This reasoning is now applied to a set of German verbs.

2.2 Role Sets and Realization Patterns

This section introduces a set of fairly well described transitive verbs, nearly all of them from
Rapp (1997). Before the discussion, it must be stressed that the feature specifications argued
for below are lexical features of individual verbs. Since such specifications are learned as part
of verb meanings, we expect some degree of inter-speaker variability. And since they are
properties of individual verbs, they do not necessarily extend to other verbs that have been
grouped together with the verbs discussed here. Empirical argument, not intuitive likeness,
must detetmine the class membership of each individual verb.'

2.2.1 Aeent Verbs: Itctml ...

I call a verb an agent verb, if it selects a[tctm] cluster. The class of agent verbs can be
distinguished on the basis of further clusters selected.

2.2.1.1 Agent-patient verbs

There are many two-place verbs that select both a[tctm] cluster, and a[I-c] cluster.

6 Notice that advise selects an additional [-m] role, which is visible in advrsefor~agarnst somelhing.
' Notice that this assumption must eventually be shared by more universalist approaches too. The problem would
then be to match up the phonetic shape ofa given verb with its universal representation. As far as I can see, there
is no way around Saussurean arbitrariness in the lexicon.
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2.2.1.1.1 Agent-theme

(2) jfcfml. f-c-m]
bauen (to build), besteigen (to climb), betreten (to enter~walk on), erklimmen (to
climb), kïmmen (to comb), malen (to paint), rasieren (to shave), uberdachen (to cover~
build a roofover)

Agent-theme verbs are the nearest we can get to Dowty's (1991) proto-entailments. One of its
azguments is required to contribute both mental and physical activity. Since this is equivalent
to full volitional control, imperatives (b) are very natural, and the volitional attitude of the
agent can be modified (c).

(3) a. Hans betritt den Raum.
H. enters the room
"Hans enters the room"

b. Betritt jetzt das Zimmer!
enter now the room
"Enter the room now!"

c. Hans betrat den Raum absichtlic}t{gern.
H. entered the room on-purpose~with-pleasure
"Hans entered the room on purposelwith pleasure."

(4) a. BaulMallCTberdache ein Zimmer!
builcUpainticover a room

b. BesteiglErklimm den Berg!
climb~climb the mountain

c. Kíimme~Rasiere mich!
comb shave me

The other argument is required to be a target of force, and the object of an intention. These
requirements can be fulfilled in different ways. The argument can be effected (Sa), affected
(Sb) or the tazget ofa terminative motion, 8 as in (Sc).

(5) a. Hans baut ein Haus.
H. builds a house

b. Hans k~mmt seinen Bart.
H. combs his beard

c. Hans erklomm den Gipfel.
H. climbed the summit
"H. reached the summit"

2.2.1.1.2 Agent-exneriencer

(6) ffcfml f-ctm~
beraten (to advise)

Agent-experiencer verbs differ minimally from agent-theme verbs. As above, one argument is
understood as a volitional agent, and the other one as a patient. In contrast to the verbs above,

e Recall that contact is a requirement of folk physics, not of folk psychotogy.
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both arguments must generate truth-conditionally relevant mental activity. The subject does

so in the form of volitional action. This action triggers the mental activity in the object. Since

beraten requires mental activity by its object, inanimate objects are impossible (7b).

(7) a. Hans beriet Helmut
H advised H.

b. ~`Hans beriet das Projekt
H. advised the project

2.2.1.1.3 A~entive ditransitives

(8) Ltcfml f-ctml f-c-ml
mitteilen ( to inform)

Some verbs select both [-c-m] and [-ctm] along with an agent. The accusative refers to

something that is both being said ([~-c]), and the object of an intention ([I-m]). The dative

likewise denotes the target of an activity: it is being addressed, and realizes [I-c]. At the same

time, it must intentionally cooperate, and inanimates are ungrammatical (9c). Therefore, the

dative realizes [-ctm]. Notice that the dative can be omitted (96), but this sentence is read as

referring to a discourse-salient addressee, indicating that the dative is selected, not free.

(9) a. Hans teilte mir die Nachricht mit.
H. informed to-me the news prt
"H informed me of the news"

b. Hans teilte die Nachricht mit. ( salient addressee)
H informed the news prt
"H passed the news on"

c. 'Hans teilte den Planungen seine flnderungen derselben mit.
H infarmed the planning of-his amendments thereofprt

2.2.1.2 Agent-instrument verbs

Reinhart (2001) discusses a class ofverbs she calls manner verbs, which alternate between an
agentive and an instrumental use. An example is to peel.

(10) a. Max peeled the apple (with the knife)
b. The knife peeled the apple

A similar pattern of behavior has been described by Rapp (1997) under the heading of

indirect causation. The agent in the following example is understood to trigger the event

described by the verb by doing something else. The immediate cause of the event can be

referred to by an argument-adjunct, in Rapp's terminology.

(1 I) Hans schont die Wdsche, indem er sie kalt w~scht.
H. protects the clothes in-that he them cold washes
"H protects the clothes by washing them cold"

Like Reinhart's manner verbs, Rapp's verbs of indirect causation alternate between an

agentive (11) and an instrumental use (12).
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(12) Kaltes Waschen schont die Wdsche.
coldwashingprotects the clothes

The common property of both indirect causation and manner verbs is the commonsense-
perception that certain events cannot be caused by a single event participant alone. This
perception is encoded in the lexicon by the presence of two [~fc] clusters.

2.2.1.2.1 agent-instrument-theme

(13) Ifcfml ffc-ml [-c-ml
abweisen (to reflect~reject), schmucken (to decorate), schonen (to protecdspare),
umgeben (to surround), umhullen (to cover), umrahmen (to frame), verraten (to
betray~give away)

A first set of manner verbs takes [-c-m] as an additional argument. The accusative is both
affected by an action, and the object of an intention. The presence of two [~fc] clusters is
shown in two steps. First, these verbs alternate between an agentive and an instrumental use,
as illustrated in the (a) vs. (b) examples below.

(14) a. Hans weist einen Antrag ab.
H rejects an application prt

b. Der Stoffweist Flussigkeiten ab
the fabric reflects liquidsprt

(15) a. Hans schmuckt den Balkon mit Blumen
H decorates the balcony withJlowers

b. Blumen schmucken den Balkon
flowers adorn the balcony

(16) a. Hans schont die Natur
Hprotects the nature

b. Das Medikament schont den Magen.
the drugprotects the stomach

(17) a. Hans umgibt das Dorf mit einer Mauer.
H surrounds the village with a wall

b. Eine Mauer umgibt das Dorf.
a wall surrounds the village

(18) a. Hans umhullt sein Gesicht mit einem Tuch.
Hcovers his face with a cloth

b. Ein Tuch umhullt sein Gesicht.
a cloth covers his face

(19) a. Hans umrahmt den Empfang mit einer Gesangsdarbietung
H. frames the reception with a singingperformance

b. Eine Gesangsdarbietung umrahmt den Empfang.
a singing-performanceframes the reception
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(20) a. Hans verr~t ein Geheimnis
H. gives-away a secret

b. Sein Vorgehen vetrdt geringen Sachverstand
his action betrayspoor expert-knowledge

Second, it is impossible to account for this alternation in terms of underspecification. If these
verbs selected underspecified [fc], we would expect non-intentional, inanimate causes in
eventive environments. However, this is not the case (21). The eventive use of these verbs
implies the realization of the agent cluster.9 Therefore, agent and instrument must be distinct
roles.

(21) a. 'Der Krieg weist mehr Antri;ge ab als gew6hnlich.
the war rejects more applications than usual

b. ~`Der Fruhling schmuckt den Garten mit Bluten
the spring decorates the garden with jlowers

c. ??Der milde Winter schont das Wildleben
the mild winter protects the wildlife

d. ??Der Krieg umgibt das Dorf mit feindlichen Garnisonen
the war surrounds the village with enemy garrisons

e. ??Der Krieg umhullt das Dorfmit Rauch
the war covers the village with smoke

f. ~`Der Zeitdruck umrahmt den Empfang mit einem gekurzten Streichquartett
the time-constraint frames the reception with a shortened string-guartett

g. ??Die Niederlage verr~t die Schw~chen des Aggressors.
the defeat betrays the weaknesses of-the aggressor

2.2.1.2.2 AQent-instrument-experiencer

(22) [tcfml jtc-ml f-cfml
beleidigen (to insult), demutigen ( to humiliate), entti~uschen (to disappoint)

Another class of agentive manner verbs comprises psychological predicates. The direct object
of these verbs is still a target of force, but it is also required to generate truth-conditionally
relevant mental activity. Notice that, in some cases, the direct object may name the e(icited
mental state in place of its bearer (23b). Reference to non-sentient objects is clearly
impossible.

(23) a. Hans beleidigt Helene.
H. insulted H.

b. Diese Bemerkung beleidigt den guten Geschmack.
that comment insults the good taste

c. ~`Hans beleidigte das schlechte Kunstwerk
H. insulted the bad work-of-art

9 Notice especially with verraten (betray) that the lexical-thematic properties of a verb in one language do not
necessarily generalize to an otherwise similar verb in another language. English betray does allow cause
subjects.
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(24) a. Helene demutigte Hans.
H. humiliated H.

b. ~`Helene demutigte die Armbanduhr ihres Freundes.
H. humiliated the wrist-watch of-her friend

(25) a. Hans entt~uschte Helene
H. disappointed H.

b. ~`Hans entt~uschte das Projekt
H. disappointed the project

The subject alternation remains the same as above. Eventive sentences have agent subjects,
subject matter subjects correlate with a cognitive-statelattitude interpretation. Although
judgments about eventivity in the (b) examples vary, consider the contrast between (a), (b)
and (c) below. The subject of these verbs can be a volitional agent in (a), or a subject matter,
as in (b), but it cannot be a non-intentional cause as distinct from the subject matter (c).
Underspecified [tc] would allow the (c) examples. Therefore, we must postulate both [fcfm]
and [fc-m].

(26) a. Hans beleidigte Helene mit einer sexistischen Bemerkung
H. insulted H. with a sexist remark

b. Die sexistische Bemerkung beleidigte Helene.
the sexist remark insulted H.

c. ~`Der Krieg beleidigte Helene ( mitldurch einen gesteigerten Sexismus).
the war insulted H. with~through an increased sexism

(27) a. Helene demutigte Hans mit einer ~ffentlichen Abfuhr.
H. humiliated H. with a public rebuffal

b. Die óffentliche Abfuhr demutigte Hans.
the puólic rebuffal humiliated H.

c. ~`Der Krieg demutigte Hans (middurch den Wegfall aller Privilegien)
[he war humiliated H. with~through the loss of-allprivileges

(28) a. Hans enttiiuschte Helene mit seiner Illoyalitdt.
H. disappointed H. with his illoyaliry

b. Seine [lloyalit8t entt~uschte Helene
his illoyality disappointed H.

c. ~`Der Krieg enttáuschte Helene (mitJdurch die verlogene Berichterstattung).
the war disappointed H. through the false reporting

2.2.2 Undersaecified Causation: Itcl ...

Underspecified [tc] does not introduce the constraints observed above for double causation.
As long as an argument can be understood as a bearer offorce, it can realize this cluster, no
matter whether the predicate is interpreted eventively or not, or whether the argument is
animate or not.
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2.2.2.1 Cause-theme verbs

(29) fc -c-m
begrenzen (to limit), behindern (to obstruct), gefáhrden (to endanger), halten (to hold),
holen (to get~fetch), rollen (to roll), schieben (to push), schleppen (to tow~drag),
verbrennen (to burn)

All of these verbs allow agents, causes, instruments, and similar roles as subjects. This
freedom of interpretation is characteristic of underspecification.

(30) a. Hans~ seine Politik~ der Investitionsstopp begrenzte die Einnahmen
H.~his policies~the investment-stop limited the revenue

b. Ein Zaun begrenzt den Garten.
afence limits the garden

(31) Hansl das schlechte Wetter~ die Blockade behindert den Verkehr.
H.~the bad weather~the barrierobstruct the traffic

(32) Hansl die Parteikrise~ der Ministerwechsel gefáhrdet das Projekt
H.~the party-crisis~the government-reshuf~le endangers the project

(33) a. Hansl ein diinner Faden hielt die Tasche
H.~a thin threadheld the bag

b. Der Krieg hielt den Kurs hoch
the war held the rate high

(34) a. Hans holt einen Wein.
H. fetches a wine

b. Der Winter holte die Bl~tter von den B~umen
the winter got the leaves from the trees

(35) a. Hans~ der Sturm rollt die Dornen zu Biindeln
H~the gales rolled the thorns to bundles

b. Die Maschine rollt den Zwirn auf die Spule
the machine rolls the threadon-to the spool

(36) a. Hans~ die Zugmaschine schob den Wagen in die Scheune.
H~the tractor pushed the carriage in-to the barn

b. Der Gletscher schob die Morane bis in die Kaiserau.
the glacier pushed the debris up to the K.

(37) a. Hans schleppt eine Tasche
H. dragsa bag

b. Die Zugmaschine schleppt einen Anh~nger
the tractor pulls a trailer
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(38) a. Hans und Helmutl die Flammen verbrennen unsere Bucher
Hand H.ithe~lames burn our books

b. Die Sonne verbrennt seine Haut
the sun burns his skin

The objects are always passive both on the physical and on the mental scale. They realize
fully specified [-c-m].

2.2.2.2 Verbs of indirect and double causation

Underspecified [tc] is compatible with double causation. Since [tc] alone allows any
physically active role interpretation, the co-occurrence of [tc] with [tc-m] cannot be argued
for on the basis of excluded configurations. However, the double- or indirect causation
denoted by these verbs can be observed in various other ways.

In some cases, a verb selects a subject that triggers the event by causing a mediating event.
Such verbs allow their imperative to be paraphrased as a bi-clausal imperative that separates
[tc] (interpreted as an agent) and [fc-m] (interpreted as a mediating event). Such paraphrases
are unavailable for verbs that lack the additional [~fc] cluster (cf. Rapp (1997) on this test).

(39) a. Senke die Ausgaben!
lower the expenses

b. Mache etwas, wodurch du die Ausgaben senkst!
do something by-which you the expenses lower
"Do something by which you lower the expenses!"

(40) a. Schieb den Wagen zur Seite!
push the cart to-the side

b. ?Mach etwas, wodurch du den Wagen zur Seite schiebst!
do something by-which you the cart to-the side push

Rapp's test is applicable wherever [fc-m] is interpreted as a mediating event. However, not
every [fc-m] cluster is interpreted in this way. Indeed its most natural interpretation is
instrumentaL This poses a problem, because instrumental adjuncts are often not selected, but
free adjuncts licensed by an agent in subject position.

(41) Hans baut ein Haus mit seinen eigenen Handen.
H. builds a house tivith his own hand.s

However, only volitional agents license unselected instruments. With an inanimate cause
subject, a free instrumental adjunct is marginal at best:

(42) a. Hans rollt mit blof3en HBnden den Faden auf die Spule.
H rolls with bare hands the thread on the spool

b. ??Die Maschine rollt mit einem Haken den Faden auf die Spule.
the machine rolls with a hook the threadon the spool

This constraint gives us the test we are looking for. When an instrumendsource co-occurs
with an inanimate subject, it must be selected. I claim it realizes [}c-m].
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(43) Die Chemische Industrie verschmutzt den Fluss mit Abw~ssern.
the chemical industry contaminates the river with sewage

2.2.2.2.1 psycholoQical double causatives

An example for a psychological double causative is erschrecken.

(44) ftcl ffc-ml f-ctml
erschrecken (tofrighten~scare)

Underspecified [fc] is called for by variable subject interpretation. We can find a volitional
agent, an inanimate cause, or a subject matter of emotion.

(45) a. Hans erschreckt Helmut.
H. scares H.

b. Der Brief des Arztes erschreckt Helmut.
the letter by-the doctorfrightens N.

c. Der Inhalt des Briefs des Arztes erschreckt Helmut.
the content of-the letter by-the doctorfrightened H.

The presence of the second [~fc] cluster can be observed in examples with a cause subject and
a subject-matter adjunct.~o

(46) a. Hans erschreckte Helmut mit einem lauten Schrei.
H. frightened H. with a loud scream

b. Die Presseerklarung erschreckte mich mit ihrer Aggressivit~t.
the press-statement scared me with its aggressiveness

2.2.2.2.2 non-psycholol;ical double causatives

(47) (tcl f}c-ml f-c-ml
anregen (to propose~stimulate), bedecken (to cover), d~mpfen (to dim~diminish),
erschweren (to make d~cult), fiillen (to fill), hemmen (to impede), sch~digen (to
harm), senken (to lower), transportieren (to transport), verschmutzen (to contaminate)

As above, [-~c] is supported by the variable interpretation of subjects with the verbs of this
class:

~o Notice that the availability of both a cause and a subject matter shows Pesetsky's (1995) generalization on the
unavailability of such combinations must be refined; cE Reinhart (2000) on a suggestion in this direction which
is, however, incompatible with the feature specification argued for here.
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(48) a. Hans~ der Kriegl die Kapitalspritze regte die Produktion an.
H.íthe war'the capital irrvestment stimulated the production prt

b. Hansl der Sturm bedeckte das Dorf mit einer Staubschicht.
H.íthe storm covered the village with a dust-layer

c. Hansi der Kriegi die Vereinbarung dámpfte unsere Erwartungen.
Híthe waríthe agreement lowered our expectations

d. Hans~ der Regen~ Wasser fullt das Schwimmbecken.
H.íthe rainíwaterfills the pool

e. Hansl der Flussl die Strámung transportiert Geschiebe
H.íthe riveríthe current transportsdebris

f. Hans~ die Industriel das Abwasser verschmutzt den Rhein
Híthe industryíthe sewage contaminates the Rhine

g. Hans~ der Kriegj die Blockade erschwert die Durchfahrt
H.íthe waríthe blockade makes-di~cult the passing

h. Hansl die Krise~ sein Taktieren hemmt den Fortschritt.
H.íthe crisisíhis caution impedes the progress

i. Hansl die Krisei sein Taktieren sch~digt unsere Interessen.
H. íthe crisis'his causation harms our interests

j. Hans~ die Krise~ der Investitionsstopp senkte den Ertrag
H.íthe crisisíthe investment-stop lowered the revenue

The additional [}c-m] cluster is supported for the following verbs by the co-occurrence of a
cause subject and a subject matter PP:

(49) a. Der Krieg regte mit einer gesteigerten Nachfrage die Produktion an.
the war stimulated with an increased demand the production prt

b. Der Stunn bedeckte das Dorf mit einer Staubschicht.
the storm covered the village with a dust-layer

c. Die Vereinbarung d~mpfte durch weitgehende Zugest~ndnisse an den
Aggressor die Hoffnung auf baldigen Frieden.
the agreement lowered through extensive concessions to the aggressor the
hope for early peace

d. Der lange Regen fullte das Becken mit Wasser.
the long rain filled the pool with water

e. Der Inn transportiert mit seiner starken Strt)mung viel Geschiebe
the I. transports with its strong current much debris

f. Die Industrie verschmutzt den Rhein mit Abw~ssern.
the industry contaminates the Rhine with sewage

In the other cases, Rapp's indirect imperatives show the presence of the additional [}c-m]
cluster.

(50) a. Erschwere die Durchfahrt!
make-dij~cult the passing

b. Mach etwas, wodurch du die Durchfahrt erschwerst!
do something by-which you the passing make-d~cult
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(51) a. Hemme den Fortschritt!
impede the progress

b. Mach etwas, wodurch du den Fortschritt hemmst!
do something by-which you the progress impede

(52) a. Sch~dige seine Interessen!
harm his interests

b. Mach etwas, wodurch du seine Interessen schí3digst!
do something by-which you his interests harm

(53) a. Senke die Ausgaben!
lower the expenses

b. Mach etwas, wodurch du die Ausgaben senkst!
do something by-which you the expenses lower

2.2.3 Mental Events: Itml ...

Some verbs select a mentally active subject, but they do not pose conditions on the cause of
the mental activity they require, i.e. they select an underspecified [tm] cluster. The subject of
such verbs is ambiguously specified as either an agent, or an experiencer of an emotion. Its
interpretation may vary with context.

A typical example of a[tm] verb is h~ren. This verb denotes a partly mental activity, so it
selects [~fm]. But the verb does not specify whether the hearing event it denotes is
intentional, or coincidental. In the example below, the agent-reading is supported by a
directional phrase (54a), the experiencer reading is supported by a source phrase (54b).

(54) a. Hans hdrt (absichtlich, gern etc.) aufmich
H. listens (purposefully, with pleasure etc.) to me

b. Hans hórte das Wort (??absichtlich) im Radio.
H heard the word (purposefully) on-the radio

In order to have a name for the [fm] cluster, let us call it minder.

2.2.3.1 Mental events with- and without a physical component

Mental events can be constrained to the mind, or extend into the physical world. Consider the
following verbs:

(55) a. fm -m
bewundern (to admire), erkennen (to recognize~realize), lieben (to love),
verachten (to despise)

b. [}ml f-c-ml
bewohnen (to inhabit)

The object of the verbs in (SSa) is physically unaffected by the event. As a subject matter of
emotion, it can even refer to an imagined object, and this object may contribute to the
causation of the emotion. This is a clear sign that it realizes underspecified [-m], not [-c-m].
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By contrast, the object of bewohnen must be represented in the physical domain. Both force
and intention are directed at it. It realizes a fully specified [-c-m] role.

Turning to the subject, the absence of [~tc] is evidenced by the marginality of imperatives:

(56) a. ?Bewundere Hans!
admire him

b. ?Erkenne die L~sung deines Problems!
realize the solution of-your problems

c. ?Liebe Hans!
love H.

c. ?Verachte diese dummen Leute!
despise those silly people

d. ?Bewohne dieses stinkende Haus!
inhabit this stinking home

All of these imperatives are marginal, because the respective verbs do not require a causative
interpretation of their minder-subjects. However, they allow such an interpretation. In some
cases, it is enough to exclude any reference to the physical world, and the imperative becomes
acceptable: in the mental domain, mental activity is self-sufficient (57a). In other cases, a first
person direct object helps (586,c). In (58d,e), the extra-linguistic context is intended to hint at
volitional control. This shows that the external O-role cannot be specified as [I-c]. [I-c] would
exclude imperatives in all contexts.

(57) a. Erkenne die Wahrheit!
realize the truth

b. Bewundere mich!
admire me

c. Liebe mich!
love me

d. Verachte diese Leute doch einfach nach Belieben!
despise those peopleprt simply according liking
"Despise those people as you please!"

e. Bewohnt erst mal dieses Haus, bis wir euch ein Besseres gefunden haben!
inhabit first once this house until we toyou a better-one found have
"You'll have to inhabit this house for the time being, until we've found you a
better one"

I conclude that the verbs in (55) select underspecified [fm]. This conclusion is not affected by
data like the following, from van Riemsdijk (pc):

(58) Hortensien lieben dieses Klimal den feuchten Boden
hydrangeas love this climate ~ the wet soil

In (58), the verb lieben (to love) is used in a metaphorical way. Such uses are predicted to
occur frequently, because the categorizations established by thematic features are contingent,
in the present framework, on categorizations effected by the central system of thought. Thus,
an utterance of (58) indicates that a speaker talks of flowers as if they were sentient
individuals, and this reading is created by the [fm] feature selected by the verb used. It would
not arise, if [~fm] were not selected by the respective verb.
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Consider as an example the contrast between essen ( to eat) and fressen (to eatl feed on).
While essen is normally used with human subjects only (59a), fressen applies to both humans
and animals (59b). This indicates that essen differs from fressen with respect to the feature m.
Essen selects fully specified [}cfm], while fressen selects underspecified [fc]. In fact, fressen
allows inanimate subjects (59d) vs. (59c).

(59) a. Hans I?die Sau isst einen Apfel
H~ the sow eats an apple

b. Hans I die Sau frisst einen Apfel
H. ~ the sow eats an apple

c. ~`Die Maschine hat den Faden gegessen.
the machine has the thread eaten

d. Die Maschine hat den Faden gefressen
the machine has the thread eaten
"T'he machine consumecUpulled in the thread"

Recently, the verb essen is increasingly used with animals, in particular, when people speak
about their pets. Again, the [Ifm] specification provided by the lexical entry of essen allows
speakers to express an attitude: the fact that they consider their pets as sentient individuals. A
traditionalist farmer would never use essen with cattle (unless, of course, they appear in direct
object position).

2.2.3.2 Ditransitive minder verbs

A special case in this class is finden. This verb selects [Ifm], because the finder must realize
that s~he has found something. We are dealing with underspecified [fm], because imperatives
depend on an appropriate supporting context in order to be fully acceptable:

(60) a. ?Finde morgen um 15.00 deine Schwester!
find tomorrow at I5.00your sister

b. Finde doch endlich eine eigene Wohnung!
find prtfinally a ownflat
"It's about time you find a flat ofyour own!"

In contrast to the verbs above, finden selects an additional cluster. In ( 61a,b), a theme is
realized in direct object position, and a ( physical or abstract) location in an adjunct. (61c)
looks different. Here, the subject appears to realize a theme role, and the object looks like a
goal.

(61) a. Hans fand den Schlussel im Bad.
Hfound the key in-the bath-room

b. Hans fand die Lósung im Angriff.
Hfound the solution in-the attack

c. Die Beziehung fand ein Ende.
the relationship found an end

This verb is a good example of how intuitive notions like theme, location and goal can lead us
astray, and confuse the description of facts. It turns out that the direct object realizes the same
role in all examples, and that variation is restricted to subjects and adjuncts.
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Turn first to the direct object. In (61a), it is a patient both in the physical, and in the mental
domain: intention and jorce are directed at it. In (61 b,c) the object refers to an abstract entity,
so it might seem that c is not specified here (the object is not part of the physical world).
However, notice that both verbs metaphorically refer to a terminative motion. If the motion
stops half way, i.e., if there is no contact with the goal, the verb is falsely used. The solution
has not been found, the end has not been reached. I claim that this contact-requirement is a
feature of folk physics. In particulaz, it is an interpretation of [~-c]. This means that [-c-m]
must be assigned to the direct object in all uses offinden.

Now tum to the subject. In (61a,b), it is assigned [-~m]. This cannot be the case in (61c),
where sentient subjects are excluded, indicating that we are dealing with a different role. I
claim the subject in (61 c) is assigned underspecified [-m], because it must be non-sentient,
and it is ambiguous with respect to causation. After all, the nature of the relationship could be
the cause of its decline.

If finden selects both [fm] and [-m], we expect to find the two roles in combination. In
(61a,b), [fm] is assigned to the subject, and [-m] to a PP. Furthermore, we expect that a
selected PP cannot be present, when [-m] is assigned to the subject (61c). This is apparently
not the case:

(62) a. Die Beziehung fand ein Ende im Chaos.
the relationship found an end in-the chaos

However, it can be shown that the PP in (62) is not selected by the verb. It modifies the object
DP. A selected PP easily separates from the direct object under topicalization, as in (63). By
contrast, the PP in (62) does not have this option. The pied-piped configuration in (64c)
shows that PP is embedded under NP.

(63) a. Den Schlussel fand Hans im Bad
the key found H. in-the bath-room

b. Die Lósung fand Hans im Angriff
the solution found H in-the attack

(64) a. ??Im Chaos fand die Beziehung ein Ende
in-the chaos found the relationship a end

b. ??Ein Ende fand die Beziehung im Chaos
a endfound the relationship in-the chaos

c. [Ein Ende im Chaos] wird auch diese Beziehung finden.
an end in chaos will also this relationshipfind

Other verbs of this kind aze besitzen, erreichen. The existence of the (b) examples below
shows that these verbs select two [~-m] clusters. Furthermore, the subject in the (b) sentence
can be understood as a sufficient condition for the truth of the respective predicates. This
excludes [~-c], and leaves us with underspecified [-m]. By contrast, the direct object can never
be interpreted in this way. It must be both physically and mentally passive, so probably
realizes fully specified [-c-m].
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(65) a. Hans besitzt eine Lederhose.
H owns a leather-trousers

b. Das Grundstuck besitzt eine Ausdehnung von 32 kmZ.
the estate owns an extension of32 sqkm

c. ~Das Grundstuck besitzt ein Haus, einen Wald und drei Teiche.
the estate owns a house, aforest and three ponds

(66) a. Hans erreichte sein Ziel durch harte Arbeit.
H reached his goal through hard work

b. Der Turm erreicht eine Hóhe von 135m.
the tower reaches a height of 135m.

The subjects exhibit the same alternation as the subject offinden. On the possessional use (the
(a)-examples), the subject must be sentient. On the dimensional use (the (b)-examples), it
must not be sentient. As above, this supports the assumption of two distinct clusters [tm] and
[-m].

(67) [tm] [-c-m] [-m]
besitzen (to own), finden (tofind), erreichen (to reach)

2.2.3.3 Indirect causation in the mental domain

Indirect causation extends into the domain of inental events. Sensations are a good example of
indirectly caused mental events. They require both a sentient mind, and a sensory organ to
occur. Consider two example verbs:

(68) sensations
sehen (to see~look), h~ren ( to hearllisten)

[ndeed, these verbs select either a sentient individual, or a medium as a subject.

(69) a. Hans sah das Ende
H. saw the end

b. Alle Augen sahen das Licht
all eyes saw the light

(70) a. Hans hórte einen Laut
H hearda sound

b. Alle Ohren hSrten einen Laut
al! ears hearda sound

Notice that the medium, realizing a[fc-m] cluster, does not need to denote a sensory organ.
In an appropriate context, it can also be an artifact capable of inediating the respective
sensation:

(71) Der Computer sieht die Festplatte.
the computer sees the hard-disk

When the subject of a sensation verb refers to a sentient individual, this individual may, but
does not need to be interpreted as a physical agent. Correspondingly, imperatives require
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specific contexts (in this case directional PPs) to be acceptable. As above, I take this behavior
to indicate that such subjects realize an underspecified [fm] cluster.

(72) a. ?Sieh die Gans!
see the goose

b. Sieh mal dort hin!
see once there to
"Look over there!"

(73) a. ?Hór den Sinuston!
hear the sinus-tone

b. Hór nicht auf ihn!
hear not to him
"Don't listen to him!"

The examples in (72)-(73) already indicate that sensation verbs can be used with either a
direct object NP, or with a directional PP. The two rypes of complement are in
complementary distribution (74).~t This indicates that directionals and direct object NPs
compete for a single thematic role cluster.

(74) a. Hans sah die Mickeymaus.
H. saw the M.

b. Hans sah auf die Uhr.
H. saw at the watch
"H. looked at the watch"

c. ~`Hans sah die Mickeymaus auf die Uhr.
Hsaw the M. at the watch

This single thematic role cannot be specified as[I-c], because Mickey's appearance in (74) can
be interpreted as (at least partly) causing the event in (74). This is particularly clear in the case
of hdren (hear) in (70a) above. The presence of a sound is a sufficient condition for a normal
individual to hear it. All this indicates that the object is assigned underspecified [-m].

(75) f}ml ffc-ml f-m]
sehen (to seeilook), hóren ( to hearllisten)

2.2.4 Special Event Verbs

Up to now, we have seen verbs that denote complete events. The events were complete in the
sense that the respective verbs select arguments specified for both values of a given feature.
Verbs that select both [Ifc] and [I-c] refer to physical events from the perspective of both
causer and target. Verbs that select [Itm] and [~-m] refer to mental events from the
perspective of both the minder, and the represented object. In this sense, and in this sense
only, such events are complete.

~~ (74c) is grammatical if a dative case is used instead of the accusative in the directional PP. However, this
change of case turns the selected directional into an unselected local adjunct.
(i) Hans sah die Mickeymaus auf der Uhr.

Hsaw the M at theo~r watch
(ii) Hans sah auf der Uhr eine Mickeymaus.

Hsaw a1 theo~ r watch a M.
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The verbs we will now tum to are incomplete in this sense. A first set comprises verbs that
select mixed value and [-] clusters. These verbs are classified under special events, because
their subject is always both an agent in one domain ofevent interpretation, and a patient in the
other domain. A second set of verbs selects only [-] clusters. Put metaphorically, the
denotation of these verbs grays out the active portion of an event, and focuses on the passive
event participants. Later on, we will turn to the formalization of this graying out phenomenon.
For the time being, let us take stock of the facts.

2.2.4.1 Mixed value clusters

2.2.4.1.1 experiencer subiects

(76) f-cfml f-c-ml
erblicken ( to spodglimpse)

Verbs selecting a[-cfm] subject differ minimally from those selecting [fm]. While [fm]
verbs allow imperatives under specific contextual conditions that support an inference of
causality, [-cfm] verbs do not have this option. Even in a strongly supporting context, the
imperative is anomalous.

(77) ??Erblicke doch endlich die Stadt - sie liegt vor dir!
spotprt. frnally the town - it lies before you

The object to erblicken is mentally represented, therefore [I-m]. The decision about the
coefficient of c is more problematic. First, there is a salient intuition that the presence of an
object is a necessary condition for the truth of the event. Second, the meaning of erblicken is
such that an implicit third agent causes the subject to take notice of the object. This supports
the assumption that both the subject and the object are assigned [I-c].

2.2.4.1.2 instrumental subiects

[fc-m] is usually selected in conjunction with a[f] cluster. However, some rare verbs exhibit
this cluster in isolation. One of them is faszinieren:

(78) Ifc-m] f-ctml
jaszinieren (to impress)

The interesting fact about faszinieren is that its subject is clearly understood as causing the
described state. So the subject supposedly realizes a[I-~c] cluster. We therefore expect fully
grammatical imperatives. However, imperatives are anomalous (79c), as are modifiers of
intentionality (79d).
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(79) a. Hans fasziniert Helmut.
H impresses H

b. Seine Dummheit fasziniert Helmut.
his sillyness impresses H

c. ??Fasziniere uns doch!
impress us prt

d. ??Hans fasziniert absichtlich Helmut, und nicht Johanna
H impresses purposefully H and not J

This is exactly the behavior of a[fc-m] cluster. [t is interpreted as a cause, which lacks any
intentional control over the event. When a sentient individual realizes a[fc-m] cluster, it
cannot control the denoted eventlstate itself. However, it may have control over another,
mediating event, which in tum causes the verb-eventlstate. This is the standard behavior of
indirect or double causation as discussed above. As with double causatives, an indirect
imperative is fully acceptable. The verb faszinieren is special, because it does not select a
second [~fc] role. In the indirect imperative (80), the agent-role is assigned by the matrix verb
machen (to do).

(80) Mache etwas, wodurch du uns faszinierst!
do something whereby you us impress

As for the object, it is clearly assigned [-cfm]. It is both affected, and emotionally involved.

2.2.4.2 [-[ verbs

Verbs that exclusively select [-] clusters can nevertheless be transitive, at least in the
traditional sense of the term. They take a subject in nominative case, and an object in
accusative case. What such verbs lack is reference to the active part of an event, be it in the
mental, or in the mechanical domain. This is what appears to foster the intuition that such
verbs should, in some way, be related to unaccusatives or passives. Section 2.4.4 will take up
this intuition and reject it. Before that, the data need to be laid out without bias.

2.2.4.2.1 theme-~oal verbs

(81) -c-m -c
bekommen (to receive), erhalten (to receive)

Both the subject and the object of these verbs is interpreted as a target of force. The object
undergoes an externally-caused movement, and this movement ends (and touches) the subject.
In contrast to the object ( which must not), the subject may contribute mental activity. We can
observe this mental activity in the possessional use of the verbs in (82a,b). With Rapp (1997),
I assume possession implies psychological activity. [n (83), no mental activity is required.
Therefore, m cannot be specified. We are dealing with [-c].
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(82) a. Hans bekommt ein Auto.
H receives a car

b. Helene erh~lt den Preis.
H receives aprize

c. Ich bekomme das Wiener Schnitzel und ein Bier
I receive the escalope and a beer
"I would like to have the escalope and a beer"

(83) a. Das Haus bekommt einen neuen Anstrich.
the house receives a new painting

b. Die Wand erh~lt einen neuen Anstrich.
the wall receives a new painting

Notice that bekommen'erhalten can be used as performative verbs (82c). Used as such, there
is an air of agentivity involved. However, this impression does not reflect the thematic
properties of the verbs in question. The perceived agent is implied pragmatically in the
performative use. Thematically, the subject is clearly non-agentive (cf. Rapp (1997) on
similar considerations regarding these verbs).

2.2.4.2.2 theme-source verbs

(84) -m -c-m
enthalten (to contain)

Verbs like enthalten are again strange transitives, but in contrast to the [-c] goal-subjects
above, the subject of enthalten is best described as a container. This container can (but does
not.need to) be perceived as emitting force, containing the object in (85a). This seems to be
true even where the subject denotes a biological container, as in (856). Since intentionality is
excluded (85c), the subject realizes [-m].

(85) a. Die Kanne enth8lt Wasser.
the jar contains water

b. Der menschliche Kórper enth~lt etliche Liter Blut.
the human body contains several liters blood

c. 'Hans enth8lt absichtlich etliche Liter Blut.
H contains onpurpose some liters blood

The object is both mentally inert and physically affected, therefore [-c-m].

2.2.5 Realization Patterns

We can now seriously address the mapping problem of chapter l. In this subsection, [ will

deal with the verbs introduced above, and state generalizations about the realization of given
roles in syntactic argument positions. The discussion in this section is still very basic and pre-
theoretical. This cautious approach is necessary, if we want to build an empirically sound
basis for the alleged lexical determination of syntactic structure. Only with a sound,
theoretically un-biased empirical basis will it be possible to establish, or to reject the
fundamental dogma of lexical semantics, that syntactic structure is projected as a function of
argument-structural properties of verbal heads.
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2.2.5.1 Agent verbs

(86) ftc}m], f-c-ml
bauen (to build), besteigen (to climb), betreten (to enter~walk on), erklimmen (to
climb), karnmen (to comb), malen (to paint), rasieren (to shave), uberdachen (to cover~
build a roofover)

Agent-theme verbs realize their clusters in a homogeneous way. [tctm] is always assigned to
the subject, [-c-m] to the object.

(87) SU DO
[tcfm] [-c-m]
Hans baut ein Haus
H builds a house

(88) ffctml f-ctml
beraten (to advise)

Agent-experiencer verbs are very similar in this respect. [tcfm] is assigned to the subject [-
ctm] to the direct object.

(89) SU DO
[tc-~m] [-cfm]
Hans ber8t einen Freund
H advises afriend

(90) ftctml [-ctm] f-c-ml
mitteilen (to inform)

When an agentive verb selects both [-c-m] and [-cfm], the theme cluster is assigned to the
direct object, the experiencer cluster to the indirect object.

(91) SU IO DO
[fcfm] [-cfm] [-c-m]
Hans teilt mir die Nachricht mit
H informs to-me the news prt

(92) f}c}m] [fc-mlf-c-m]
abweisen (to reflectlreject), schmucken (to decorate), schonen (to protectlspare),
umgeben (to surround), umhullen (to cover), umrahmen (to frame), verraten (to
betraylgive away)

Agentive double causatives appear in two argument realization frames. If (fcfm] is realized
at all, it is assigned to the subject. [n this case, [tc-m] can be assigned to a PP-adjunct. If
[tcfm] is not realized, [tc-m] is assigned to the subject. [-c-m] is always assigned to the
direct object.
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(93) SU
a. [fctm]

Hans schmuckt
H decorates

b. [tc-m]
Blumen schmucken
Jlowers decorate

(94)

DO AD~
[-c-m] [fc-m]
den Balkon mit Blumen
the balcony with flowers
[-c-m]
den Balkon
the balcony

(fctml (} c-ml f-c-~ml
beleidigen (to insult), demiitigen ( to humiliate), enttduschen (to disappoint)

Psychological double causatives behave alike. The two [Itc] clusters compete for realization
in subject position, and [-cfm] is consistently assigned to the direct object.

(95) SU DO At11
a. [fctm] [-cfm] [fc-m]

Helene demutigte Hans mit einer Sffentlichen Abfuhr
H humiliated H with apublic rebuffal

b. [fc-m] [-cfm]
Die Sffentliche Abfuhr demutigte Hans
the public rebuffal humiliated H

For agent verbs, this leaves us with the following patterns. (96a) gives the distribution of roles
in fully realized context, (966) gives the reduced distribution with [fctm] missing. A first
generalization emerging from this picture is that a[Ifc] cluster cannot be realized in direct
object position, and that the fully specified [-] cluster is always assigned to the direct object.
Both mixed value clusters are subject to variation. [tc-m] can be a PP-adjunct or a subject, [-
ctm] an accusative or a dative.

(96) SU IO DO Av~
a. [tctm] [-c-m]

[fcfm] [-ctm]
[tctm] [-cfm] [-c-m]
[tctm] [-c-m] [tc-m]
[-~c}m] [-ctm] [}c-m]

b. [fc-m] [-c-m]
[fc-m] [-cfm]

2.2.5.2 Cause verbs

(97) ~c -c-m
begrenzen ( to limit), behindern (to obstruct), gefdhrden (to endanger), halten (to hold),
holen (to getlfetch), rollen ( to roll), schieben (to push), schleppen (to towldrag),
verbrennen (to burn)

Like agent-theme verbs, cause-theme verbs always realize [-c-m] in direct object position.
[fc] is consistently assigned to the subject.
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(98) SU DO
[fc] [-c-m]
Hans begrenzt den Garten
H limits the garden

(99) ffcl ftc-ml f-c-ml
anregen ( to proposelstimulate), bedecken (to cover), ddmpfen (to dimldiminish),
erschweren ( to make difficult), fullen (to fill), hemmen (to impede), schtidigen (to
harm), senken (to lower), transportieren (to transport), verschmutzen ( to contaminate)

Double causatives alternate. As above, the [Ifc] roles compete for realization in subject
position, and [-c-m] must be assigned to the direct object.

(100) SU DO AD~
a. [tc] [-c-m] [fc-m]

Hans~ der Sturm bedeckte das Dorf mit einer Staubschicht
H~the storm covered the village with a dust-layer

b. [fc-m] [-c-m]
Eine Staubschicht bedeckte das Dorf
a dust-layer covered the village

(101) ffcl [tc-m] f-ctm]
erschrecken (to scare~frighten)

The same holds for psychological double causatives. [~tc] roles compete for the subject
position, [I-c] is realized as an object.

(102) SU DO At7.r
a. [fc] [-cfm] [}c-m]

Helenei die Presseerkl~rung erschreckte mich mit ihrer Aggressivit~t
H~the press statement frightened me with its aggressiveness

b. [tc-m] [-ctm]
Ihre Aggressivit~t erschreckte mich
its aggressiveness jrightened me

In sum, we find the following distribution of thematic roles. As above, (a) gives the
distribution under full role-realization. (b) gives the reduced pattern, with [tc] unrealized.

(103) SU DO AD.t
a. [}c] [-c-m]

[fc] [-c-m] [fc-m]
[tc] [-ctm] [fc-m]

b. [tc-m] [-c-m]
[fc-m] [-cfm]
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2.2.5.3 Mental events

(104) a. tm -m
bewundern (to admire), erkennen (to recognizelrealize), Jieben (to love),
verachten (to despise)

b. f fml f-c-ml
bewohnen (to inhabit)

Verbs denoting mental events assign [tm] to the subject and [I-m] to the direct object.

(105) SU DO
a. [fm] [-m]

Hans bewundert Helmut
H admires H

b. [fm] [-c-m]
Hans bewohnt ein Haus
H inhabits a house

(106) ffml f-c-ml f-m]
besitzen (to own), finden ( to find), erreichen ( o reach)

If a verb selects more than one [I-m] cluster, fully specified [-c-m] is assigned to the direct
object. [-m] competes with [tm] for realization as a subject.

(107) SU DO A~~
[fm] [-c-m] [-m]
Hans fand den Schlussel im Bad
H jound the key in-the bath-room
[-m] [-c-m]
Die Beziehung fand ein Ende.
the relationship found an end

(I08) ftm] [fc-m]-[-m]
sehen (to seellook), hóren (to hearllisten)

Mental double causatives again exhibit a fully regular alternation. The two [Ifc] roles
compete for realization in subject position.

(109) SO DO At).r
a. [fm] [-m] [fc-m]

Hans sah das Licht mit seinen Augen
H saw the light with his eyes

b. [tc-m] [-m]
Alle Augen sahen das Licht
all eyes saw the light
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The [-m] cluster gives rise to additional variability. It can be assigned either to the direct
object, or to a directional PP.tZ

(110) SO DO PP
a. [fm] [-m]

Hans sah das Licht
H saw the light

b. [-~m] [-m]
Hans sah auf die Uhr
H looked at the watch

c. [tc-m] [-m]
Alle Augen sahen das Licht
all eyes saw the light

Summing up the results with mental verbs, the following patterns have been observed.

(111) SO DO D[R Al)!
a. [}m] (-c-m]

[tm] [-m]
[fm] [-c-m] [-m]
[fm] [-m] [tc-m]
[}ml [-m]

b. [-m] [-c-m]

c. [tc-m] [-m]

Generalizing, a[f] cluster is assigned to subjects, a fully specified [-] cluster is assigned to
direct objects, and a[~fc] cluster is never assigned to a direct object. The assignment of the
remaining clusters is free, but this freedom is contingent on the availability of syntactic
positions in the presence ofmore restricted clusters.

2.2.5.4 Special event verbs

(112) [-cfm]-[-c-m]
erblicken (to spotlglimpse)

When two fully specified [I-c] clusters are selected, [-c-m] still behaves as above. It must be
assigned to the direct object. [-ctm] is realized as a subject here:

(113) SU DO
[-cfm] [-c-m]
Hans erblickt einen Fisch
H spots afish

~Z Notice that a[~-c-m] subject does not allow the realization of [-m] in a directional PP. This is a result of the
general condition that sensations can only be directed by sentient beings.
(i) ~Alle Augen sahen auf die Uhr.

all eyes looked at !he watch
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(114) ftc-ml f-c}ml
faszinieren ( to impress)

When a verb selects two mixed value clusters, the [Itc] cluster is assigned to the subject, the
[~-c] cluster to the object.

(115) SU
[fc-m]
Seine Dummheit
his sillyness

DO
[-cfm]

fasziniert sogar Hans selbst
impresses even H himself

When a verb selects only [-] clusters, the fully specified [-] cluster must be assigned to the
direct object, and the underspecified cluster is realized as a subject.

(116) -c-m -c
bekommen (to receive), erhalten (receive)

(117) -c-m -m
enthalten (to contain)

(118) SU
a. [-c]

Hans
H

b. [-m]
Die Kanne
the jar

DO
[-c-m]

bekommt das Auto
receives the car

[-c-m]
enth~lt Wasser
contains water

This leaves us with the following patterns of argument realization for special event verbs:

(119) SU DO
[-cfm] [-c-m]
[fc-m] [-c-~m]
[-cJ [-c-m]
[-m] [-c-m]

2.2.5.5 Summary

[n terms of generalizations, we get the following final result:

generalization
always assigned to a subject
always assigned to a direct object
never assigned to a direct object

By and large, this distribution corresponds to Jackendoffs (1990) and Croft's (1990, 1991,
1998) observations about the predominance of causing over affected roles in argument
realization. It extends Jackendoffs and Croft's observations in one fundamental respect:
psychological agency, encoded as[fm], is grouped together with causation as a property that
determines thematic prominence. This approach promises an account of the notoriously
problematic set ofpsychological predicates along the lines of Reinhart (2001).
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Another fact must be pointed out here. The distribution of underspecified [-] clusters is
similar to the distribution of mixed-value clusters, not to that of the fully specified [-c-m].
Although this observation does not refute Reinhart's mapping system (the respective verbs
could be two-place unaccusatives), it casts some doubt on its correctness.

2.3 The Causative Alternation

A wide-spread and well discussed13 alternation affects intransitive verbs and their transitive
causative counterparts in pairs like the following:

(121) a. The ice melted.
b. The sun melted the ice.

This section discusses the causative alternation in German. It will be observed that some
causative verbs aze more complex morphologically than their non-causative counterparts.
This morphological complexity differential is a nice observation, but it cannot be used to
show that causation implied morpho-syntactic complexity: the majority of causative verbs is
morpho-syntactically atomic.

Apart from morpho-syntactic observations, we find a highly stable pattern of O-role
assignment. [t] clusters must be assigned to an external azgument, and [-c-m] must be
assigned to a direct object. More importantly still, these generalizations are blind with respect
to the lexical semantic status of a verb. A given role-cluster invariably obeys them, no matter
if it is part of a full, or a reduced set of O-roles. This suggests that syntactic derivation has
access to the feature content of particular O-roles, but that it does not see processes in the
lexicon, if such processes exist at all.

In principle, we expect to find the causative alternation with all verbs that select a[Itc] role.
In fact, straightforward examples can only be found with verbs that select underspecified [fc].
No agent verb in the set discussed so far has an intransitive non-causative counterpart, and
even within the set that selects [fc], only a few alternating examples can be found. Consider
the following set:

(122) fc -c-m
halten (to hold), rollen ( to roll), verbrennen ( to burn)

(123) a. Der Haken h~lt
the hook holds (i.e., it wouldn't give way)

b. Die Kugel rollt
the ball rolls

c. Die Dissertation verbrennt
the dissertation burns

With respect to agency, the three examples differ. With verbrennen (burn), the subject is
cleazly undergoing a change, so it probably realizes [~-c]. It cannot intentionally contribute to
this change of state, so the ro1e assigned to the subject of verbrennen in (123c) is [-c-m]. The
situation is slightly less clear with rollen. The subject is undergoing a change of location, but

~~ Cf. Levin á Rappaport (1995), Peseuky (1995), Reinhart (2000).
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it seems possible to imagine that this change of location is intemally caused. However, this
impression is misleading. [f we consttuct a scenario in which the motion must be internally
caused, as in (124), the use of rollen is not appropriate.14 Both rollen and verbrennen are anti-
causative on their intransitive use.

(124) ?Die Kugel rollte plótzlich den Berg hinauf
the ball rolled suddenly the moz~ntain z~p

The situation is entirely different with halten. In (123a), the subject can easily be read as an
emitter offorce, which is not itself affected by the eventJstate it causes. This indicates that
intransitive halten remains a causative verb. Its subject is assigned [}c]. The difference
between halten and rollen, verbrennen is corroborated by auxiliary selection. Intransitive
rollen, verbrennen select the unaccusative auxiliary sein (be). Halten (hold) selects the
transitive auxiliary haben (have):

(125) a. Der Haken hatl~`ist gehalten
the hook has~is held

b. Die Kugel istl~`hat gerollt
the ball is~has rolled

c. Die Dissertation ist1~`hat verbrannt
the dissertation is~has burned

I conclude that only rollen, verórennen exhibit a causative alternation.

(126) causative alternation
rollen (to roll), verbrennen (to burn)

2.3.1 Causation and MoroholoEical Comalexity

Some transitive causative verbs have morphologically (or lexically) related intransitive
counterparts. While there are many ways of morpho-lexical marking available, most notably
verbal prefixes and particlests, let us concentrate here on a small set of verbs that marks the
causative alternation by means of a stem vowel alternation. This alternation stands out,
because it is very clearly directional.

Take the pair in (127). The causative verb has stem vowel ~e~, the anti-causativelinchoative
one has ~i~.

(127) sinken (to sinklfall), senken (to lower)
a. Der Wasserspiegel sinkt

the water-level sinks
b. Hans~die Diirre senkt den Wasserspiegel

H~the drought lowered the water-level

" Reflexive rotten would be more appropriate; cf. section 2.5.1.3 on its O-structure.
" Cf. Stiebels (1996) on the lexical semantics ofGerman pre-verbs.

(inchoative)

(causative)
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The stem-vowel alternation is accompanied with a shift in inflectional class membership.
Inchoatives can be strong~b. The past tense of inchoative sinken (fall) is formed by means ofa
stem-vowel alternation (128b). Derived causatives are exclusively weak. The past tense of
causative senken (lower) is formed by means of affixation (128a). This change of class
membership can be used as a probe into the morphological complexity of the respective
verbs.

(128) a. Hans~die Diirre senk-te den Wasserspiegel
H~the drought lower-past the water-level

b. Der Wasserspiegel sank
the water-level sank

(causative, weak)

(inchoative, strong)

Consider first the strong, inchoative verb. In Bendjaballah 8c Haiden (2003) it is argued that
the stem ofa strong verb projects the bare prosodic structure depicted in (129a) (cf. chapter 3
for details). (129a) represents the fact that stress falls on the first of three CV units that make
up the majority ofstrong stems.~~

(129) a. prosodic structure b. mapping into syntax
CV~ C Vi ti~T
CV~CVZ CV~CVZ
CV~CVZCV3 CV~CVZCV3-~V

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~s i n k s a n k

A prosodic configuration like (129a) has an interpretation in syntax. In (129b), the
interpretation of a strong verb is depicted. The fact that CVt is mapped on the syntactic head
T establishes a link between the melodic alternation that takes place at this site, and its
interpretation as a tense marker.

Now consider senken, the causative counterpart of sinken. Several observations indicate that
the causative form is derived from the inchoative one. First, the phonological complexity of
the vowel [e] is higher than the complexity of [i]. [e] is composed of the elements A and I. [i]
is basic ( Goldsmith (1976, 1990)). The same complexity differential holds for most other
pairs of this type, like [a]-[e] (A vs. A.I), and [i]-[t3] (I vs. A.I.U). In all cases, the vowel of
the causative verb is more complex than the vowel of the non-causative one.

( I 30) non-causative causative
fallen (to fall) fállen (to fel!)
A A.I
fliet3en (to~low) ein-flóf3en (to fill)
I I.A.U

16 A verb is called strong if it marks the tense opposition by means of stem vowel altemation only. Cf. Grimm
(1819), Halle (1953), Ségéral 8c Scheer (1998), Bendjaballah 8t Haiden (2003) for discussion. A verb is called
weak if it marks the tense opposition by means of affixation.
" Notice that (129) gives a very casual, orthographic representation of inelodic facts. In fact, the word-initial
sibilant is voiced, and the nasal is velar, not dental. Whenever melody is not directly relevant, I will stick to the
orthographic notation.
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Second, the causatives and inchoatives behave different at the phonology-syntax interface.
While inchoatives can map their stem vowel on tense (131), derived causatives do not have
this option. They inflect by means of affixation (132):

(131) present past
sinken sank to sink
fallen fiel to fall
flieLien floss to flow

(132) present past
senken senk-te to lower
fállen fáll-te to fell
ein-flóf3en flóf3-te ein to fill

This observation follows, once we assume that the causative alternants are derived by stem-
vowel alternation. If they are, their stem vowel maps on a syntactic head distinct from tense.
For the moment, let us call this head caus. Without presupposing the analysis of chapter 3, it
is already clear that stem-derived causatives cannot be strong. Since CV~ maps on caus, the
melodic alternation hosted by this site can never be interpreted as a marker of tense. It is a
marker of causativization18.

(133) mapping ofcausativized stems
C V -~ caus
C V C V
CVCVCV-~ V CV-~ T

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
s e n k t e

Now consider erschrecken (to frightert~scare):

(134) [fc] [~c-m] [-c}ml
erschrecken

Like senken (to lower), this verb has an inchoative, strong counterpart. Unlike the
senken~sinken pair, there is only one infinitive form for both causative and inchoative
erschrecken.

(135) a. Hans erschreck-te die Leute.
H scared the people

b. 'Hans erschrak die Leute
H scared the people

(136) a. Hans erschrak.
H scared
"H got scared"

b. ~`Hans erschreck-te
H scared

(eausative, weak)

(inchoative, strong)

1e Notice that stem-vowel markers are often not unique. They can express more than one feature, if these features
belong to a unique feature-set, or syntactic head; cf. Bendjaballah 8c Haiden (2003) and chapter 3.
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Although there is no indication of a causative marker in the melodic shape of the infinitive,
Bendjaballah 8c Haiden (2003) argue that the stem vowel of the causative altemant maps on a
causativizing head. As above, this explains its inflectional class membership. If the stem
vowel maps on caus, it cannot map on T, and tense must be expressed by an affix.

This allows us to conclude that the verb-pairs discussed in this section are asymmetrically
related. The causative form is derived from the inchoative one.

2.3.2 On the Inde~endence of Moroho-Svntactic and Lexical Comulexitv

If causatives are morpho-syntactically derived from inchoatives, we might want to take this as
evidence for the claim that the inchoative forms are lexically basic, and extend this claim to
the set of O-roles selected by the respective verb. The claim would then be that causative
interpretation is contingent on the presence of a causativizing syntactic head.
Correspondingly, we would assume that there are no causative verbs in the lexicon.

This is in fact a popular hypothesis (Pesetsky (1995), Kratzer (1996), Davis (1997)), and it is
justified as such. However, this hypothesis does not follow from the morphological data
above, or from similar observations about morphological complexity.

First, there is no necessary relation between morphological and lexical-semantic complexity.
Such a relation is itself a hypothesis, which cannot be supported by morpho-syntactic facts
pertaining to a restricted set of verbs. We would need to find a much more general
correspondence. However, such correspondences are notoriously hard to find, and subject to
very systematic exceptions, as pointed out in chapter 1. With respect to the present issue, we
find that a considerable number of strong verbs is in fact causative, like for example springen
(jump) in (137a). Causative meaning does not imply anything about inflectional class
membership. Overt morphology does. Sprengen (detonate) is derived from springen by means
ofstem-vowel alternation, and indeed it inflects by means ofaffixation (137b).

(137) a. Hans sprang uber den Tisch
Hjumped over the table

b. Die Polizei sprengte das verd~chtige Auto
the police detonated the suspicious car

The same independence ofmorphological complexity and causative meaning can be observed
with anti-causative forms. They can be morphologically basic (138a), or derived from a
causative base: einsturzen (collapse) in (138b) is the anti-causative counterpart of sturzen
(over-throw) in (138c).

(138) a. Hans erschrak
H got-scared

b. Die Brucke stiirzte ein
the bridge throw in
"The bridge collapsed"

c. Susi stiirzte die Regierung
S. over-threw the government
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All of this does not prove Pesetsky's hypothesis wrong. It just shows that data about
morphological complexity cannot be used to support such a hypothesis. So does
morphological complexity tell us something interesting at all? I believe it does.

Recall that the lexical-semantic altemations discussed in sections 2. ~ and 2.2 above apply
without any restriction. This is in striking contrast with the causative alternation. Very few
verbs take part in it at all, and when they do, they tend to mark the alternation
morphologically.

This alone is a significant fact, but notice another correlation. While the free alternations
described in section z.l do not alter the transitivity of the respective verbs, the causative
alternation does. Such a scenario suggests a much tighter relation between morphology and
syntax than the one between lexical semantics and syntax. Morpho-syntactic features ofverbs
can take precedence over lexical-semantic properties in the projection of syntactic structure.
This considerably undermines the role of s-selection in syntactic projection.

2.3.3 Generalized Reduction

The question remains why the causative alternation has a different syntax than the free
altemations discussed in section 2.1. It still seems reasonable to claim that the semantics of the
causative alternation is responsible for its syntactic peculiarity. To address this question, I
formalize the relevant generalizations, starting out with Reinhart's External Role Reduction:

(139) Reduction of an external (fcl role - Expletivization.
V~ (O~~t~i, 02) ---~ R~(V) (8z) (Reinhart (2001):1 I )

(139) states that the thematic feature grid of a transitive verb selecting [fc] can be reduced by
this very cluster, to derive a non-causative, intransitive verb.

By definition, expletivization does not affect agentive verbs, and this would explain why we
did not find agentive verbs in the causative alternation. However, this might just be a fault of
the small set of data considered, or an artifact of the analysis. If we find external role
reduction with respect to clusters other than [}c], (139) looses much of its appeaL We would
have to postulate separate reduction rules for each cluster, and this would beg the question
why causative reduction obeys the syntactic constraints it does, while other reduction rules do
not introduce such constraints.

Indeed there are such alternations. Consider [tmJ verbs. It was observed in sections 2.2.3,
2.2.5.3 that these verbs alternate. On one reading, they are intentional predicates with a sentient
subject. On the other reading, they are non-intentional predicates that usually denote a
dimensional property of a non-sentient subject. In order to distinguish this altemation from
the causative one, let us call it intentional alternation.

(140) a. Hans fand den Schliissel.
Hfound the key

b. Der Krieg fand ein Ende.
the war found an end
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(141) a. Hans besitzt ein Auto.
H owns a car

b. Das Grundstiick besitzt eine Ausdehnung von 43 Hektar.
the estate owns an extension of 43 hectare

(142) a. Hans erreichte den Gipfel.
H reached the summit

b. Der Turm erreicht eine Hóhe von 135m.
the tower reaches a height of 135m

The verbs in (140)-(142) have the following lexical representation:

(143) [tml f-c-ml [-ml
besitzen (to own), finden (to find), erreichen (to reach)

The thematic phenomenology of the intentional alternation is identical with what we observe
in the causative alternation. A lexical [t] cluster is muted. We might want to formalize this as
fol lows:

(144) Reduction ofan extemal ffml role - intentional exnletivization
v (e~l~,, e~) ---~ ~(v) (ez)

(144) differs from Expletivization with respect to the targeted cluster only.19 It is therefore
desirable to unify the two rules:

(145) Reduction ofan external [t] role - Qeneralized expletivization
v (e,ltl, ez) ---~ R~(v) (e2)

(145) successfully unifies the causative and the intentional alternations. However, it predicts
the existence of still another alternation: one that mutes a fully specified [tcfm] cluster.
Reinhart (2000) argues that this is not desirable, because [~fm] clusters are immune to
reduction by hypothesis.

Immunity of [~fm] to reduction has been challenged before (Davis 8c Demirdache (2000)). In
fact, alternations affecting [Ifm] abound, not just in German. Recall that agentive double
causatives systematically alternate with non-agentive, instrumental uses:20

(146) a. Hans schmuckt den Balkon mit Blumen.
H decorates the balcorry with,~lowers

b. Blumen schmucken den Balkon
flowers decorate the balcony

I conclude that generalized expletivization (145) correctly describes the data. If correct,
generalized expletivization further undermines the working hypothesis, according to which s-

"(144) differs from Reinhart's explettvrzotron in a further respect: it does not refer to an accusative feature. It
will be argued later that such a feature is not present in Iexical representations.
Zo Reinhart (2001) discusses this alternation at length, however she considers it a case of non-realization, rather
than reduction. 1 can see no principled reason for this distinction, and will later argue that all O-alternations are
instances of non-realization, and that there are no lexicon operations at all. Generalized Expletivization (145)
should therefore be read as a description of the phenomenon, rather than an operation.
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selection determines syntactic projection. If there is no substantial lexical-semantic difference
between the causative and other alternations, then there is no lexical-semantic property in
sight, which could explain the restricted syntax of anti-causatives, as opposed to reduced
minder and agent-verbs.

2.4 The Syntax of Reduction

Although its scope makes generalized expletivization a desirable description, it could be
wrong. In fact it can be argued that Reinhart's causative reduction is preferable, because it
derives the unaccusative syntax of anti-causatives, as opposed to the transitivity of anti-
intentionals. This section takes issue with this argument.

The crucial data will be two-place anti-causatives. If causative reduction entails
unaccusativity, then two-place anti-causatives must be unaccusatives. If they are transitive,
the argument has failed. We must then maintain generalized expletivization as the broader
condition.

2.4.1 Tests for the Position of NP

Several tests have been suggested in the literature to determine the position of a DP with
respect to the VP ( Grewendorf (1989)). Roughly, they can be divided into two groups. One
set is related to the status of a DP with respect to government. In the Government and Binding
framework, extraction out of an NP is licit only if the NP is properly governed by V. This is
the case for the direct object, but not for the subject. If extraction out of NP is grammatical,
then we must conclude that NP is properly govemed, and therefore, VP-internal.
Unfortunately, government-related tests are not absolutely reliable ( cf. Haider's (1993) sect.
6.3 ).

A second set tests constituency. If a DP can be fronted together with a participle, it must form
a constituent with it. This is so, because only a single constituent can precede the finite verb
in a German main clause. Admittedly, this test does not show that the constituent in question
is VP, as opposed to one of its functional extended projections. However, this is irrelevant, as
long as we can find a sufficiently clear contrast between movable and unmovable DP-V
sequences. Even Haider (1993), who denies the existence ofa VP-external subject position in
German, acknowledges that the direct object forms a constituent with V that excludes the
subject. With this in mind, I will call a nominative VP-internal, if it can be fronted with a
participle. I call it VP-external, if it cannot.

2.4.1.1 Government-related tests

German allows the topicalization of partial noun phrases (den Besten 8z Webelhuth (1987),
den Besten (1989), van Riemsdijk (1989), van Hoof (to appear)). The result of this operation
is a fronted "small" NP, and a stranded determiner and~or adjective:

(147) Austern hat er schon viele gegessen.
oysters has he already many eaten

It has been argued by den Besten (1981), den Besten 8c Webelhuth (1987), den Besten ( 1989),
van Riemsdijk ( 1989) and subsequent work that split topicalization affects VP-internal NPs,
but not subjects:
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(148) a. Austern hat er schon viele gegessen.
oysters has he already marry eaten

b. 'En lág "nder haben schon viele Austern gegessen.
Englishmen have already many oysters eaten

Provided this generalization is accurate, the availability of split topicalization is a test for VP-
internal position.

Unfortunately, split topicalization gives no more than a rough guide for the position of an NP.
Embedded in an appropriate quantificational and focus structure, subjects are quite acceptable
as split topics ( Haiden (1995)):

(149) Englánder haben hier schon viele getrunken, aber noch nie auch nur ein einziger
Franzose.
Englishmen have here already many drunk but not yet even only one single
Frenchman

Another movement operation has been used to test the position of a DP. This type of
movement has become known as subextraction, or was fur split (den Besten ( 1981, 1989),
van Riemsdijk ( 1989), Broekhuis (1992), de Hoop 8r, Kosmeijer (1995)). Was fiir split
produces questions that ask for the quality ofsome N.

(150) Was habt ihr fiir Sachen gemacht?
what have you for things done
"What kind of things were you up to?"

As above with split topicalization, the source of extraction usually cannot be a subject.

(151) a. Was habt ihr fur Sachen gemacht?
what have you for things done

b. ~Was haben fur EnglBnder Bier getrunken?
what have for Englishmen beer drunk

As above, however, this generalization is prone to exceptions. Not all objects allow
subextraction with equal ease, and some transitive subjects give rise to pretty acceptable
examples.

(152) a. ??Was haben sie fiir Hunde geliebt
what have they for dogs loved

b. Was haben euch dort fiir Leute gesehen? - Hoffentlich keine zivilen Polizisten!
what have you there for people seen - hopefully no plain-clothes police
"What kind of people saw you there? - 1 hope no plain-clothes police!"

Like remnant movement, subextraction is thus just a first indication about the position of an
NP, and not a water-proof test.
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2.4.1.2 Constituency-related tests

A German VP can be fronted, and such a fronted VP may (but does not need to) contain an
accusative DP (153b), but no transitive subject (153c).

(153) a. Er hat ein Bier getrunken.
he has a beer drunk

b. Ein Bier getrunken hat er nicht.
a beer drunk has he not

c. ~`Ein Engldnder getrunken hat kein Bier
an Englishman drunk has no beer

It might be argued that the offending property of (153c) is the stranded object. However, this
cannot be the only reason. [ncluding the object in the fronted constituent does not help (154a),
nor does dropping the object altogether ( 154b), or making the subject a bare plural (154c). All
of these facts follow, if a transitive subject does not fotm a movable constituent with the
participial verb:

(154) a. ~`Ein Engl~nder ein Bier getrunken hat heute wohl schon oft
an Englishman a beer drunk has today prt already often

b. ~`Ein Engl~nder getrunken hat hier schon oft
an Englishman drunk has here already often

c. ~`Engl~nder getrunken haben hier schon immer
Englishmen drunk have here alreadyalways

VP-topicalization thus appears to be a sufficiently reliable test for the VP-internal vs. VP-
external distinction.21

There is a special kind of VP-topicalization that den Besten 8z Webelhuth (1987) call remnant
VP topicalization. In this construction, an NP is fronted together with a participle, while the
NP's determiner is stranded.

(155) a. Hans hat schon viele Biere geleert
H has already marry beers emptied

b. Biere geleert] hat Hans schon viele.
beers emptied has H alreadymany

Again, we find a clear contrast between an object in (155b) above, and a subject in (156a)
below. The split NP (156b) is added to show that nothing is wrong with the pragmatics of the
example.

Z~ Haider (1993):156 claims that subjects can be topicalized with VPs. This claim forms part of an argument
denying the existence of a VP-external subject position in German. However, Haider's examples appear to be
mostly unaccusative. Even in Haider's judgment, unergative subjects are marginal at best, when fronted with VP
(numbering, examples and judgments from Haider (1993):156, gloss by MH):
(57-a) ?Ein Autienseiter gewonnen hat hier noch nie

an outsider won has here not yet
(57-b) ?Kinder gespielt haben hier noch nie

children played have here not yet
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(156) a. ?? En ldrtder getrunken] haben hier schon viele, aber noch nie ein einziger
Franzose(gegessen)
Englishmen drunk have here already many but not yet a single Frenchman
eaten

b. [En líinder haben hier schon viele getrunken, aber noch nie auch nur ein
einziger Franzose.
Englishmen have here already many drunk but not ever even only a single
Frenchman

Remnant VP-topicalization implies the existence of a salient contrast set.22 In (156b), the
contrast set is explicitly introduced in the continuation, but it does not safe the fronted subject.
The behavior of contrast sets can blur judgments, because fronted direct objects are often
judged unacceptable, if no contrast set is available, or if it is unstable. Consider the following
contrast:

(157) a. Burenwurst gegessen hat er heute noch gar keine!
buren-sausage eaten has he todayprt. prt. none
"Most surprisingly, he hasn't yet eaten a single'buren'-sausage today."

b. ??Leibspeise gegessen hat er heute noch gar keine!
javorite-dish eaten has he today prt prt none

(157a) can only be understood as opposed to a heavy sausage-eating habit by the subject. It is
therefore fully acceptable. By contrast, (157b) does not come with such an implied contrast.
The reason for this seems to be that the direct object in (157a) can be read as part of a
complex predicate, which is then contrasted with another predicate. When the object is a
unique object as in (157b), this is much harder.

Contrasts like (157) should alert us to the danger of reaching premature conclusions on the
basis of ungrammatical examples. An ungrammatical example is significant only if it remains
ungrammatical in spite of available contrast sets.

2.4.2 The Syntax of the Causative Alternation

Among some others, the following verbs have been identified as alternating between a
causative and a non-causative use:

(158) alternatine causatives
erschrecken (to scare~frighten), rollen (to roll), senkenlsinken (to lowedsink),
verbrennen (to burn)

All of these verbs select the unaccusative auxiliary sein (be) on their intransitive use:

(159) a. Hans hat ein Kind erschreckt
H has a childscared

b. Viele Kinder sind erschrocken
marry children are scared
"Many children got scared"

ZZ Thanks to Friedrich Neubarth for pointing this out.
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(160) a. Hans hat den Ball gerollt
H has the ball rolled

b. Viele Kópfe sind gerollt
marry heads are rolled
"There were many casualties"

(161) a. Hans hat seine Erwartungen gesenkt.
H has his expectations lowered

b. Das Ruderboot ist gesunken
the rowing boat is sunk

(162) a. Hans hat sein Haus verbrannt
H has his house burned

b. Viele H~user sind verbrannt
marry houses are burned

Auxiliary selection will be discussed in chapter 4 below. Now turn to the movement tests.

Erschrecken (get scared) immediately raises the issue of contrast sets. The problem here is
that the denoted event is instantaneous, and it does not lead to a lasting resultant state.
Therefore, it is hard to compare individuals in it. With this effect balanced, the nominative
can be fronted with VP. Inchoative erschrecken is an unaccusative verb.

(163) a. Schulkinder erschrocken sind hier naturlich schon oft.
school-children scaredare here naturally prt often
"Of course, school children would often get scared here."

b. Britische Gener~le erschrocken sind in diesem Krieg schon einige
British generals scared are in this war alreadysome

Anti-causative rollen (to roll) yields fully acceptable sentences with the nominative inside a
fronted VP. It is unaccusative too.

(164) a. Kápfe gerollt sind bis jetzt noch nicht
heads rolled are until now still not
"There still aren't any casualties"

b. Kópfe gerollt sind schon viele
heads rolled are already many
"There are many casualties already"

With sinken, the use of a compounded nominative does the trick, especially when the first part
of the compound is stressed. The examples in (165) aze then read as introducing a contrast
between the sinking of rowing boats and other vessels. Sinken passes the unaccusativity test.

(165) a. Ruderboote gesunken sind hier schon oft
rowing-boats sunk are here prt often

b. Ruderboote gesunken sind hier schon viele
rowing-boats sunk are here already many
"It regularly occurs that a rowing boat would sink here"
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With verbrennen, the presence of a dative clitic (read as an out-of-control agent) helps. [n the
presence of the dative clitic, the subject easily fronts with VP.

(166) a. Dokumente verbrannt sind ihm in letzter Zeit schon ófter
documents burned are to-him in recent time already more-often

b. Dokumente verbrannt sind ihm bis jetzt zum Gl'uck noch keine
documents burned are to-him until now to-the luck still none

So far, the data are very clear. The [-c-m] cluster of an anti-causative verb must be assigned to
an intemal argument. The verbs above project unaccusative syntax. This conclusion is
expected, and uncontroversial.

In section 2.4.4, we will reach a more controversial conclusion: reduction of a[fc] role does
not imply unaccusativity. Anti-causative verbs can be transitive. Before that, we need to
examine the syntactic behavior ofunderspecified [-] clusters under reduction.

2.4.3 The Svntax of the Intentional Alternation

(167) intentional alternation
besitzen (to own), finden (to find), erreichen ( to reach)

The intentional altemation pairs two transitive uses of a verb, a possessive and a dimensional
use. On the possessive use, the subject must intentionally contribute to the event. On the
dimensional use, the subject must be non-sentient.

(168) a. Hans besitzt eine Ratte
H owns a rat

b. Das Grundstuck besitzt eine Ausdehnung von 25mZ
the estate owns an eztension of 25 sqm

(169) a. Hans fand den Schlussel im Bad.
Hfound the key in-the bath

b. Der Krieg fand ein Ende
the war found an end

(170) a. Hans erreicht den Gipfel
H reaches the summit

b. Der Turm erreicht eine Hóhe von 135m.
the tower reaches a height of 135m

The question is now whether the subject in the (b) examples above is derived or not. [n
Reinhart's (2001) implementation of the lexicon-syntax mapping, all [-] clusters are marked 2,
and this index instructs the computational system to merge an NP inside VP. Therefore, the
verbs must be unaccusatives on their dimensional use.

The respective assumptions are repeated below.
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(171) Lexicon markine (Reinhart (2001):16)
Given an n-place verb-entry, n~l,
a. Mark a[-] cluster with index 2.
b. Mark a[t] cluster with index 1.
a If the entry includes both a[}] cluster and a fully specified cluster [la,~-c], mark

the verb with the ACC feature.

(172) CS mergine instructions. (Reinhart (2001):16)
a. When nothing rules this out, merge externally.
b. An argument realizing a cluster marked 2 merges internally. An argument with a

cluster marked 1 merges externally.

As a matter of fact, this prediction is not confirmed by the data. On the dimensional use, the
subject cannot be fronted with the participial verb. Notice that this cannot be blamed on the
unavailability of contrast sets. The compounds used in the examples make them clearly
available. We are therefore dealing with ungrammaticality, not information-structura(
malfeasance.

(173) a. ~`Baugrundstucke besessen haben eine grolie Ausdehnung wohl nicht.
building-estates owned have a greatextension prt not

b. 'Baugrundstiicke besessen haben eine grof3e Ausdehnung viele.
building-estates owned have a greatextension many

(174) a. ~`Nahostkriege gefunden haben ein schnelles Ende wohl schon oft
middle-east-wars found have a swift endprt already often

b. 'Nahostkriege gefunden haben ein schnelles Ende schon viele
middle-east-wars found have a swift end already marry

(175) a. ~`FP[7-Krisen erreicht haben ihren Hóhepunkt noch immer
freedom-party-crises reached have theirpeak prt always

b. ~`FP~-Krisen erreicht haben ihre Háhepunkte schon viele
freedom party-crises reached have theirpeak already many

Haider (1993) highlights another factor. Examples of complex VP-topicalization can be
ungrammatical, if they contain a non-c-commanded trace (176a). He observes that this effect
is much milder, if the antecedent of the trace is cliticized (examples and judgments from
Haider (1993):153, gloss by MH).

(176) a. ~`[Ein AuRenseiter gewonnen] hat damals wohl keines der wichtigsten Derbies
a outsider won has then prt none of-the most-important derbies

b. ?[Ein Aut3enseiter gewonnen] hat es damals zwar nicht, aber...
a outsider won has it then prt not but

Haider does not take issue with the claim that the nominative is structurally superior to the
accusative. Rather, he develops an account of an apparent counter-example. The account rests
on the assumption that a cliticized pronoun c-commands into the specifier of CP. If the
fronted VPs in (176) must contain a trace of the object, this is evidence that the subject is
merged at a higher position than the object.
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Turning back to the intentional alternation, it turns out that the cliticization strategy does not
work for our example verbs on their dimensional use. The nominative can never be pied piped
with a topicalized VP. This is clear evidence that these subjects are not merged as VP-internal
azguments.

(177) a. 'Baugrundstucke besessen haben sielso eine grof3e Ausdehnung wohl kaum
building-estates owned have her~such a large extension prt not

b. ~`Nahostkriege gefunden haben es wohl nicht - ihr rasches Ende
middle-east-wars found have it prt not - a swift end

c. ~FP~-Krisen erreicht haben ihniihren Hdhepunkt meist nach kurzer Zeit
freedomparty-crises reached have hirrzrtheir peak usually after short time

It seems tempting to speculate that the clitic strategy does not work, because the dimensional
use does not allow referential objects, and the clitics are incompatible with a non-referential
use. No matter how this issue is dealt with, the conclusion stands. If the nominative were a
VP-internal argument, it would not depend on the clitic strategy in the first place.

This conclusion militates against Reinhart's (2001) merging generalizations. An
underspecified [-] cluster can be assigned to both internal and external arguments in German.
Only a fully specified [-] cluster must always be assigned to a VP-internal argument. The
modified version of lexicon marking takes this observation into account. In (178),
underspecified [-] clusters are implicitly grouped together with mixed value clusters. Their
assignment is free.

(178) Modified Lexicon Markine
a. Mazk a fully specified [-] cluster with index 2.
b. Mark a[f] cluster with index 1.

2.4.4 Transitive Anti-Causatives

If underspecified [-] roles can be assigned to a VP-external subject, we are immediately led
back to the causative alternation. Recall that Reinhart distinguishes between role-reduction
and non-realization. Only the causative alternation is derived by means of reduction. The
intentional and instrumental alternations are instances of non-realization.

This distinction could now be utilized to explain why the inchoative counterpart ofa causative
verb is an unaccusative (it has undergone reduction), while the dimensional counterpart of an
intentional verb is transitive. The latter has not been touched by reduction.

If this strategy works, we would have evidence for the existence of a reduction operation in
the lexicon (as opposed to a reduction-generalization), and even for the semantic
bootstrapping approach that underlies Reinhart's theory:

If in activating the lexicon, the English speaking child has to determine individually for each
one-place verb if it is unaccusative or not, it is not obvious what he could base his decisions
on. This problem would be avoided if the set under consideration could be defrned, namely
there would be a certain semantic or lexical property which the child can use to identify a
verbal concept as corresponding to an unaccusative verb. (Reinhart (2000):8)
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The respective property would be 'has undergone reduction', and it would be easily
recognizable in the causative alternation.

In fact, reduction does not imply unaccusativity. The reason we have not found a reduced
transitive verb yet is that we have been looking exclusively at 2-place causatives.23 Once we
extend our set to include 3-place verbs, the situation is very much reminiscent of the
intentional alternation.

A verb with the thematic makeup we are looking for is tragen (carry).24 Tragen selects a[Itc]
cluster, as we can observe in the acceptability of imperatives (179b). This cluster must be
underspecified [tc], because inanimate causes are acceptable in eventive environments
(179c).

(179) a. Tony trdgt eine Damenhandtasche in~mit seiner zarten Hand
T carries a lady-hand-bag in,iwith hisfragile hand

b. Trag die Tasche!
carry the bag

c. Der starke Wind trug den Gleiter in eine luftige HShe
the strong wind carriedthe glider into a airy height

The direct object of causative tragen is always both a target of force (it is being carried), and
it does not contribute truth-conditionally relevant mental activity. It realizes fully specified [-
c-m].

In addition to {[fc], [-c-m]}, tragen must select another role, which can be observed in (180).
In (180a), the subject appears to be affected by the described state. This points towards [~-c],
which would be supported by the absence of an imperative (180b).

(180) a. Tony trágt ein Kainsmahl.
T carries a mark of Cain
"Tony bears a mark of Cain."

b. 'Trag ein Kainsmahl!
carry a mark-of-Cain

However, the absence of an imperative could just as well be a consequence of [I-m]. Indeed,
the bear-reading of tragen extends to cases, in which the subject is less cleazly affected
(181a). (181b) exhibits the other extreme of an underspecified [-m] role. The subject is
interpreted as a non-intentional cause or source of the described state of affairs.

(181) a. Das Produkt tr~gt eine Auszeichnung.
the product carriesa distinction
"The product bearslhas been awazded a distinction"

b. Der Baum triigt viele Apfel
the tree carriesmany apples
"The tree beazs many apples."

23 In Reinhart's work, 2-place unaccusatives are discussed, but not for German. Here, we must constrain
ourselves to German verbs.
Z' Section 2.5.1.5 below discusses another verb of this kind, erhatten (preservelsurvivelreceive), which selects
{[fc], [-c-m], [-c]}. If [fc] is reduced, [-c] is assigned to a transitive subject.
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(182) traQen: [}c], [-c-m], [-m]

The O-roles selected by tragen, together with the fact that this verb allows non-realization of
a[fc] cluster, make it an ideal test for the role of reduction in the projection of syntactic
argument structure. [f reduction is indeed an operation, and its syntactic consequence is
unaccusativity, then anti-causative tragen (the bear-reading) must be unaccusative. If it is
transitive, then there is no syntactic difference between the intentional and the causative
alternation, supporting generalized reduction in (145) above. This in turn undermines
Reinhart's semantic bootstrapping argument.

As a matter of fact, anti-causative tragen is transitive. Its [-m] role is assigned to an external
argument. VP-topicalization is ungrammatical with a stranded full accusative (183). The
remnant-NP examples in (184) are added to show that there is nothing wrong with the
meaning and topiclfocus sttucture of such examples.ZS

(183) a. ~`Premierminister getragen haben schon oft ein Kainsmal
prime-ministers carriedhave prt often a mark-of-Cain

b. ~`Qualit~tsprodukte getragen haben diese Auszeichnung schon viele.
quality-products carriedhave her~the distinction prt marry

(184) a. Premierminister haben schon viele ein Kainsmal getragen
prime-ministers have prt marrv a mark-of-Cain carried
"As for prime ministers, many of them bore a mark ofCain."

b. Qualit8tsprodukte haben die Auszeichnung schon viele getragen.
quality-products have the distinction prt marty carried
"As for quality products, many of them were awarded the distinction."

Haider's strategy with cliticized accusatives brings some improvement, but recall that such
examples do not show that the pied-piped subject is inside VP. Rather, the clear contrast
between (183) and (185) shows that the nominative is structurally superior to the accusative.

(185) ?PremierministedQualit8tsprodukte getragen haben es zwaz noch nicht, aber...
prime ministers~quality products carriecUbornehave it prt still not, but...

The conclusion is clear. Reduction ofa[fc] role has exactly the same syntactic consequences
as non-realization of [tm]. Consequently, I adopt generalized reduction (145) as opposed to
Reinhart's distinction between reduction and non-realization.

With respect to the syntactic realization of thematic roles, we have observed a pair of highly
stable rules. These rules were formulated (still in Reinhart's general framework) as Modified
Lexicon Marking in (178), repeated below as ( 186). One further generalization will be added
after the discussion in the following section.

ZS Informants tend to repeat sentences like (183) with the participle in final position, which blurs judgments.
Asking for contrasts between (183) and (184) helps control this efiect. Notice also that leftward scrambling of
the stranded accusative improves (183) for some informants. If such a contrast is real it will be of the same value
as the clitic strategy in (185): the constituent [nominative ... verb] includes the object. If nominative and verb are
topicalized, the object must have left this constituent prior to topicalization.
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(186) Modified Lexicon Markine
a. Mark a fully specified [-] cluster with index 2.
b. Mark a[f] cluster with index l.

2.4.5 The Instrumental Alternation and the Assienment of lfc-ml

It is expected on Reinhart's assumptions that both alternants in the instrumental alternation are
transitive. A[-~] cluster competes with a[tc-m] cluster for realization as an external
argument. When [t] is not assigned, [fc-m] should therefore be assigned to the external
argument. After the generalization of role reduction, this reasoning is no longer valid. Any [t]
cluster may remain unrealized, and nothing follows for the realization of the remaining
clusters.

A specifically interesting configuration obtains with psychological double causatives.

(187) f}cfml ftc-ml f-cfm]
beleidigen (to insult), demutigen (to humiliate), enttduschen (to disappoint)

These verbs select both mixed value clusters, and Modified Lexicon Marking (186) predicts
that the realization of roles should be free after reduction. In other words, (186) leads us to
expect that the verbs in (187) can assign the experiencer role to the subject, and the subject of
emotion to the direct object, as world knowledge would lead us to interpret (188):

(188) ~`Der Mann demutigt den dummen Witz
theNom man humiliates theA~~. sillyjoke

This distribution of O-roles is impossible. The only way to realize the reduced versions of
such verbs is given in ( 189), where [fc-m] is assigned to the subject and [-ctm] to the object.

(189) Der dumme Witz demutigt den Mann
theNo,„ sillyjoke humiliates theA~~ man

The offending cluster in (188) must be [fc-m], because we saw above that [-cfm] can be
assigned to subjects with verbs like erblicken ( to spotrglimpse). The [~-c] specification on this
verb was supported by the ungrammaticality of imperatives (190b). The generalization that
arises from ( 188)-(190) is that [tc-m] cannot be assigned to a direct object, as already stated
in (120) above.

(190) a. Hans erblickte eine Schabe
H spotted a roach

b. 'Erblicke eine Schabe!
spot a roach

(191) Instrument-Observation
Do not assign [~tc] to a direct object.

Notice now that an observation like (191) cannot be expressed as part of Reinhart's marking
procedure, because this procedure can only distinguish between VP-internal and VP-external
realization. (191) singles out a sub-set of VP-internal positions, and it must do so. [tc-m] can
be assigned VP-internally, in an instrumental PP.
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(191) is a syntactic constraint over O-role realization, and all other generalizations we have
found can be formulated in the same way: as syntactic conditions governing the distribution
of O-roles. If this is the way to proceed, then s-selection cannot determine the projection of
syntactic structure without circularity.

2.5 The Reflexive Alternation

The reflexive alternation points in exactly the same direction, albeit from a different angle. A
dominant question in the literature on reflexives is whether the argument of a reflexive
predicate is a subject, or an object in syntax (Pesetsky (1995), Reinhart 8r, Siloni (1995,
1999)). This question is important for the present discussion, because it offers another
window on the relation between lexical semantics and syntactic projection. If anti-causative
reflexives are unaccusative, then this is evidence in favor ofprojection from lexical semantics.
If they are syntactically transitive, then we must conclude once more that s-selection does not
determine syntactic projection..

2.5.1 Reduced vs. Transitive Reflexives

Consider the following set of agent verbs:

(192) f tctml, f-c-ml - reflexive
luïmmen ( to comb), rasieren (to shave)

(193) ftctml f-c-~ml f-c-m1- reflexive
mitteilen ( to inform)

(194) a. Hans rasiert sich.
H shaves re~l

b. Hans kïmmt sich.
H combs refl

(195) Hans teilt sich ( uns) mit.
H informs refl (to-us) prt
"H expresses himself (to us)"

There is clear indication that the agent cluster [fc}m] is left intact under reflexivization.
Modifiers of intentionality and imperatives are fully acceptable.

(196) a. Hans rasierte sich absichtlich
H shaves refl purposefully

b. Ki3mme dich!
comb re~l~sg

c. Teile dich mit!
inform refl1sg prt
"Express yourself?"

What about the other clusters? (195) already shows that [-ctm], assigned to the dative, is still
present. As for the theme-role [-c-m], it seems to be assigned by rasieren and klimmen,
because the subject is undergoing a change of state. This intuition fails to emerge with
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mitteilen, unless maybe in a very metaphorical way. In the following section, 1 introduce a test
intended to clarify these intuitions.

2.5.1.1 The selbst test

German possesses a particle that is sometimes analyzed as part of a complex anaphor, selbst
(self). This particle combines with nouns that refer to sentient individuals, emphasizing the
identity of the individual:

(197) a. Hans selbst schreibt die Todesurteile, nicht sein Sekret~r
Hselfwrites the death-sentences, not his secretary
"It is H. himself, not his secretary, who writes the death sentences."

b. Der Sturm uberraschte den Diktator selbst ( und nicht seinen Doppelg8nger).
the storm surprised the dictator self (and not his look-alike)

The same holds for cases in which a pronoun is used instead of a noun. Selbst combines with
both pronominal (198a), and anaphoric elements (198b). Its interpretation is always the same:
it emphasizes the identity of the individual referred to by the prolnoun.

(198) a. Er selbst schreibt die Todesurteile
He selfwrites the death-sentences

b. Er malte am liebsten sich selbst.
he paintedat-the dearest re,Jl self
"Above all, he liked painting himself'

Selbst can also appear as a floating element (199a). In this use, it is ambiguous between a
subject- and an object-modifier. The two readings can be disambiguated in topicalization
(1996,c).

(199) a. Hans malt sich wohl selbst am liebsten.
Hpaints refl prt selfat-the dearest

b. Hans selbst malt sich am liebsten
H selfpaints re~l at-the dearest
"It is H who favors painting himself'

c. Sich selbst malt Hans am liebsten
refl selfpaints Hat-the dearest
"It is himself that H favors painting"

If a reflexive can be modified by selbst, it definitely refers. If a reflexive does not refer to an
event participant, then selbst-modification is impossible. This property makes it an ideal test
for the status of reflexivization. If we are dealing with argument-reduction, then the reflexive
does not refer to an event participant, and selbst-modification should be excluded. If it is
possible, we are dealing with an argumental reflexive.

Selbst can also be used in a by-phrase: von selbst (by itselfj. The use of von selbst indicates
the absence of an expected external agent. Such expectation can be based on the lexical
representation ofa verb, as in (200), or on pragmatic factors, as in (201). Because of its agent-
canceling meaning, we expect by-phrase-selbst to be largely compatible with anti-causative
reflexives.
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(200) a. Die Kugel rollte nach links.
the ball rolled to left

b. Die Kugel rollte von selbst nach links.
the ball rolled by self to left
"The ball rolled to the left by itself'

c. Die Maschine rollt den Zwirn von selbst auf die Spule.
the machine rolls the thread by self on the spool
"The machine rolls the thread on to the spool by itself'

(201) Das Kind af3 von selbst.
the child ate by self
"The child ate by herself'

Now turn back to the apparent agent reflexives above. Both rasieren (to shave) and luimmen
(to comb) freely allow selbst-modification for both the subject and the reflexive object. They
are therefore transitive reflexives.

(202) a. Hans hat sich selbst rasiert.
H has refl self shaved

b. Hans selbst hat sich rasiert.
H selfhas refl shaved
"H did the shaving himself'

c. Sich selbst hat Hans rasiert
refl self has Hshaved
"H shaved himself (not anybody else)"

(203) a. Hans hat sich selbst geklimmt.
H has reJl selfcombed

b. Hans selbst hat sich gek~mmt
H self has re~l combed
"H did the combing himself'

c. Sich selbst hat Hans gekámmt
re~l self has H combed
"H combed himself ( not anybody else)"

Mitteilen (to inform~express) excludes selbst-modification of the reflexive object (204c). This
indicates that the reflexive does not refer to an event-participant. Reflexive mitteilen
conserves an agent role [}ctm]. Its theme role [-c-m] is muted.

(204) a. ?Hans hat sich selbst mitgeteilt.
H has refl selfinformed

b. Hans selbst hat sich mitgeteilt
Hself has refl informed
"It was H who expressed himself'

c. 'Sich selbst hat Hans mitgeteilt.
re,Jl self has H informed

2.5.1.2 Agent verbs

We have so far identified one argument-reduced reflexive:
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(205) aeentreflexive
mitteilen (to infon~express)

Now turn to agentive double causatives.

(206) ffcfml f}c-m] f-c-ml
schmucken (decorate), schonen (to protect), verraten (to give away~betray)

(207) a. Hans schmuckt sich.
H decorates refl

b. Hans schmuckt sich wohl selbst
H decorates reflprt self

(208) a. Hans schont sich
H protects reJl

b. Hans schont sich wohl selbst
H protects re~lprt self

(209) a. Hans verriet sich.
H betrayed refJ

b. Hans verriet sich wohl selbst
H betrayed re,~lprt self

All of these verbs intuitively look like agent reflexives. Their subjects are most naturally
interpreted as agents. But do they come with their full thematic grid, or with a reduced one? It
seems they are all fully transitive predicates. In all cases, both the nominative and the
reflexive can be modified by selbst.

(210) a. Hans selbst hat sich geschmuckt
H self has re~l decorated

b. Hans selbst hat sich geschont
Hself has re~lprotected

c. Hans selbst hat sich verraten
Hself has refl betrayed

(211) a. Sich selbst hat Hans geschmuckt.
refl selfhas H decorated

b. Sich selbst hat Hans geschont.
reJl self has Hprotected

c. Sich selbst hat Hans verraten.
refl self has H betrayed

Where the nominative refers to a sentient indivídual (211), we are dealing with transitive
reflexives. However, verraten admits non-sentient nominatives on a use of the verb with a
slightly different meaning (213).

(213) Der Truppenaufmarsch verriet sich durch die grof3e Staubentwicklung.
the military-build-up betrayed refl through the great dustproduction
"The military build-up showed by the amount of dust produced."
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In this context, the by-phrase use of selbst is most natural. The intuition here is that the
subject is both a target offorce and the content of a propositional attitude. In contrast to the
examples in (210)~(211), the subject in (213) lacks truth-conditionally relevant force. It
realizes [-c-m]. Correspondingly, by-phrase-selbst is very natural (214).

(214) Der Truppenaufmarsch verriet sich (durch die groóe Staubentwicklung) von selbst.
the military-build-up betrayed refl (through the great dustproduction) by self
"The military build-up inevitably showed by the amount of dust produced"

If the intuition about the anti-causative reading of (214) is correct, then this reading should be
available with sentient subjects too. This seems to be the case. In (215), the subject is most
naturally interpreted as affected, rather than active.

(215) Hans hat sich durch seine Dummheit von selbst verraten
H has refl through his sillyness by self betrayed
"In his silliness, H gave himself away without further action."

The intuition about the absence of an agent cluster is confirmed by the behavior of selbst.
Neither the nominative, nor the reflexive are fully grammatical with selbst, on the anti-
causative reading. The marginality of (216) makes sense, if neither the nominative, nor the
reflexive is an argument in its own right. They realize the theme role [-c-m] in conjunction.

(216) a. ?Hans selbst hat sich durch seine Dummheit verraten
H self has re,~l through his sillyness betrayed

b. ?Sich selbst hat Hans durch seine Dummheit verraten
refl self has H through his sillyness betrayed

This leaves us with an example each of two kinds of reflexives: agent reflexives are reduced
by a theme cluster, theme reflexives are reduced by an agent cluster.

(217) a. agent reflexives: ftctml f-c-m~ -~ ffcfml
mitteilen (to inform~express)

b. theme reflexives: ftctml l-c-ml -~ [-c-ml
verraten (to betray)

2.5.1.3 Cause verbs

Now consider cause verbs. Among simple cause-theme verbs, the following set combines
with a reflexive without major contextual effort.

(218) tc -c-m
gefdhrden ( to endanger), rollen (to roll), schieben ( to push), schleppen (to dragltow),
verbrennen ( to burn)

At first glance, all of these verbs allow both sentient and non-sentient subjects.
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(219) a. Hans gefáhrdet sich
H endangers rejl
"H puts himself in danger"

b. Das Projekt gefáhrdete sich jungst durch eine allzu kreative Finanzgebahrung
the project endangeredrefl recently through a too creative financial-dealings
"The project put itself in danger by all too creative financial dealings"

(220) a. Hans rollt sich noch etwas weiter
H rolls rejl still some further
"H rolls on a little"

b. ?Die Kugel rollte sich langsam durch das Labyrinth
the ball rolls rejl slowly through the labyrinth

(221) a. Hans schiebt sich an mir vorbei
Hpushes rejl at me past
"H squeezes past me"

b. (?)Der Gletscher schiebt sich langsam ins Tal
the glacier pushes refl slowly to-the valley

(222) a. Hans schleppt sich heim
Hdragsrejl home
"H is dragging himself home"

b. Die Vorbereitungen schleppen sich
the preparations dragged refl
"The preparations are progressing slowly"

(223) a. Hans verbrennt sich
H burns rejl
"H suffers a burn"

b. Die Nachricht verbrennt sich 5 Minuten nach dem ~ffnen automatisch
the message burns rej15 minutes after the opening automatically
"The message will ignite automatically 5 minutes after opening."

It is less clear, what the thematic interpretation of these subjects is. The selbst test clarifies the
issue. Consider first gef~ihrden (to endanger). With a sentient subject, the reflexive tends to be
transitive. Selbst can attach to both the NP-subject and to the reflexive object.

(224) a. Hans hat sich selbst gefáhrdet
Hhas rejl self endangered

a. Hans selbst hat sich gefáhrdet
H self has rejl endangered

b. Sich selbst hat Hans gefáhrdet
refl selfhas H endangered
"H endangered himself'

Trying to push a theme-reflexive reading with a durch-instrumental phrase does not succeed
in this case. ( 225a) is properly paraphrased by both argument-modifying uses of selbst in
(225b,c). By contrast, (225d) ( with an agent-canceling by-phrase selbst) does not paraphrase
(225a). Gef~ihrden (to endanger) is a transitive reflexive.
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(225) a. Hans hat sich durch seine Dummheit selbst gefáhrdet
H has refl through his silliness refl endangered

b. Hans selbst hat sich durch seine Dummheit gefáhrdet. (paraphrases)
H self has refl throuh his silliness endangered

c. Sich selbst hat Hans durch seine Dummheit gefáhrdet. (paraphrases)
refl self has H through his silliness endangered

d. Hans hat sich durch seine Dummheit von selbst gefáhrdet.
H has re~l through his silliness by selfendangered (does not paraphrase)

The situation is different with rollen ( to roll) and schieben ( to push). The ( a) examples with
floating selbst are properly paraphrased by the subject-modifier in the (b) sentences.
Modification of the reflexive in the (c) examples is at best marginal. This indicates that
reflexive rollen and schieben assign [-~c] to their subject. They do not assign [-c-m].

(226) a. Hans rollt sich selbst an mir vorbei
H rolls refl self at me past
"H rolls past me himself'

b. Hans selbst rollt sich an mir vorbei
Hself rolls refl at me past

c. ??Sich selbst rollt Hans an mir vorbei
refl self rolls H at me past

(227) a. Hans schob sich selbst an mir vorbei
Hpushed refl selfat me past
"H shoved past me himself'

b. Hans selbst schob sich an mir vorbei
H selfshoved refl at me past

c. ??Sich selbst schob Hans an mir vorbei
reJl seljshoved H at me past

(paraphrases)

(paraphrases)

Schleppen (to dragltow) behaves like verraten above. Both argument-selbst paraphrases are
marginal (228b,c). The closest we can get to a paraphrase of (228a) is with the agent
canceling by-phrase selbst in (228d). As above, this indicates that a theme cluster [-c-m] is
assigned to the reflexive and the nominative in conjunction, and no [f] cluster is assigned.
Schleppen is an anti-causative reflexive.

(228) a. Hans hat sich wohl selbst heim geschleppt
H has refl prt self home dragged

b. ??Hans selbst hat sich wohl heim geschleppt
H self has re~lprt home dragged

c. ??Sich selbst hat Hans wohl heim geschleppt
reJl selfhas Hprt home dragged

d. Hans hat sich von selbst heim geschleppt
H has re,Jl by self home dragged
"H managed to get home by himself'

Reflexive verbrennen (to burn) has comparable properties, but poses somewhat different
problems. [ts most salient reading is certainly a transitive one. We can distinguish the
semantically transitive use of the verb from the anti-causative one by an aspectual difference.
The object of transitive verbrennen is completely destroyed in the event. Reflexive
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verbrennen means suffer a(light) burn (229a). Another property of reduced reflexive
verbrennen is that is does not form an imperative. (229b) is grammatical, but it has a
transitíve meaning.

(229) a. Hans hat sich verbrannt
H has refl. burned
"H. suffered a burn"

b. ttVerbrenne dich!
burn yourself

The behavior of selbst is now expected. Floating selbst (230a) allows the reduced reading
(suffer a burn), but neither of the argument-modifiers do.

(230) a. Hans hat sich wohl selbst verbrannt
H has reflprt self burned
"H probably burned himself'
"H suffered a burn (ofhis own making)"

b. Hans selbst hat sich wohl verbrannt
Hself has refl prt burned
"It was probably H who burned himself'

c. Sich selbst hat Hans wohl verbrannt
refl self has Hprt burned
"H burned probably himself'

d. Hans hat sich wohl von selbst verbrannt.
H has reflprt by self burned
"H probably burned himself without being ordered to"

This leaves us with two more examples in each class ofargument-reduced reflexives:

(231) a. cause reflexives: ftcl ~-c-m] -~ (fc]
rollen (to roll), schieben (to pushlshove)

b. theme reflexives: f-~c] f-c-ml -~ f-c-m]
schleppen (to drag~tow), verbrennen (to burn)

Now turn to double causatives. The following examples seem to have reflexive counterparts:

(232) [tcl f-~c-ml f-c-ml
bedecken (to cover), erschweren (to obstruct), fullen (to fill), senken (to lower)

Interestingly, the majority of these verbs does not well tolerate sentient subjects under
reflexivization. Only bedecken (to cover) stands out in this respect. We can take this as a first
indication that these reflexives mute the [fc] cluster.
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(233) a. Hans bedeckte sich mit Schande
H covered re,fl with disgrace
"H disgraced himself'

b. Sein Gesicht bedeckte sich mít einem Ausdruck des Grauens
his face covered refl with an expression of-the terror
"His face took on an expression of terror"

c. Das Dorf bedeckte sich langsam mit Staub
the village covered refl slowly with dust
"The village slowly got covered with dust"

(234) a. ??Hans erschwert sich
H obstructs refl

b. Die Arbeit erschwert sich
the work obstructs refl
"The job is getting difficult"

(235) a. ??Hans fullt sich
Hfills re~l

b. Das Becken fullt sich
the poolfills refl

(236) a. ?Hans senkt sich
H lowers refl

b. Der Wasserstand senkt sich
the water-level lowers refl

Turn first to bedecken (to cover). Sentient subjects favor a transitive reading here, but a theme
reading can be pushed in certain contexts. The most salient reading of (237) is
intentionaUtransitive. This reading is pazaphrased in (238a,b). However, there is a(remote)
second reading of (237), which becomes more obvious in the presence of by-phrase selbst in
(238c). On this reading, the nominative is read as an affected, non-intentional azgument.
Bedecken has a reduced theme-reflexive reading.

(237) Hans hat sich langsam mit Staub bedeckt.
H has refl slowly with dust covered

(238) a. Hans selbst hat sich langsam mit Staub bedeckt.
H selfhas re~l slowly with dust covered

b. Sich selbst hat Hans langsam mit Staub bedeckt.
refl selfhas Hslowly with dust covered

c. Hans hat sich mit der Zeit von selbst mit Staub bedeckt.
H has re,Jl with the time by self with dust covered

Erschweren ( to obstruct), fullen ( to fill), senken (to lower) are not susceptible to the selbst-
test, because they strictly resist living subjects as reflexives. These verbs will be classified as
theme reflexives on the grounds that the affected object can show up as a subject with the
reflexive ( b), and co-occur with an instrumental adjunct realizing [-~c-m], as in (c).
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(239) a. Der Winter erschwerte die Arbeit (duch den einsetzenden Schneefall)
the winter obstructed the work (through the beginning snow fall)
"The winter naturally obstructed the work by the beginning snow fall"

b. Die Arbeit wird sich noch von selbst erschweren
the work will refl still by self obstruct
"The work will get more difficult as we go"

c. Die Arbeit erschwerte sich durch starke Regenfálle (von selbst)
the work obstructed refl through strong rainjalls (by sel,~
"The heavy rain made the job more difficult"

(240) a. Starke Regenfálle fiillten das Becken mit Wasser
strong rainfalls frlled the pool with water

b. Das Becken fullte sich schnell von selbst
the pool filled refl quickly by self
"The pool quickly filled by itself'

c. Das Becken fullte sich (von selbst) mit Wasser
the pool filled refl (by selj~ with water

(241) a. Hans senkte den Wasserstand
H lowered the water-level

b. Der Wasserstand senkte sich langsam von selbst
the water-level lowered selfslowly by self

c. Der Wasserstand senkte sich durch die Trockenheit ( von selbst)
the water-level lowered self through the drought (by sel~
"The water level sank by itself because of the drought"

In sum, these double causatives all have an anti-causative reflexive alternant.

(241) theme reflexives: ffcl ffc-ml f-c-ml -~ ffc-ml f-c-ml
bedecken ( to cover), erschweren ( to obstruct), f'ullen (to fill), senken (to lower)

The psychological causative erschrecken (to frighten~scare) behaves alike. It has an anti-
causative reflexive alternant. Argument-modifying selbst is ungrammatical (243a-c), and by-
phrase selbst is fine (243d).

(242) Hans erschreckt sich
H scared self
"H got scared"

(243) a. ??Hans erschreckt sich selbst
H scaredreJl self

b. ??Hans selbst erschreckt sich
H selfscared re~l

c. ??Sich selbst erschreckt Hans
reJl selfscaredH

d. Hans erschreckt sich ganz von selbst, da muss noch nicht mal ein Laut zu
h~ren sein.
H scaredrefl all by seljthere must still not once a sound to hear be
"H gets scared all by himself; not even a whisper is needed for that"
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(244) exneriencer reflexive: [}cl ffc-ml f-cfml -~ f-~c-ml (-cfml
erschrecken (to scarelfrighten)

2.5.1.4 Mental events

The emotional verbs lieben (to love), verachten (to despise) seem to have reflexive alternants.
It turns out, however, that the examples are transitive sentences. Selbst can be freely
associated with both the subject NP, and with the reflexive.

(245) fm -m
lieben (to love), verachten (to loath)

(246) a. Hans liebt sich.
H loves re~l

b. Hans verachtet sich.
H loathes refl

(247) a. Hans hat sich selbst geliebt.
H has refl self loved

b. Hans selbst hat sich geliebt
H self has refl loved

c. Sich selbst hat Hans geliebt
refl self has H loved
"H loved himself'

(248) a. Hans hat sich selbst verachtet.
H has reJl self loathed

b. Hans selbst hat sich verachtet
H self has re,~l loathed

c. Sich selbst hat Hans verachtet
refl self has H Ioathed
"H loathed himself'

The same holds for the perception verbs in our set. They allow reflexive accusatives, but these
reflexives aze anaphoric direct objects, rather than markers of O-role reduction.

(249) jtm] [fc-m] (-ml
sehen (to seellook), hóren (to hear~listen)

(250) a. Hans sieht sich
H sees refl

b. Hans sieht sich selbst
H sees refl self

(251) a. Hans selbst hat sich gesehen
H self has refl seen

b. Sich selbst hat Hans gesehen
re,~l self has H seen
"H saw himself'
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(252) a. Hans hórt sich
H hears reJl

b. Hans hórt sich selbst
H hears refl self

(253) a. Hans selbst hat sich gehdrt
H self has refl heard

b. Sich selbst hat Hans gehórt
refl self has H heard
"H heard himself'

The situation is entirely different with finden. Argument-modifying selbst is ungrammatical,
and byphrase selbst is fine. Thus, finden is an anti-causative reflexive.

(254) f-~ml f-c-ml f-m1
finden

(255) a. Der Schlussel fand sich wieder~ im Bad.
the key found refl agairdin-the bath
"The key turned up againlin the bath-room"

b. ??Der Schlussel fand sich selbst.
the key found refl self

c. Der Schliissel fand sich von selbst
the key found re,~l by self
"The key turned by up itself'

(256) theme reflexive: ffml f-c-ml f-ml -~ f-c-ml f-ml
finden (to find)

2.5.1.5 Special event verbs

Consider first the experiencer verb erblicken (to spotlglimpse), which is clearly transitive. All
types ofselbst-modification are grammatical.

(257) (-ctml f-c-ml
erblicken ( to spotlglimpse)

(258) a. Hans erblickte sich (im Spiegel)
Hspotted re.fl (in-the mirror)

b. Hans erblickte sich selbst im Spiegel
H spotted re,Jl self in-the mirror

(259) a. Hans selbst hat sich im Spiegel erblickt
H self has re11 in-the mirror spotted

b. Sich selbst hat Hans im Spiegel erblickt
re~l self has H in-the mirror spotted

Erhalten (to receive) has an argument-reduced reflexive alternant. Consider first the reflexive
sentences in (261), and notice that the meaning of the reflexives is quite different from the
(most salient) meaning of transitive erhalten, as given in (260).
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(260) -c-m -c
erhalten (to receive)

(261 a) has an intentional flair, but (261 b) is clearly non-intentional. When the non-intentional
reading is forced, as in (261c), the acceptability ofselbst considerably decreases. Erhalten has
an anti-causative reflexive altemant.

(261) a. Hans hat sich nach der Matura selbst erhalten
H has refl after the M self received
"H earned his own living after school"

b. Hans hat sich ganz passabel erhalten
H has refl fairly well received
"H is still in pretty good shape"

c. ??Hans hat sich ganz passabel selbst erhalten
H has refl fairly well self received

The difference in meaning between reflexive and transitive erhalten is rather large, and this
might lead one to believe that the two verbs are no more than homophonous. 1 believe this
conclusion would be misguided, because it does not take into account that there is another use
of the verb erhalten, which has so far escaped our attention. [t is a causative use. All three
uses can be derived from a single set of O-roles.

The subject of causative erhalten is assigned underspecified [fc], as evidenced by the
alternation in (262a), and the availability of an imperative in (262b).

(262) a. Wolfgangl die Regierung erhlilt jeden wahnsinnigen Brauch (am Leben).
W ~the government maintains each insane custom (at-the life)
"W.Ithe government nurtures ecery insane custom"

b. Erhalte den Brauch (am Leben)!
maintain the custom (at-the life)

The direct object of causative erhalten is affected, i.e. [~-c], and mentally passive, i.e.[I-m]. In
addition, causative erhalten assigns [-c], which can be observed in the near-obligatory target-
adjunct am Leben (alive) in (262). This gives the following distribution of roles for erhalten:

(263) erhalten ( to maintain): [fc] [-c-m] [-c]

(264) a. anti-causative reflexive: jtcl f-c-ml f-cl -~ [-c-m]-j-cl
erhalten (to survive~get on)

b. anti-causative transitive: ffcl f-c-m]-[-cl -~ [-c-ml (-cl
erhalten (to receive)

It is a telling fact that the three uses of erhalten have not been identified as deriving from a
single lexical entry before. The reason for this is the assumption that reduction of a[fc]
cluster should result in an unaccusative verb, and anti-causative erhalten (receive) is clearly
not an unaccusative. After the discussion of section z.4.4, we expect to find more examples of
this kind: elimination of [tc] does not imply unaccusativity.
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2.5.1.6 Summary of Data

Let us take stock of the reflexives we have identified so far. Broadly, they fall in three classes.
One class has retained a transitive argument structure. These reflexives are excluded from
further discussion. Among the argument-reduced reflexives, there are still two classes. In one
class, reduction eliminates the theme cluster [-c-m]. The resulting verbs were called agent-
and cause-reflexives. Together, they form a natural class of [t] reflexives.

(265) f}lreflexives
a. L}c~-ml f-c-ml -~ f-~cfml

mitteilen (to inform~express)
b. jtcl f-c-ml -~ ftcl

rollen (to roll), schieben (to push~shove)

In another class of argument-reduced reflexives, reduction has eliminated a[f] cluster, and
the subject realizes [-c-m]. There were quite a number ofsuch reflexives, summarized below:

(266) anti-causative reflexives
a. [fctml f-c-ml -~ f-c-ml

verraten (to betray)
b. ftcl f-c-ml -~ f-c-ml

schleppen (to drag~tow), verbrennen (to burn)
c. ftcl ftc-ml f-c-ml -~ [fc-ml f-c-ml

bedecken ( to cover), erschweren ( to obstruct), fiillen (to fill), senken ( to lower)
d. ftcl f-c-ml f-cl -~ f-c-ml j-cl

erhalten (to survivelget on)
e. ftml f-c-ml f-ml -~ f-c-ml [-ml

finden (to find)

Anti-causative reflexives share an important property with passives. They appear to assign
their [-c-m] cluster to the subject:

(267) a. Hans senkte die Ausgaben
H lowered the expenses

b. Die Ausgaben senkten sich
the expenses lowered refl

c. Die Ausgaben wurden gesenkt
the expenses were lowered

[f] reflexives share the respective property with unergatives. They fail to assign a O-role to an
internal argument.

(268) a. Hans teilte die Nachricht mit
H informed the news prt
"H spread the news"

b. Hans teilte sich mit
H informed refl pri
"H expressed himself'
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There is a considerable consensus in the literature that at least anti-causative reflexives should
be analyzed in parallel with passives and unaccusatives, as raising constructions. If anti-
causative reflexives are raising constructions, then we can maintain the generalization that a[-
c-m] cluster must be assigned to a direct object. Since this generalization is among the most
solid facts of lexical semantics, its validity is a sine qua non for the hypothesis that s-selection
determines syntactic projection. If it has to be given up, we might just as well abolish s-
selection altogether, as indeed it is proposed by Chomsky (2001). Before we do exactly this,
let us investigate the evidence in favor of an unaccusative analysis of anti-causative
reflexives.

The unaccusative analysis of reflexives rests on the observation that reflexives behave like
unaccusatives in several respects (Grimshaw (1982, 1990), Marantz (1984), Pesetsky (1995),
Sportiche (1998)). For example, French reflexives select étre instead of avoir (269), and
Hebrew reflexives (Reinhart (2000)) select a verbal template ('hitpael') that is usually
associated with unaccusatives (270).

(269) a. Jean s'est lavé
J re~l is washed
~`Jean s'a lavé
J re~l has washed

Reflexive verbs
hitraxec, hitlabesh, hitgaleax, histarek
wash, dress, shave, comb
Unaccusative verbs
hitgalgel, hitmotet, hitalef, hitkamet
roll, collapse, faint, wrinkle (Reinhart (2000):9)

For German, the situation looks less convincing. Even anti-causative reflexives usually select
the auxiliary haben (have), not sein (be),26 and all reflexives take both a nominative full NP,
and a reflexive clitic in accusative case. Case-marking is overt in 15` and 2"d person.

(271) a. Du hast dich plOtzlich in einem fremden Bett gefunden
youNO,tt have reflA~-~ in aforeign bedfound
"You suddenly found yourself in somebody else's bed"

b. 'Du bist dich plStzlich in einem fremden Bett gefunden
you,vo,~t are reflA~~ in aforeign bedfound
"You suddenly found yourself in somebody else's bed"

zb A smatl set of reflexives selects sein ( be). As far as I can ascertain, such cases are constrained to base-verbs
that select be on their non-reflexive use too ( i-ii). To be explicit, I claim that a reflexive with sein must be
analyzed as a dative, on a par with (iii); cf. chapter 4 on auxiliary selection and case.
(i) Es ist sich ausgegangen

it is refl prt.gone
"It worked out"

(ii) Hans ist ausgegangen
H is prt gone
"H went out"

(iii) Das Geld ist mir ausgegangen
the money is me-reJl.da1. prt.gone
"I've run out of money."
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This alone is good evidence that German reflexives are syntactically transitive. In the
following section, they are subjected to the movement tests used above.

2.5.2 The Syntax of German Reflexives

The movement tests used above appear to pose one major problem. An NP that is topicalized
within VP cannot bind a reflexive pronoun. This would lead us to expect that the subject of a
reflexive can never move with a fronted VP.

However, this reasoning is valid only if the reflexive clitic is subject to principle A in the
normal way. In the unaccusative approach to reflexives, this is usually not assumed. Instead, it
is claimed that the NP subject originates as a direct object inside VP. The reflexive clitic is
not a regular anaphor. It just marks the absence ofan external argument.

Two variants of the unaccusative analysis must be distinguished, a weak, and a strong one.
According to the strong unaccusative thesis, all reflexives are unaccusatives, irrespectively of
their thematic interpretation. This thesis is defended in particular by Pesetsky (1995).
According to a weak unaccusative thesis, we must distinguish between unergative reflexives,
and unaccusatives with reflexive morphology. Unergative reflexives have causative
semantics, unaccusatives with reflexive morphology have anti-causative semantics. This view
is endorsed primarily by Reinhart (2000).

~ stron~ unaccusative thesis
All reflexives have unaccusative syntax.

. weak unaccusative thesis
Causative reflexives are unergatives.
Anti-causative reflexives are unaccusatives.

If we want to defend the strong unaccusative thesis, we must show that both types ofreduced
reflexives allow the subject inside a fronted VP. The weak unaccusative thesis makes this
prediction for anti-causative reflexives only. I therefore turn to [t] reflexives first.

In the (a) and (b) examples below, the nominative is fronted inside VP, and the sentences are
ungrammatical. As a contrast, and to show that the examples do not fail for pragmatic
reasons, examples ofremnant NP-movement are given in (c).

(272) a. ~`Basisgruppler mitgeteilt haben sich schon immer
grass-roots-activists expressed have refl alreadyalways

b. ~Basisgruppler mitgeteilt haben sich schon immer welche
grass-roots-activists expressed have refl alreadyalways some

c. Basisgruppler haben sich schon immer welche mitgeteilt
grass-roots-activists have refl already always some expressed
"There have always been grass roots activists who expressed themselves"
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(273) a. ~`Schl~fer gerollt haben sich schon oft auf die Seite
sleepers rolled have refl already often to the side

b. ??Schl~fer gerollt haben sich schon viele auf die Seite
sleepers rolled have refl already many to the side

c. Schláfer haben sich schon viele auf die Seite gerollt
sleepers have reJl already many to the side rolled
"Many a sleeper has rolled over to one side"

(274) a. ~G~ste geschoben haben sich schon oft hier vorbei
guests pushed have re,~l already often here past

b. ~`Gáste geschoben haben sich schon viele hier vorbei
guests pushed have reJlalready many here past

c. G~ste haben sich schon viele hier vorbei geschoben
guests have refl already many here past pushed
"Several guests have squeezed past here already"

The strong unaccusative thesis can therefore not be maintained. Now turn to theme reflexives.
These examples are sometimes judged slightly less devious than the ones involving [f]
subjects. Again, the (c) examples are added to show that the sentences are rejected for
grammatical, not pragmatic reasons.

(275) a. ~`Sein Gesicht bedeckt hat sich mit einem Ausdruck des Schreckens
hisface covered has refl with an expression of-the terror

b. ??Gesicht bedeckt hat sich noch keines mit einem derartigen Ausdruck des
Schreckens
face covered has refl still none with a like expression of terror

c. Gesicht hat sich noch keines mit einem derartigen Ausdruck des Schreckens
bedeckt
face has refl still none with a like expression ofterror covered
'TIo face has yet been overcast by a comparable expression of terror"

(276) a. 'Dumme Br~uche erhalten haben sich hier immer
silly customs survived have reJl here always

b. 'Dumme Br~uche erhalten haben sich hier immer welche
silly customs survived have refl here always some

c. Dumme Br~uche haben sich hier immer welche erhalten
silly customs have re,Jl here always some survived
"There have always survived some silly customs here"

(277) a. "Minister erschrocken haben sich in dieser Krise schon dfter
ministers scared have refl in this crisis already more-often

b. ~`Minister erschrocken haben sich in dieser Krise schon einige
ministers scared have refl in this crisis already several

c. Minister haben sich in dieser Krise schon einige erschrocken
ministers have reJl in this crisis alreadyseveral scared
"Several ministers got scared already during this crisis"
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(278) a. ??Die Arbeit erschwert hat sich aufdiese Weise schon oft
the work obstructedhas refl on this way already often

b. ??Arbeiten erschwert haben sich auf diese Weise schon viele
works obstructed have refl on this way alreadymany

c. Arbeiten haben sich auf diese Weise schon viele erschwert
works have refl on this way alreadymany obstructed
"Many jobs have already got complicated in this way"

(279) a. ??Schlussel gefunden haben sich schon oft hier
keys found have re,Jlylready often here

b. ??Schlussel gefunden hat sich noch keiner
key found has refl still none

a Schlussel hat sich noch keiner gefunden
key has refl still none foarnd
"No key has yet been found"

(280) a. ~`Schwimmbecken gefullt haben sich bei dem kurzen Regen nicht wirklich
pools filled have reJl at the short rain not really

b. ??Schwimmbecken gefullt haben sich bei dem kurzen Regen nicht viele
pools filled have refl at the short rain not many

c. Schwimmbecken haben sich bei diesem kurzen Regen nicht viele gefullt
pools have refl at this short rain no many filled
"Not many pooles filled in that short time of rain"

(281) a. ~`Die Vorbereitungen geschleppt haben sich meistens
the preparations dragged have refl mostly

b. ~`Vorbereitungen geschleppt haben sich hier schon viele
preparationsdraggedhave reJl here already many

c. Vorbereitungen haben sich hier schon viele geschleppt
preparationshave refl here already many dragged
"Many a preparation has dragged on here already"

(282) (der Regen hat zwar aufgehórt, aber:)
the rain has prt stopped, but
a. ~`Die Pegel gesenkt haben sich noch kein bisschen

the indicators lowered have refl still no bit
b. ??Pegel gesenkt haben sich noch keine

indicators lowered have reJl still none
c. Pegel haben sich hier noch keine gesenkt

indieators have refl here still none lowered
"no indicators have fallen yet"

(283) a. ??Katzen verbrannt haben sich hier noch selten
cats burned have re~l here still rarely

b. ??Katzen verbrannt haben sich hier schon viele
cats burned have refl here already many

c. Katzen haben sich hier schon viele verbrannt
cats have re~l here already marry btrrned
"Many a cat has suffered a burn here already"
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(284) a. ~`Ein Truppenaufmarsch verraten hat sich schon oft durch zu grof3es Geschrei
a military-build-up betrayed has refl already often through to big screaming

b. ??Truppenaufmarsch verraten hat sich noch keiner durch so grol3es Geschrei
military-build-up betrayed has refl still none through so big screaming

c. Truppenaufmazsch hat sich noch keiner durch so groLies Geschrei verraten
military-build-up has refl still none through so bigscreaming betrayed
'T1o military build-up has given itself away by such a big racket"

We must conclude from this that German reflexives are syntactically transitive. This is a final
piece of evidence against a unique relation between thematic relations and syntactic structure.
As with the causative, intentional and instrumental alternations, the projection of syntactic
structure must obey conditions distinct from O-configurations. The problem with reflexives is
more serious, because it apparently involves the assignment of [-c-m] to an external
argument. The question to be addressed in chapter 3 is whether the empirical generalizations
of lexical semantics can be formalized in a theory without s-selection. It will be argued that
this is indeed possible.
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Chapter 3: A Bare Phrase Structure of Argument Expression

In the previous chapter, it was shown that syntactic projection cannot be driven exclusively by
s-selection, because lexical-semantic information is not mapped in a uniform way into
syntactic structure. Syntactic structure both constrains and modifies the realization potential
of lexical-semantic roles. Furthermore, it was found that unaccusativity is a property of
individual verbs, not of a semantically definable set. This is highly problematic, because it
undermines one of the most powerful arguments in favor of projection from lexical semantics:

If in activating the lexicon, the English speaking child has to determine individually for each
oneplace verb if it is unaccusative or not, it is not obvious what he could base his decisions
on. This problem would be avoided if the set under consideration could be defined, namely
there would be a certain semantic or lexical property which the child can use to ident~ a
verbal concept as corresponding to an unaccusative verb. (Reinhart (2000):8)

If the point about introducing semantics in syntactic projection is learnability, then the
observations of chapter 2 force us to find evidence that rogue learning of c-selectional frames
is in some empirically justifiable sense harder than rogue learning of s-selectional frames and
their particular mapping on syntactic structures.

Evidence from acquisition suggests the contrary. Naigles (2002) for instance discusses a
number of experimental studies that converge towards the paradoxical generalization that
infants score highly in abstract pattern recognition and application tasks, while toddlers seem
to have lost this ability. In particular, we find "considerable abiliry to abstract patterns over
specific items and to distinguish natural from unnatural English sentences" (Naigles
(2002):157) in infants, while "toddlers appear to be non-abstract, item-specific language
tesers" (Naigles (2002):157). Naigles defends the following solution to this paradox:

[...J the patterns that infants extract from their linguistic input are not yet tied to meaning;
thus, toddlers do not lose these earlier-abstractedforms but their use of them is limited until
they have been integrated with meaning. [...J in language acquisition, learningform is easy
but learning meaning, and especially linking meanings and forms, is hard. (Naigles
(2002):157)

If such studies have any bearing on grammatical theorizing, then the conclusion drawn from
them must be that syntactic, not semantic bootstrapping is at work in language acquisition.
Indeed, this position is firmly supported by experimental evidence too:

Efficient verb learning requires access to structuralfeatures of the exposure language and
thus cannot take place until a sca,fJ"olding oj noun knowledge enables the acquisition of
clause-level syntax. (Gillette et al. (1999):135)

In conclusion, evidence from language acquisition militates against the wide spread claim that
verb-meanings are easier to learn than syntactic patterns. If syntactic patterns are easier to
learn than verb-meanings, then the last cornerstone of projection from lexical semantics,
semantic bootstrapping, is lost.

This chapter sets out to develop a theory of autonomous syntactic projection. It argues that
robust generalizations over the syntactic realization of thematic roles are indeed possible in
this framework, but only if these roles are severed from verbal syntactic heads. It is left to the
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intention of a speaker to select from a set of O-roles supplied by the lexical entry of a verb,
and the roles selected are then realized in syntactic structures in accordance with a small set of
universal laws, formalized as subcategorization frames.

Section 1 of this chapter sketches the exo-skeletal approach endorsed by Borer (1994, 1998,
2000), which holds that a given noun phrase should not be viewed as being an argument, but
rather as becoming one in clearly defined contexts. It also summazizes Borer's argument
regarding the role ofovert morphology (as opposed to lexical semantics) in the determination
ofavailable predicate-argument relations.

Section 2 introduces a new architecture of grammatical derivation based on a few simple,
mathematical operations. Derivations in phonology, syntax and semantics are strictly
separated. They proceed cyclically in parallel (Chomsky (2001)), and objects of one domain
are interpreted in another domain by means of a structure-preserving mapping. A syntactic
derivation is detennined exclusively by formal ( syntactic) features. The model is exemplified
with the morpho-phonology of German verbs, as discussed in Bendjaballah 8r. Haiden (2002,
2003 ).

Section 3 applies the new architecture to take Borer's exo-skeletal approach to its logical
extreme. O-roles are defined as syntactic objects that merge with verbal and other heads
according to a few, universal laws. The constructional meanings postulated by Borer (2000)
aze thus derived in a principled fashion, without reference to vague, aspectual concepts. As a
by-product, the analysis derives the effects of Burzio's Generalization in a purely formal way,
without reference to O-roles.

3.1 Does Morpho-Phonolo~y Drive Syntax? - Borer's Exo-Skeletal
Approach

If semantics does not drive syntax, one might think that morpho-phonology does. In this
section, I will briefly sketch an approach that is radically different from the one discussed so
far, Hagit Borer's exo-skeletal theory of azgument projection. According to Borer (2000), the
projection of syntactic structure is, at least in part, determined by phonological properties of
lexical items, and the syntactic structure thus projected in turn determines the thematic
properties of argument noun phrases.

According to Borer, morphologically unmarked lexical items may be more felicitous in some
configurations than they are in others, but, in principle, any realization is possible. In Borer
(2000), she presents as an example a lexical array composed of the three elements {dog, boat,
sink}, and the grammatical formatives {past, the, the}. In this initial array, any lexical item
may be realized either as a noun, or as a verb, but only when it is realized as a verb, it takes
azguments. As a noun, it refers:

(1) a. The dog sank the boat.
b. The boat dogged the sink.
c. The sink boated the dog.

Certainly, ( la) is more likely to be uttered than (lb), which, in turn, might win over (lc).
However, none of these sentences is ungrammatical. A theory of grammar, Borer argues,
should not be bothered by the fact that ( lc) describes a rather unlikely real-words scenario. It
should rather offer an explanation as to why it is possible to interpret a sentence like (lc) in
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exactly the way it is interpreted: the first noun refers to an entity that does some action. The
action performed is in some way related to the concept boat, and an entity of the type dog is
affected by, or undergoes, the action.

Borer's thesis is that a very basic organizational principle of the computational system is
responsible for such interpretations: a universal template of clausal projection. Abstracting
away form aspectual claims, which I will ignore throughout,Z' the following configuration is
claimed to be common to verbal extended projections:

(2) vl P

external
v 1'

argument

vl TP

v2 P

intemal
argument

v2'

v2 L-D

In (2), vl introduces a position for external arguments. This is not to be interpreted in the
conventional way. There is no designated noun phrase that must move to the specifier ofv 1 to
be licensed there. Things work the other way around. If a constituent comes to occupy the
specifier of vl, it is automatically interpreted as an external argument.

The same holds for v2. It introduces a site for internal arguments. If a constituent occupies
this position, an internal argument-interpretation is forced upon it.

L-D is an unordered initial array of lexical items. Unlike standard VP, no argument structural
relations are defined in L-D.

3.1.1 The Problem: Lexical Properties Do Constrain Syntactic Proiection

Recall Borer's example sentences (1), repeated:

(3) a. The dog sank the boat.
b. The boat dogged the sink.
c. The sink boated the dog.

If the exo-skeletal approach is correct without qualifications, then (3c) should be as
acceptable as the following sentences:

27 Apart from aspect, argument projection has been related to case and definiteness in Borers work, and the
functional heads themselves are often re-named. The notation adopted should guarantee maximal neutrality with
respect to such issues. For an aspect calculus, cf Verkuyl (1993, 2002).
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(4) a. The sink made the dog look like a boat.
b. The sink made the dog feel like a boat.
c. Facing the sink, the dog tutned into a boat.

The sentences in (4) convey senses that are equally unlikely to be true as the imagined sense
of (3c). However, they are much more acceptable, because, one might conjecture, they are
fotmed with words on their customary use.

This leads us back to the original problem. Syntactic derivations are determined, partially at
least, by some lexically specified property. We know by now that this property cannot be
semantic in nature. Borer (2000) explores what appears to be the only other option: morpho-
phonology.28 Her argument is summarized in the following subsection.

3.1.2 Argument Structure and MoraholoEV of Comalex Event Nominals

Consider the contrast between a complex event nominal in (Sa), and a result nominal in (Sb):

(5) a. The instructor's (intentional) examination of the student
b. The instructor's examinatiort~exam

One of the most important differences between complex event nominals and result nominals
is that the former, but not the latter, project argument structure. The question now arises
whether the argument structure of a complex event nominal is projected by the noun as such,
or by verbal structure embedded under it.

Borer (2000) quotes Grimshaw (1990) for the observation that "[o]nly nouns that are derived
from verbs [...] by means of overt affixation can be [complex event] nominals, while nouns
which do not have a verbal or adjectival source never are." (Borer (2000):16), and states that
"one is certainly tempted to view argument structure [...] as deriving from the source verb [...],
rather than the noun itself." (Borer (2000):16). This would make it possible to assume that
event interpretation is always contingent on verbal syntax.

Notice the reference to overt affixation in the statement above. Grimshaw's observation does
not apply to a lexical-semantic relation between a verb and a complex event nominal, but to a
morphological one.

Borer (2000):18f?9 capitalizes on this observation, and develops from it an argument for the
relevance of phonological shapes for the availability of certain syntactic derivations.

Take a lexical item with the semantic properties of ~transform~. This lexical item can be
inserted in a verbal syntactic frame, to yield the verb ~transform~.

(6) ~transform~ t V -~ [v transform]

Then, still without accessing any phonological information, the verb transform can be inserted
in a nominal frame, to yield a derived noun:

za Notíce that this is not the only option available. Co-occurrence restrictions could also be encoded in the form
of purely formal features of lexical items; in other words, as subcategorization frames. Section 3.3 explores this
strategy.
29 Borer's argument is slighdy adapted here.
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(7) [v transform] t N -~ [N [v transform]]

Finally, [N [v transform]] is spelled out phonologically. But here we encounter a problem. The
semantic properties of [N transform] could be spelled out in various ways, among them the
following:

(8) a. [N [v transform]] -~ transformation
b. [N [v transform]] -~ metamorphosis
c. [N [v transform]] -~ shift
d. [N [v transform]] -~ turn

As all of these phonological spell-outs have the same core meaning and derivational history,
they should have exactly the same syntactic properties. In particular, they should all be
argument-taking nouns.

But this is plainly false. Only transformation, as a morphologically derived complex event
nominal, projects the argument structure of the verb transform. Therefore, the spell-out
operations (8b-d) must be blocked. Metamorphosis, shift, turn can only be the spell-out of a
different derivation, one that inserts the concept in a nominal frame directly, as follows:

(9) a. ~transform~ f N -~ [N transform]
b. [N transform] -~ metamorphosis~shift~turn

Thus, the phonological shape associated with a given concept has an influence on the
derivational options available for that concept. At least it has to be stipulated that specific
derivational operations ban specific phonological realizations.

It might be objected at this point that transformation differs semantically from
metamorphosis, shift, turn, and that this difference in meaning, not the phonological shape, is
responsible for their different derivational options. Borer ( 2000) rejects this challenge,
quoting an example from Hebrew.

The native Hebrew noun sinui (change, transformation) contrasts with the synonymous
borrowed word transformacia (transformation). Native sinui can be used both as an
argument-taking event nominal (l0a), and as a referential noun (lOb) (Borer's example (36)):

(10) a. ha-sinui ~el merkaz ha-'ir'al yedey ha-'iriya
the-transformation~change of center the-city by city hall

b. ha-sinuy haya madhim
the-change~transformation was amazing

By contrast, the borrowed noun transformacia can only be used as a referential noun (1 lb). It
does not license arguments (1 la) (Borer's example (37)):

(11) a. 'ha-transformacia ~el merkaz ha-'ir'al yedey ha-'iriya
the-transformation of center the-ciry by city hall

b. ha-transformacia hayta madhima
the-transformation was amazing
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The only difference between the two nouns is that sinui is overtly derived from the verb sina,
while transformacia lacks a verbal counterpart. Borer argues that the difference in morpho-
phonological shape between the two words is responsible for their different syntactic
behavior, and she formalizes this conclusion as follows.

Take n to be a"reference to an indexed phonological representation" (Borer (2000):19) that is
associated with every lexical item by lexical stipulation. Then, derivations of the following
sort can be ruled out on the basis that n refers to the phonological shape transformation, not to
metamorphosis, shift, turn:

(12) ([N transformation], n) ~`metamorphosis~shiflrturn

Of course, the necessity of phonological indices further undermines the framework of
projection from lexical semantics, paired with late access to morpho-phonology. Morpho-
phonological features must be accessed (albeit in the form of indices) throughout a syntactic
derivation.

The next section develops an architecture, in which morpho-phonological information is
indeed accessed throughout the derivation, yet it does not drive syntactic derivations. Objects
in phonology are related to objects in syntax exactly like syntactic objects are related to
semantic objects, by means of interpretation.

3.2 A New Architecture: Domains and Interpretation
3.2.1 From the T-Model to Parallel Derivation

Problems like the one discussed by Borer (2000) seem to stem from the assumption that
phonological derivation is ordered after syntax in the classical T-model:

(13) T-Model
PF~ SS~ LF0

DS

In the minimalist framework, this ordering is not so clear any more. According to Chomsky
(2001):4, the components of the computational system "proceed cyclically in parallel". "In
this conception there is no LF.~ rather, the computation maps LA [a lexical array; MH] to
~PHON, SEM~ piece-by-piece cyclically." However, since there is just one derivation
(basically, the derivation of LF), there must be a branching point, at which phonological
features are spelled out, and then deleted.

Assume the branching point at which lexical items are spelled out phonologically precedes
syntactic derivation. This allows us to assume that phonological features are absent from
syntactic derivation (as Distributed Morphology (Halle 8c Marantz (1993)) does), while
maintaining the inclusiveness condition of Chomsky (1995). No features are added in the
course of a derivation. Elements of phonology and syntax are then related by interpretation,
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not derivation, as depicted in (14).30 Straight arrows represent derivational relations, squiggly
arrows represent interpretation31

(14) parallel derivation and interpretation
phonology syntax semantics

c '' Z `' 1'
T T T
b '~ Y `~ (3
T T T
a ~~ X ~~ a

Lexical Arra I Numeration

A few immediate questions arise with respect to (14):

. What is the formal character of the derivation-relation? Is it a single relation, or
composed of distinct operations? How are they to be formalized?

~ What is the formal character of the interpretation-relation? Is it symmetrical or not? If
it is asymmetrical, what is the direction of mapping? How should it be formalized?

The questions related to derivation are addressed in section 3.2.2.z. The two operations
involved are merge, which takes two objects and fot7rts a product, and head-of, which defines
the head of a given object by filtering out non-head components. It is formalized as a
summing operation. By definition, merge and head-of have the same properties in all three
domains of grammatical derivation. They derive bare structure in phonology, syntax, and
semantics.

Interpretation (addressed in section 3.2.2.3), is formalized as an asymmetrical structure-
preserving mapping, a morphism. In agreement with early generative theories like Chomsky
(1955), it is assumed that elements in phonology are mapped on elements in syntax, and
elements in syntax are mapped on elements in semantics.

The question of convergence now arises in a different way than it does in standard minimalist
literature. By hypothesis, the three domains exclusively manipulate features that are
interpretable at that domain. Therefore, the condition of Full Interpretation is redundant. It
cannot be violated. By contrast, a derivation converges, if the objects derived in each domain
receive an interpretation in the other domains, which is consistent with their lexical features,
i.e., a version of the Projection Principle:

(15) Projection Principle
Lexically stipulated pairings (n, 7,,) of sounds and meanings remain unaltered
throughout a derivation.

Turning back to Borer's argument against late lexical access, the Projection Principle ensures
that the phonological object ~shif~ is mapped on the syntactic object ~N~,;~, and not on the

'o A side effect of this architecture is that phonological properties like stress can partly determine word orders,
cf. Reinhart ( ( 995).
'~ While phonology and syntax are clearly distinct domains, the relation between syntax and semantics is less
clear; cf. section 3.4.
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syntactic object ~Vtr~Sfor,,,Ne~;a„~, including all relevant properties of the two objects, in the
respective domains. In effect, this approach is very close in spirit to Borer's (1991) Parallel
Morphology.

Building on Bendjaballah 8r. Haiden (2002, 2003), the following sections first introduce the
formal mechanisms, and then exemplify them with the morpho-phonology ofGerman verbs.

3.2.2 The Formal Ouestion: MerQe, Head-ofand Jnternret
3.2.2.1 Setting the scene: templates and features

Non-concatenative morphology, and in particular the morphological role of templates, is
problematic for standard linguistic theory, because a prosodic configuration, rather than a
lexical item, seems to express meaning. In the literature on Semitic (McCarthy (1979),
Guerssel 8c Lowenstamm (1990, 1996), Lowenstamm (2002)), this problem is usually solved
by the assumption that vocalic melody and consonantal frames may count as distinct
morphemes. Such a solution is unavailable, however, where a single vowel expresses both
lexical and inflectional features, as in German strong verbs.3Z

Consider first two verbal forms of the Classical Arabic root drb 'to hit'33: the perfective
stem darab and the imperfective stem drib. Assume the two stems can be represented as
follows (Guerssel 8c Lowenstamm (1990, 1996), Lowenstamm (2002)):

(16) a. perfective stem: darab b. imperfective stem: drib
C V C V C V C V C V C V
I I I I I I I I I
d a r a b d r i b

(16a) and (16b) share a prosodic structure and a consonantal root. They only differ with
respect to vowel melody. It is therefore reasonable to conjecture that the consonantal root and
the vowel melody both are morphemes.

In order to represent this generalization, it is assumed since McCarthy (1979, 1981) that root
consonants and vowel melody are represented on separate tiers, as in (17) for the perfective
stem darab. Melody elements are associated to the C- and V-slots according to the principles
ofautosegmental theory (cf. Leben (1978), McCarthy (1979), Goldsmith (1990)).

(17) ~~t ~
cvcvcv

I I I
root d r b

(17) derives the independence of root and affix by separating vowels and consonants. If (17)
is correct, then templates are simply one form of concatenation, a highly welcome result.

'Z It is likewise unavailable in theories that derive melodic alternations from the Apophonrc Poth (Guerssel 8c
Lowenstamm (199Q 1996)). Such theories need to assume a basic, lexical vowel as input for the Apophonic
Path. As in the German examples in the text, this means that vocalic positions host both lexical and inflectional
information.
33 Underlining indicates emphatic articulation.
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Guerssel 8r. Lowenstamm (1990, 1996), Lowenstamm (2002) take such considerations further,
asking how particular sites in a template can realize specific morphological features. They
suggest that a template is composed ofprosodic primitives, i.e. CV units. Some prosodic units
may project morpho-syntactic nodes.

(18)

X
~

a b c
~ ~

C V- C V C V C V C V

In (18), the boxed CV-positions host root consonants, the other positions are affixal. The tree
structure indicates that an infixal templatic site may express a(syntactically) higher functional
category than a position at the edge of the template.3a

Two sets of problems aze associated with (18). First, it implies that phonological primitives
are the tetYrtinal nodes of syntactic structure. Such an implication has far reaching
consequences, especially regarding the derivation of higher prosodic sttvcture and its relation
to syntax. (18) seems to imply that syntax is prosodic structure. I do not want to commit
myself to such an implication here.3s

Second, (18) shares with (17) the hypothesis that affixal and root positions can be
disentangled at the level of phonological representation. This hypothesis is threatened by
Getman strong verbs, to which we turn now.

Take a Getman strong verb like fallen (to fall). The phonological representation of the
infinitival and past stems, respectively, of fallen is as follows (Bendjaballah 8r. Haiden
(2002)):

(19) a. i i C~ V b. I~ I V

f a I f i I
fall- (inf. stem) fiel- (past stem)

The first vowel position is cleazly related to tense-marking. However, if we assume with (18)
that it is a tense affix, we cannot account for the fact that this vowel expresses lexical
infotmation as well. All of the following words share the root consonants [f -1]: fallen (to fall)
contrasts with voll (full), f'ullen (to fill), viel (much), fahl ( pale), and with jdllen (to fell), the
causative counterpart offallen. They only differ with respect to the melody and length of the
stem vowel.3ó

'" Phenomena of this kind will be discussed in Chapter 4, in particular with respect to the syntax of adjectival
~articiples.

5 Another problem with (18) ís the boxed root constituent. Which mechanism allows the fomtation of a
constituent comprising exactly those units that are inside the box? What is the formal status of the box itself?
36 The length of the post-vocalic consonant is a function of the length of the stem vowel and, therefore, irrelevant
(Bendjaballah 8r. Haiden (2002)).
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Clearly, the stem vowel of a Getman strong verb expresses both lexical and functional
information. The existence of such data severely challenges all theories of templatic
morphology proposed so far.

Bendjaballah 8c Haiden (2002, 2003) take a different approach. They start with the
observation that realization of multiple morphological features implies prosodic prominence.
For example, the stem vowel of a German strong verb is not only part of the root and a marker
of tense. It is also the prosodic head of the verb. On the other hand, the stem-final consonant,
which is prosodically weak, bears no independent morphological function. It is
morphologically significant exclusively in conjunction with the entire stem.

Thus, there is a parallel structure of prominence in prosody and morphology. In prosody, all
segments are visible as part of the terminal string. A subset, the stem vowel, is visible at the
level of word-stress too. In morphology, all segments are visible as belonging to the lexical
root. A subset, the stem vowel, is visible at the level of tense-marking too.

This parallelism can be depicted as follows, for the infinitival stem offallen (to fall).37

(20) C V ---- tense
C V C V
CVCVCV---~ root

Parallelisms like the one depicted in (20) are most naturally expressed in a framework of
parallel, interpreted derivations like the one proposed in (14) above. I will now turn to the
operations needed to derive the respective structures. An analysis of strong verbs has to be
postponed until section 3.2.3 below.

3.2.2.2 Operations: merge and head-oj

Once elements of different domains are separated, and we are dealing with exclusively
interpretable material in each domain, we can begin to formalize the operations involved in
derivations. I claim that two such operations are indispensable: merge and head-of.

Merge is the basic concatenating operation of human language. It takes two objects and fotms
a third object. Bendjaballah 8c Haiden ( in prep.) define merge as a function that takes two
variables ranging over a finite domain, x,y E Ez and delivers the product xy E E:38

"(20) contains a level of intermediate phonological projection (CVCV), the presence of which is irrelevant at
the moment, cf. section 3.2.3.
38 A string of two CV units could also be formalized as a vector in R2. Headedness would then be formalized as
projection with respect to an axis. The present formalism avoids the connotation of constant meaning associated
with axes and dimensions, and it does justice to the fact that a Iinguistic expression is a concatenation ofobjects,
rather than an ordered set of values in vazious dimensions, i.e., a vector. The present formalism also avoids
problems related to the generation of linear spaces. For a comparison of various formalizations, cf. Vergnaud
(2001).
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(21) MerQe
EZ-~E

~.(x,Y~HxY

By definition, the output of~ is in E, and it can be merged again, with another variable: ~(xy,
z) -xyz.

Defined as a product, merge creates flat structures. The order of subsequent merging
operations does not determine any hierarchical relation among variables.

Asymmetrical relations are introduced by a filtering operation that designates the head by
eliminating its dependent. This operation can be modeled as a sum. In ( 22), summation
applies with respect to y, so x is the head ofxy. y is the complement of x. C is a constant. Its
value can be kept to l, the identity element for ,u. Notice that the choice of variable to be
eliminated is not a function of head-of. We will turn to this issue in the discussion of
complement and shell structures in the following section.

(22) head-o
~lt(x, y~- Cx
yE E

Now take a German strong stem, which is minimally composed of three CV units
(Bendjaballah 8c Haiden (2002)): CVCVCV. This string is formalized as a product xyz of three
variables x, y, z, each representing one CV unit.

The product xyz is a flat structure. It designates a local domain, in the present case the root
constituent. Prosodic structure is introduced by subsequent application of head-of: ~~(x, y~z

and ~~(x,y~, to yield:
yE F.

ZEE

(23) bare prosodic structure
x by head-of
x y by head-of
z y z by merge

(23) is a bare prosodic structure. It represents the same configuration as the one depicted in
the grid notation (24) (1993), but it does so without reference to derivationally created objects
like syllables, feet, or morae. The primitives it uses are consonants and vowels, which are
arguably present in the lexicon.

(24) grid notation
:
::
x x x

This allows the extension of Chomsky's (1995) exclusiveness condition to the derivation of
PF. (23) is thus preferable to (24) or similar notations.
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3.2.2.3 Mapping into syntax

A structure like (23) is straightforward, yet absolutely opaque. By contrast, the phonetic
expressions of human language have meanings. Ifwe want to assign a meaning to an object of
one domain, we must define a function that maps the elements of the domain into a non-
intersecting structure, as follows:39

(25) Interpretation
f:A~B
whereAnB-~Ó

Assume interpretation is structure preserving for merge. The task is then to show that merge
and head-ofderive meaningful objects in syntax,ao

Consider again an initial array of three variables x,y,z. Assume x merges with y to form xy,
and then head-of eliminates y as a dependent of x. Next, z merges with the head x of xy, to
form zx.

(25) r`
z x by merge

~
x by head-of

~
x y by merge

Now, there are two options to proceed. Head-of can eliminate x as dependent ofz. This yields
a complementation structure (26a). By contrast, ifz is eliminated as dependent of x, the result
is a shell- or specifier-structure (26b).

(26) a. complement-structure b. shell structure
~ by head-of ~ by head-of

Iz `x by merge z' Ix by merge

~ ~
~ by head-of ~ by head-of

x y by merge x y by merge

Both configurations aze bare structures. They do not incorporate derivationally introduced
objects. This is particularly evident in the shell configuration. No light heads are required.
Multiple specifiers~shells can be merged as long as the resulting configuration has an
interpretation in semantics.

39 Notice that prosodically structured utterances are not specific to the human species. What is specific to human
language is the ability to assign meanings to complex phonetic expressions. Hauser, Chomsky ~ Fitch (2002)
discuss the hypothesis [hat the transparency of a small set of modules may be at the core of human language. The
availability of (25) can be viewed as an implementation of this hypothesis.
~ A formal proof is less interesting. Assuming phonology is an abetian monoid with multiplication, a mapping
from phonology into syntax is structure preserving, if syntax is an abelian monoid with multiplication, and
fxy fxfy. This is our working hypothesis. The question whether it makes sense is a much harder, empirical one.
Its answer depends on the linguistic behavior of phonological and syntactic objects, as explored in the main text.
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In sum, merge and head-of derive the basic configurations of syntax, and they do so without
reference to derivationally created objects like specifiers, light heads, or bar levels.

Now turn to movement. In the minimalist framework, movement is formalized as merger of
copies in different positions (Chomsky (1995)). In the present formalism, we can dispense
with both copies and multiple merger. Indeed, movement is not even an operation. A variable
is said to be "moved", if it is left unaffected by summation.

Assume an initial array composed of the variables {x,y,z,g}. For concreteness, let z be a verb,
y a noun, and x a feature F of N in need of checking against g. The derivation proceeds as
follows. For expository reasons, I will give both the actual derivation using variables, and a
translation into a traditional structure, using category names.

First xy, and then zxy, are derived by merge. Then, summation eliminates y as a complement,
while leaving x unaffected. This designates zx (not z alone) as head of zxy (27a). Traditionally,
we would say an index of feature F has percolated from N to V(27b). Notice that this is an
informal way of speaking. Fonnally, there is no index in the generated structure, as it is
evident in (27a).

(27) a. z~ b. v~

z xy V NF

Next, zx merges with g, forming gzx. Summation eliminates z as complement ofgx (28a). In
traditional phrasing, the index of feature F has percolated to the next higher head G(28b).

(28) a. gx

g zx G VF
~ ~
z xy V NF

Finally, head-of eliminates x as a dependent of g(29a). This is similar to the deletion of a
checked feature (29b). Notice, however, that the moved feature is not eliminated from the
derivation altogether. It is invisible only for further derivational steps beyond (29).

(29) a. i b. i

F

~ ~
g zx G VF
~ ~
z xy V NF

The (ordered) set of occurrences of a moved feature can be viewed as a chain. The chain of x
in (29a) is the set {xy, zxy, zx, gzx, gx}, corresponding to the set {NF, VNF, VF, VGF, GF} in
(296). As in standard theories (Chomsky (1995)), there is a single interpretation for multiple
occurrences of a variable in a chain.

A chain of this kind is created, if a variable is not immediately eliminated by head-of. In this
way, the formalism excludes long-distance chain-links: such links cannot be generated. This
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suggests a theory of long-distance movement along the lines of path theories like Kayne
(1984), Manzini (1992).

Other issues, sideways movement (Abraham et aL (1996)) and lowering, do not arise in the
present formalism. Since movement is fotmalized as non-elimination, movement can never be
sideways. And since head-of ( defined as summation) is an asymmetric, irreversible operation,
derivation can only be bottom-up. These are desirable consequences. T'hey support the present
formalism as opposed to standard implementations of bare phrase structure, where additional
technology is needed to resolve such issues 41

3.2.2.4 Grafts, parallel derivations and expressive power

Let us now turn to a set of problems that is rarely discussed in the minimalist literature, and
see what predictions the present formalism makes in that area. Van Riemsdijk (1998)
discusses a range of data for which the two-dimensional tree-format generated by X'-theory
faces problems. His data involve phonological strings, which serve more than one function in
syntax, and which cannot be explained by means of syntactic copying, or deletion under
identity.

One such configuration is a German ftee relative as in (30a), where the relative pronoun must
satisfy case and selectional requirements in both the matrix and the relative clause. In (30),
the superscripts indicate verbal case requirements, the subscripts indicate nominal case
features.

Crucially, the relative pronoun can satisfy two distinct case requirements, as in (30b), but it
can only do so, if its phonological shape is compatible with the two cases. If the two cases
correspond to distinct phonological shapes, this is impossible (30c). The two case
requirements must be.realized by distinct phonological expressions (30d).

(30) a. Ich hasse"cc wenACC du liebstACc
1 hate whom you love

b. Er hat [wasNOnvncc dort passierteNOM] gefilmtACc
he has what there happenedfilmed

c. 'Ich hasseACC wenACClwemDAT du vertraustDAT
I hate whom you trust

d. Ich hasse hasseA~c denACC Mann, demDAT du vertraust~AT
I hate the man whom you trust

German free relatives establish the possibility that a single phonological string can realize
clearly distinct syntactic functions. Van Riemsdijk (1998) argues that "the question as to
whether the relative pronoun is in Spec,CP position or in the position of the head of the
relative clause may well be fundamentally misguided and imposed by the wrong kind of
theory about syntactic representations, since in a multidimensional theory [...], the relative
pronoun could be simultaneously in both positions."

He calls such structures grafts "in the sense that one tree structure, the scion, is grafted into
another tree, the stock. Thereby, a structure is created in which two ( or more) tree structures
share a portion of terminal and non-terminal material.

'~ An elaboration ofthese issues must be postponed to Bendjaballah 8c Haiden (in prep.).
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The present formalism with its strict separation of phonological and syntactic derivations
makes a number of predictions regarding the availability of grafted structures. Since
phonological, not syntactic identity is required in the German free relatives above, we expect
the scion to be a constituent in prosodic structure. Grafting would be the result of two
overlapping syntactic parses of a single phonological string.

The observation about phonological constituency, as opposed to syntactic non-constituency, is
strengthened by examples like the following, in which the shared string [dem Essen trinkt]
(the meal drinks) comprises the DP-complement to an adjunct-P plus the finite verb, but
excludes the preposition:

(31) ... weil Peter den Pálinka vor und Susi den Tokayer nach [dem Essen trinkt]
because Peter the pálinka before and Susi the Tokay after the meal drinks
'because Peter drinks the pálinka before and Susi the Tokay after the meal'

(32)

DP V
dem Essen trrnkt

As above, it appears to be the case that the phonological constituent (and syntactic non-
constituent) [dem Essen trinkt] (the meal drinks) is part of two distinct syntactic parses. [t is
interpreted as part of both conjuncts. This is implemented in van Riemsdijk's multi-
dimensional analysis.

The desirability of the multi-dimensional analysis is sometimes called into question with
reference to its expressive power (cf. van Riemsdijk (1998) for discussion and references).
This is where the present formalism can bring some clarification.

Assume for the sake of argument that a given phonological string can only ever correspond to
a single syntactic derivation. With this in mind, consider once more the German free relative
in (30b) above. Since two case requirements have to be met, we must assume that the relative
pronoun has two distinct images in syntax: an accusative and a nominative D.4Z

(34) DNom

was~

(34) is excluded in the present fotmalism. Interpretation is formalized as a uniquely defined
mapping f: A~ B. As such, it does not allow one-to-many relations like (34). In order to
maintain the mono-derivational approach, we must relax the formalization of the
interpretation map. Rather than a many-to-one mapping, we must allow for many-to-many
relations.

aZ We do not want to postulate covert elements, (i) because there would be no principled reason why silent
relative pronouns are unavailable elsewhere in German, and (ii) because silent syntactic categories are
presumably constituents in syntax, and (31) shows that syntactic cons[ituency is not a requirement for gafted
configurations. The silent element approach would not carry over to exarnples like (3l ).
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Such a move is serious. It amounts to the claim that grammatical structure is systematically
ambiguous in two directions. Arbitrariness is no longer constrained to the lexicon, but a
property of grammatical expressions. Therefore, if a decision about the multi-dimensional
analysis relies on expressive power, we must conclude that the mono-derivational approach
certainly does not fare better. By contrast, a multi-dimensional analysis allows us to maintain
a restrictive definition of Interpretation. For each derivation, there is a uniquely defined
mapping from phonology into syntax. Each parse disambiguates the phonologically
ambiguous form.

In addition, relations like (34) raise the question why multiple interpretation of a phonological
string should be restricted to very specific contexts, namely those that support a multi-
dimensional analysis: coordination, parataxis and the like. We never find it in a simple, mono-
clausal derivation.

Van Riemsdijk's (1998) conclusion stands: grafting configurations involve multiple parses.
The present formalization of bare phrase structure is not only compatible with this conclusion,
but it implies it. This is independent support for the correctness of both.

3.2.3 The Empirical Question: What Is the Content of f.~ A-i B?

It is one thing to define interpretation as a function from A into B. Another thing is whether
such a definition accounts for the observed facts. One issue that immediately arises is the
question whether all objects in A have an image in B.43 The way interpretation is formalized,
we predict that each constituent of prosodic structure has an image in syntax. At face value,
this is false. Many constituents of prosodic structure are not exponents of morpho-syntactic
features.

This state of affairs is not surprising, though. The image of values "without interpretation"
must be the identity element for merge. Since merge is formalized as a~roduct, the identity
element is the integer 1. Apparent lack of interpretation is mapping on 1.

3.2.3.1 Derived causatives: Alternations, markers, and conflicts

A more interesting task is addressing the question about the content of particular
interpretation functions. Let us turn back to German verb stems. Strong verbs exhibit a
number of partly interacting stem-vowel alternations (Grimm (1819), Halle (1953), Bittner
(1996), Ségéral 8i Scheer (1998), Bendjaballah 8c Haiden (2003)). Let us concentrate here on
two particular phenomena: the expression of both tense and mood on the same vowel, and the
exclusion of apophonic tense marking for umlaut-derived causatives.

Take as an example the strong verb heben (to lift) in (35a). This verb marks the tense
opposition by a change of [e:] in the present tense to [o:] in the past tense. Application of this
alternation does not block the application of a further inflectional alternation, the one that

43 We might also want to ask if all members of the range are images under interpretalion, i.e., if interpretation is
surjecttve. The presence of a number of phonologically silent categories in syntactic theory (including silent
motion verbs, as in van Riemsdijk (2002)) suggest this is not the case.
'a Mapping on 1 must derive a representation that conforms to the Projection Principle. Vacuous interpretation of
a phonological constituent cannot, as it were, delete syntactic or semantic features ofa Iexical item, once those
features have been selected into a numeration.
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marks mood. Past indicative [o:] alternates with [e:] in the past subjunctive. The same holds
for the compatibility of tense and agreement marking. In (35b), the stem vowel I in tritt (he
kicks) is a primary marker of(non-past) tense, and a secondary marker of singular agreement.

(35) inf. present 3sg past 3sg past.subj. 3sg
a. heb-en heb-t hob h~b-e to lift
b. tret-en trit-t trat tr~t-e to kick

Now compare this with the alternation that marks causativization. The verb springen (to
jump) is strong. Changing [i] to [e] derives the causative verb sprengen (to detonate), which is
weak. It marks the past tense with an affix:

(36) a. strong verb: b. causativized verb:
infinitive past 3sg infinitive past 3sg
springen sprang to jump sprengen spreng-te to blow up
past tense ablaut no ablaut, suffixal past

Application of the derivational alternation blocks the inflectional alternation. The same holds
for a range ofother strong base-verbs under causativization.

(37) a. strong base verb: b. causativized verb:
infinitive infinitive
to sit sitzen setzen to put
to urge dringen dr~ngen to push
to fall fallen fállen to fel!
to drive fahren fiihren to lead
to jlow fliel3en ein-flóf3en to fill

The causativized verbs are all weak: they do not show any vowel alternation between present
stem and past stem. Tense is expressed by the suffix -te.

(38) a. present 3sg
sitzt
dringt
fállt
fáltrt
fliel3t

asp t 3sg
saf3
drang
fiel
fuhr
floss

b. present 3sg
sit setzt
urge drangt
fall fállt
drive fiihrt
Jlow flSLit ein

past 3sg
setz-te
drang-te
fáll-te
fiihr-te
flóa-te ein

put
push
fell
lead
fill

Why should this be the case? Why should causativization block tense-marking by vowel
alternation?

It seems we cannot blame phonology. The vowel [e] of most causativized forms does not
block apophonic tense marking, as evidenced in (35) above.

We cannot blame causative semantics either. Clearly, there are causative strong verbs, as
evidenced again by heben (to lift) and treten (to kick) in (35) above.

In sum, a stem vowel can be a marker of more than one morpho-syntactic feature (tense and
mood; tense and agreement), but it cannot mark causativization and tense at the same time.
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While this seems to be a rather common blocking effect, I know of no principled explanation
for it.

The blocking effect at hand immediately raises the issue of the derivationaUinflectional
distinction. If a derivational alternation has applied, inflectional altemations are barred. Stated
as such, this is just a description of the problem. Why should derivational altemations block
inflectional ones?

The present approach allows a different perspective on such issues. To start with, it forces us
to strictly separate phonological and morpho-syntactic phenomena. A vocalic alternation
consists primarily in different associations of inelodic elements with a given V position. As
such, it is absolutely independent ofmorphological factors.

A given melodic alternation acquires morphological significance, when the position hosting
the alternation is mapped into syntax. At this point, the definition of interpretation as a
uniquely defined mapping is important again. An object of phonology can only have one
image in syntax.

Since the primitives of syntax are syntactic categories, and syntactic categories are sets of
features, we can derive a corollary of unique interpretation. A given phonological constituent
(and alternations hosted by this constituent) can encode any number of morpho-syntactic
features, as long as they all belong to a single syntactic category.

This corollary derives the data. The compatibility of tense and mood marking is expected, if
the two features belong to a single syntactic category. Indeed, it is argued in Iatridou (2000)
that they do. Thus, the following interpretation for the past subjunctive stem h66- (lift) will be
assumed: as

(39) alternation for tense t mood
C V -~~ T[p~t subj.]
CVCV ~~ v
CVCVCV-~ V

~ ~ ~
h ti b

By contrast, causativity is clearly distinct from T. If the stem vowel is mapped on a
causativizing head, then there is simply no space left for an apophonic tense marker.
Anticipating the analysis of section 3.3, assume the causativizing head is the cluster [tc]. The
causativized stem jdll- (to felUcut) must then be represented as in (40).

;5 It is possible to imagine languages in which tense and mood are features ofdistinct syntactic heads (Cinque
(1999)). (39) would be unavailable in such a language. Similar considerations hold for tense and agreement. I
assume with Chomsky (1995) that there is no independent Agr head. If Agr were a distinct head in German,
(35b) should not exist.
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(40) derived, weak causatives
C V -~ 0~.~~

CVCV -~ v

C V C V C V-~ V

3.2.3.2 Underived weak stems and derivational suffixes

The productive way to mark tense in Modern German is not by stem-vowel alternation, but by
affixation. German verbs are weak by default. There are two classes ofweak verbs: underived
weak verbs, and verbs that have become weak as a result of affixation. The two classes are
now considered in turn.

Underived weak verbs mark tense (and agreement) by affixation, although their prosodic stem
apparently provides enough space for the interpretation of a tense marker. In order to
guarantee that weak verbs inflect by means ofaffixation, we must assume that the stem vowel
maps on identity by default, as depicted in (41) for sagen (to say). Since the class of strong
verbs is lexically defined, it is reasonable to assume that their additional mapping potential
depends on a lexical specification.

(41) C V ~~ 1
CVCV ~~ v
C V C V C V~~ V

Another class of verbs is rendered weak by affixation of the (non-productive) suffix -r or -1.
Some examples are pairs like schlingen (to wind) vs. schlingern (to move erratically), klingen
(to sound) vs. klingeln (to ring).

The meaning of these affixes is not always very transpazent, but their morpho-phonological
behavior is clear: all -1~-r derived verbs are weak. Since the respective roots are potentially
strong, the affixal inflection of the derived verbs cannot be attributed to a lexical
specification. I claim it follows from the morpho-syntactic structure of these verbs.

Notice that -1~ r are verbal heads in their own right. They can head de-nominal verbs as in
kalb-er-n (to bearlgive birth to a calve), from Kalb (calve). If the suffix is the head of the
derived verb, then we expect tense merges with the suffix, rather than its complement. Indeed,
this is what we find. The tense-affix attaches to the right of the suffix. The suffix itself cannot
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host a tense marker, because it consists of a single CV unit, which maps on V.~ (42) gives the
mapping pattern for the past tense kling-el-te ofklingeln (to ring).47

(42) C V -~ 1 C V-~ V C V-~ T
C V C V -~ 1

C V C V C V C V~~ V
~ ~ ~ ~
k I i ng I t e

3.3 The Merginz? Behavior ofO-Roles

Before we proceed, let me state a few conventions regarding the reference to thematic roles
and their assignment.

If O-roles are to play any role in syntactic derivations, they must be defined as objects there.
Since the objects of syntax are heads belonging to a(probably universal) set of syntactic
categories, let us assume O-roles are heads, and that their syntactic category is O. Syntactic
heads are represented in the present formalism as variables. O-roles are represented in the
same way.

If O-roles are syntactic heads, we expect that they can have a phonological shape. Indeed we
have already found a role with a phonological exponent: [tc] in stem-derived causatives.
Although German is fairly poor in this respect, there are languages with a rich system of
overtly marked argument structure. The templates of Afroasiatic (Guerssel (1986), Doron
(1986, 2003)) and the irt~transitivizing morphology of Salish (Davis 8c Demirdache (2000))
are just two examples.

IfO-roles are syntactic heads (represented as variables), they enter a derivation like "normal"
heads, by selection into an initial array. The choice ofelements in an initial array is contingent
on the intention of a speaker. Like verbs, nouns, adjectives and prepositions, a O-role can be
selected, or left out ofan initial array.

This is a feature that sharply distinguishes the present account from others. Since O-roles
enter syntax as independent heads, not as features of a verb, the failure of a verb to realize a
O-role provided by its lexical entry does not come as an embarrassment.

In fact no O-role is inherently obligatory. This is apparent in nominalization. Take a verb like
destroy, which appears to select two obligatory roles (43). However, the obligatoriness of two
arguments with destroy cannot be a lexical requirement, because the same root appears in well
formed constructions like (44), without an argument.

~ Chapter 4 explores the option of delayed interpretation. However, delayed interpretation can only re-0rder
heads with respect to dependents of a lower head. It cannot reverse the structural relationship between a head and
its complement, as in the present case. This assumption is necessary to account for the effects of the Head
Movement Constraint (Travis (1984)).
" The presence of stem-final schwa is subject to purely phonological conditions. It is absent, if the suffixal
consonant is followed by a pronounced vowel, as in ich klingte (I ring), cf. Kaye, Lowenstamm 8c Vergnaud
(1985, 1990).
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(43) a. John destroyed his career.
b. 'John destroyed.
c. ~`His career destroyed.

(44) The destruction we witnessed was impressive.

If O-roles are represented as independent variables in an initial array, they are assembled into
syntactic expressions by merge, and they are eliminated by head-of. This is all that can be
done in syntax. Strictly speaking, there is no assignment ofO-roles in syntax. A fortiori, there
cannot be conditions on O-role assignment (like the O-Criterion) in syntax. I will say that a
O-role is assigned to an argument, if it is mapped into semantics in conjunction with that
argument.

Obviously, this approach to O-role realization is much less restricted than standard
approaches, according to which lexical argument structure determines the realization of O-
roles. However, since chapters 1 and 2 argued against the existence of lexical argument
structure, this route is not available. Constraints on predicate-argument configurations must
be imposed by fonnal (syntactic) properties of the elements involved.

Generalizations over such properties can be formulated in terms of subcategorization frames. I
claim that the relevant generalizations regarding O-role realization should be stated in the
same way, as subcategorization requirements of specific O-heads.

Conceptually, the present theory sides with Borer's exo-skeletal approach: the thematic
properties of a DP argument derive exclusively from the configuration in which the DP finds
itself. It adds to, and differs from Borer's approach in that it derives the specific thematic
constraints imposed on predicate-argument relations by individual verbs. The lexical entry of
every verb specifies a set of roles that speakers can select into an initial array. Roles that are
not part of the lexical entry of a verb cannot be added constructionally without the mediation
ofanother lexical entry, one that supplies the role in question.

3.3.1 An Adaatation of Reinhart's Model

Since Reinhart's feature-notation is used in the representation of thematic information, it
seems reasonable to adopt her generalizations regarding the realization of O-roles in syntax.
Unfortunately, several of her assumptions are directly incompatible with claims defended in
chapter 1, and others are at odds with the empirical findings of chapter 2. It turns out,
however, that a streamlined version of her generalizations delivers the facts, and avoids many
problems.

3.3.1.1 Merging instructions, basics

In chapter l, Reinhart's (2000, 2001, 2002) theory of the lexicon-syntax mapping was
introduced. This theory relies on two basic devices, a marking system that designates O-roles
for internal vs. external realization, and a set of inerging instruction that governs the
introduction of arguments:
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(45) Lexicon markinQ (Reinhart (2001):16)
Given an n-place verb-entry, n~l,
a. Mazk a[-] cluster with index 2.
b. Mark a[t] cluster with index 1.
c. If the entry includes both a[t] cluster and a fully specified cluster [lor.,l-c], mark

the verb with the ACC feature.

(46) CS merging instructions. (Reinhart (2001):16)
a. When nothing rules this out, merge externally.
b. An argument realizing a cluster marked 2 merges internally; An azgument with a

cluster marked 1 merges externally.

First, Lexicon marking refers to an accusative case feature. As a subcategorization feature
determined by O-role configurations, it is a core expression of the hypothesis that semantic
features of lexical items determine syntactic projection. In the framework defended here,
subcategorization features must be stated without reference to thematic information.

Second, the assumption of a marking system in and by itself is problematic, if the lexicon is a
I i st.

Third, and most seriously, the merging instructions refer to arguments realizing specific clusters,
while it remains mysterious how those arguments have come to be associated with the clusters
they realize.

Let us therefore abolish the marking procedure, and build the essence of its empirical content
into a set of inerging instructions that refer to O-roles instead ofarguments:

(47) merging instructions (preliminary)
a. When nothing rules this out, merge externally
b. Merge a[-] cluster intemally
c. Merge a[f] cluster externally

The most striking difference between (47) and Reinhart's (45)-(46) is the fact that the former
does not distinguish between one- and many-place predicates. The more general condition (47) is
probably the null hypothesis. So why would we want to treat one-place verbs sepazately?

The dichotomy is introduced by Reinhart (2001) in order to account for a set of verbs called
theme unergatives:

(48) "theme-unergatives (Reinhart (2001):15)
glow, shine, beam, glare, glimmer, sparkle, babble, flash, buzz, click, whistle, sgueal,
stinl~ bleed drip, sweat, radiate, [...Jshudder, tremble, flower"

(48) is a curious set of verbs. Reinhart acknowledges that a large number of these verbs are
classified by Levin 8L Rappaport (1995) as emission verbs. According to Levin á Rappaport
(1995), such verbs assign the role immediate cause, not theme, to their sole azgument. Immediate
causes cannot be specified as[I-c]. These verbs select either fully specified [fc-m], or
underspecified [-m]. If they select [fc-m], they are fully compatible with Reinhart's merging
instructions, without special assumptions. If they select [-m], Reinhart's assumptions must be
modified, but the behavior is still consistent with what we found about German in chapter 2
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above: Only fully specified [-c-m] must be assigned to a VP-internal argument. The assignment
of underspecified [-] clusters is free.

Then, there is a sub-class of (48) including whistle that takes either a volitional agent, or an
inanimate instrument as its subject. On both uses, one is hard pressed to imagine that the subject
realizes a[I-c] role. Other verbs like stink denote internally caused eventslstates. Once more,
internal causation is not an interpretation we expect of [~-c].

In sum, the verbs in (48) either do not counter-exemplify Reinhart's merging instructions at all,
or they are compatible with the modified version of chapter 2. A distinction between one- and
many-place predicates is therefore not motivated. ( 49) gives the modified version of the merging
instructions argued for in chapter 2.

(49) mereine instructions (preliminarv)
a. merge a fully specified [-] cluster intemally
b. merge a[f] cluster externally
c. merge a[~tc] cluster externally
d. ifnothing rules this out, merge externally

3.3.1.2 Merging instructions as subcategorization frames

Take the following initial array of syntactic categories:

(SO) cateQOries
{V,v,T,O,P,N}

Merge, as defined above, can take any two elements of this set and form a product. In reality,
the merging options are more restricted. Restrictions of this sort can be formalized as
subcategorization frames.

Traditionally, we would distinguish two major classes of co-occurrence restrictions. A first set
of restrictions controls the presence of complements and specifiers (Chomsky (1965, 1995),
Emonds (2000)). Such restrictions are referred to as subcategorization frames or, more
recently, as EPPfeatures. A second set of conditions regulates the order of heads in extended
projections (Grimshaw (1991), van Riemsdijk (1998), Cinque (1999)).

The generalizations over O-role assignment can be viewed as a third set of co-occurrence
restrictions.

If the merging instructions are subcategorization frames, they must refer to categories, not
configurations (Emonds (2000)). (49) must be adapted accordingly:

(S 1) subcategorization ofO(1~ attempt)
a. merge a fully specified [-] cluster with V
b. merge a[f] cluster with v
c. merge a[~fc] cluster with v
d. ifnothing rules this out, merge with v

In this new form, a default rule like clause (d) raises suspicion. We would expect that a given O-
head either does, or dces not subcategorize for v. If at all true, the fact that v is a preferable
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merging site for O should follow from the subcategorization ofv, not O. Let us assume this is the
case, and drop clause ( d) from (51), to give:

(52) subcates'orization ofO (2"d attempt)
a. merge a fully specified [-] cluster with V
b. merge a[f] cluster with v
c. merge a[~tc] cluster with v

Clearly, neither EPP-features, nor universal clausal templates or the O-merging insttvctions in
(52) are much more than empirical generalizations. T'hey have to be formalized in a given
framework of syntactic derivation. Yet, such formalization has hardly ever been achieved. In
Chomsky (2001) for example, formal features are valued in certain well defined configurations,
but the mechanism underlying the valuation itself is not defined beyond an intuitive level.

The present formalism does not have an improvement on offer. It is therefore even more
important to adopt the most restrictive generalization available. Since the subcategorization of O
is probably universal, let us assume a core of verbal subcategorization is universal too, as stated
in (53):aa

(53) subcategonzation ofverbs
a. merge V with N
b. merge v with N

3.3.1.3 Accounting for the content of lexicon operations

Apart from the marking procedure, Reinhart (2001) posits three kinds of lexicon operations,
reduction, saturation and extension. Turn first to reduction.

(54) Reduction ofan external [fcl role - Exuletivization. (Reinhart (2001):12)
a. Va~ (~q~~, ~z) ---~ R V(~z)
b. Re V(Oz) c--~ V(~z)

(55) open~~ ([fc], [-c-m] ---~ o en [-c-m]

(56) Reduction ofan internal role - SELF-function - Reflexivization (Reinhart (2001):10)
a. V~ (Oi, Oz) ---~ R V(Ot)
b. R~ (V)(Ot) ~--~ O (~,x (V (x,x)))

(57) a. shave~.~([tcfm]~,[-c-m]z: Lucie shaved him.
b. R shave)([-~cfm]~): Max shaved.

According to Reinhart (2001):l 1, reduction may apply in syntax, i.e., outside the lexicon. This
implies that reduction is either a global operation of the language faculty (like merge and
head-of), or it is (redundantly) defined for both the lexicon and syntax.

'e [t is tempting to derive (53) from the behavior of formal features [t~-V], [t~-N] under merge, in the sense that
p([tV-N], [-VtN]) - l, i.e., N and V are inversely related under merge. A comparable attempt has been
undertaken in van Riemsdijk ( 1998) under the heading ofjealure magnedsm. A detailed assessment must be
postponed to Bendjaballah 8c Haiden ( in prep.).
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The conceptual vagueness associated with reduction is increased by the fact that reduction is
not the only means to leave a O-role unrealized. In Reinhart (2000), it is claimed that a cluster
cannot be realized if it is indistinguishable from another (realized) cluster that belongs to the
same lexical entry, and Reinhart (2001) adds the assumption that only one [~fc] cluster needs
to be realized, if a verb selects two such clusters.

Non-realization phenomena involving [-i-] clusters were unified under Generalized Reduction
in chapter 2, and it would not be hard to extend Generalized Reduction to account for missing
[-] clusters too. However, this would not solve the question regarding the locus of reduction.

(Extended) Generalized Reduction blatantly violates the spirit ofReinhart's approach, because
it basically allows the elimination of just any role. This makes it impossible to derive
syntactic configurations from lexical-semantic information. The present approach is based on
the assumption of such impossibility. It is therefore desirable to find the most general
formulation of reduction. At the same time, an operation that deletes O-roles is vacuous in a
theory, where the selection of roles into an initial array is optional in the first place. Let us
therefore assume there is no operation ofO-role reduction.

Turn next to saturation:

(58) a) wash (Ol, 02) ( Reinhart (2001):10)
b) Saturation: 3x wash (x, 02)
c) Max was washed t- 3x (x washed Max)

Again, it is not obvious why we need such an operation in the lexicon, instead of submitting
open predicates ( including the respective O-role) to existential closure at the level of semantic
interpretation. After all, saturated roles are arguably present in syntax.

This leaves us with extension. Reinhart (2001) defines one such operation:

(59) Causativization. (Reinhart (2001):14)
a) Decausativize: Change a Ifc feature to a ~-c feature.

walk([}ctm]) ---~ walk([-cfm])
b) .4gentivize: Add an agent role.

walk([-ctm]) ---~ walk([}c}m],[-ctm])

It happens that causativization always adds an agent (i.e. [tcfm]) to the O-grid of a verb. This
is interesting, because it introduces a complementarity of operations. Reinhart consistently
assumes that [Itm] clusters cannot undergo reduction. Causativization describes alternations
affecting a[~fm] cluster, and it seems to be there for the sole reason that [l~-m] is assumed to
resist reduction.

Ignoring for the moment the undesirability of lexicon operations, notice the data used to
support causativization are not too clear in the first place. Compare Reinhart's walking the
dog in (60) with (61):
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(60) a. John~The dog walked
b. John walked the dog

(61) a. John drove home
b. John drove the car
c. John drove the car home
d. The car drove by very fast

Reinhart argues that some kind of co-operation is required on the part of the object in (60b).
This is what motivates [~fm], and predicts that one cannot walk a car. However, this is not
necessarily a consequence of the O-role assigned to the object. It could just as well follow
from a general constraint on walk-able objects. Like cars, one cannot walk
cows~horses~mules,~one's children, although none of these is less likely to realize [~tm] than a
dog.

In fact, drive imposes a comparable restriction on its object. One can only drive a car that
works; one wouldn't not~rtally drive apencil home, and so forth.

Since I cannot detect any significant difference between driving a car and walking a dog, [
conclude that the two constructions should be analysed identically. Since cars are definitely
non-intentional, Reinhart's causativization operation cannot derive the alternation with drive
in (61). Whatever other rule accounts for drive in (61) should also account for walk in (60),a9
and I conclude that lexical causativization does not exist.

3.3.2 The Syntactic Ar~ument Structure of Finite. Transitive Main Verbs

In order to get acquainted with both the formalism and the tree-notation used, let us run through
a few simple derivations. In the discussion, I will abstract away from several details, specifically
determiners; cf. section 3.3.5 and chapter 4 below.

3.3.2.1 Example 1: an agent-theme verb

Take the lexical entry of an agent-theme verb like bauen (to build):

(62) bauen: [tcfm], [-c-m]

This verb will enter an initial array as a set containing at least the following objects: the
verbal heads V and v, and the two O-roles [}ctm], [-c-m]. Add to this set the nouns Hans and
Stall (barn), and the tense head T, and we end up with a partial atray as follows:

(63) {V~ v~ ~[tctm]~ 0[-o-m]~ N[Ha~]~ N[smtll~ T}

In prínciple, merge selects any two elements and forms a product. However, the resultung
terms must satisfy subcategorization requirements, and the derived objects must be
interpretable in agreement with the Projection Principle in subsequent domains.

Assume the derivation starts with V and merges with it both the [-c-m] role and one of the
two Ns, thus serving the subcategorization of both O and V. The result of these two
operations is a VP that can now merge with v. This completes the first cycle.

'9 Cf. chapter 4 for an analysis in terms of reflexivization.
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(64) p(V, Ol.~.ml) - VOI~.,nl derivation of a thematic verb;
satisfaction of O-subcategorization

~(VO, N) - VON assignment of Oto N;
satisfaction of vsubcategorization

summation w. r. t. N designation ofN as complement to VO
summation w.r.t. O designation of Oas dependent of V
P(V, v) - Vv merger of v
summation w.r.t. V designation of V as complement to v

Next, v merges with [fctm] and the remaining N. Head-of introduces vP-structure, and then
v merges with T. Finally, v is eliminated as a complement of T.

(65) p(v, Ol,.~fml) - vOlt~tml derivation of a thematic verb
satisfaction of O-subcategorization

P(v0, N) - vON assignment of Oto N;
satisfaction ofv-subcategorization

summation w. r. t. N, D introduction ofvP-structure
p(T, v) - Tv merger of T
summation w.r. t. v designation ofv as complement to T

The following tree represents this derivation.

(66) T

v T
~
v

~
N v

Hans "

~I'c.m~ v

~
V v

bau

There is one interesting contingency in the derivation of the present initial array. If Stall
(barn) is merged with V and Hans with v, as assumed above, a boringly perfect sentence is
derived:

(67) Hans baut den Stall
H. builds theAKK barn
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However, nothing rules out the opposite merging order. Hans can equally well merge with V,
and no grammatical constraint stops Stall (barn) from merging with v. This order yields a
more interesting sentence:

(68) Der Stall baut Hans
the barnN~~ti~ áuilds K

(68) contradicts our knowledge of the world: barns don't create people. Grammatically, it is
impeccable. Its counter-factual interpretation just strengthens the configurational approach to
O-role assignment. No noun phrase is a specific argument, it becomes one in configuration
with a given O-role and verb.

3.3.2.2 Example 2: an agent-experiencer verb

Now take an agent-experiencer verb like beraten (to advise):

(69) beraten: [tcfm] [-c}m]

Add Hans, Freund (friend) and T, to get the following initial array:

(7~~ {N(Hans]~ N[FmmdJ~ 0[fctm]~ ~[-ctm~, V. Ve T}

(71) Hans beriet seinen Freund
H. advised his friend

[-cfm] does not subcategorize for either V or v. Thus, it could theoretically merge with both.
However, if it merges with v, the VP will remain without a O-role, because [tc}m]
subcategorizes for v. It cannot merge with V. The derivation is therefore rejected in
semantics. The only available option is to merge [-ctm] with V, which gives the following
structure:

(72) T

v T
~
v

~
N v

Hans ~~

Ol,~,m]

v

v

~
V

~
V

~`
N Ve

Freund ~`
0~~~~ V

berat
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3.3.2.3 Datives, selected prepositions and alternative orders

Consider now an agentive three-place verb like mitteilen (to notify):

(73) L~cfml f-cfml f-c-ml
mitteilen

(74) Hans teilte den Studenten die Aufgabe mit
H. partitioned thepAT students the task with
"H. notified the students of their task"

Assume with den Dikken ( 1995) that dative NPs must be licensed by a prepositional element,
which is part of the lexical entry of the verb selecting the dative. Thus, the numeration for a

sentence like (74) above includes a P, along with Ns, Os, V, v, T.

(75) {N(Ham]~ N[Student]~ N[Aujgalre]~ ~[tctm]~ 0[-cfm]~ ~[-c-m]~ V~ V, P, T}

We can now start with the derivation. In a first cycle, the theme cluster and N merge with V,
serving the subcategorization of both O and V. Then, head-of eliminates N and O, yielding V

again.

Next, the dative is generated. Here, the separation of O-roles from verbs becomes crucial:
instead of sticking to a verbal head, [-cfm] (which does not subcategorize for either V or v)
merges with P. Then, N merges with P. [-c~-m] is thus assigned to it, and both are eliminated
by head-of Finally, the dative PP merges with V, and the derivation proceeds as above.

(7C) T

v
~

T

v

N v
Hans

Dlacrm~ V

V v

P
~
P

~
N ~

Student ' `
~fc.ml P

Dat

V
~
V

~
N Ve

Aufgabe ~ ~

~~~-m~ V
mitteitt

Now turn to another three-argument verb, finden (to find).

(77) finden [tm] [-c-m] [-m]
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Like mitteilen above, finden comes with a"free" O-role, [-m], which does not subcategorize
for a specific head to merge with. In contrast to mitteilen, the presence of a P is optional. With
P, the derivation proceeds exactly as above.

(78) {N, N, N, O[tmh ~[-~-mh ~[-mb V, v, P, T}

With this derivation, we get the following tree structure:

(79) T

v

I

N y
Hans '`

OI~J ~

T

V v

P V
~ ~
P V

~ ~
Po N N Ve

'` Bad Ring "

0~.,,,~ P O~~-m~ V
in frnd

The formalism used here does not distinguish between this derivation and an altemative one,
in which the PP is merged before [-c-m] and the accusative. This would be base-generated
scrambling (Haider (1993), Bayer (1994)). Thus, we get either (80a) or (80b), depending on
various other factors like quantification and focus (Haiden (1995), Williams (2003)):

(80) a. Hans fand im Bad einen Ring.
H. jound in-the bath a ring
"H. found a ring in the bath room"

b. Hans fand den Ring im Bad.
H. found the ring in-the bath
"H. found the ring in the bath room"

3.3.3 Reduction Inside the Transitive Subcate~orization Frame
3.3.3.1 The intentional alternation

Apart from allowing different merging orders, verbs like finden exhibit thematic alternations.
In (81), the minder role [tm] is not assigned.
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(81) Die Beziehung fand ein Ende
the relation found a end
"The relationship came to an end"

It was claimed above that non-assignment of a O-role is the result of inere non-selection of
that role into the initial array ofa derivation. (81) could then be based on the set in (82).

(82) {N, N, 0~.~-m~, OI-m~, V, v, T, P}

If this is the case, the VP-cycle can proceed as above, generating two shells with both an NP
and a PP argument.

At the vP level, however, the derivation will crash. There is no N to serve the
subcategorization of V. If an additional N is selected into the initial array, it will not receive a
O-role.

A possible solution to this problem is leaveing out the dative P from the array (82), to give
(83):

(83) {N, N, N, OI~-m~, O~.m~, V, v, T}

With (83), the derivation takes a different course. Only one VP shell is generated, and the free
O-role [-m] merges with v.

(84) r~v T
~

N y
Beziehung '`

O~.m~ v

~
N Ve

Ende ~`

~~.c-m~ V

find

3.3.3.2 The instrumental alternation

This leaves us with the instrumental alternation. We find this alternation in all classes of verbs
that involve indirect causation of some sort, i.e., verbs that select both a[f] cluster and an
instrument or source [fc-m]. It consists in the option of realizing either the [t] cluster, or the
instrument in subject position.

(85) schmricken ( to decorate~adorn) [ t ctm] [tc-m] [-c-m]
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(86) a. Hans schmuckt den Balkon ( mit Blumen)
H. decorates the balcony with flowers

b. Blumen schmucken den Balkon
flowers adorn the balcony

For the agentive variant, we will be starting with the following numeration:

(87) {N, N, N, P, Ol;~t,al, Olto-ml, Ol~-ml, V, v, T}

The subcategorization frames of O, repeated in (88), designate [-c-m] for merger with V, and
both [~fc] clusters for merger with v. But can this be true?

(88) subcategotization ofO (2"d attempt)
a. merge a fully specified [-] cluster with V
b. merge a[t] cluster with v
c. merge a[Itc] cluster with v

In the agentive sentence (86a), the mit-PP arguably does not merge with v, and even less so for
the instrument-role it assigns. The PP follows the direct object by default (89a). It can only
precede it in the context of specific quantification and focus configurations. For example, an
indefinite object follows a contrastively focused PP (89b).so

(89) a. ??Hans schmuckt mit Blumen den Balkon
H. decorates with lowers the balcony

b. Hans schmuckt mit diesen Blumen einen Balkon
H. decorates with these,~lowers a balcony

This shows it is at least possible that a[Itc] role does not merge with v. [~fc] can be assigned
(via P) in a VP-internal position.

Binding supplies more evidence to this effect. A quantified accusative can bind a possessive
inside the PP, if the PP follows (90a). This indicates that the accusative c-commands the
possessive inside the PP. (90b) shows that c-command must be overt.

(90) a. Helene schmuckt jedes Kind mit seinen eigenen Perlen
H. decortated each kid with his own pearls
"H. did up each kid with her own pearls"

b. ?Helene schmuckt mit seinen eigenen Perlen jedes Kind
H. decorated with his own pearlseach kid

It might be argued now that the accusative in (90a) has scrambled to a high position from
where it can bind. However, the supposed scrambling target cannot be too high either,
because an indefinite subjects still precede it. lf the indefinite subject follows, the intended
reading is no longer available.s'

so This does not show that the non-default order is derived. It is just coniingent on additional factors.
s` (9lb) must indeed be derived, because the subject receives its O-role via v, and once v has merged with V, V
is eliminated by head-of.
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(91) a. Gestern schmuckte jemandjedes Kind mit seinen eigenen Perlen
gestern decoratedsomebody each kid with his own pearls

b. tlGestern schmuckte jedes Kind jemand mit seinen eigenen Perlen
yesterday decorated each kid somebody with his own pearls
"Yesterday somebody did up each kid with the decorator's pearls."
not: "Yesterday somebody did up each kid with the kid's pearls."

I conclude that [tc-m] can indeed be assigned within a VP, if there is a P with which it can
merge. Let me modify the subcategorization rules accordingly:

(92) subcatePOrization ofO
a. merge a fully specified [-] cluster with V
b. merge a[t] cluster with v
c. merge a[~tc] cluster with v or P

This allows the following derivation for the agent-instrument configuration (86a) above:

(93) T

r`
N v

Hans ~`
~r~i ~

v
r`

N Ve
Balkon '`

O~~.m~ V

P
~
P
~

Pe N
~` Blumen

0~,~-m~ P
mit

V
schmuck

(93) represents the full realization of the O-roles associated in the lexicon with the verb
schmucken (to decorate). If the [tc-m] cluster is not selected into the numeration, the result is
an agentive sentence, but without the instrument-phrase.
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If the [-c-m] cluster is not selected, the derivation crashes, because the N selected by V cannot
be assigned a O-role: neither [fc}m], nor [-c-m] can merge with V.52 So the third option is to
leave the [fc}m] cluster unselected, to give:

(94) {O~.c-m], 0[-c-m], N, N, V, v, T}

(95) Blumen schmucken den Balkon
Jlowers adorn the balcony

(96)

v T
~
v
~

N v
Blumen ~`

0~,~.m~ v

~N Ve

Balkon ~`
O~~-m~

3.3.3.3 Conclusion

V
sclrnriicken

Alternations within a given subcategorization frame are expected to occur freely, whenever
more than one thematic realization fits into a given subcategorization frame, and indeed this is
what we find. In particular, all verbs that select more than one [~fc] cluster exhibit the
instrumental alternation. The same holds for the intentional alternation. Verbs that select both
[fm] and [-m] can assign either of them to their subject. This distribution leads us to expect to
find another alternation. If a verb selects both [fc] and [-c], it should be possible to assign
either one of them to the subject.

So far, we have only found a single verb selecting both [tc] and [-c]: erhalten
(conserve~survivelreceive). Indeed, this verb exhibits the expected alternation. The array in
(98a) is the basis of the causative (conserve) variant, (98b) the array for the anti-causative
(receive) variant.

(97) erhalten [fc] [-c-m] [-c]

(98) a. {Olt~l, Ol~-ml, N, N, V, v, T}
b. {Ol~l, Ol.~-ml, N, N, V, v, T}

SZ The configuration without an internal O-role survives, if there is an N that serves the subcategorization of V,
but dces not need a O-role. The reflexive clitic has these properties, cf. section 3.3.4.
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(99) a. Unser Institut hat diese Kartause sehr fachkundig erhalten
our institute has this monasterya~.~ very professionally conserved
"Our institute did a fine job conserving this monastery"

b. Das Institut hat dafiir eine Auszeichnung erhalten
the institute has.for-it an awardreceived
"The institute won an award for it"

3.3.4 The Reflexive Alternation

As far as the distribution of cases is concerned, reflexive sentences are clearly transitive. It
therefore seems a safe assumption that reflexives are syntactically transitive predicates,
satisfying the subcategorization ofboth V and v.

The problem introduced by reflexives is that their transitive syntax must be reconciled, at
least in the case of anti-causative reflexives, with an intransitive meaning. Additionally, the [-
c-m] role seems to merge with v, to be assigned to an external argument, in violation of its
subcategorization. Why should this be the case?

3.3.4.1 Ingredients of reflexivization: the reflexive clitic

If reflexives exhibit an aberrant behavior, the reason for this must be related to one or more of
the objects involved in these constructions. The most salient such object is the reflexive
pronoun, mostly sich.

German sich is used both as a full pronoun in the Mittelfeld, and as a clitic attached to C:

(100) a. Hans hat alle Leute, und auch sich schon rasiert
H. has allpeople and too SELF already shaved
"H. has shaved everybody, including himself."

b. Hans hat sich mir zu erkennen gegeben
H has SELF to-me to recognize given
"H made himself..

As expected, we find a distinction in stress corresponding to the use as a clitic, or as a full
pronoun. Full pronouns are stressed, clitics aren't. In other words, the prosodic structure of
full pronoun sich is richer than the prosodic structure of clitic sich. Following Wiese (1996)
and Bendjaballah 8c Haiden (2003), this difference can be represented as follows:

(101) a. stressed sich b. clitic sich
C V
C V C V C V
C V C V C V C V C V

The additional prosodic constituent of a full pronoun reflexive should in turn allow for an
additional morpho-syntactic interpretation. Stressed sich can overtly mark three syntactic
features, clitic sich supplies space for just two overt markers.

Now consider argument-reducing sich:
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(102) a. Hans hat sich verraten
H. has REFL betrayed
"H. blew his disguise." or "H. betrayed himself."

b. Hans hat damals S~CH verraten
H. has then REFL betrayed
"H. betrayed himself." not "H. blew his disguise."

As observed in chapter 2 above, it is often hard to decide whether a reflexive sentence is
transitive or reduced. With the stressed, non-clitic reflexive in (102b), we have an intuition
that the reduced reading is unavailable, but this intuition is vague.

To test the positional options available for argument-reducing sich, we can use a context that
strongly prefers the reduced reading (examples from Steinbach (1999):8).

(103) a. ~`...weil die Tur immer sich gedffnet hat
because the door always REFL-ACC opened has
"because the door was constantly opening"

b. ...weil sich die Tur immer getiffnet hat

When the reflexive sentence is semantically intransitive, the reflexive pronoun cannot be
stressed. As Steinbach (1999) notices, the argument-reducing variant of the reflexive must be
a clitic. The same can be observed with focus particles. They are incompatible with argument-
reducing sich:

(104) ~`... weil die Tur nur sich geóffnet hat
because the door only REFL opened has

The restriction regarding the focus particle, and semantic focus, follows if the argument-
reducing reflexive does not introduce an argument variable in semantics. Following Reinhart
8c Reuland (1993), Steinbach (1999) argues that a reflexive does not introduce an argument
variable in semantics, if it lacks a positive specification for a feature [R] in syntax.

This assumption is in turn compatible with our observations about phonological stress: If the
reflexive is phonologically stressed, it must be mapped on [tR].

(105) phonology
f stress
- stress

syntax
fR
}I- R

semantics
f argument variable
fl- argument variable

If an element does not introduce an argument variable in semantics, it cannot discharge a O-
role. In syntax, the categorial features of the reflexive clitic suffice to serve the
subcategorization of V. In other words, a[-R] reflexive clitic is an object expletive (Stechow
(1995, 2001), Sa;be (2001)).

3.3.4.2 Option 1: anticausative reflexivization

Anti-causative reflexives appear to assign a[-c-m] role to an extemal argument, in
contradiction of virtually all generalizations about the realization of arguments in syntax.
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Take a typical example of an anticausative reflexive, schleppen (to drag), and the initial array
in (107).

( l 06) schleppen [fc] [-c-m]

(107) {O~-c-m)~ V~ v, Ntuu~ Nrefl, T}

(108) Die Vorbereitungen schleppten sich
the preparations pulled REFL
"The preparations were dragging on"

The syntactic derivation based on this initial array is completely regular, except for the
absence of a O-role that could merge with v(109). As far as syntactic structure is concerned,
this is irrelevant.

The derivation differs from a transitive derivation in semantics. There, the VP remains an
open predicate. Its internal O-role cannot be discharged by the [-R] reflexive clitic. In turn,
this allows the presence of an a-thematic N in external position. Following Saebe (2001), I
assume the saturation of the internal O-role is delayed until after the external N has been
interpreted.

(109)

N v
Vorbereitungen ~`

V v
~
V
"

N ~
srch ~`

0~~.~~ V
schlePP

3.3.4.3 Option 2: causative reflexivization

Causative reflexives differ from anti-causative reflexives in a very crucial respect. They are
often transitive semantically. When John shaves, an individual is performing an action, and
the same individual is undergoing the event. At least in this informal sense, causative
reflexives are semantically transitive. They realize both an external, and an internal O-role.

Nevertheless, it has been observed in chapter 2 that the reflexive in causative reflexive
constructions does not allow the full range of syntactic options available to transitives. In
particular, the reflexive cannot be modified by selbst (-self). Consider schieben (to push):

(110) schieben [tc] [-c-m]
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(111) a. Hans schiebt einen Karren
H. pushes a cart

b. Hans schiebt sich durch die Tiir
H. pushes REFL through the door
"H. squeezes himself through the door"

c. ??Sich selbst schiebt Hans durch die Tur
REFL selfpushes H through the door

Let us start with the assumption that reflexive schieben does not assign an internal O-role.
The initial array corresponding to this assumption is as follows:

(112) {O~f~~, N~~, Nrefl, V, v, T}

Since [fc] does not merge with V, the only option available here is the following derivation:

(113) ~~
v T
~

~
N v

Hans ~`

O~,c~ v

N V
sich schieb

This is a valid derivation, if the reflexive clitic is [-R]. Unfortunately, (113) delivers the
wrong interpretation. It should mean that Hans does some pushing. Reflexive schieben does
not have this reading:

(114) Hans schiebt sich durch die Tiir
H. pushes REFL through the door
"H. squeezed through the door."
not: "H does some pushing through the door"
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(lls) j~
v T

~
v

~
N v

Hans ~`
O~, ~~

In contrast to the conclusion reached in chapter 2, schieben (push) can only be transitive. So
why is it impossible to focus the reflexive clitic as in (1 l lc)?

I claim that the reason is pragmatic. A reflexive schieben-event typically involves one's entire
body. Focus on the reflexive is therefore redundant. However, it is possible to imagine a
context in which the redundancy disappears. Consider a game in which the players have to
move dolls representing them. In this context, focus on the reflexive is clearly possible:

(116) a. Sich selbst hat Hans zum Start zuruck geschoben
REFL self has H to-the start back pushed
"It was himself that H pushed back to the start."

b. Nur sich hat Hans weiter geschoben.
only REFL has Hfurtherpushed

So are there intransitive causative reflexives at all? In fact there are. An example is schicken
(to send) in some varieties of German (117),53 or the inherent reflexive sich beeilen (to hurry
up) in (118):

(117) a. Hans schickt sich
H. sends REFL
"H. is hurrying up"
not "H sends himself."

b. ~Hans schickt nur sich
H sends only REFL
"H. sends himself only."
not: "H. is hutrying up."

s' The relevant reading of (117a) is very common in Bavarian. Not all speakers of Standard German can use the
verb in this way.
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(118) a. Hans beeilt sich
H hurries REFL
"H is hurrying up"

b. 'Hans beeilt nur sich
H hurries only REFL

In both cases, we are dealing with true intransitive causatives. We can thus close this section
with the conclusion that German reflexives are do not exhibit an exceptional behavior.
Syntactically, all reflexives are transitive. The semantic intransitivity of both causative and
anti-causative reduced reflexives can be fully reduced to properties of the reflexive clitic.

3.3.4.4 An aside on English reflexives

Without attempting an analysis, let me briefly sketch some repercussions of the present
analysis for English reflexives like the following:

(119) Johnshaved

In (119), a single NP argument is present, so it seems the present analysis derives the wrong
reading, one that attributes a shaving activity to the subject, without specifying an object. An
initial array for this reading could look as follows:

(120) {O~f~fm~, N, V, v, T}

Clearly, the set in (120) cannot be the basis of a reflexive derivation. Furthermore, it cannot
be the basis of any derivation at all. Both V and v subcategorize for N, and only one N is
present.

One option is to treat shave as an unergative (Hale 8r. Keyser (1993)), or as a case of
indefinite object drop. In both cases, a silent N merges with V. However, this does not deliver
the reading we want to derive. John shaved would then mean the John did some shaving.

Another option is that the grammatical lexicon of English lists a silent reflexive clitic, call it
SE. A numeration for a causative reflexive can thus be selected exactly as it is in German, and
the correct reading is derived.

(121) {Oitc~mi, Oi.~.mi, SE, N, V, v, T}

The postulation of a zero reflexive clitic for English is corroborated by the absence of a
morphologically simple anaphor (SE-anaphor in the terminology of Reinhart 8c Reuland
(1993), Reuland ( 2001)). A complex (or SELF) anaphor must be interpreted as [fR]. Reuland
(2001) calls this a"protective strategy". When a[-R] interpretation is required in English,
silent SE must be a used.

3.3.5 Derivine Burzio's Generalization

An issue that seems much harder to reconcile with present assumptions than reflexives is
unaccusativity. On standard assumptions, unaccusative verbs are syntactically and
semantically monadic. In blatant contradiction of this, the subcategorization conditions
repeated under (122) predict that even unaccusative verbs are syntactically transitive.
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(122) subcateeorization of verbs
a. merge V with N
b. merge v with N

In order to safe (122), we could assume that v is absent, if no external argument is selected.
This option is entertained in Chomsky (1995:352) without argument, but dropped in Chomsky
(1999), where unaccusative v is analyzed as defective, i.e., lacking a O-role for an external
azgument. I follow Chomsky, assuming that non-thematic v is present in unaccusatives.
Consequently, there must be an N satisfying its subcategorization. Under standard
assumptions, this must be the internal argument.

But how can this be accomplished? In the best case, subcategorization requirements derive
from the feature specification of a given element, and the satisfaction of such requirements
results in the automatic cancellation of the respective feature both on the subcategorizing and
the satisfying element. Consequently, a single element cannot satisfy the same
subcategorization feature on more than one occasion. Since all this should follow from the
formalism without further stipulation, tampering with these assumptions seriously undermines
the whole project. Let us assume they are correct.

The only other option available is a modification of (122). Since the subcategorization of
verbal heads is ideally universal, such a modification should not only accommodate German
unaccusatives, but all predicate classes in all languages. What we are looking for is a feature
X, which is shazed by unaccusative objects and transitive subjects, and distinct from N. The
most obvious candidate for X is nominative case, a feature of D. Let us revise the
subcategorization frames accordingly:

(123) subcateeorization ofverbs
a. merge V with N
b. merge v with D~;oh~

If a VP-internal argument bears nominative case, it can satisfy (123), if v does not assign a O-
role. Otherwise, the derivation would be rejected in semantics. Thus, the empirical content of
Burzio's Generalization is derived without reference to O-roles.

Let us consider two examples. In a transitive derivation, based on a numeration like (124), V
merges with O, and then with the accusative DP. N(raised to D) serves the subcategorization
of V. Head-of introduces VP-structure, and then the vP-cycle proceeds as usual.

(124) { O, O, N, N, V, v, T, D, D}
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(125)

DNoo, N O~.z.m~

DNo~ ve

~ ~
v

~

Now turn to an unaccusative numeration:

(126) {O, N, V, v, T, D}

Here, the nominative DP merges with V. N(raised to D) serves the subcategorization of V,
but then D is not eliminated by summation. Instead, it remains present until v has merged.
The subcategorization of v is thus served, and summation eliminates both D and V.

(127)

I

V~
~

n N . ,A
`~IJOm V

~ ~
DN~ N O~K-ml V

3.4 A Sneculative Outlook: Summation, Denotations and Logical Form

It was proposed in (14) above that grammatical derivation proceeds in three domains,
phonology, syntax and semantics. The operations merge and head-of were discussed for
phonology and syntax, and the mapping from phonology into syntax was assumed to be
structure preserving for merge. It was tacitly assumed that something similar can be
established for the mapping ofsyntactic objects into the domain of semantics.

Let us now briefly consider a different approach. Recall it was necessary to assume that the
constant C delivered by summation be l, the identity element for merge. This is the only way
to assure that dependent material is eliminated from the derivation.
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But is this necessary? Let us assume it is not necessary, and that C can assume any value. It is
then tempting to interpret C in (128) as the denotation ofy. Now, the summation operation
does not only introduce hierarchical relations: it also values the features of a given derivation.

(128) head-o valuation
~~(x, y~- Cx
yE E

The consequences of this move are far reaching. First of all, is not necessary any more to
postulate a separate domain of semantics. The syntactic derivation itself derives logical forms.
Consequently, there is just a single interpretation map: the one that links phonology with
syntax.

Phenomena that have been attributed to the syntax-semantics interface must now be
reanalyzed. The most prominent such phenomenon discussed above is reflexivization. If a
reflexive clitic is marked [tR] in syntax, it is mapped on an argument in semantics; if it is
marked [-R], it does not have an interpretation in semantics. On the modified assumptions, the
difference between the two kinds of reflexive must flow from the valuation operation. Let us
assume that the denotation of a[tR] reflexive is SELF, while the denotation of a[-R]
reflexive is vacuous, i.e., the integer 1. If similar accounts can be found for other phenomena
at the syntax-semantics interface, the modified assumptions are certainly preferable.

Similar considerations apply to phonology. Up to now, it was assumed without argument that
variables represent CV units, and that CV-units are associated with melodic features. With
(128), we can sharpen this approach. Variables in prosodic structure are valued by head-
o~lvaluation. The output of this operation is a CV unit with melodic features, as indicated in
( I29).

(129) x y z by merge
x y C V by head-of
x C V by head-of

C V I by head-of
~ ~

b a n d

In sum, the abolition of a stipulation related to head-of opens up the possibility to give content
to a desideratum of the Minimalist Program, as spelled out in Chomsky (2001):4, "In this
conception there is no LF: rather, the computation maps LA to ~PHON, SEM~ piece-by-
piece cyclically." If head-of delivers denotations, then we have progressed considerably
towards this goal. The architecture in (14) above can then be reduced to (130):

(130) PHON SEM

c -~ Z
T T
b ~~ Y
T T
a -~ X

Lexical Arra
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Unfortunately, the implications of this austere architecture cannot be further elaborated here.
In the following chapter, I will stick to the more conservative ( 14), and to the stipulation that
the constant delivered by head-ofequals I.
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Chapter 4: Applications and Extensions: Infinitival and
Participial Constructions

[n this chapter, the concepts of the theory outlined above are applied to infinitival verbs. We
start with the present participle, which reveals both the nature of the infinitival suffix en as an
alternative realization of the internal argument in the sense of Emonds (2000), and the
relation between P(the infinitival prefix zu) and thematic roles. It will be claimed that O-role
absorption can be observed, if a O-role merges with P, and is then eliminated by summation.
Absorbed O-roles need to be bound in the semantic component. This requirement will be
related to the specific modality of the gerundive present participle: the absorbed O-role is
bound by a modal operator.

Next, we turn to infinitival complements to the auxiliaries sein and haben, which exhibit a
similar modality as the gerundive present participle. Apart from confirming the analysis of
modality adopted before, this section sharpens the notion of structural case, defining it as a
purely morpho-phonological phenomenon. The syntactic interpretation of morphological case
is a feature K, which determines the visibility of a D with respect to subcategorization
relations. In turn, x introduces a tool to mark verbal lexical entries as transitive, or
unaccusative.

In a subsequent section, we turn to the second participle, which is analyzed in line with the
infinitive. It is composed of a prepositional prefix, which may absorb the external O-role, a
verbal stem, and the suffix, which alternatively realizes the internal argument of V. This
sharply contrasts with the standard analysis of the past participle in Baker, Johnson 8c Roberts
(1989) who assume the suffix is an element in [ that realizes the external O-role of V. The
present analysis immediately extends to the adjectival participle, where neither an external O-
role, not I is present. The section then turns to auxiliary selection, and explores related issues,
including the lexicaUphrasal distinction, the reflexivity of agentive motion verbs, and the
syntax and semantics of predicative present participles.

Section 4 finally turns to the verbal passive. It defends a strict separation of the aspectual,
thematic and syntactic mechanisms involved and proposes a novel thematic constraint on the
availability of verbal passive: the implicit O-role cannot be [I-m]. Regarding the impersonal
passive, Cabredo Hofherr's (2000) analysis in terms of a null cognate object is adopted.

4.1 The Present Particiale as an Infinitival Construction

The present participle is an ideal testing ground for the investigation of the infinitival verb (a
verbal stem with the suffix en), because it offers a window on the behavior of this element
that is not distorted by the influence of categories external to the infinitival verb, in particular
auxiliaries and finite (or controlled) tense. It shows the minimal structure that a verbal stem
with the infinitival suffix -en must project without the help of clausal inflection. Once
generalizations about the morpho-syntactic properties of V-en in the present participle are
established, they can be extended and tested in other contexts involving non-finite verbs.

In this section, the suffixes -en and -d of the present participle will be analyzed as clitics: the
former as an alternative realization of an internal argument in the sense of Emonds (2000),
the latter as a subject clitic. The infinitival prefix zu of the gerundive present participle will be
analyzed as a P that absorbs the subject O-role (a generalization due to Haider (1984)),
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because it merges with O but no N. The section will also shed light on the modal readings of
the gerundive participle, and the contingency of those readings on the thematic features of the
base-verbs. Finally, I will propose an explanation of the limited distribution of gerundive
participles in terms of(word-internal) local relations.

4.1.1 Basic Properties

The German present participles' is used as a nominal modifier (1), and as a clausal adjunct
(2). In both cases, an argument of the participial verb is linked to a noun extetnal to the
participial phrase. In the case ofN-modifying participles (1), this is the modified noun. In the
case of clausal adjuncts ( 2), it is either the subject, or the direct object of the minimal
containing clause.

(1) ein [schSne Lieder singendes] Kind
a beaut~l songs singing child
"a child singing beautiful songs"

(2) a. Er stand singend im Regen
he stood singing in-the rain
"He was standing in the rain, singing."

b. Wir haben ihn nur singend zu Gesicht bekommen
we hcrve him only singing to face got
"Whenever we met him, he was singing"
or: "We only saw him while~because we were singing."

Morphologically, the present participle is made up of a verbal stem and the suffix ~nd~.ss
When it is used as a modifier of N, the participle agrees with a c-commanding D. The form
and distribution of the agreement markers is identical with the agreement of adjectives.

(3) a. ein sing-end-es Kind
a sing,vD.A~R child
"a singing child"~"a child who sings"

b. ein traurig-es Kind
a sadA~R child
"a sad child"

(4) a. Sie stieg sing-end ( '-e) in den Zug.
she stepped singN~Ag~ into the train
"She boarded the train singing."

b. Sie stieg traurig ( ~`-e) in den Zug.
she stepped sadARr into the train

5' The present participle will be glossed as an English present participle, where its morphological analysis is
irrelevant. When talking about morphology, it will pre-theoretically be glossed as ND. Once its analysis into
infinitival en and clitic -d is established, it will be glossed as Inf.D. Agreement suffixes following ND are
~lossed in the usual way, as Agr.

s An epenthetic vowel, schwa, spelled as "e", is inserted in most cases, according to the phonological context;
cf. the discussion of example (9) below.
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In its basic form, i.e., without the prefix zu, the present participle refers to an ongoing or
habitual event, and its subject argument is linked to an external noun; thus its interpretation as
an active participle (1)-(4).

When the infinitival prefix zu (to) is present (5), it is the internal argument that is linked to an
external N. The reading of a prefixed present participle is thus passive. In addition, the
prefixed present participle has an obligatory, yet somewhat vague, modal import (for details
and discussion, cf. section 4.I.5 below):

(5) a. das [zu trink-end-e] Bier
the to drink,v~.ACR beer
"the beer that shouldlmustlought to be drunk"

b. das [nicht zu trink-end-e] Bier
the not to drinkN~.A~,k beer
"the beer that cart~should~must not be drunk"

4.1.2 Verbal Pro~erties

In spite of their similarity with respect to agreement, present participles and adjectives differ
in some fundamental respects (cf. Toman (1986), Wunderlich (1987))ab

(i) Adjectives fotm comparatives and superlatives (6), participles do not (7).

(6) a. 8lter als sie.
older than she

b. der ~lteste Mann
the oldest man

(7) a. 'alter-nd-er als sie
aBeNO.coMr than she

b. ~`der alter-nd-st-e Mann
the ageNO.sur.ACa man

(ii) The present participle takes overt internal arguments in the accusative case (8a), adjectives
do not (8b).57

(8) a. einen Scotch trink-end (stand er am Fenster)
a Scotch drinking stood he at-the window

b. ~`Hans ist die Aufgabe fáhig
H is the taskACC able

sb The present participle can be used as an adjectival predicate under certain conditions, which will be discussed
in section 4.3.5. On that use, the verbal properties mentioned here disappear.
s' Some dimensional adjectives like wert (worth), breit (wíde) etc. behave exceptionally. They select quantities
in the accusative case, as in (i). I claim we are dealing with adverbial, not structural accusative here, comparable
to the accusative in (ii). Based on the analysis defended in chapter 3, I assume inherenUadverbial accusative is a
P.
(i) Der Graben ist einen Meter breit

the trench is one~cc meter wrde
(ii) Wir haben diesen Weg immer lustige Lieder gesungen

we have this~cc route alwaysfunrry songs sung
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Wunderlich (1987) takes such facts to indicate the presence of an infinitival verb in the
morpho-syntactic structure of the present participle. In addition to the above observations, he
points to the following fact as supporting this analysis:

Infinitival verbs undergo a rule of schwa epenthesis, which inserts a vowel to the left of the
final consonant, the suffix ~n~ (9a).5S

This rule applies to participles too. However, it does not target the position expected by
morphologically blind, phonotactic considerations, i.e., the position to the left of the final
consonant (96). Instead, schwa is inserted to the left of -n, exactly as in infinitival verbs (9c).

(9) a. ~red~ f ~n~
b. Ired~ t Indl
c. IrecU } Inlfldl

-~
-~
-~

red-e-n (to speak)
~red-n-e-d
red-e-nd (speaking)

This is so, according to Wunderlich (1987), because the morphological structure of the
present participle is derived in two steps. First, the infinitival suffix attaches to a verbal stem.
Schwa epenthesis targets the infinitival verb. Then, participial -d attaches. Attachment of
opaque -nd to the verb-stem plus subsequent schwa epenthesis would yield ungrammatical
(9b).

Similar considerations apply to the prefix zu. On the assumption that the present participle
incorporates an infinitival verb, the subcategorization ofzu can be kept simple and consistent:
zu attaches to an infinitival verb. If -end were an opaque participle-marker, we would have to
stipulate that zu subcategorizes for both infinitival verbs and participles.

(10) a. (zu)lós-en
(to) solve-Inf

b. die zu l~s-en-d-e Aufgabe
the to solve-Inf-D-AGR task
"The task to be solved."

According to Wuderlich (1987), the correct analysis of the present participle should therefore
be as follows:

(11) (zu)- [mr [v lós] -en] -d-(e)
(to)- solve-lnf-D-(Agr)

4.1.3 Ar~ument Structure: Preliminary Observations

If the present participle incorporates a verbal element, we may still wonder if this verb heads a
VP or not. It is now argued that the present participle projects the full syntactic structure of a
verb.

First, the present participle can take an accusative direct object:

3B Schwa-epenthesis does not apply in casual speech. This (and the phonological implementation of the rule) is
irrelevantforthe present purposes.
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(12) [Einen Berg erblickend] rief er Ho!
aACC mountain glimpsing shouted he Ho!

Second, the presence of a syntactic subject is evidenced by the presence of subject-oriented
floating quantifiers.59 The distribution of the floating quantifiers with respect to overt
accusatives mirrors Burzio's generalization. With transitive (13a) and unergative base verbs
(13b), the floating quantifier relates to an extemal argument, with an unaccusative base verb
(13c), it relates to an internal argument.

(13) a. die [hier alle unabldssig Zigaretten rauchenden] Studenten
the here all constantly cigarettes smoking students
"all those students who are constantly smoking cigarettes here"

b. die [jetzt doch wieder alle arbeitenden] Kumpel
the now AFF12,u. again all working miners
"all those miners who are at work again now"

c. die [jetzt wieder alle auftauchenden] Probleme
the now again al!emerging problems
"all those problems that are re-emerging now"

The phenomenology of Burzio's Generalization is visible even in the reduced argument
structure of the gerundive present participle. In (14a), the external O-role is absorbed.

(14) a. die zu lósenden Probleme
the to solve-ing problems
"the problems to be solved"

b. ~die aufzutauchenden Probleme
the to-emerging problems

c. ~die zu arbeitende Frau
the to working woman

Absorption here is comparable with the passive (Haider (1984)), as by-phrases are available
(15), and unaccusatives are ungrammatical (14b).

(15) a. die von mir zu l~sende Aufgabe
the by me to solve-D task
"the task to be solved by me"

b. Die Aufgabe wird von mir geli)st.
the task becomes by me solved
"The task is solved by me."

The internal argument of the gerundive participle is promoted to subject position.
Unergatives, which do not assign an internal O-role, are ungrammatical (14c), and floating
quantifiers relate to the internal argument (16).

(16) die [bis morgen noch alle zu schreibenden] Briefe
the until tomorraw still all to writing letters
"all those letters that ought to be written by tomorrow"

59 Although those Floating quantifiers can take wide scope, as indicated in the translations, preceding narrow-
scope adverbials show that they are constituents of thc participle phrase.
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This leads to a problem for compositionality. The prefixed present participle has a passive
argument structure, but apparently no passive morphology.~

In his seminal analysis of the construction, Haider (1984) argues that the gerundive participle
does incorporate passive morphology of some kind, namely the prefix zu, which blocks the
assignment of an extemal O-role. The following section will derive this analysis from
independent assumptions about O-roles and the category P.

4.1.4 O-Roles and Preaositions

Let us start with the conjecture that, contra Haider (1984), the external O-role is amacted, not
blocked by zu.

(17) zu-Coniecture
Infinítival zu merges with the subject O-role.

The corresponding derivation is depicted in (18), where the object O-role merges with V, as
usual, and the subject-role merges with P:

(18) a. obiect-O merges with V
v
~
N ~
~
O V

b. sub~ect-O merges with P

P
~
O P

Two questions arise immediately:

(i) Is (18b) compatible with the subcategorization of O?
(ii) Where does PO merge, and when is O eliminated by head-of. Is P O-transparent or O-
opaque?

4.1.4.1 Subcategorization of O, revisited

Turn first to the subcategorization issue. The rules assumed so faz are repeated below:

(19) subcateeorizationof0
a. merge a fully specified [-] cluster with V
b. merge a[f] cluster with v
c. merge a [~tc] cluster with v or P

As it stands, (19) states that [tm] does not merge with P. Consequently, if the O-role blocking
effect of zu derives from merger of a role with it, (19) predicts that [fm] is not blocked by zu.
This prediction is plainly false, as evidenced by one of Haider's (1984) main examples:

~ Similar phenomena are discussed for Dutch in van Riemsdijk (1982). The passive argument structure of re-
infinitivals is attributed there to case absorption. The role of case will be addressed in section 4.2 on German
modal infinitivals.
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(20) ein zu liebendes Weib
a to loving wife
"a wife that ought to be loved"

False as it is, this prediction raises more general questions about the relation between P and O,
to which we tum now.

Clause (c) of O-subcategorization was motivated by the behavior of [tc-m] in the
instrumental alternation, repeated:

(21) a. Hans schmuckt den Balkon mit Blumen
H. decorates the balcony with flowers

b. Blumen schmucken den Balkon
flowers adorn the balcony

Notice that in fact all [f] roles can merge with P, i.e., with the head of a by-phrase in verbal
passives. This is illustrated with [fcfm] in (22a), with [tc] in (22b), and with [fm] in (22c):

(22) a. Der Balkon wurde von Hans geschmuckt
the balcony was by H decorated

b. Hans wurde vom Wintereinbruch uberrascht
H was by-the winter-onset sa~rprised

c. Georgie wird von niemandem geliebt.
G is by nobody loved

The option of realization with P is not even constrained to [t] roles and [tc-m]. It is available
for all clusters, provided the subcategorization of the verbal elements involved remains
satisfied.b~ This is illustrated for [-c~m], [-c-m], [-c] and [-m] in (23a-d), respectively. As the
theory stands, the fact that P always meets the subcategorization of O is completely
unaccounted for.

(23) a. Hans teilte den Studenten die Aufgabe mit ([-cfm] with dative)
H. partitioned thepAT students the task with
"H. notified the students of their task"

b. Hans baut an einem Haus ( [-c-m] with aspectual P)
H builds at a house
"H is working on the construction ofa house"

c. Du musst ihn schon am Leben erhalten ([-c] with P)
you must him prt at-the life keep
"You do have to keep him alive"

d. Hans findet zum Bahnhof ( [-m] with P)
Hfinds to-the train-station
"H finds his way to the train station"

A solution that immediately comes to mind is that the respective conditions refer to features
rather than categories, in the standard way. This allows a very natural statement of the claim
that only non-substantive categories (i.e., those specified for [-N]) assign O-roles:

61 Notice that examples (236) and (23d) do not contain a direct object NP. I assume they must be analyzed on a
par with indefinite object drop.
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(24) Main thematic condition, preliminary
OI - [-N]

As a consequence of (24), neither nouns, nor adjectives assign O-roles in the technical sense.
Counter-intuitive as it may sound, similar claims have been defended, in particulaz by Borer
(2000). One of its consequences is that adjectives can only take prepositional and oblique
azguments, and P must be inserted, if an event noun takes a direct object, as in the following
example.

(25) a. The Birmingham City Council revitalized the Bull Ring
b. the revitalization of the Bull Ring

(24) fails to acknowledge two facts: First, specific conditions regarding internal vs. external
realization apply to O-roles exclusively if they merge with verbal elements. They express
contingencies within, and never beyond the logical space defined by (24). Second, it appears
that the respective generalizations aze more naturally stated in terms of incompatibility, rather
than attraction.

(26) addresses these issues. It assumes that v differs from V by a positive specification of
feature f: the common assumption that v is a functional verb. ( 26a,b) state that [t]- and [~-F-c]-
roles cannot merge with a lexical verb (i.e., VP-internally). (26c) states that a fully specified [-
]-role cannot merge with a functional verb ( i.e., VP-externally).

(26) Main thematic condition, final
O I - [-N], and
a. ~[t] n [fV, -fJ
b. "[~fc] ~ [tV-~
c. ~`[-c-m] fl [tVff]

4.1.4.2 The O-attracting properties of zu

(26) predicts that infinitival zu can merge with a O-role. Ceteris paribus, a transitive
infinitival verb with zu can be analyzed as follows (to be revised):

(27) v
~`
P V

, ` ~
O P Ve N

zu ~
O V

(27) is a syntactic configuration that feeds existential closure of a O-role in the semantic
component: P merges with O and maps into semantics with it. Then, head-of eliminates the
O-role, before it has been assigned to an argument. An unassigned O-role must be
existentially closed ( or bound by another operator). This implements Haider's (1984)
hypothesis that the infinitival prefix can absorb a O-role.
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Notice that O is eliminated before zu merges with V. This ensures that an extemal role cannot
enter the minimal domain of V in violation of (26). The early elimination of O does not seem
to be a requirement where v is present. We tum to this option now.

4.1.4.3 The merging behavior of zu

An immediate problem associated with Haider's analysis of prefixed infinitives is their
behavior in controlled clauses, where a subject O-role is arguably assigned to PRO. The fact
that the subject-role is assigned, rather than absorbed, is reflected by the absence of by-
phrases, which are generally available, when the subject O-role is absorbed, rather than
assigned.

Er versprach, (~`von ihm) den Knddel zu essen
he promised (by him) the dumpling to eat
Der Knódel wurde (von ihm) gegessen.
the dumpling was by him eaten
der (von ihm) zu essende Knódel
the by him to eating dumpling
"the dumpling that ought to be eaten by him"

Haider (1984):31-32 claims that the presence of ItaFt, in clausal infinitives acts as a de-
blocking mechanism for the subject O-role. In spirit at least, this assumption is identical with
Borer's (2000) claim, adopted here, that tense always merges with a full verbal complement
structure, i.e., with vP.

If v is present, then a D is subcategorized, and it should be assigned a O-role. This is possible,
if PO merges with v, before O has been eliminated. In other words, if O raises (29).6z

D ve
PRO I`

Pe v

-1!

O V

Merger of zu with v rather than V is supported by its distribution. The prefix always merges
with the highest infinitival element of a given verb cluster. If an infinitival auxiliary is
present, the prefix cannot attach to the lexical verb.

(30) a. Er verspricht, den Knódel zu essen
he promises the dumpling to eat
"He promises to eat the dumpling"

62 The position of zu below the inflectional domain is a natural assumption in the present framework. It has been
defended independently by Abraham (1999, 2004).
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b. Er gibt an, den Knódel essen zu wollen
he claims prt the dumpling eat to want
"He claims he wants to eat the dumpling"

c. Er gibt an, den Knodel gegessen zu haben
he claims prt the dumpling eaten to have
"He claims he has eaten the dumpling"

d. Er gibt an, den Knádel essen wollen zu haben
he claims prt the dumpling eat want to have
"He claims he wanted to eat the dumpling"

We can conclude that the thematic properties of the infinitival prefix are contingent on its
merging site. If it merges with v, its O-role is raised. In other words, PO is reanalyzed with v.
By contrast, the prefix is O-opaque, if it merges with V.

4.1.5 Argument Structure and Moraho-Syntax
4.1.5.1 The suffix - d as an argument clitic

As noticed at the outset of this section, the present participle, both in its active and its
gerundive forms, contains an apparently silent argument, to which floating quantifiers can be
related. This apparently silent argument is linked to an external noun, as exemplified again in
(31).

(31) a. das [zu reparierende] Auto
the to repairing car
"the caz that ought to be repaired"

b. der [das Auto reparierende] Mechaniker
the the carrepairingmechanic
"the mechanic repairing the car"

c. der [erscheinende] Artikel
the appearingarticle

In both cases, a local relation must be established between the participle-external noun, and
the participle-internal argument position. Building on Wiltschko's (1998) analysis of Getman
relative pronouns and articles, I claim the relevant relation is mediated by the morpheme -d,
which acts as a relative pronoun of category D.63

63 Henk van Riemsdijk (pc) points out that Swiss German has -nd participles (i), but it dces not have relative
pronouns based on the root d(ii).
(i) es uuf z stellends z~lt

the up to put tent
(ii) es z~lt ('das)Iwo mer sótted uuf stelle

the tent thatlwhat we should up put
Notice that the nasal suffix is absent in the infinitival form ofstelle in (ii). The nasal is present in the participle in
(i). This indicates that the nasal is not an infinitival marker, but belongs to an opaque participle marker nd. The
properties of Swiss nd are not necessarily identical with those ofn and d in Standard German (cf. Haiden (1999)
on opaque nd in Upper Austrian German). A thorough comparative discussion would definitely be desirable.
Dutch for example does not have d-participles. It uses a form that looks like a real infinitive instead. However,
contracted infinitives cannot be used prenominally (van Riemsdijk (1998)). Saltveit (1962) discusses several
historical and dialectal variants with the same properties.
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Without the prefix zu, the present participle has an active reading, in which the subject is
linked to an external N. This linking is mediated by the suffix -d, as indicated in (32) by
means of underlining.

(32) a. [Den Kopf schuttelnd] schrie sie ins Telefon
the head shaking shoutedshe into-the telephone
„She shouted into the phone, shaking her head"

b. eine [mit gutem Grund ihren Kopf schuttelnde] Frau
a with good reason her head shaking woman
"a woman who is shaking her head with good reason"

Like regular relative pronouns, -d can only realize its mediating function, if it merges with a
thematic verb, in the present case v, and then raises to the root of its constituent. If the root is
vP, it may realize this function in sitt~.

(33) vD
~

ve D

~

In the gerundive present participle, d relates the modified noun to a VP-internal O-role. The
external role is absorbed.

(34) der [(von den Soldaten) zu sturzende] Prdsident
the by the soldiers to topplingpresident
"the president who ought to be toppled by the soldiers"

Since P~„ merges with the highest infinitival verb in a verb-cluster, it should merge with v.
Assume for the moment that D~ merges with V, where an internal O-role is assigned to it, and
then raises, as in (35a).~

(35) a. ~ vo b. ~v

P~v~ p~ `v

~ ~ ~ ~
O P Vo v O P VD v

zu „ zu „
Ve D Ve D
~` -d ~` -d
O V O V

`~ The subcategorization of V is addressed in the tbllowing section.
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Clearly, (35a) cannot be the correct structure, because it is a configuration of external O-role
assignment to d. In (35a), d is assigned both the intetnal and the external O-role. Such a
configuration must be excluded, because d is a non-reflexive pronominal element.

The clitic - d can escape being assigned the subject O-role, if it is eliminated by head-of before
the thematic prefix merges. In (35b), it raises just high enough to serve the subcategorization
ofv. PO merges after it has been eliminated from the derivation.

(35b) derives the correct reading. The intemal O-role is assigned to d, the external role is
absorbed. But how is d identified, if it does not raise? I claim the mediating element is
adjectival agreement.bs As a matter of fact, the gerundive participle can only appear in
attributive position, where agreement is available.

(36) a. eine zu streichende Wand
a to painting-Agr wall
"a wall that ought to be painted"

b. ~`Zu reparierend stand das Auto vor dem Haus
to repairing stood the car infront-of the house

(37)

Pe v
~ ~
O P V" v

zu „
Ve D

~` -d
O V

Adjectival agreement is an affix in the extended projection of the matrix DP. As such, it
merges with the root of the participial phrase after Po has been eliminated. Therefore, it is not
assigned a O-role. Since the agreement marker spells out a full set of ~-features, it is a
pronominal element that can bind VP-intemal d.

4.1.5.2 The suffix n as an alternative realization of the direct object

As a clitic of category D, the suffix d can be assigned a O-role, but it cannot serve the
subcategorization ofV. So what does?

For an active, transitive participle, an immediate candidate is the N of the accusative DP
(38a). However, this solution is unavailable for the active participle of unaccusative verbs
(38b), and for the gerundive participle in general (38c).

bs German morphology distinguishes weak vs. strong adjectival agreement paradigms. Strong forms appear in
the scope of non-agreeing or null determiners; weak forms appear in the scope of agreeing determiners. A full set
of ~-features is always spelled out, if an adjective is present in DP.
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(38) a. den Knódel essend
theAxx dumpling eating

b. verwelkendes Laub
wilting leaves

c. ein zu behebender Schaden
a to repairingdamage

Let us assume the infinitival suf~ix n is a nominal element. The subcategorization of V can
then be satisfied morphologically.~ [f n lacks independent reference (i.e., it is mazked [-R]),
the DP that identifies the suffix inherits its O-role. The identification of en by the nearest c-
commanding DP is established by movement of the feature [-R]. The analysis of the
infinitival suffix in (39) resembles what Emonds (2000) calls an alternative realization67

The overt accusative of (38a) is then only a semantic argument of V. Syntactically it is an
adjunct (39a). In an unaccusative derivation, en is identified by the relative clitic d (396). In
an unergative derivation, it remains unidentified. It is a pure expletive (39c).68

(39) a. transitive b. unaccusative c. uner ag tive
vn

ve D
~` d
O v

~` ~` d
D V Ve N

Acc ~` ~ en
Ve N

~` en
O V

O V

4.1.6 The Asaectual Readin:i of the Active Present Particinle

I will now briefly address the question whether there is a tense node present in the present
participle. Some observations might indicate this is the case, but the evidence is not
conclusive. The present participle is untensed.

The active participle asserts the existence of an ongoing event, which might indicate that
tense is present:

~ Notice that this analysis of the suffix is incompatible with the Right Hand Head Rule (Williams (1981)). The
suffix is not the head of the infinitival verb. I do not consider this problematic, as German shows several cases of
appazent violations of this rule, for example verbalizing prefixes like ver in ver-geigen (pref.-violinlto waste
away). Section 4.3.3 addresses the same issue: the morphological head must be peripheral structurally, not
linearly.
67 Atternarive reatiza[ionas understood here has implications far beyond the grammar of German; cf. Jelinek 8c
Demers (1994) on pronominat argument languages where full DPs are always adjuncts identifying affixal
arguments.
~ If unergatives are lexically equipped with a silent N-morpheme, it seems there is no need for an additional
infinitival marker. Assume silent N is a last resort, inserted only when no overt N is present.
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(40) das 5 Minuten lang seíne Suppe essende Kind
the 5 minutes long his soup eating child

Regarding temporal anchoring, the most natural reading of an active present participle is that
the event it describes overlaps with the event of its containing clause (41a). However, it is
possible to construe it as preceding (41b), or even following (41c) the matrix event.ó9

(41) a. der schwer leidende Patient wurde ins Spital gebracht
the heavily suffering patient was to-the hospital taken

b. der gestern noch schwer leidende Student wurde heute schon wieder in einer
Disco gesichtet
the yesterday still heavily suffering student was today alreaáy again in a disco
seen

c. Die im Nachhinein sicher wieder weinende Person intrigiert eben noch
fróhlich.
the in-the aftermath certainly again crying person plots now still happily
"The person who, for sure, will by crying again later, is still plotting happily at
the moment."

Future-orientation is most evident with telic intransitives:

(42) a. der in den kommenden Jahren sicher wieder austrocknende Neusiedlersee
the in the coming years certainly again out-drying lake Neusiedel
"lake N, which will undoubtedly dry out again in the coming years"

b. der bis morgen sicher sterbende Patient
the until tomorrow certainly áying patient
"the patient who will certainly be dead by tomorrow"

All of these examples have an aspectual property in common: they denote imperfective
events. Interacting with the aktionsart of the respective verb, an impression of
presentlpasdfuture orientation can be created. However, this is not an indication of a tense. A
general effect of temporal orderíng, which would unambiguously indicate the presence of
tense, cannot be observed. Since morphological tense is likewise absent, I conclude that the
present participle does not incorporate a tense head.

4.1.7 The Modal Readins: of Gerundive Present Particiales
4.1.7.1 The syntax of modality: Erb (2001)

According to Erb (2001) (whose theory will be assumed here without argument), we must
distinguish between three, syntactically distinct, types of modality: dispositional, deontic and
epistemic. A dispositional modal, as exemplified in (43), can take arguments, and it should
therefore be analyzed as a lexical verb.

(43) a. Er kann das Gedicht immer noch nicht.
he can the poem always still not
"He still doesn't know the poem by heart."

69 With durative verbs, the future reading is slightly mazginal for some speakers (but cE (58) for terminative
verbs), and it depends on embedding within DP.
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b. Sie kann Franzósisch.
she can French
"She knows French"

By contrast, a deontic- or root modal cannot take arguments. Nevertheless, root modality
operates over the predicate. Erb (2001) argues that its position is in the semi-lexical domain,
immediately above the verb phrase, but below the functional-inflectional domain.'o

(44) a. Sie darf schwimmen
she may swim

b. Er muss heim
he must home

c. ~`Ich muss die Arbeit.
I must thejob

Finally, epistemic modals are located in the functional-inflectional domain. They operate over
the truth ofa sentence, and they do not take arguments.

(45) a. Sie durfte gerade schwimmen
she might at-the-moment swim
"She might be swimming at the moment"

b. Er muss eigentlich bald da sein
he must infact soon here be
"He should be amving soon"

If the semi-lexical domain corresponds to layers ofvP after the elimination of the external O-
role, then dispositional modal operators merge with v before O has merged (46a), deontic
operators merge with v after O has been eliminated (466), and epistemic modals merge with
T, not v (46c). t

'o The fact that directional P licenses root modals may indicate that a silent motion verb is present in the
construction (van Riemsdijk (2002)). [ndependentty of this, van Riemsdijk (pc) points out that Duch allows the
presence of an enforcedpermitter argument in such constructions:
(i) zij mag van mij gaan swemmen

he may by me go s~vim
"As far as I am concerned, she may go swimming"

(ii) hij moet van zijn moeder naar huis
he must by his mother to home
"He must go home on his mother's order"

It is unclear at this point whether the enforcer~permitter-role is introduced by the modal, the preposition, or the
embedded verb. In any event, the existence of such facts supports Erb's (2001) theory, according to which
deontic modality interacts with O-role assignment, as opposed to competing theories (Wurmbrand (1999)),
which analyze all modals as non-thematic verbs.
'~ Following Williams (1986), I assume that operators copy their index on the category which is their scope. In
other words, operators move.
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(46) a. dispositional modality: vP-internal OP b.
yOP

~
D v~,"P

OP v
disp ~`

V v
~

Va N
~`O V

c. epistemic modalitv: vP-external OP
1 P

~
OP T

epist "

4.1.7.2 Modality in the gerundive participle

deontic modality: vP-adioined OP
VOP

~
OP v

deont ~`
D va
~

O V

The exact reading of the gerundive present participle has never been described, to my
knowledge. One of the reasons for this seems to be that the techniques used to individuate
certain kinds of modality deliver rather idiosyncratic results, when applied to the participle.
Some verbs favor a deontic reading, others clearly exclude it. Epistemic modality seems
generally unavailable.

The latter observation is ofprimary importance, because it is evidence in support of the claim
that the present participle does not include a tense head. If tense were present, then we would
expect the availability of epistemic readings, given Erb's (2001) analysis of modality.

In turn, the low position of deontic and dispositional modal operators leads us to expect
systematic interactions with thematic role assignment, an issue that has not been explored
before. In fact there are such interactions: (i) [Ifm] is always interpreted with the absorbed O-
role. Verbs that are incompatible with such an interpretation do not form a gerundive
participle. (ii) a deontic reading is contingent on a[~fc]-interpretation of the absorbed O-role.

The most salient reading of gerundive participles is certainly the deontic one. In all of the
above examples, it is the preferred interpretation. However, a disposition reading is likewise
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available in all cases. Supporting contexts are negation (47a), downward entailing adverbs
(47b), and subject-oriented adverbs like easily (47c).

(47) a. Er hat den nicht zu trinkenden Wein trotzdem klaglos geleert.
he has the not to drinking wine nevertheless without-complaint emptied
"Although it was undrinkable, he downed the wine without any complaint"

b. Er hat den kaum zu trinkenden Wein ohne Klage geleert
he has the hardly to drinking wine without complaint emptied
"He downed the hardly drinkable wine without any complaint"

c. Er hat den leicht zu trinkenden Wein nicht gemocht
he has the easily to drinking wine not liked
"He didn't like the easily drinkable wine."

In principle, a gerundive present participle is ambiguous between deontic, and dispositional
modality. Its particular interpretation can be detennined exclusively by the context of use, as
exemplified by the continuations in (48a) vs. (48b).

(48) a. Den zu trinkenden Wein haben wir auf die Seite gebracht. Den nicht mehr zu
Trinkenden bekommen die Kollegen in Beispiel (b).
the to drinking wine have we on the side brought. the not more to drinking get
the colleagues in example (b)
"We took the drinkable wine to the side. The undrinkable wine will be for our
colleagues in example (b)."

b. Der zu trinkende Wein steht am Tisch. Bevor er nicht getrunken ist, geht mir
niemand aus dem Haus.
the to drinking wine stands on-the table. before it not drunk is goes to-me
nobody out-of the house
"The wine to be drunk is on the table. Nobody will leave the premises, before
it is finished."

While root- and dispositional modalities are freely available in (48), epistemic modality is
strictly excluded. Compare first the obligation reading in (48b) with epistemic necessity. A
paraphrase of the epistemic reading could be: it is an objectively necessary condition that the
wine will be drunk. This is not a reading of (486).

The same holds for the disposition reading in (48a), as compared with epistemic possibility.
The epistemic reading could be paraphrased as: it is an objective possibility that the wine will
be drunk. Again, this is not a reading of (48a).

Going through verb classes as defined by selected O-roles, we find that the obligation reading,
which is so prominent in most examples quoted above, disappears, if the base verb selects a
[~-c] subject. This is exemplified in the contrast between (49) and (50).

(49) a. der zu schmuckende Balkon befand sich in einer Hdhe von 25 Metern [fcfm]
the to decorating balcony was re11. in a hight of 25 meters
"the balcony that had to be decorated..."

b. die zu verbrennenden Dokumente waren bereits geschreddert [tc]
the to burning documents were alreadyshredded
"the documents that had to be burned..."
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(50) a. der zu erblickende Berg
the to glimpsing mountain
"the mountain that can be glimpsed"
not: "the mountain that has to be glimpsed"

b. das zu erhaltende Geld
the to receiving money
"the money that can be got"
not: "the money that has to be got"

[-cfm]

Van Riemsdijk (pc) points out that an obligation reading is quite easily available in sentences
like the following:

(51) Er bat uns, das zu erhaltende Geld auf sein Konto zu uberweisen
he asked us the to receiving money to his account to transfer
"He asked us to transfer the money he ought to receive to his account"

Notice that the reading of (51) differs from (49). In (49), the obligation applies to the implicit
external argument of the participle. This is not the case in (51). The latter sentence attributes
an obligation to an unselected agent (uns). Rapp (1997) argues that the selection of an agent is
completely unfounded for erhalten (receive). The fact that receiving implies a giver is part of
world knowledge, not the lexicon.

If Rapp's reasoning is correct, then we can attribute the obligation reading of (51) to
pragmatics. Literally, (51) attributes a disposition to the implicit goal of erhalten (receive).
Pragmatic inference then establishes a link between the matrix direct object and the embedded
disposition. In the absence of conspiring factors like these, [~-c] indeed excludes an obligation
reading (SOb).

Now turn to verbs that are underspecified for feature c. As expected, the scenazio is more
volatile with these verbs. An obligation reading sometimes requires contextual effort to be
available (52b). In other cases, it is quite natural (52a).

(52) a. das zu liebende Weib (Haider (1984))
the to loving wife
"the wife that must be loved"
or: "the wife that can be loved"

b. (?)der unter allen Umst~nden zu erkennende Ehrengast
the under all circumstances to recognizing guest-of-honor
"the guest of honor who absolutely must be recognized"

This state of affairs is familiar from the behavior of [fm] with respect to imperatives, as
discussed in chapter 2. The verbs in this class appear in imperatives, but additional context is
often needed to support an agentive reading, which is compatible with, but not required by
[tm] verbs.

Abstracting away from pragmatic inference as in (51), (53) summarizes the thematic
conditions on the availability ofan obligation reading:
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(53) Condition on the oblieation reading
Compatibility of the implicit O-role with a[Itc] interpretation is a necessary condition
for the availability of an obligation reading.

Now turn to the feature m. Consider first verbs that select [~-m] subjects. With enthalten (to
contain), the gerundive participle is ungrammatical on any reading.

(54) ~`die zu enthaltende Menge Wasser
the to containing amount water
intended: "the amount of water that catt~should be contained"

Verbs like faszinieren (to impress), which select a[fc-m] subject, are interesting. They allow
a disposition reading, while an obligation reading is unavailable. Without the disposition-
supporting adverb, acceptability decreases.

(55) das'(leicht) zu faszinierende Publikum
the easily to fascinating audience
"the audience that is easily impressed"
not: "the audience that must be impressed"

[fc-m]

These data indicate that the mediation of a sentient individual ís a requirement in all instances
of the prefixed present participle. As a matter of fact, the meaning of (55) is one of indirect
causation: it is easy for somebody to act in a way that impresses the audience.

This is interesting, because the existence of a[~fm] role is not independently supported for
faszinieren (to impress); cf. chapter 2. It rather looks as if an intentional interpretation is
created by the construction. On the other hand, faszinieren (to impress) is a rather peculiar
verb in itself in that it selects an insttument, but no other [f] role. In fact, it is the only verb I
could find in this class. Let us therefore assume that the absence of a[f] role in finite
sentences, not its presence in the prefixed present participle, is an idiosyncratic property of
faszinieren.72 This allows us to conclude that selection of a[I-m] subject excludes the
fotrrtation of a prefixed present participle.

A similar observation can be made for verbs that select a subject unspecified for m. With
verbrennen (to burn), which selects a[tc] subject, [~tm] must be interpreted. While the verb

'Z Another case at hand is the verb erschernen (to appear). In finite sentences, it is obligatorily intransitive.
Nevertheless, some speakers allow the formation of a gerundive participle:
(i) "~oder [rnorgen zu erscheinendeJ Artikel

the tomorrow to appearing arlicte
"the article that is due to appear tomorrow"

(ii) ~Hans erscheint den Artikel
H appears the article

The intuition about (i) is similar to what we saw with faszinreren (to impress). Those speakers who accept it as
grammatical do so on the assumption that an intentional individual is involved in the publication of the article. If
the context excludes the mediation of an intentional agent, the construction is ungrammatical. Even the most
militant supporters of (i) reject (iii), which describes a perfectly sensible state of affairs, grammatically expressed
in a finite sentence (iv).
(iii) ~die [jeden Morgen im Osten zu erscheinendeJ Sonne

the each morning rn-the east to appearing sun
(iv) Die Sonne erscheint jeden Morgen im Osten

the sun appears each morning in-the east
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takes both agent- and cause-subjects in finite sentences (56a,b), the implicit subject of the
gerundive participle must be an agent (56c) vs. (56d).

(56) a. Hans verbrennt das Dokument
H óurns the document

b. Die Sonne verbrennt seine Haut
the sun burns his skin

c. die (von Hans) zu verbrennende Haut
the (by H) to burning skin
"the skin that ought to be burned by H"

d. ~`die von der Sonne zu verbrennende Haut
the by the sun to burning skin

In the case of erhalten (to get), which selects a[-c] subject, [Itm] is likewise interpreted. The
only way (57a) can be interpreted, is as an option for intentional individuals, as evidenced by
the unacceptability of (57b), which is fully grammatical in a finite sentence.

(57) a. das zu erhaltende Geld
the to receiveing money
"the money that can be got"

b. ~`der zu erhaltende Anstrich
the to receiving paint

c. Das Haus erh~lt einen neuen Anstrich
the house receives a new painting

We can conclude from this that

(58) Interpretation of f~fml
Interpret [Ifm] with the implicit external O-role.

(53) and (58) are strong evidence that the modal operator of gerundive present participles is
located at a low position, which allows it to interact with the O-roles merged inside the verbal
complex. Erb's (2001) assumptions about the syntax of root- and dispositional modality are
thus confirmed.

In addition to confirming the syntax ofroot- and dispositional modality, the generalizations in
(53) and (58) support the analysis of zu above. If the unassigned O-role absorbed by zu must
be bound, we expect the semantics of the binder to contribute to the interpretation of the
bound role. (53) and (58) describe exactly such a contribution. 7'he modality of the
construction affects the interpretation of the implicit external O-role. (53) and (58) are thus
explained by the analysis ofzu defended above.

4.1.8 Summarv

The following conclusions have been drawn in this section:

~ The infinitival suffix -en is an alternative realization of an internal argument. Its
category is N, its referential status is [-R].

~ The present participle does not incorporate tense.
~ The infinitival prefix zu is a P that merges with a O-role.
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. Ifzu merges with v, it is O-transparent. If it merges with V, it is O-opaque.

. An absorbed O-role must be bound by an operator.

4.2 Modal Infinitives with sein and haben

Having individuated some properties of infinitival verbs, let us apply these findings to a
context in which the infinitival verb appears without the subject clitic -d: modal infinitives
below haben (have) and sein (be).73

(59) a. Hans hat einen Kunden zu rasieren
H has a client to shave
"H is supposed to shave a client"

b. Ein Kunde ist zu rasieren
a client is to shave
"There is a client to be shaved"

In the following, I will refer to the construction in (59a) as the "hat zu tun construction", and
to the one in (59b) as the "ist zu tun construction".

Like the gerundive present participle, the ist zu tun construction has a passive reading. It is
again Haider (1984), who first discussed the two constructions from a generative perspective.
He claims that modal infinitives and the present participles are manifestations of the same
phenomenon:74 O-role absorption by the prefix zu. According to Haider, the absorbed O-role
is reactivated in the hat zu tun construction by the transitive auxiliary haben (have).

The following sections sketch the syntactic and modal peculiarities of both constructions, and
then implement Haider's analysis in the present framework.

4.2.1 Ist zu tun
4.2.1.1 The modal reading of ist zu tun

Like the prefixed present participle, the ist zu tun construction exhibits both a deontic, and a
dispositional reading. The deontic reading is particularly salient in the context of time-frame
adverbials (60a) and certain modal particles that are typically used in commands (60b). The
disposition reading is favored in the presence of negation (61a), downward entailing adverbs
(61b), and subject-oriented adverbs like easily (61c). As with the gerundive present participle,
an epistemic reading is systematically absent.

(60) a. Die Arbeiten sind bis morgen zu beenden
the works are until tomorrow to end
"The works ought to be completed by tomorrow."

b. Die Arbeiten sind gefálligstltunlichsbschleunigst zu beenden
the works are kindly~at all costs~immediately to end

~ Dutch has a comparable construction, te and om re infinitivals. The properties of this construction are similar,
but not identical with German modal infinitives; cf. van Riemsdijk (1982) for discussion.
74 "Der morphologische Unterschied sollte nicht sttsren, wenn man geneigt ist, die Endung '-d' zur Kongruenz zu
schlagen." (Haider (1984):24 - The morphological difference should be irrelevant, once the suffix -d is analyzed
as part of Agr.). Since -d is analyzed as a subject clitic here, the issue does not arise. The verbaJ morphology of
the gerundive participle and modal infinitives is identical.
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(61) a. Der Wein ist nicht zu trinken.
the wine is not to drink
"The wine is undrinkable"

b. Der Wein ist kaum zu trinken
the wine is hardly to drink
"The wine is hardly drinkable"

c. Der Wein ist leicht zu trinken
the wine is easy to drink
"The wine is easy to drink."

As we found for the gerundive present participle, the distribution of these readings is tied to
the thematic properties of the respective verbs: the conditions involved are identical.

First, an obligation reading is unavailable, if the base verb selects a[~-c] subject. This is
exemplified in the contrast between (62), where an obligation reading is available, and (63),
where it is excluded.

(62) a. Der Balkon ist zu schmucken
the balcorry is to decorate
"The balcony ought to be decorated"

b. Die Dokumente sind zu verbrennen
the documents are to burn
"The documents ought to be burned"

(63) a. Der Berg ist zu erblicken
the mountain is to glimpse
"The mountain is visible"
not: "The mountain out to be seen"

b. Das Geld ist zu erhalten
the maney is to receive
"The money is available"
not: "The money ought to be received"

[fcfm]

[-cfm]

Verbs with a subject underspecified for feature c exhibit effects comparable to what we saw in
the gerundive participle. Erkennen (to recognize~realize) requires contextual effort to bring
about an obligation reading, lieben (to love) freely allows it.

(64) a. Diese Frau ist zu lieben
this woman is to love
"This woman ought to belcan be loved"

b. Der Gast ist zu erkennen
the guest is to recognize
"The guest is recognizable"
slightly forced: "The guest ought to be recognized"

Verbs that select a[~-m] subject exhibit the same behavior as above again. Faszinieren (to
impress) excludes an obligation reading, but exhibits an otherwise unattested double-
causation reading in the presence of appropriate adverbs. Enthalten (to contain) is
ungrammatical under any reading:
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(65) a. das Publikum ist'(leichtlkaum) zu faszinieren
the audience is easily~hardly to impress
"the audience is easily impressedl hard to impress"
not: "the audience ought to be impressed"

b. "Wasser ist zu enthalten
water is to contain
intended: "Water out to belcan be contained"

[tc-m]

Unlike the gerundive present participle, the ist zu tun construction is generally ungrammatical
with unaccusative verbs, even with the verb erscheinen (to appear), which exhibits an
exceptional behavior for some speakers as a gerundive present participle (cf. fn. 72).

(66) ~`Der Artikel ist bis morgen~ leicht zu erscheinen.
the article is until tomorrow~easily to appear
intended: "The article out to be published by tomorrow~ can easily be published"

In sum, generalization (53), repeated below, applies without qualification in the ist zu tun
construction.

(53) Condition on the oblis;ation reading
Compatibility of the implicit O-role with a(~fc] interpretation is a necessary condition
for the availability of an obligation reading.

The same holds for the generalization regarding the interpretation of [Ifm] with the implicit
external argument. Verbs that exclude such an interpretation do not appear in ist zu tun.

(67) a. ~`Im Tank sind noch 10 Liter Benzin zu enthalten.
in the tank arestill IO liters gasoline to contain

b. ~`Es sind noch ]0 Liter Benzin zu enthalten.
it are still 10 liters gasoline to contain

The identical modal interpretation of ist zu tun and gerundive present participles makes it
desirable to derive them in a paral(el way. As argued above for the gerundive participle, the
exclusion of an epistemic reading and the interaction of the modal operator with the implicit
O-role militate against the presence of higher functional structure in the complement to sein
(be). In the following section, I turn to v and argue that it is absent in the complement to
haben~sein.

4.2.1.2 The structure of ist zu tun: preliminaries

There are a few systematic, and related, asymmetries between the present participle and ist zu
tun. First, the participle is a complete morpho-syntactic vP in the sense that it incorporates
both a morphological subject, the suffix -d, and a morphological object, the suffix -en. Ist zu
tun lacks a morphological subject.
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Second, the present participle is normally used as a modifier (68a). A modal infinitive must
be the complement of a verb. A sub-clausal modal infinitive can never be used as an adjunct
(68b).~s

(68) a. Hans vergaf3 vom Urlaub zuruck kehrend seinen Namen
H. forgot from-the holiday back going his name"
H. forgot his name while returning from his holiday."

b. ~`Hans vergaLi vom Urlaub zuruck zu kehren seinen Namen
H. jorgotfrom-the holiday back to go his name

The distribution of the two constructions is not entirely complementary, however. Provided
interpretational conditions are met, the present participle can appeaz as a complement to sein:

(69) Die Vorstellung war beeindruckend
the show was impressing

It is argued in section 4.3.5 below that the participle in (69) is an adjective. The very fact that
the present participle can be used as an adjective in some contexts, while the modal infinitive
cannot, indicates a structural difference. Ideally, such a difference should be related to the
single morphological difference between the two elements, the presence vs. absence of the
suffix -d. Assume the absence of -d is a consequence of (70).

(70) ~st zu tun-conjecture
Modal infinitival complements to sein do not merge v.

If every verbal complex must incorporate v(as assumed in chapter 3 above), then (70)
explains why modal infinitives can only appear as a complement to V. The infinitival
complement to sein is an incomplete phase, in the terminology of Chomsky (1999). It must
merge with a verb in order to become a complete verbal complex. Section 4.3.4 below
introduces another factor corroborating (70): the auxiliaries haben and sein consistently
merge with V, never with v. If the auxiliaries subcategorize for a lexical, not a functional
complement, then (70) follows from the subcategorization of auxiliaries.

Next, recall that participial -d cannot raise across zu without being assigned an extemal O-
role. By contrast, the subject of modal infinitives clearly does move beyond its thematic
position. In (71), the nominative has scrambled across matrix adverbial material. If naturlich
(naturally) were embedded, it would have a manner-interpretation, according to which the
writing of the article proceeds in a natural way. Such a reading is not available here.~b

(71) weil der Artikel naturlich schon gestern zu schreiben gewesen ist
because the article naturally alreadyyesterday to write been is.
"because the article obviously had to be written yesterday"

's It would again be desirable to undertake a thorough comparative analysis of the constructions involved. As
observed in Fn. 63, several dialects and historical variants of German and Dutch use apparent infinitives in some
adjectival contexts; cf. Saltveit (1962), van Riemsdijk (1998) for discussion.
'b Van Riemsdijk (pc) points out that (71) can have an imperfective reading, according to which the article
remains unfinished at the moment of speaking. This is further evidence that the infinitive is not a complete
verbal complex, but reanalyzes with the matrix.
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If the nominative DP cannot move across the thematic preposition zu, it must merge higher.
We now turn to another factor, which forces the merger of the nominative DP in the matrix:
its case.

4.2.1.3 Transitivity alternations and structural case

Like the gerundive present participle, the ist zu tun construction is available exclusively for
transitive verbs. Its syntax is nevertheless unaccusative. This is highly interesting, because
transitive-unaccusative alternations are lexically constrained in German, as observed in
Chapter 2. Neither the gerundive participle, nor ist zu tun exhibit such lexical constraints.

In order to shed some light on this puzzling fact, we need first to clarify the use of the notions
transitive and unaccusative. As the theory stands, such notions cannot be part of a lexical-
semantic entry, because they derive from specific merging orders. [f nominative D merges
with V and then raises, the result is an unaccusative structure: VDv. If the nominative D
merges with v after V has been eliminated, the result is a transitive (or unergative)
configuration vD.

It has been left open in Chapter 3, whether the accusative case has a function comparable to
the function of nominative in the subcategorization of v. Indeed it was not asked whether the
presence ofan accusative D in VP has any consequences at all.

Assume structural case markers are a morpho-phonological signal indicating whether a given
determiner is available (or visible) for entering a subcategorization relation. The syntactic
interpretation of structural case will then be a feature, call it x, which makes D visible for v, if
its coefficient is positive, but invisible, if its coefficient is negative. Morphological
nominative is interpreted as [fx], morphological accusative is [-x].

(72) interpretation ofmorpholoeical case
nominative -~ [fx]
accusative ~~ [-x]

With (72), the subcategorization of verbal heads can be simplified. Lexical V subcategorizes
for lexical N. Functional v subcategorizes for the functional element hosting N, namely D. A
determiner is only visible for a verbal head, if it is marked [}x]:

(73) subcateQOrization of verbal heads
[-N, tV, -fJ ~ - [tN, -V, -fJ
[-N, }V, }~ ~ - [}N, -V, }fJ

(73) still predicts complete freedom for transitivity alternations. In reality, the vast majority of
German verbs are either transitive (or unergative), or unaccusative, but not both.

We need a way to designate individual verbs as transitive or unaccusative. The introduction of
visibility and the feature Kin (73) allow us to specify such lexical entry-specific conditions:
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(74) lexicallv frozen stems:
frozen transitive: '[V] fl [tx] (V cannot merge with a nominative)
frozen unaccusative: '[V] fl [-x] (V cannot merge with an accu.rative)"

It must be emphasized that structural case is not assigned in the present theory. It is a purely
morpho-phonological phenomenon. To illustrate the difference between the two approaches,
consider predicate nominatives:

Assume the verb sein (be) is lexically marked as an unaccusative verb. On the present
account, this means it cannot merge with an accusative determiner (756). Nominative D can
freely merge, as long as it has a valid semantic interpretation. In the case of a predicate
nominal, this is definitely the case (75a).

(75) a. Hans ist der klugste Mann auf Erden.
HN~,,, is theN~,,,, smartest man on earth

b. ~`Hans ist den kliigsten Mann auf Erden
Hxom is theA~~ smartest man on earth

By contrast, an analysis in terms of case-assignment (or checking) depends on auxiliary
assumptions regarding the licensing of two nominatives, instead of just one in (75a), and it
does not immediately follow from the theory that an accusative predicate nominal is excluded
with the copula. Notice that predicate nominals get along well with the accusative case,
provided the light verb they depend on is transitive, as in (76).78

(76) Hans hat einen Schnupfen
HN~m has aA~~ runny-nose

n Considerations about acquisition will make it necessary to adapt the formulation of (74), because, as it stands,
it violates the subset principte (Wexler 8c Manzini (1987)). The subset principle states that every new state in
acquisition must define a language with equal or greater expressive power than its predecessor. Acquisition of
(74) makes the resulting language more restrictive than its predecessor. Therefore, it is unlearnable in its present
formulation.

A possible option is specifying transitivity (i.e., '[V] (1 [fK]) as the initial state. A first step in the
acquisition of unaccusatives will now have to turn the universal condition into a lexical item-specific one. For
verbs with intemal subjects, the value of the condition can then be re-set, making it a requirement that V merge
with [tK]). This derives frozen unaccusatives. The most permissive state, free alternation, is described by a
complete cancellation of the condition. This scenario conforms to the subset principle, but it remains to be tested
against actual acquisition data, which cannot be accomplished here. f will therefore stick to the formulation in
the main text.
~ ECM is potentially more problematic, as pointed out by van Riemsdijk (pc). In (i), the predicate nominal
appears in the accusative case, which we would not expect if werden (become) is unaccusative. If werden is
unaccusative, then the accusative small clause (both accusatives!) must merge in the matrix; cf Williams (1994)
on a comparable analysis of small clause predicates under seem. Another option is that werden is not an
unaccusative verb (cf. section 4.4.3). This assumption is supported by its behavior as a future auxiliary, where it
arguably merges with the accusative (ii).
(i) Wir haben ihn einen guten Arzt werden sehen

we have him~~~ a~~~ good doctor become seen
"We watched him becoming a good doctor."

(ii) Sie wird ihn wohl erschietien
she will him~cc prt shoot
"She'll probably shoot him"
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4.2.1.4 The structure of ist zu tun

We can now formalize Haider's ( 1984) claim that sein is a genuine unaccusative verb, while
haben is genuinely transitive, in partial lexical entries as follows:

(77) haben:'[V] fl [fx]
sein: ~`[V] fl [-x]

The verb haben is transitive, because its V cannot merge with a nominative D. Sein is
unaccusative, because its V cannot merge with an accusative. The same restrictions apply to
all other German verbs with the few exceptions, which do take part in transitive-unaccusative
alternations.

Now consider again a standard example of ist zu tun. As pointed out repeatedly above, only
transitive verbs can appear in this construction.

(78) Das Haus ist zu bauen
the house is to build
"The house ought to be built"

Being transitive, V~uen cannot merge with a nominative DP. Thus, we predict that the
nominative in (78) merges with matrix V, which is in fact unaccusative. In this way, the
external O-role with the infinitival prefix zu is not an issue: the nominative never enters the
minimal domain of this O-role. The nominative receives a thematic interpretation by
identifying its alternative realization, the suffix en. Maintaining Erb's (2001) analysis of
modality, this gives the following structure for ist zu tun.

(79) a. disnositional ist zu tun b. deontic ist zu tun
v ~
~` ~

V" v

D" V
V" v

Nom Nom
r V ~ V

ist ~` ist
P V`W OP V

~` ~` -`O P OP V p V
zu V~`N O P V"„N
~` en zu ~` en
O V O V

4.2.2 Hat zu tun

The modal construction with haben (have) differs from the sein (be) construction in two
significant ways. First, its modal reading is different. Second, its internal distribution is
different. These issues are addressed in turn now.
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4.2.2.1 The modal reading of hat zu tun

A first remarkable difference between ist zu tun and hat zu tun is the complete absence of a
disposition reading for the latter. Even with negation, the deontic reading prevails.

(80) Hans hat den Wein nicht zu trinken
H has the wine not to drink
"H ought not to drink the wine"
not: "H is unable to drink the wine."

Maintaining Erb's (2001) analysis of modality, the absence of a disposition reading indicates
that, for some reason to be specified, a modal operator cannot merge within the thematic
domain of the infinitive:

(8 l ) Observation
A modal operator cannot merge with the O-domain under haben.

If hat zu tun does not have a dispositional reading, then what happens to [I-c] verbs, which
depended on the availability of that reading? In fact, such verbs are perfectly grammatical in
hat zu tun, albeit neither on a dispositional, nor on a deontic reading. [I-c] verbs have an
epistemic reading under haben. In the following examples, the epistemic reading is
particularly salient, if the matrix V is stressed, and~or emphatic particles are present.79

(82) a. Hans HATTE den Berg ja zu erblicken
H had the mountain prt to glimpse
"It was inevitable that H. spot the mountain."

b. Hans HATTE das Geld ja zu erhalten
H had the money prt to receive
"It was inevitable that H receive the money"

[-ctm]

Epistemic readings of this kind are available for all verbs in hat zu tun. Remarkably, even [I-
m] verbs are saved by the epistemic reading, in striking contrast to their behavior under sein.

(83) a. Der Eimer hat 5 Liter Wasser zu enthalten
the bucket has 5 liters water to contain
"It is necessary that the bucket contain 5 liters of water"

b. ~`5 Liter Wasser sind zu enthalten
S liters water are to contain.

The availability of epistemic readings, together with the absence of a dispositional reading,
indicates that there is an asymmetry in the behavior of infinitives below haben vs. sein:

~ Sentences like (82) can be used as quasi-commands, if their tense is present instead of past:
(i) Hans hat das Geld zu erhalten!

Hhas the money to receive
"[t is necessary that H receive the money" -(so somebody better get moving!)

I claim that (i) is still not a deontic statement Its epistemic reading bears the illocutionary force of a command
under a number of extra-grammatical conditions. Crucially, the command-implicature in such examples
addresses an individual in the universe of discourse who is neither explicitly, nor implicitly present in (i). Cf.
also Rapp (1997) on extra-grammatical aspects related to non-causative verbs like erhalten, and discussion of
example (5 t ) above.
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(84) Position of oyerators
. The position of a modal operator under sein has an upper boundary
. The position of a modal operator under haben has a lower boundary

If we want to maintain the assumption that modal infinitives under haben~sein are VPs, (84)
must mean that the modal operator in the hat zu tun construction merges in the matrix. Why
should this be so?

4.2.2.2 The argument structure of hat zu tun

Above, the verb haben was analysed as a frozen transitive. It is specified in its lexical entry
that V~be„ does not merge with DItK~. Consequently, the nominative that is present in the
construction cannot have moved from the embedding into the matrix vP. On its way, it would
have crossed Vhabe,,, triggering ungrammaticality.

On the other hand, we want to maintain that the thematic interpretation of the nominative in
hat zu tun is determined by the embedded verb.

Assume the nominative in the matrix receives its thematic interpretation by means of binding
the O-role absorbed by P~,,. If this is the case, then its ínterpretation is contingent on the
availability of such a binding relation, in particular on the absence of any closer binder for O.
Thus, we have an explanation for the position of the modal operator: if the operator merges
with the embedded V, it is a closer binder for O. The nominative fails to receive a thematic
interpretation.

No such intervention effects arise with respect to the accusative. It identifies its alternative
realization, the suffix en, and inherits its O-role. The accusative N furthermore serves the
subcategorization of matrix V. It can do so from inside the lower VP, if it remains part of the
derivation until after matrix V has merged. This is depicted in (86). Alternatively, the
accusative can merge directly with the matrix V. If the accusative merges in the lower VP, it
can be topicalized within it (85a). If it merges with the higher V, it is stranded under VP-
topicalization (85b).

(85) a. [Ein Haus zu bauen] hat er noch nicht.
a house to build has he strll not
"As for building a house, he doesn't need to do it yet"

b. [Zu bauen] hat er das Haus noch nicht, aber planen soll er es endlich
to build has he the house still not, but plan should he itfinally
"He doesn't need to build the house yet, but he should get started with a plan"
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(85) a. deontic hat zu tun b.

D
Nom

~`
P V

O P V`j~ N

Acc

hat
D" V

v

v
~

~ v

V""' `V

O V

OP

D
Nom

epistemic hat zu tun, .~Y

v T

v
~
V v

~
V~N V

D" V
Acc ~

P V

O P V"~ N
zu ~` en

O V

hat

Now turn to unaccusatives under haben. Examples of this kind are fully grammatical (87a).
This fact is puzzling, because it strikingly contrasts with the use of haben in the perfect tense.
The auxiliary haben cannot be used with an unaccusative verb in the perfect tense (87b).
Unaccusatives select the auxiliary sein (be) (87c).go

(87) a. Es hat etwas zu passieren
expl. has something to happen
"Something must happen"

b. ~`Es hat etwas passiert
expl. has something happened

c. Es ist etwas passiert
expl. is something happened

The crucial difference between the perfect tense and hat zu tun is assignment vs. absorption of
the internal O-role. Anticipating the analysis of the past participle in section 4.3.3 below, let us
assume the internal role of an unaccusative participle is assigned to an alternative realization
of DP. In the infinitive, the internal role is absorbed by zu.

~ Van Riemsdijk (pc) refers to the verb stattfinden ( take place), which is very similar in thematic meaning with
passieren, but selects haben in the perfect tense ( ii). I claim that stattfrnden is technically transitive. Recall from
chapter 2 that frnden ( find) selects a[-m] role that can be assigned to an external argument in sentences like (i).
(i) differs from (ii) in the single respect that the internal N of (ii) is assigned a[-c-m] O-role. The internal N of (i)
is not assigned a ~-role. It is part of an idiomatic N-V collocation. However, this dces not explain the status of
(iii). If stattfrnden is transitive, the nominative should not topicalize with VP; cf. section 4.3.4 below on auxiliary
selection.
(i) Die Demos habenl'sind statt gefunden

the demos have~areptace taken
"The demos have taken place"

(ii) Die Beziehung hat ein Ende gefunden
the relationship has an endfound

(iii) (?)Demos stattgefunden haben hier schon immer
demos place-taken have hereprt. ahvays
"There have always been demos around here"
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Binding of an absorbed O-role is a genuinely semantic operation. It is therefore sensitive to
semantic minimality effects, like the intervention of a closer binder. The exclusion of
dispositional readings under haben is such an effect. If the modal operator merges below the
nominative, it is a closer binder for the absorbed O-role.

By contrast, alternative realization is a syntactic operation. We therefore expect purely
syntactic minimality effects, like the intervention of expletive N. Such intervention effects
actually exist. Consider the structure of an unergative verb. Unergatives have been analyzed
with Hale 8c Keyser (1993) as covert transitives. The N ín (88) has an exclusively syntactic
function, and no interpretation in semantics.

(88) unereative V
v
~

D v`~

When haben merges with an intransitive infinitival complement, it must project the structure
of an unergative verb: the only DP in this configuration is a nominative, which cannot merge
with Vhobe,,, because haben is transitive. The nominative merges with vhabe„ and binds the
absorbed O-role of its complement (89a).

The scenario is very different, when haben merges with a participial complement. It will be
azgued in section 4.3 below that the past participle is a VP, and that its suffix is an alternative
realization of the internal argument. An alternative realization must be identified by the next
higher N in syntax. In (89b), this is the expletive N in the VP of haben. In semantics, neither
the alternative realization, nor its identifier have an interpretation. Therefore haben cannot be
used with an unaccusative participle.81

81 The expletive N cannot be identified by the nominative, because it is a non-reflexive element. The distinction
between reflexive and non-reflexive expletives might be responsíble for the selection of have by all verb classes
in English. It is azgued in chapter 3 and in section 4.3.2 below that English possesses a silent reflexive SE, which
German lacks.
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(89) a. O-bindin~ across expletive N b.
v

D
Nom

v
~

en

V

...dass etwas zu geschehen hat
that something to happen has
"that something ought to happen"

4.2.3 Intermediate Conclusion

alternative realization
~

v

-~

V V
~` hat

Vtl N
~ en

O V

Prel
~`...dass etwas geschehen hat
... that something happened has

This concludes the sections on infinitival constructions. To recapitulate, the most important
claims made were about the syntactic role of infinitival morphology. The infinitival suffix en
is a nominal element that alternatively realizes the internal argument of V. The infinitival
prefix is a P that attracts a O-role. Basically, the same structure will now be proposed for the
second participle.

Apart from a very uniform syntactic structure, the theory has so far facilitated interesting new
generalizations about the interaction of thematic roles with both modality and syntactic
structure.

4.3 Constructions with the Second Participle

The ground is now prepared to take a closer look at auxiliary selection. To start, recall the
causative alternation discussed in chapters 2 and 3, with a standard example like the
fol lowing:

(90) a. Hans rollt den Ball ins Tor
H rolls the ball in-the goal

b. Der Ball rollt ins Tor
the ball rolls in-the goal

A consequence of intransitivization that has been noted, but not discussed so far is the
selection of the auxiliary sein (be) in the past tense. A transitive causative selects haben
(have):

(9l ) a. Hans hat den Ball ins Tor gerollt
H has the ball in-the goal rolled
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b. Der Ball ist ins Tor gerollt.
the ball is in-the goal rolled

This effect on auxiliary selection is fully regulaz, and therefore interesting. It is exemplified
here with a thematically altemating [fc] verb in (92), a morphologically alternating [fc] verb
in (93), and with a psychological predicate in (94).

(92) a. Hans hat die Dissertation verbrannt
H has the dissertation burned

b. Die Dissertation ist verbrannt
the dissertation is burned

(93) a. Hans hat die Ausgaben gesenkt
H has the expenses lowered

b. Die Ausgaben sind gesunken
the expenses are lowered
"The expenses fell"

(94) a. Helene hat Hans erschreckt
H has H scared

b. Hans ist erschrocken
H is scared
"H got scared"

We might want to summazize this effect on auxiliary selection in the following way:

(95) Perfect Tense Auxiliary Observation
Anti-causative unaccusatives select sein (be).

Observation ( 95) is abundant in the literature ( for discussion, cf. Diedrichsen (2002)).
However, it cannot be reduced to anti-causative semantics. First, there are many transitive
anti-causatives that select haben. All verbs in the intentional and instrumental alternations
behave like this. Second, there is a class of agentive intransitives, which select sein. I turn to
this class now.

4.3.1 Directional Movements and Reflexivization

A class of movement verbs selects sein even if the subject is understood as an agent. The
verbs in this class are known as manner ofmotion verbs in Levin 8c Rappaport (1995):

(96) Hans ist 3 Stunden lang gelaufen
H is 3 hours long run
"H ran for 3 hours"

The variation here is detetmined lexically, and to some degree dialectally. Even in the
presence of an accusative DP, the variant with sein tends to be preferred in some, especially
Austrian dialects; the examples with haben aze preferred by many speakers in Getmany,
although judgements vary:82

~' It is tempting to analyze the accusative with sein as an adverbial accusative, in other words a preposition,
r~uhci than a DP.
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(97) a. Hans ist den Marathon gelaufen
H is the marathonrun

b. Hans hat den Marathon gelaufen
H has the marathonrun

(98) a. Hans ist diesen Weg geklettert
H is this way climbed

b. Hans hat geklettert
H has climbed

Some of the verbs in this class must take haben on a transitive use, with both an accusative
and a directional PP present, as in (99a). If the accusative is absent, and the directional is
present, sein is selected by all speakers (cf. Hoekstra 8L Mulder (1990), Borer (1994)):83

(99) a. Hans hatl~`ist den Wagen nach Paris gefahren
H has~is the car to Paris driven

b. Hans istl~`hat nach Paris gefahren
H is~has to Parisdriven

4.3.2 Ezcursus: Small Clauses, Silent Reflexives, and a Parametrization of
Reflezivization

Hoekstra 8z Mulder (1990) analyse contrasts of this sort in terms of small clauses. In (99b),
the nominative is not only the subject of the main predicate jahren (to drive), but also the
subject of the directional predicate nach Paris ( to Paris). ( 99b) is true only if the subject
actually was in Paris at some point. The subject is therefore forced into a VP-internal position,
and the choice of auxiliary mirrors this fact. Ignoring details irrelevant here, the following
structure accounts for the seifi ~ariant:

a' Apart from these uses, the vehicle can appear in subject position (van Riemsdijk, p.c.):
(i) Der Wagen ist nach Paris gefahren

lhe car is to Paris driven
"The caz went to Pazis"

Since (i) can still describe auto-propelled movement, jahren (drive) must select underspecified [-m], whích can
be interpreted as both causing and affected. In principle this allows both the reflexive reading discussed in the
main text, and a genuinely anti-causative one, according to which the movement of the car is externally caused.
Although the readings are hard to distinguísh, the anti-causative one seems to be preferred.
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(IOO) IP

NP I'

P
nach

NP
Paris

On the other hand, haben is used when the direct object, not the subject, is interpreted as the
subject of the directional small clause, as in the following configuration:

(]O1)

NP
Hans

IP

I'

I VP

fahr
V PP

NP
Wagen

P
nach

PP

NP
Paris

The small-clause configuration translates into O-transparent P in the present framework.~ In
(]02), O merges with the directional P, and then remains part of the derivation until it is
assigned to the internal argument N of the verb. (102) is a formalization of P-V reanalysis. V
merges with a thematic P before the O-role ofP has been eliminated.

~ NP and AP small clauses are technically ímpossible. By (26), O cannot merge with N or A. Therefore, every
small clause configuration with an N or A predicate depends on a verbal or prepositional head. [ leave this issue
for further research, although notice that German NP small clauses require an overt P. English (i) compares with
German (ii).
(i) They consider him an idiot.
(ii) Sie halten ihn'(fiir) einen Idioten.
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(l02) j~
N V"
~`P~ V

~` fahr
O P
~`
P N

nach Paris

Now turn back to the apparently unaccusative version of directional fahren (to drive~go).
Here, the agent Hans must end up in Paris. The location-role is contingent on merger of the
subject with V. Its [~tcj role excludes this position. We are left with a paradox: the subject
must be both inside and outside the minimal domain of V.

The respective reading is of course highly reminiscent of English inherent reflexives (103a).
The subject of verbs like shave is interpreted both as an agent and as an undergoer (cf. Gruber
(1965) and Jackendoff (1972) on this observation). Again, this reading introduces a structural
paradox. The subject must apparently be both inside and outside the minimal domain of V.

(103) a. John shaved
b. Hans rasierte sich

Hshaved refI

A parallelism of this kind calls for a unified analysis, and such an analysis is in fact
straightforward: motion verbs are reflexives. The question now is how the reflexive reading of
German motion verbs is created without an overt reflexive clitic, which is obligatory with
verbs like rasieren (shave). Without an overt reflexive, the German counterpart of an English
inherent reflexive is interpreted as an instance of indefinite object drop.

(104) Hans rasierte
H shaved
"H. shaved habituallylas a profession..."
not: "H. shaved"

The same is not true for directional motion verbs ( 105a). The non-reflexive reading is
contingent on the absence of the directional PP (lOSb), or the presence of an overt direct
object. (lOSc) does not entail that the subject hits the wall. ( lOSa) entails that Hans reached
New York. In sum, German directional motions behave like English inherent reflexives.

(105) a. Hans schwamm nach New York
Hswam to New York
"Hans swam to New York"
not: "Hans did some swimming towards New York"

b. Hans schwamm ein bisschen
Hswam a bit
"H did some swimming"

c. Hans fuhr den Wagen an die Wand
Hdrove the car on the wal!
"H drove the car against the wall"
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Assume the reflexive interpretation of directional motion derives from the presence ofa silent
reflexive SE. Then we have to deal with a subsequent question: why is German SE
constrained to agentive motion verbs? Why is it unavailable with genuine reflexives? I claim
this is due to a lexical feature of motion verbs:

(106) Conjecture on aQentive motion
Intransitive agentive movement verbs incorporate silent SE in their lexical entry.85

The set of agentive intransitives selecting sein is a virtually closed class. Its members are
clearly delineated as bodily movements, or metaphorical extensions thereof like fahren (to
goldrive). It is thus reasonable to assume that they idiosyncratically list silent SE as part of
their lexical entry.

The difference between English and German with respect to reflexivization now reduces to a
single, morphological property of a lexical item: English silent SE can be used as an
independent syntactic head. It is a free morpheme. German silent SE can only be selected into
a numeration if it is provided by the lexical entry of a given verb. If it is selected into a
numeration, it merges with that verb only.

(107) Reflexivization Parameter
Silent SE is a free morpheme in the lexicon (English)
Silent SE is a bound morpheme in the lexicon (German)

(107) accounts for the fact that English speakers apply inherent (i.e., covert) reflexivization
quite freely, while German speakers can do this with a closed class of lexical items only. It
attributes an obviously lexical constraint that applies in German, but not in English, to the
distributional properties of a lexical item (silent SE), and it is therefore superior to Reinhart's
(2000) explanation, who parametrizes the locus of an operation (reflexive reduction), and
assumes that a lexical application of reduction is subject to unspecified lexical constraints.

(108) gives a fragmentary lexical entry for fahren, which includes SE, but ignores semantic
features. Hansfdhrt nach Paris (H drives~goes to Paris) can now receive a standard reflexive
derivation, as depicted in (109).

(108) fahren {{pho„ [far]}, {Sy„~ V, v, SE, O, O} ...}gb

as lfGerrnan uses a silent motion verb GO (van Riemsdijk (2002)) in sentences like (i), the lexical entry of GO
incorporates a silent reflexíve like other German motion verbs.
(i) Er muss heim

he must home
"He must go home"

~ Lexical reflexives like fahren (drive) contrast with semantic reflexives, which do not list SE in their lexical
entry. Such verbs require an overt reflexive. A third class comprises idiomatic lexical reflexives, which list an
overt reFlexive element. Van Riemsdijk (p.c.) mentions sich uber etwas im Klaren sein (to have no doubts about
something) as an example.
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(109) v
~

N ve

Hans "

V
~N ve

SE
nB

P N
nach Paris

v

v
fahr

Structure (109) is supported by the contrast in (110). Motion verbs can appear as prenominal
participles (110a). However, this use is contingent on the availability of an unaccusative
reading (external causation). [f world knowledge forces an agentive interpretation of the
modified noun as in (110b,c), then the construction is ungrammatical. The agent of an
intransitive motion verb is an external argument.

(110) a. der abgefahrene Zug
the departed train

b. ~`der gefahrene Hans
the driven H

c. ??der abgefahrene Hans
the departed H

Conjecture (106) explains the interpretation of agentive directional movement verbs, but it
still does not explain why such verbs pattem with unaccusatives in the selection of the sein
auxiliary. We retum to this issue in section 4.3.4, after a discussion of the second participle.

4.3.3 The Structure of the Second Particiale
4.3.3.1 Morpho-syntax

The second participle consists of minimally three constituents: a prefix, a stem and a suffix.
The prefix is usually ge-, but it can be any other unstressed verbal prefix, including
incorporated prepositions like uber- (overlabove) in iiber-setzen (translate). It can even be a
non-morphemic pre-stress string, as in trompeten (to trumpet). Word stress is indicated in
(111) by underlining.

in initive artici le
e- schreiben e-schrieben to write
re tx ver-schreiben ver-schrieben to mis-write~ rescribe

incor oratedP uber-setzen uber-setzt to translate
non-morphemic string trom-peten tmm-petet to trumpet

The crucial generalization is that there must be at least one pronounced vowel to the left of the
main stress of the verbal stem. This generalization is due to Kiparsky (1966), although it is
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stated in the opposite direction there. Kiparsky is interested in the rules governing the
presence (or absence) ofge- and states that the prefix must immediately precede the syllable
that bears word stress. [n the second participle, the position to the left of word-stress is
occupied either by ge-, or by any other string. It is never phonologically empty. [n both the
infinitive and the past tense stem, the stressed syllable does not require a prosodic constituent
to its left.

Such a configuration suggests a division into a prosodic prefix, and a prosodic stem, as in
(112). Notice that the prosodic stem does not always coincide with what is perceived as the
morphological stem.

(112) prosodic prefix
ge -

be-, emp-, ent-, er-, ver-, zer -
P-

CV~-

prosodic stem

r apophonic 1
Sl non-apophonlcJt

suffix

?-;'~
The necessary presence of a prosodic prefix in the past participle is mysterious, unless we can
ftnd a syntactic function for it. If the syntactic representation of the second participle must
incorporate an element, which may be absent in the other stems, then the prosodic prefix can
be analyzed as the phonological exponent of that element.

From early on, participial prefixes have been linked to aspect (Streitberg (1891), Bok-
Bennema (1994), Abraham (2004)). Although a unified description of participial aspect
remains hard to achieve, if not impossible (Stechow (1998)), it is certain that ge-, as well as
the other non-separable verbal prefixes, historically derive from prepositions (Streitberg
(1891), Abraham (2004)), and that the category P plays a central role in the computation of
aspectuality. I therefore assume the second participle incorporates an element of category P.

Now turn to the stem. In one class (strong verbs), the participle is marked by a vocalic
altemation. In another class, no alternation takes place.

(113)
strong
weak

in -stem
sing
sag

past stem
sang
sag

participle stem
sung
sag

to sing
to say

The very fact that some participles are apophonically derived from a definitely verbal stem
(the past tense) is an indication that the participle incorporates a verbal element. So much is
uncontroversial. The question is whether the participle incorporates v. I claim the participle
does not incorporate v. If v were present, the participle would be able to select an external
argument. However, it has been argued convincingly that the projection of the second
participle does not include an external argument ( Hoekstra ( 1984), Roberts , Broekhuis 8c van
Dijk , Kratzer (1996), Emonds (2003)).

If the second partíciple is, or contains, a verbal head V, then we predict it subcategorizes for
N. Such a subcategorization correlates with the selection of a direct object. Uncontroversial as
it may be, this assumption is not a given truth (cf. Hoekstra ). Consider for example a
participle used as a nominal modifier:
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(114) a. ein geschlagener Hund
a beaten dog

b. eine verlorene Wette
a lost bet

Although the nouns in (114) identify a O-role contributed by the lexical entry of the
participial verb, the nouns cannot, in any straightforwazd way, be claimed to be selected by V.
Rather than selection, the relation between V and N is one of modification, comparable to the
relation between the head noun of a relative clause, and the gap inside the relative clause.

(115) der Hut, den Hans [e] verloren hat
the hat which H lost has
"the hat H lost"

This is particularly clear when the participle is used as a depíctive secondary predicate: The
participle in (116a) compares with the PP in (116b), as far as selection of the subject NP
Magnus is concerned.

(116) a. [Geschlagen] verlieó Magnus das Fu(3ballfeld
beaten left M the football-ground

b. Magnus spielt immer [in einem schwarzen T-shirt]
Mplays always in a black T-shirt

It might be objected at this point that all of these examples involve adjectival participles, but
the point still stands. Even adjectival participles incorporate a verbal head ( Kratzer ( 2000),
Emonds ( 2003)). This head subcategorizes for N, but no overt noun is selected by the
respective participles:

(117) Observation
. The second participle subcategorizes for N.
. The second participle does not merge with a full DP complement.g'

This scenario is by now familiar. It was argued above that the infinitival suffix has the
function to alternatively realize the internal argument of a verb. Let us assume with Emonds
(2000) that the participial suffix has the same function. It is an alternative realization of the
internal argument.

(118) verbal participle

O V
~`

P V
prefrx stem

su„~cr

The structure in (118) immediately contradicts the standard analysis of the second participle
in Baker, Johnson 8c Roberts (1989), according to which the suffix en is an element in Infl

"' Hcekstra (1984) makes a similar observation. On its own, the partíciple cannot license an intemal argument.
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that absorbs the external O-role. Without going into detail here, notice that the main

arguments endorsed by Baker, Johnson 8z Roberts are based on the presence of an external O-
role in syntax, not on a morphological analysis of en. Morphologically, en is clearly an affix

of V. With respect to the external O-role, the following section defends an account that is
compatible with the data in Baker, Johnson 8c Roberts (1989), but extends to adjectival
participles, where neither Infl, nor an external O-role is present, but the suffix en is. As above,
the analysis largely follows Emonds (2000).

4.3.3.2 Verbal vs. adjectival participles

The biggest asset of Emonds' (2000, 2003) theory is that it derives all uses of the second
participle from a single morphological object, a verbal adjective. This means that the

adjectival participle is in fact the underlying form. A verbal participle results from deletion of
the adjectival suffix in syntax.

In the present framework, morphological uniformity can be maintained without the deletion
of the suffix. Instead of deletion, let us assume the prosodic head of the participle is lexically
ambiguous with respect to its syntactic interpretation. If it is mapped on A, the result is an
adjectival participle. If it is mapped on V, the participle is verbal.

According to Emonds, the morphological head of the participle is its suffix. The suffix cannot
be the prosodic head, though. Prosodically, the head of the participle is its stem vowel, and we
have already seen that the syntactic interpretation of this element is highly volatile, depending
on the melodic content of the vowel, and the syntactic context of its syntactic image. The stem

vowel can realize T, v, O, or the identity element, i.e., have no syntactic function at all. Now,
we have just discovered the little surprising fact that it can realize A as well.

This leaves the suffix available for a different function, which is identified as follows in
Emonds (2000, 2003): "the entry for -en stipulates (only) that it 'alternatively realises' ~-
features of objects". In Emonds, altemative realization of the direct object is a secondary
function of the suffix. Its main function is heading a derived adjective. In the present theory,
alternative realization is the only function of the suffix.

(119) a. momho-phonoloQV of the verbal participle
cv
cvcv

CV-~P - CVCV C V-~ V- CV-~N
I I I I~ I
g e s u ng n

b. morpho~honolog,y of the ad~ectival particinle
CV ~~A
C V C V

CV-~P - CVCV C V-~ V - CV-~N

II II~ ~
g e s u ng n

In a verbal participle, the syntactic structure is straightforward, as depicted in (118) above.

Notice that P is a potential attractor of the external O-role. If the external O-role merges with

the prefix, it is absorbed. The result is a passive participle as in (120), to be discussed in

section 4.4 below.
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(120) passiveparticiple

Ve N
~
O V
~

P V
,` stem

O P
preftx

suffix

The morphological analysis of the adjectival participle in (119b) apparently entails a
systematic bracketing paradox, given the traditional framework, which linearly derives
syntactic structure from morphological structure.gg The N instantiated by the suffix must be
induded in a constituent headed by V, and this VP must exclude the adjectival affix. The only
apparent option to account for the peripheral position of the suffix in the traditional
framework is by means of movement: the adjectival marker must move from a word-internal
position to the edge. This is depicted in (121):

(121) ~ Í`

VeA N
~` ~.~~

Ve A
~`

O V
~`
P V

prefix stem

(121) violates the Main Thematic Condition (26): one of its objects includes both A and O.
Furthermore, A projects from the target of movement. Such configurations are generally
excluded. In order to maintain the asymmetry of hierarchical relations, it must be guaranteed
that the complement is eliminated, once its selecting head has merged. This is the core of the
Head Movement Constraint (Travis (1984)): head-to-head relations cannot be manipulated by
movement. (121) does exactly that.

Now notice two things about the adjectival participle. First, the suffix en is prosodically weak.
It is part of the prosodic word headed by the stem vowel. This leads us to expect that the stem
vowel might actually remain uninterpreted until after the suffix has been computed. In other
words, the problem about the externalization of A in (121) does not arise. The prosodic host
of A is in fact peripheral in prosodic structure.

Second, the suffix en is not a projecting head, but a dependent of V. Delayed interpretation
(and merger) of A therefore does not manipulate the hierarchical relation between A and V.

sa Since syntax is not linearly derived from morphology in the present framework, the lineaz order of markers in
morpho-phonology does not necessarily mirror the hierarchical order of syntactic heads. Quite regular deviations
from Baker's ( 1988) mirror generalization are discussed in Williams (2003):207, where two operations, Flip and
Reassociate, derive alternative linearizations. In the area of phrasal synta~ Haegeman 8r van Riemsdijk (1986)
discuss re-ordering phenomena at various levels of VP in West-Germanic languages.
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Let us assume (122) is the correct analysis of the adjectival participle, noting once more that
the peripheral position of A in this tree corresponds to its prosodic position in a hierarchical,
not a linear way.S9

(122) adiectival participle

V A

V~ N
~` su~x
O V

P V
prefrx stem

Delayed interpretation must be constrained. One of the constraints mentioned above is the
Head Movement Constraint. Subcategorization relations between syntactic heads must remain
intact. If delayed interpretation alters such relations, the syntactic derivation crashes. Another
constraint is prosodic in nature. Let us assume the following condition holds:

(123) Prosodic HMC
The interpretation of a prosodic constituent X can be delayed, unless there is prosodic
constituent Y, where Y is more prominent than X.

In the following section, we will see how the delayed interpretation of A together with the
Prosodic HMC account for data that have previously been attributed to the lexical vs. phrasal
distinction.

4.3.3.3 Phrasal vs. lexical participles

Consider a so-called phrasal adjectival participle, as discussed in Kratzer (1994). (124)
exhibits a similar bracketing paradox as the one in ( 121). In a"phrasal" derivation, the adverb
merges with the adjectival participle, but it modifies V(124a). This relation is broken up by
an intervening un-prefix (124b). The standard explanation for this blocking effect is that un
attaches to a"lexical" participle, which does not tolerate verbal modifiers.

(124) a. Sein Haar ist schlampig gek~trtmt.
his hair is carelessly combed

b. Sein Haar ist (~`schlampig) ungekhmmt.
his hair is carelessly uncombed

In the present framework, there is no such thing as a lexical derivation. The lexicon may store
complex elements like idioms, but it does not derive them. The contrast between "lexical" and
"phrasal" participles must follow from something else.

~ This formalization ofmorpho-phonological headedness is partly incompatible with the Right Hand Head Rule
in Williams (1981). As pointed out in footnote 66 (cf. also Borer (1991)), it is not certain whether this
generalization is true for German.
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Consider first a"phrasal" participle. In (125a), the participial stem receives primary stress,
and it remains prominent after the adverb has merged.~ Consequently, the merger of A can be
delayed and the derivation succeeds, as in (127a).

(125) a. ~` b. ~`
: ~ . ~ (~)
s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~t

schlam pig ge kiimmt (~`schlam pi~ un ge kámmt

By contrast, the negative prefix attracts primary stress in (125b). Once un merges, the stem
vowel of the participle must be interpreted. In turn, the merger of A triggers the elimination of
V. Therefore, an adverb merged after un can only modify A, not V. (126a) is ungrammatical,
because schlampig (carelessly) can only modify V. With a modifier of A like schrecklich
(tembly) in (126b), the configuration is grammaticaL The respective derivations are given in
(127).

(126) a. ~`Sein Haar ist schlampig ungekdmmt
his hair is carelessly un-combed

b. Sein Haar ist schrecklich ungek~tnmt
his hair is terribly un-combed

(127) a. "phrasal" participle

V

A

V

A P V
schtampig prefi.r stern

b. "lexical" participle
A

A
('schtampi~
(schrecktichJ

o~OV

P
prefix

A
un

V
stem

~ Stress on the adverb would indicate focus. I assume focus-stress is interpreted as an independent syntactic
feature that indeed remains uninterpreted until after the adjectival participle has been computed.

Ve N
~` suffix~.
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The analysis in terms of the prosodic HMC extends to other phenomena, which have been
amibuted to the lexicallphrasal distinction, in particular verb-particle constructions. Consider
an example from Kratzer (1994). In (128), the meaning of the two participles is virtually
identical. Nonetheless, un- can only attach to abschicken in (128a). It is ungrammatical with
wegschicken in (128b). Kratzer (1994) amibutes this contrast to the observation that weg is a
semantically stable verbal particle, which heads its own phrasal projection, while ab does not
need to head its own projection.

(128) a. Der Brief ist unabgeschickt
the letter is un-off-sent

b. ~`Der Brief ist unweggeschickt
the letter is un-away-sent

c. Der Brief ist weggeschickt
the letter is away sent

Kratzer's account in terms of semantic stability has been challenged from various
perspectives. The most thorough criticism is developed in Ludeling (2001), who observes that
un- can only attach to listed particle-verbs. The verb ab-waschen can mean to wash (129a) but
it can also have an idiomatic reading, on which it applies exclusively to dishes (129b). An
adjectival passive is available on both readings (129), but un-prefixation excludes the literal
one (130). Only the idiomatic (and therefore listed) reading survives un-prefixation.

(129) a. das Auto ist abgewaschen
the car isprt-washed

b. der Teller ist abgewaschen
the plate is prt-washed

(130) a. ??das Autol??das Gesicht ist unabgewaschen
the car~theface is unprt-washed

b. der Teller ist unabgewaschen
the plate is un-prt-washed

Listedness alone is not enough to explain why ( 128a) and ( 130b) are grammatical in the
present theory, where all derivations aze phrasal. Now consider the following observation. In
a particle-verb combination, the particle receives primary stress. This is true even in adjectival
passives ( 131 a). By contrast, the particle is unstressed in the presence of un (131 b).

(131) a. '
s ~
~ s r

b.

ab ge schickt un ab ge schickt

The prosodic HMC forces a"phrasal" analysis of the particle in (131a). Since the particle is
more prominent prosodically than the stem vowel, A must merge before P, and the particle
ends up in an AP-external (and therefore V-external) position (132a).

This analysis agrees with Stiebels (1996), who argues that a word-internal particle must be
externalized, because it is a morphologically maximal, syntactically visible element. In
contrast to Stiebels, the externalization follows from the formalism, without the need for re-
bracketing and bracket erasure.
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In the presence of un-, primary stress falls on the prefix, and the particle is un-stressed (131b).
Therefore it cannot be externalized. The prosodic prominence of un forces its immediate
merger (132b). The latter configuration corresponds to a"lexical" analysis of the particle,
which is problematic for Stiebels (1996) who assumes that all particles are morphologically
marimal.

un ab ge schick

Taken together, the question why certain particles can be non-maximal in Stiebels's terms,
and L'udeling's (2001) observation about listedness yield a neat generalization:

(i) un merges with a prosodic word
(ii) a particle can only be captured into the prosodic word of the participle, ifP-V is listed.

The analysis can be tested with listed P-V combinations that nevertheless do not seem to
allow un prefixation. Consider the verb,lustern (to whisper). (133) (from Kratzer (1994))
shows that fliistern (whisper) does not license a dative, (134) shows that the idiomatic
particle-verb einJlustern (insinuate) takes a dative, and it allows the formation of an adjectival
passive.

(133) a. weil sie die Antwort flusterten
since they theA~.~~ answer whispered

b. 'weil sie ihm die Antwort flusterten
since they themoAr theA~~ answer whispered

(134) a. Ich habe ihm eine Dummheit eingeflustert
I have him~Ar aACC silly-idea in-whispered

b. Die Dummheit ist ihm eingeflustert
the silly-idea is himoAr in-whispered

As an idiomatic particle-verb, einflustern is probably listed. It should therefore allow un-
prefixation. Notice also that the particle ein occurs in grammatical contexts of zm-prefixation
(135b). Nevertheless, listed einflustern apparently does not allow un-prefixation (135a).
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(135) a. 'Die Dummheit ist ihm noch uneingeflustert
the silly-idea is him still un-in-whispered

b. Der Akt ist noch uneingesehen
the file is still un-in-looked

We might want to generalize with Kratzer (1994) that (135a) is ungrammatical, because the
particle must license a dative. It can only do so, if it is externalized, or morphologically
maximal, in Stiebels' (1996) terms (136a). Once un has attached, the particle is trapped inside
the adjectival participle. It thus fails to merge with the dative DP, and the derivation crashes
(136b). In the absence of the dative, the configuration is indeed much improved (137).

(136) a. external particle

DP P P V N
ihm ein ge fliister t

b. internal particle
A

DP A P P V N
('ihm) un ein ge fluster t

(137) (?)Die Antwort blieb uneingeflustert
the answer remaind un-in-whispered

This concludes the discussion of the morpho-syntax of the second participle. Building on
Emonds (2000), all uses of the participle (verbal, passive and adjectival) have been derived in
a uniform way, without stipulation. On all uses, the suffix is an alternative realization of the
direct object. It is assigned the internal O-role. The difference between verbal and adjectival
participles reduces to the interpretation of the stem vowel as a V in verbal, and as an A in
adjectival participles. A passive participle derives from absorption of the external O-role by
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the participial prefix. A side effect of this analysis is the consistent absence of adjectivalizing
affixes in the adjectival participle (Kratzer (1994)).

4.3.4 Auxiliary Selection

We can now turn back to the initial question of section 4.3, auxiliary selection. Auxiliaries
have been analyzed on various occasions as semi-lexical, or defective elements (Corver 8z van
Riemsdijk (2001)). It is widely agreed (Kenesei (2001)) that one of the most interesting
properties distinguishing auxiliaries from main verbs is their inability to assign O-roles, or,
more specifically, O-roles of their own. This agreement can be implemented in the present
framework without technical complications:

(138) Auxiliaries, Definition
A verb is called an auxiliary with respect to a numeration, if none of its O-roles has
been selected into the numeration.

(138) does not mean that auxiliaries could not assign O-roles. In fact they do, by merging
with the roles of other verbal elements. This implements Haider's (1984) intuition that
auxiliaries transmit the O-roles of infinitival verbs. Apart from their dependence on
embedded infinitival verbs for O-role assignment, auxiliazies are like all other verbs. In
particular, they subcategorize like all other verbs.

4.3.4.1 Haben (have)

The verb haben has been analyzed above as a frozen transitive. Its lexical entry is thus
specified in the following way: (139) stipulates that V~,be„ must not merge with a nominative.

(139) haben:'[V] fl [fx]

Assume auxiliary haben merges with the participle of a transitive verb, say rollen (to roll). As
above, the internal O-role [-c-m] merges with participial V, and it is assigned to the participial
suffix. The accusative DP serves the subcategorization of Vhpne„, and it receives a thematic
interpretation from its alternative realization inside the participle. At this point, the external

O-role still has not merged. Assume it merges with v~hen, in agreement with the main
thematic condition.

(140) ... weil Hans einen Ball gerollt hat
... because H a ball rolled has
"... because H rolled a ball"
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p ve
Hans ~`

O v
~

V" V
~` hab

N
Bal!

Now take the participle of an unergative verb (142). Since the subcategorization of participial
V is satisfied by the object expletive (or the noun the unergative derives from), the participial
affix is free to serve the subcategorization of matrix V, which it does. As above, the external
O-role merges with v, and is assigned to the nominative DP (143).

(142) ... weil Hans gearbeitet hat
... because H worked has
"... because H worked"

(143) v
D ve

Hans

hab

i~~V `

~`
P N V N

ge arbert t

4.3.4.2 Sein (be) as a copula, and in the perfect tense

Now turn back to the heterogeneous class of unaccusatives and agentive motion verbs, which
select sein. As a copula, sein (to be) selects a single argument noun, and a predicative
constituent. In addition, copula constructions exhibit the so-called stage~individual level
contrast ( Carlson (1977)).
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(144) a. Hans ist dumm
H is silly

b. Hans ist aufgeregt
H is nervous

Kratzer (1995) and Diesing (1992) argue that the subject of a stage-level complement to the
copula is merged in a small-clause configuration with the predicate, and then moves into
subject position. The subject of an individual-level complement to the copula is merged
directly in subject position and controls PRO inside the predicate small clause.

They defend this claim with a number of arguments regarding the interpretation, position, and
transparency of the respective subjects. In German for example, bare plural subjects of stage
level predicates typically follow certain adverbials (145), bare plural subjects of individual
level predicates musi precede the adverbials (146):91

(145) a. ??... weil Katzen wohl dort sind
.. because cats prt there are

b. ... weil wohl Katzen dort sind
... because prt cats there are

(146) a. ... weil Katzen wohl grauslich sind
... because cats prt disgusting are

b. ??... weil wohl Katzen grauslich sind
... because prt cats disgusting are

If Kratzer and Diesing's analysis is on the right track, then we must allow for two realizations
of copula sein. Stage-IeveUraising sein is a genuine unaccusative. Its subject receives a O-role
in a small clause configuration as follows:

(147) unaccusative sein

Hund
P V

sei

P P
~
P N

an Sofa
... weil ein Hund am Sofa ist
... because a dog on-the sofa is

Individual IeveUcontrol sein requires a transitive derivation. As above with agentive motion,
the nominative seems to be forced both inside and outside VP. In the present case, O-role
assignment and subcategorization force a VP-internal position; individual-level semantics

91 Judgments aze influenced by additional factors, especially by focus.
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forces a VP-external one. As above, I claim the solution to this problem is reflexive syntax.
Individual-level sein is a reflexive verb. Its lexical entry lists silent SE (148). In languages
like German, SE is optionally selected into a numeration. By contrast, Spanish distinguished
between two lexical items: ser includes SE. estar does not. A[-m] O-role is present only if
sein is used as an existential verb.

(148) Sein {{phon [zaj]}, {Sy,,, V, v, SE, O} ...}

Diesing (1992) assumes the lower subject position is occupied by PRO, rather than SE. This
analysis leads to a number of technical issues, which will not be discussed here. In any event,
the present account in terms of SE is preferable, because it extends the scope of the analysis to
the related phenomenon ofself-propelled motion.

(149) reflexive sein
v

D v
Hund

V v

N `V~
SE ~`

O V
~
A V

grauslich sei
... weil Hunde grauslich sind
... because dogs disgusting are

Apparently, (149) is in conflict with a central assumption of the present theory, namely that
sein is an unaccusative verb:

(150) sein: ~`[V] fl [-x]

Notice, however, that unaccusativity is defined here with reference to overt case markings. An
unaccusative verb is one that does not allow the merger of an accusative DP with V. [f we
allow underspecification for the feature xand assume silent SE is x-unspecified, then (149) is
in line with the general picture. Let us assume this is the case.

Now turn to the perfect tense. As observed above, self-propelled movements select the
auxiliary sein, and so does the copula itself The source of the similarity is now clear: it is
reflexivity.

Silent SE is a lexically bound morpheme. It therefore does not "move". It can only merge with
the verb it comes with in the lexicon, or not merge at all. When a self-propelled movement-
verb appears in the perfect tense, the reflexive reading can only be retained if the auxiliary
provides silent SE. This is the case with sein.
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(tst)
D

Hans

N
SE

P P

ge fahr en
... weil Hans nach Paris gefahren ist
... because H to Paris drive is
"... because H went to Paris"

v

v

V V

~ ~
P N O V

nach Paris ~
P V

rst

In (151), Hans does the driving, and he ends up in Paris, as desired. The nominative DP binds
SE, which identifies the participial suffix. By contrast, the auxiliary haben does not list SE in
its lexical entry. Therefore, an overt object NP is required to satisfy the subcategorization of
its V~,hen. This is indeed the case (152b) vs. (152a).

In (152b), no reflexive is present, so the sentence does not assert that Hans ends up in Paris.
Indeed, the sentence can be used truthfully, ifHans did the job by remote control, sitting in a
pub in London. Admittedly, such a reading is unusual with cars, which cannot normally be
driven by remote control. It is less unusual with subway-trains, which can (152c). Use of the
P an (abagainst) shows the same thing. In (152d), the car hits the wall, but not necessarily the
driver.

(152) a. 'Hans hat (nach Paris) gefahren
H has (to Paris)driven

b. Hans hat den Wagen (nach Paris) gefahren
H has the car (to Paris) driven

c. Hans hat den U-Bahnzug in die Werkst~tte gefahren.
H has the subway-train in the garage driven

d. Hans hat den Wagen an die Wand gefahren
H has the car against the wall driven

This leaves us with the standard case of sein-selection: unaccusatives. As already anticipated
in section 4.2.2.2, unaccusatives select sein, because sein allows the merger of a nominative
with V(153a). If haben is selected (153b), a non-reflexive object-expletive occupies the
matrix direct object position and identifies the participial affix92 Since neither the participial

'Z The non-reflexive object expletive will show up once more in the analysis of the impersonal passive in section
4.4.4; cf Cabredo-Hofherr (2000).

Ve
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affix, nor the object-expletive has referential content of its own, the resulting configuration
cannot be interpreted: the internal O-role remains unassigned, and the nominative DP does not
receive a O-role.

(153) a. sein with unaccusatives b. haben with unaccusatves
~

v
~
V v

Batl
V V
n ;st

hat

4.3.5 Excursus: The Present Partici~le in Coaula Constructions

The analysis of copula and auxiliary constructions just presented offers an interesting account
of a rarely discussed construction of German, the present participle with sein.

(154) a. Der Film war beeindruckend
the film was impressing
"The film was impressive"

b. Der Most ist magenschonend
the cider is stomach-protecting
"This cider is easy on the stomach."

In most of the literature, such constructions are regarded as exceptional, because they involve
apparently lexicalized adjectival participles. Indeed the construction is strictly limited to a
small set of verbs. However, Rapp (2001) observes that the constraints in question are rvle-
governed, rather than random. In this excursus, Rapp's observations are sharpened, and an
analysis is proposed, which does not rely on a level of lexical semantic strticture.

4.3.5.1 The instrument-subject condition

Rapp (2001) observes that only verbs of indirect causation (i.e., double causatives) appear as
a predicative present participle:

(155) a. Das Medikament ist magenschonend
the drug is stomach-protecting

b. Die Qualit~t seiner Arbeit ist erschreckend
the quality of-his work is jrightening

v
-~

DP v
Ball ~`

V v
-`
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(156) a. 'Die Kugel ist rollend
the ball is rolling

b. ~`Hans ist malend
H is painting

Furthermore, it seems impossible to realize the agent that is supplied by the lexical entry of
double causatives. Only non-sentient instrument- or stimulus-subjects give rise to
grammatical examples:

(157) a. Das MedikamentlHans schont seinen Magen
the drugíH. protects his stomach

b. Das MedikamenU'Hans ist magenschonend
the drugíH. is stomach-protecting

(158) a. Die Qualitát seiner Arbeitll-Ians hat uns alle erschreckt
the quality of-his workíH. has us allfrightened

b. Die Qualitát seiner Arbeitl~`Hans ist erschreckend
the quality of-his worklH. is frightening

Rapp (2001) does not notice that sentient individuals can appear in subject position, if they
realize a stimulus role, i.e., [fc-m]:

(159) Hans waz faszinierend~ruhrend~bezaubernd
H. was impressiveítouchingícharming

If the subject of predicative present participles must be assigned [}c-m] for some reason (to
be made explicit below), we derive Rapp's (2001) observation that only double causatives
appear in the construction: with a few exceptions like faszinieren (to impress), only double
causatives provide a[fc-m] role in their lexical entry. The question then is: why does the
subject have to be assigned [tc-m]? Before we can answer this question, we need to examine
the morpho-syntax of the construction in a little more detail.

4.3.5.2 Adjectival properties

In contrast to their regular counterparts, predicative present participles exhibit clearly
adjectival properties. Most prominently, they allow the formation of comparatives (160a), and
they fail to take accusative direct objects (160b) (cf. Toman (1986)):

(160) a. Dieses Medikament ist schonender als jenes
this drug is moreprotecting than that-one

b. 'Der L~rm ist mich stórend
the noise is me,~K disturbing

One way to realize a direct object in such cases is the insertion ofa P:

(161) Der LBrm ist fiir mich stdrend
the noise is for me disturbing

A direct object can also appear, if it is realized inside a compound, as in (162b), discussed in
Rapp (2002):
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(162) a. Das Medikament schont den Magen
the drug protects the stomach

b. Das Medikament ist magenschonend
the drug is stomachprotecting

These data show that the participle is an adjective in these examples. If it is, then its stem does
not map on V, but on A instead. Consequently, there is no subcategorization feature to satisfy,
and we may wonder about the morpho-syntactic status of the suffixes n and d.

4.3.5.3 -n, -d and the subject O-role

The issue is simple in the case of -n. As in other cases, I assume that -en is syntactically
interpreted as N, and that it serves the subcategorization of the next higher V. In the present
case, this is the copula. Since -n is [-R], it does not need to have a semantic interpretation.

Now turn to -d. In section 4.1.5, it was argued that -d is an argument clitic of category D. As
such, it must have a semantic interpretation. On the other hand, a lexically derived adjective
cannot assign a O-role, because A does not merge with O. In the absence of an alternative
strategy, -d will introduce an argument variable without a predicate in semantics, and the
derivation will terminate. With the vast majority ofverbs, this is indeed the case.

(163) ~`Hans ist (ein Haus) bauend.
H is a house building

Under specific conditions (to which we turn directly), d can be identified by an external
argument:

(164) v

D
Hans

~`
V v
~A"" V

" Se1
A" D

~` d
A N

faszinier n

In (164), a O-role (provided by the lexical entry of the participle) merges with v, and is
assigned to the DP in its domain. Since -d is an anaphoric element, it is bound by the
argumental DP, and inherits its O-role. The resulting configuration is identical with the
structure of individual level predication, where the subject DP binds an anaphoric element
internal to VP.

In other words, the present analysis predicts that a predicatively used present participle must
have an individual level interpretation. Indeed, this is what we find to be the case.
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Turn first to scrambling data. Bare plural subjects show a strong preference to appear to the
left of sentential-adverbs, the position of individual-level subjects. If a stage level
interpretation were available, we would expect (165b) to be fully grammatical.

(165) a. weil Bauarbeiten wohl stórend sind
because works prt disturbing are
"because works are likely to be disturbing"

b. ??weil wohl Bauarbeiten stórend sind
because prt works disturbing are

Second, consider Rapp's (2001) generalization regarding indirect causation. Only double-
causative verbs appear as predicative present participles, according to Rapp, and the subject of
the construction is always assigned the instrument-, never the agent role.

This generalization is now much less surprising. The meaning of the participle is roughly
"participates in event X", and its morpho-syntactic form entails an individual-level
interpretation. We do not, therefore, expect human subjects. Human individuals do not
typically participate in events by their nature. Instruments, on the other hand, have exactly
this property.

[f an expectation of this kind is responsible for Rapp's (2001) generalization regarding
instrument-subjects, we expect the existence of systematic counter-examples. This
expectation is fully met by the data. Generic statements about classes of people are
ímpeccable (166a). In the same context, but following adverbial material (i.e., in the position
of a stage level predicate), the bare plural is much less acceptable. Only if the subject is a
contrastively focused definite generic, it may follow adverbial material (166c).

( l66) a. weil Kollegen auf Parties meist stórend sind
because colleagues at parties mostly disturbing are
"because colleagues are usually perceived as disturbing at parties"

b. ??weil auf Parties meist Kollegen stárend sind
because at parties mostly colleagues disturbing are

c. weil aufParties meist die Kollegen stórend sind
because at parties mostly the colleagues disturbing are
"because it is usually the colleagues who aze perceived as disturbing at parties"

Another factor that facilitates the use of human subjects with the present participle is the
introduction of contrastive sub-classes of events. Such a reading is introduced by the PP (in
dieser Rolle - in this part) in (167). Thus, the individual-level relation applies to the human
subject for one sub-class of events, to the exclusion of all others. Examples of this kind are
particularly good with actors in subject position.

(167) Hans war in dieser Rolle beeindruckend.
H was in this role impressing

Finally, there are some present participles that apply to humans most naturally. This is the
case, if the predicate is a natural property of a character. An example of this kind is
entzuckend (charming):
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(168) Lieselotte ist so entzuckend!
L is so charming
"Lieselotte is so charming!"

In conclusion, Rapp's (2001) generalizations about indirect causation and the apparent ban
against human subjects can be reduced to a syntactically triggered expectation. Both the
constraints involved, and their exceptions firmly support the present analysis, rather than a
level of lexical semantic structure.

4.3.5.4 The thematic interpretation of N in compounds

Rapp (2002) observes another peculiarity of the construction. In some cases, we find N-
participle compounds, in which N is apparently assigned an object O-role. In addition, this
apparent object O-role must be theme. An experiencer reading is impossible, even if the base
verb allows one otherwise (her examples (105-108c, resp):

(169) a. Die Prugelei stdrte die Ordnung.
the fight disturbed the order

b. Das Gemurmel stSrte die Pruflinge.
the murmuring disturbed the candidates

(170) a. die ordnungsstdrende Priigelei
the order-disturbingfight

b. das stárende~~`pruflingsstárende Gemurmel
the disturbing~candidate-disturbing murmuring

Verbs that select an experiencer as their direct object do not allow N-participle compounds of
this kind altogether:

(171) 'Das Vorgehen ist elterndemutigend
the procedure is parents-humiliating

Rapp (2002) argues that such data require the assumption of Lexical Semantic Structure, at
which level the respective generalizations can be formalized. However, Rapp's generalization
is just a tendency once more, and one that can be accounted for in a similar way as her
generalizations about double causation.

Consider first a clearly adjectival participle. Its adjectival nature is evidenced by the
comparative in (172), where it occurs as a modifier ofN. As expected, the abstract N ordnung
(order) is perfectly grammatical inside the compound.

(172) ein ordnungsstórenderes Vorgehen ist kaum denkbar
a more-order-disturbingprocedure is hardly thinkable

Now consider an experiencer-object. There seems to be a slight contrast between (173a) and
(173b), but the crucial fact is that one of the two is grammatical in the first place. Rapp's
theory excludes both.
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(173) a. ein anrainerstórenderes Verhalten ist kaum denkbar
a more-resident-disturbing behavior is hardly thinkable

b. (?)Das Verhalten ist anrainerstárend
the behavior is resident-disturbing

The difference between ( 173a) and (173b) is that the comparative in (a) introduces a contrast-
set of events. In (173b), this is done by the particles doch recht ( rather). When a contrast-set is
available, and the situation described is plausible, then the alleged ban against humans inside
N-participle compounds is lifted. In fact, some examples do not even require a clearly defined
contrast set, as evidenced in (174c).

(174) a. ?Dieses Verhalten ist anrainerstárender als jenes
this behavior is more-resident-disturbing than that

b. Dieses Vorgehen ist doch recht anrainerschonend
this procedure is prt very resident protecting

c. Sein Vorgehen ist menschenverachtend
his acting is man-despising

Especially (174c) raises suspicion that what we are dealing with here is not a condition on O-
role assignment, but idiomaticity. For every grammatical example, we can find one that is
thematically indistinguishable, but ungrammatical, or at least rather awkward.

(175) a. ordnung-stórend
order-disturbing
"disorderly"

friedens-erhaltend
peace-conserving
"peace-keeping"

magen-schonend
stomach protecting
"easy on the stomach"
umwelt-schonend
environment protecting
"env i ronment- fri en d I y"

b. ??vorlesung-stórend
lecture-disturbing

??ordnung-erhaltend
order-conserving

??haus-schonend
houseprotecting

??bach-schonend
creekprotecting

I conclude that Rapp's data should be explained in terms of listedness. Her argument in favor
of Lexical Semantic Structure is therefore not conclusive.

4.4 The Verbal Passive

German overtly distinguishes the verbal from the adjectival passive. The auxiliary werden
(become) is used in the verbal passive, while sein ( be) is used in the adjectival passive. [t is
therefore very easy to individuate properties of the verbal, as opposed to the adjectival
passive. Rapp ( 1997) summarizes the properties ofthe verbal passive as follows:
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(176) Passivizationoftransitives93
a. The predicate must denote a process that develops through time.
b. If the denotation of a predicate involves an activity-component, the agent must

be demoted in the passive.

In other words, the verbal passive is constrained by an aspectual condition ( 176a), and a
thematic condition (176b). They will be discussed in turn.

4.4.1 Aspectual Constraints

It is evident that (176) mainly relies on the aspectual condition (176a). The thematic statement
(176b) affects a proper subset of those predicates that pass condition (176a). It is an
instruction on how to deal with this subset. Let us therefore concentrate on the aspectual
condition first.

In Rapp's (I997) framework, the opposition between temporally extended and punctual events
is mitrored by the opposition between the base predicates DEV and BECOME. DEV denotes
a gradual change of state, BECOME denotes an instantaneous one. This opposition is
naturally applied in condition (176a), and it derives the contrast between (177) and (178).

(177) a. DEV (LOC (~,y))
b. Der Berg wurde bestiegen

the moarntain was climbed

(178) a. BECOME (PSYCH (~,y))
b. ~`Plótzlich wurden von ihm die Berge erblickt.

suddenly were by him the mountains spotted

As with thematic interpretation, however, the facts are not as clear-cut, as the event-
decomposition framework would have us to believe. Take as an example the verb frnden (to
find), which denotes an instantaneous event, and nevertheless fotms a verbal passive:

(179) Der Schlussel wurde im Bad gefunden.
the key was in-the bath-roomjound

Rapp ( 1997) argues that this is due to an optional preparatory activity associated with the
lexical representation of finden ( find). In a passive, the preparatory activity is obligatorily
realized:

(180) a. [CAUSE (DO (~),] BECOME (PSYCH (~,y))[)]
b. Der Schlussel wurde nach langer Suche gefunden.

the key was ajter long searchjound

However, this does not seem to be an accurate description of the facts to me. The finding-
event referred to in the passive can occur coincidentally, without any preparatory activity on
the part of the finder:

""Alle F811e des pers6nlichen Vorgangspassivs lassen sich durch die Bedingung erfassen, daó e-strukturell hier
stets zeitlich ausgedehnte Vorg~nge vorliegen milssen, und dali beim Vorliegen eines DO-Pr~dikats immer
dessen erstes Argument blockiert wird." (Rapp (1997):151). Earlier in her book, she argues that the first
argument ofDEV must be blocked in the verbal passive.
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(181) Der Schlussel wurde zufállig von einem Passanten gefunden
the key was coincidentally by apasser-byfound

It is correct that the passive in (181) refers to a temporally extended change of state that
stretches from some point in time when the key is already lost to the moment it is found. If we
add context that forces an instantaneous reading, the passive is much less acceptable:

(182) ??Das Licht ging an, und der Schlussel wurde in demselben Moment gefunden.
the light turned on and the key was in the very moment found

(182) differs from (181) aspectually, but not thematically. In both sentences, the implicit
argument ends up in possession of a key without having contributed to the causation of the
event. The presence of a preparatory activity is not a requirement in the verbal passive.

In sum, Rapp's (1997) aspectual condition on the verbal passive is correct, but it is not
contingent on thematic interpretation. In lumping together thematic and aspectual information
in unanalyzable base predicates, Rapp (1997) and comparable theories make incorrect
predictions about the grammaticality of the verbal passive.

A similar observation can be made about psychological predicates. In Rapp's (1997)
framework, emotions, sensations, cognitive states and possession are all represented as
PSYCH(x,y). Since PSYCH is a stative predicate, the prediction is that all of these verb classes
exclude the passive. Nevertheless, emotions and sensations form a passive.

d.

e.

Du wirst von deinen Eltern geliebtlbewundertlverachtet.
you are by yourparents IovedladmirecUdespised
Der Dieb wurde von allen gesehen.
the thief was by everybody seen
~`Die Antwort wurde von ihm gewul3t.
the answer was by him known
'Der Tdter wird von der Polizei gekannt.
the criminal is by the police knoivn
~`Das Auto wird von ihm besessen~gehabt.
the car is by him ownecUhad

To account for this behavior, Rapp (1997) sub-classifies psychological predicates into
activities and states. One class comprises emotions and sensations. It is represented by the
predicate PSYCH-DO. Cognitive states and possession are represented by PSYCH-BE.

Besides its ad hoc character, this distinction is too strong. Emotions are ambiguous between a
stative and an eventive reading. Take the following example:

(184) Hans liebt Mdnner
H loves men

(184) can mean that there are some men Hans loves (for some time), or that he is gay. Again,
the two uses of the verb do not differ thematically. In both cases, it is asserted that the subject
experiences an emotion. The difference is a quantificational one. On the gay-reading, the
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emotion is a generic one that extends through the entire life of the subject. On the other
reading, the bare plural object and the event are existentially quantified.

As above, the ambi;uity militates against a stipulation of aspectual readings in conjunction
with thematic information in the lexicon.

Now consider the ambiguous sentence ( 184) in the passive: in (185), the individual-level
reading (His gay) is unavailable:

(185) M~nner werden von Hans geliebt
men areby H loved
"Men are being loved by H."

Again, we must conclude that Rapp's (1997) aspectual generalization (176a) is correct, but
that it cannot be derived from her lexical-semantic structures, which lump together thematic
and aspectual information in un-analyzable base predicates.

4.4.2 Thematic Constraints

Turn back to the verb finden (find). As discussed in chapters 2, 3, this verb exhibits the
intentional alternation. Its subject can be either a sentient individual, or a(temporally)
delineated object:

(186) a. Hans fand den Schlilssel
Hfound the key

b. Die Suche fand ein Ende
the searchfound an end

In the passive, only the sentient subject reading is available:

(187) a. Der Schlussel wurde gefunden.
the key was found

b. ~`Ein Ende wurde gefunden.
an end was found

The same is true for other verbs in the intentional alternation. On the sentient subject reading
in the (a) examples, judgments fluctuate with context. (189a) is certainly more acceptable than
(183e), and (191a) is immaculate. By contrast, the delineated object reading in the (b)
examples does not exhibit such a fluctuation. It is consistently excluded in the passive.

(188) a. Viele Leute besitzen ein Auto.
marry people own a car

b. Das Grundstuck besitzt eine Ausdehnung von 32 kmZ.
the estate owns an extension of32sqkm

(189) a. Damals wurden hier noch nicht so viele Autos besessen
then were here still not so many cars owned

b. ~`Eine solche Ausdehnung wird kaum jemals von einem Grundstuck besessen
a such extension is hardly ever by an estate owned
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(190) a. Hans erreichte sein Ziel durch harte Arbeit.
H reached his goal through hardwork

b. Der pom erreichte eine Háhe von 145m.
the cathedral reaches a hight of 1~t5m

(191) a. Das Ziel wurde durch harte Arbeit erreicht
the goal was through hard work reached

b. 'Eine Hóhe von 145m wird vom Dom erreicht.
a hight of 145m is by-the cathedral reached

If the intentional alternation ís correctly represented in chapter 2, then the generalization must
be that (-m] does not make a good implicit argument in the verbal passive. Let us state this
generalization in the strongest possible way, affecting [I-m] rather than underspecified [-m]:

(192) Passive Law
[~-m] cannot be the implicit argument ofa verbal passive.

(192) predicts that instruments cannot be the implicit argument of a verbal passive. This is
true. With all verbs in the instrumental alternation, the passive eliminates the instrument-
subject reading. With agent-instrument verbs, the contrast is clear (195a,b). (195c) gives a
grammatical adjectival passive, to show that the ban against [~-m] is particular to the verbal
passive.

(193) umgeben: {[tcfm], [tc-m], [-c-m]}, (surround)
(194) a. Hans umgibt das Dorf mit einer Mauer

Hsurrounds the village with a wall
b. Eine Mauer umgibt das Dorf

a wall surrounds the village

(195) a. Das Dorf wird (von Hans) mit einer Mauer umgeben
the village is (by H.) with a wall surrounded

b. ~`Das Dorf wird von einer Mauer umgeben
the village is by a wall surrounded

c. Das Dorf ist von einer Mauer umgeben
the village is by a wall surrounded

[n the class of cause-instrument verbs, an inanimate cause is a perfect implicit argument
(198a), while [}c-m] is not (198b). This shows that the passive law cannot be reduced to
agentivity.

(196) fullen: {[fc], [tc-m], [-c-m]}, (fill)
(197) a. Der lange Regen fullte das Becken mit Wasser

the long rainfilled the pool with water
b. 10 Hektoliter Wasser fiillen das Becken

10 hl water fill the pool

(198) a. Das Becken wurde (von dem langen Regen) mit Wasser gefiillt
the pool was (by the long rain) with waterfilled

b. Das Becken wurde (~`von 10 Hektoliter Wasser) gefiillt
the pool was (by 10 hl water)filled
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Finally, sensations exhibit their normal volatile behavior. In an active sentence, it is possible
to construct slightly metaphorical examples with the sensory organ in subject position (200b).
As predicted by the passive law, such constructions are completely unavailable in the passive.

(199) sehen: { [fm], [fc-m], [-m] }, (seellook)
(200) a. Hans sah aufmich

H lookedat me
b. Seine muden Augen sahen auf mich

his tired eyes looked at me

(201) a. Ich wurde ( von Hans) gesehen
I was by H. seen

b. ~`Ich wurde von seinen muden Augen gesehen
1 was by his tired eyes seen

(202) a. Es wurde (von den Leuten) auf ihn gesehen
it was (by the people) at him looked

b. ~`Es wurde ( von den Augen) auf ihn gesehen
it was by the eyes at him looked

The incompatibility of [I-m] with the implicit argument of the verbal passive is a significant
observation, because it does not follow from any other formalization of thematic roles known
to me. In particular, it cannot be reduced to agentivity. As just noticed in (198a), inanimate
causes make perfect implicit arguments, if they realize underspecified [tc] instead of fully
specified [fc-m]. The same holds for the large set of verbs that select a single, underspecified
[tc] cluster. In such an environment, even instrument-like arguments are acceptable in a by-
phrase (204b). It is evident that agency is not a requirement on the implicit argument of a
verbal passive.

(203) behindern {[tc], [-c-m]}, (obstruct)
(204) a. Hansldas schlechte Wetter~die Blockade behindert den Verkehr

H~the bad weather~the barrier obstructs the traj~c
b. Der Verkehr wurde (von Hansldem schlechten Wetter~der Blockade) behindert

the tra~cwas by H.~the bad weather~the barrier obstructed

Now turn to causation, to which the passive law does not refer. Indeed, the thematic
constraints involved in the verbal passive cannot be reduced to causation.

Rapp (1997) discusses a class of verbs that poses a serious challenge for the standard
syntactic analysis of the passive. She observes that unaccusative verbs quite consistently
allow a passive under certain readings (examples from Rapp (1997):152ff, glossed by MH).

(205) a. In Indien wird immer noch verhungert
in India is always still starved
"People are still starving in India"

b. In Bosnien wird weiter gestorben
in Bosnia is still died
"People still die in Bosnia"
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c. Nach der Vorlesung wurde am letzten Semestertag ins Café gegangen
ajter the lecture was on-the last semester-day in-the cafe gone
"On the last day of the semester, everybody went to the cafe after the lecture."

For the present concerns, (205a1b) are more interesting than (205c). The latter involves a verb
from the class of self-propelled movements, which are reflexives, not unaccusatives in the
present theory. Therefore, a passive is expected to exist. (205a, b) involve true unaccusatives.
The existence of these examples is a serious problem for standard theories of the passive:
there is no external argument to be absorbed.

Now let us see whether the passive law above accounts for the facts. To do so, we must first
know which O-clusters the respective verbs select. In both cases, the internal argument is
physically affected, therefore [~-c]. With respect to m, the situation is less clear. Notice
however that an intentional use is possible in some cases:

(206) Stirb, du Bastard!
die, you bastard

This suggests that these verbs cannot be specified as[~-m], and we can conclude that dying
verbs like sterben are accounted for by the Passive Law. The same holds for other [-c] verbs,
as opposed to [-m] verbs.

(207) erhalten {[-c], [-c-m]}, (receive~get)
(208) a. Helene erhlilt den Preis

H. gets the prize
b. Die Wand erhíilt einen neuen Anstrich

the wall gets a new coating

(209) enthalten {[-m], [-c-m]}, (contain)
(210) Die Kanne enthí;lt Wasser

the jarcontains water

In the passive, the two classes seem to behave alike, at first glance. [-m] verbs are severely
ungrammatical in the verbal passive (211 a), and [-c] verbs do not sound very good either
((211b) from Rapp (1997):157):

(212) a. 'Wasser wurde (imlvom Krug) enthalten
water was (in-the~by-the jar) contained

b. 'Letztes Jahr wurden von unserem Institut viele Auszeichnungen erhalten
lastyear were by our institute many awardsgot

However, while the exclusion of a passive is robust for the [-m] verbs, it is not, for the class
that selects [-c]. Compare Rapp's example (212b) with a section from clause 6.314 of
Wittgenstein's (1963) Tractatus:
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(213) Alle S~tze der Weltbeschreibung mussen aus einer Anzahl gegebener S~tze - den
mechanischen Axiomen - auf eine gegebene Art und Weise erhalten werden.
all clauses of-the world-description must from a number-of given clauses - the
mechanical axioms - in a given manner andway received are
"All propositions in the description of the world must be obtained in a given way from
a number of given propositions - the mechanical axioms.i94

Even though (213) might be considered by some speakers as a round-about way of expressing
oneself, it seems wrong to call it ungrammatica1.95 T'he passive law predicts the
grammaticality of (213), and the ungrammaticality of (212a), but it does not explain why
Rapp's (1997) example (212b) is ungrammatical.

I suggest the ungrammaticality of (212b) should be related to the presence of a by-phrase.
Notice that the presence of a by-phrase considerably decreases the acceptability of (213) too.

(214) a. ~Alle S~tze mussen von Wittgenstein erhalten werden
all clauses must by~from W. received be
"All propositions must be received from W."
not: "All clauses must be received by W."

b. Alle S~tze mussen durch Ableitung aus den Axiomen erhalten werden
all clauses must through derivationfrom the axioms received are
"All propositions must derive from the axioms"

(214a) has a grammatical reading in which the PP refers to a source. It is not a by-phrase.
(214b) shows that the passive of erhalten (receive) is compatible with causing event
participants. However, the cause requires the preposition durch (through), not von (by).

In fact all of the examples Rapp quotes to show the grammaticality of a passive of
unaccusatives behave alike. With a by-phrase, their acceptability decreases considerably.

(215) a. In Indien wird immer noch ( ~von Hindus) verhungert
in India is always still (by Hindus) starved

b. In Bosnien wird weiter ( ~`von Serben) gestorben
in Bosnia is still (by Serbs) died

Again, there is a clear intuition that the preposition von, not the verbal passive, is the
offending element. Von is not compatible with a[-c] role, the passive is. This is consistent
with the Passive Law, which remains without counter-example.

Now turn to another observation Rapp (1997):158, fn.149 attributes to V. Ehrich: the
impersonal passive of intransitive verbs requires that the implicit subject is [thuman]. It turns
out once more that these facts are straightforward instances of the passive law.

94 Translation from W ittgenstein (1990).
93 Van Riemsdijk (pc) points out that Wittgenstein might have used the verb erhatten (receive) like the verb
derive. I do not agree with this interpretation. It is, I believe, an important aspect of this statement that the
scientist cannot influence the fom~alism. This is why W ittegenstein uses erhalten, which selects [-c], rather than
ableiten (derive), which selects an agent.
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Rapp quotes two classes of verbs for this observation. A first class comprises verbs of sound
emission like klappern (rattle), pfeifen ( whistle). In the active voice, these verbs consistently
allow both agents and instruments in subject position:

(216) a. Hans klappert mit seinen Z~hnen
N rattles with his teeth

b. Seine Z~hne klapperten
his teeth rattled

Such behavior is a good indication for the selection of {[fctm], [fc-m]}. If the agent is
assigned to the subject, the instrument-role can be realized in a PP. If the agent is not realized,
the instrument is assigned to the subject.

In the passive voice, the instrument subject reading is excluded. The only grammatical
reading is one in which the rattling is done by human individuals:

(217) Draul3en wird (mitl~`von den Z~hnen) geklappert
outside is (withiby the teeth) rattled
"People are rattling their teeth outside"

This is expected given the passive law: [fc-m] cannot be the implicit argument of a verbal
passive.

The second class quoted by Rapp comprises botanical change of state verbs like au~bluhen (to
flowerlbrighten up), verbluhen (to wilt).

(218) a. Die Blumen bluhten auf
the flowers,~lowered prt

b. Die Blumen verbluhten
the flowers wilted

Notice that some of these verbs can be used metaphorically, with human subjects:

(219) Nach der Trennung bluhte sie richtig auf
after the separation flowered she reallyprt
"After the separation she brightened up a lot"

The verbs in this class consistently exclude a verbal passive, no matter which reading is
chosen:

(220) 'Nach der Trennunglim Garten wurde wieder aufgebluht
after the separation~in the garden was once-more flowered

Why should the metaphorical human subject-reading be excluded? A closer examination
reveals that the O-role assigned by verbs like aufbluhen (flower) is [-m]. First, these verbs
denote internally caused events. Therefore they cannot assign a[I-c] role to the subject. [I-c]
excludes internal causation. Second, imperatives and modifiers of intentionality are strictly
excluded:
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(221) a. ~`Bliihe auf!
flower prt

b. Nach der Trennung bluhte sie ('absichtlichl~widerwillig) auf
after the separation flowered she intentionally~graidgingly prt

This suggests that neither [~fm], nor [~tc] are selected. The only feature specification that is
compatible with this behavior is [-m]. In turn, we know why az~liihen-verbs do not appear in
the passive. They are excluded by the Passive Law.

To conclude, we have found two highly stable semantic conditions on the verbal passive. One
of them is aspectual in nature, the other one is thematic:

(222) semantic properties of the verbal passive
a. The predicate must denote a process that develops through time. (Rapp

(1997):151)
b. [1-m] cannot be the implicit argument of a verbal passive. (Passive Law (192))

4.4.3 The Syntax of the Verbal Passive

A syntactic theory of the verbal passive should not account for the semantic conditions in
(222), at least not in the first place. What it should account for is a syntactic generalization:

(223) svntactic properties of the verbal passive
a. One O-role is absorbed.
b. A passive sentence has a lexical subject, if the verb can assign an internal O-

role.

First, (223a) does not refer to the absorbed O-role as external. Since German unaccusatives
can be passivized, selection of an extemal O-role cannot be a requirement.

Second, assignment of an internal O-role is not a requirement for the grammaticality of a
passive in (223b). Neither unergatives, nor unaccusatives assign a O-role in the passive. In
both cases, the only O-role the verb has to assign is absorbed.

Taken together, a theory of the German passive cannot rely on the opposition between
syntactically internal and external arguments. This distinction is not sensitive enough a tool to
distinguish grammatical from ungrammatical examples. To find a viable syntactic analysis,
we must once more undertake a close investigation of the morpho-syntactic properties of the
elements involved.

The two elements in question are the auxiliary werden (become) and the second participle. As
argued in section 4.3.3, the second participle is composed of a prepositional prefix, a verbal
stem, and a nominal suffix, which alternatively realizes the intemal argument. This
configuration lends itself to the mechanism of O-role absorption developed in section 4.~.4
above. A O-role is absorbed in the second participle, if it merges with P:
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(224) passive participle
v

V9 N
~` su~x

O V

~
P V
,` stem

O P
prefix

[n (224), the external O-role merges with prefixal P, and is then immediately eliminated by
projection. Thus, it is semantically present, but unassigned. The internal O-role merges with
V and is assigned to the participial suffix.

With a one-place verb, the derivation proceeds accordingly. The only O-role in the
numeration merges with prefixal P, where it is absorbed. Consequently, there is no O-role
assigned to the participial suffix. This is not a problem, because the suffix does not have
referential content of its own, but it rules out a lexical subject. The passive of an intransitive
verb is impersonal.

(225) passive p.articiple of intransitive V
v

~`
V N
'` su„~ix

P V
,` stem

O P
prefix

Now tum to the auxiliary. As a main verb, werden (become) seems to behave like an
unaccusative: it allows the merger of a VP-internal nominative (226a,b). It excludes
accusative predicates (226b).

(226) a. Das Wetter wird schlechter
the weather becomes worse
"The weather is getting worse"

b. Hans wird einmal ein Arzt
H becomes once aNo,„ doctor
"H will be a doctor once"

c. ~`Hans wird einen Arzt
H becomes aA~~ doctor

However, this is not the entire picture. Both under perception verbs (227a), and as a future
auxiliary (227b), werden does merge with accusative DPs (cf. fn. 78).

(227) a. Er hat ihn einen guten Arzt werden sehen
he has himA~.~ aA~~ good doctor become seen
"He watched him becoming a good doctor"
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b. ErschieBen werden sie mich noch nicht
shoot wil! they me,~~~ prt not
"They still won't shoot me."

If werden does not exclude a VP-internal accusative, there is a problem with the
ungrammaticality of (226c), which cannot be addressed here (cf. Moro (1997) for a general
discussion of copula constructions). Be that as it may, the fact that werden merges with an
accusative on some occasions casts doubt on any analysis that derives the properties of the
passive from the unaccusativity ofwerden. The analysis developed above does not depend on
this assumption. The properties of the passive derive from the morphology of the passive
participle.

The auxiliary werden does make a contribution, though. A salient and undisputable property
of werden is that it denotes a temporally extended process. In all of its uses including the
future tense, its main contribution is imperfective aspect. The same is true for its use in the
passive. Rapp (1997):159 reaches the following generalization:

(228) passive werden
The complement to passive werden is a VP denoting a temporally extended change of
state.

(228) explains the aspectual condition (222a) as a property of the auxiliary werden. What is
more, (228) does not attract the problems discussed above, because it does not refer to
temporal structure in lexical representations. (228) presupposes a syntactic derivation, and it
applies in semantics.

It is tempting to attribute the remaining property of the verbal passive, obligatory absorption
of a O-role, and its semantic counterpart, the Passive Law, to the properties ofwerden too. An
option along this line, although not further explored here, would be stipulating an aspectual
operator that must bind an unassigned O-role.

We can now conclude this section with the full argument structure of a standard personal
passive:

(229) weil der Hund getreten wird
because the dog kicked is
"because the dog is being kicked"
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(230) passive of a transitive V
v

-`
Vo V

D N V V
der Hund ~` wird

Va N
" en

O V
~

P V
„ tret
O P

ge

4.4.4 The Syntax of the Imaersonal Passive

This leaves us with the impersonal passive. The structure of the participle and the requirement
that one O-role must be absorbed leaves no room for speculation. Either an expletive is used
to serve the subcategorization of the auxiliary, or the structure is ungrammatical. However,
German allows for an impersonal passive without an over expletive:

(231) Gestern wurde getanztlgetrunken~gestorben
yesterday was dancecUdrunlv'died
"People dancedldrunkldied yesterday"

The grammaticality of (231) implies the existence of a silent expletive. The existence of such
an element is defended on independent grounds in Cabredo-Hofherr (2000). The structure
defended there is identical with (230) in the relevant respect: a silent element merges inside
VP, and it is assigned nominative case in situ. Cabredo-Hofherr (2000):177 gives the
following structure (her ex. 22):

(232) [oP Hier wird [~ [~ e~B gebaut.]]]
here is built
"There is some construction going on here"

This structure translates into (233), which is syntactically identical with (230). The only
difference is that DN in (233) is not the image ofan object in prosodic structure.
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(233) impersonal passive

DN
(ej

v
"

O V
~

P V
„ tret
O P

8e
dort wird getreten
there is beaten
"There is some beating going on here"

4.5 Summarv of Chaater 4

In this chapter, the theory of argument projection outlined in Chapter 3 was applied to a range
of infinitival and participial constructions in German. It turned out that the separation of
thematic roles from verbal syntactic heads leads to considerable simplifications in the analysis
of these constructions. The most important aspects are the following:

(i) Theta-role absorption in both the gerundive present participle and the passive past
participle is related to the presence of a morpheme of category P. A verbal O-role is
absorbed, if it has merged with P, and P does not reanalyse with V.

(ii) Since absorbed O-roles must be bound, their interpretation is contingent on the
presence of operators in the respective construction. This allows an account of the
thematic and modal properties of the gerundive present participle, and of modal
infinitives. An extension of the analysis to the verbal passive would be desirable, but
had to be postponed to further research.

(iii) The morpho-phonology of both present and past participles is treated in a completely
uniform way. All German participles incorporate a suffix of category N, which
alternatively realizes an internal argument. If a prepositional prefix is present, it can
act as an attractor of the external O-role, leading to O-role absorption. All instances of
the second participle (verbal, passive, adjectival) share a single morpho-phonological
structure. They differ only with respect to the syntactic interpretation of morpho-
phonological constituents. No zero-derivation or deletion is necessary.

(iv) The analysis of the participles yields a unified account of auxiliary selection and the
passive.

- If an external O-role is absorbed by P, the auxiliary werden is used, and the
result is a verbal passive.

en
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If an external O-role is present in the numeration, but fails to merge with P, the
transitive auxiliary haben is selected, and the result is a transitive perfect tense.
If no external O-role is present in the numeration, the unaccusative auxiliary
sein is selected, resulting in an unaccusative past tense.
If no external O-role is present in the numeration and the prosodic head of the
participle is interpreted as an A, the copula sein is selected, and the result is an
adjectival passive.

It remains to be emphasized that the analysis ofparticiples developed in this chapter shares a
number of features with the analysis of morphological predicate-argument relations in Jelinek
8c Demers (1994). Like many other issues, an elaboration of these similarities must await
further research.
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Conclusion

This dissertation set out to investigate the realization of thematic roles in syntactic structure.
Starting with the assumption that syntactic argument structure is projected as a function of
individual lexical entries, chapter 1 tried to find the most appropriate formalization of lexical-
semantic information. A first question was whether such infomation should be generated by a
system of rules and wellformedness conditions as in Pustejovsky ( 1995), or whether the
lexicon is better understood as an arbitrary list (Fodor 8z Lepore (1998)). It was argued that
questions of this kind cannot be answered strictly within the domain of linguistics. Chapter 1
therefore undertook a brief excursion into cognitive psychology, to argue that lexical
representations should encode the core features of event interpretation in two components of
the mind, understood as commonsense theories ( Hirschfeld c~ Gelman (1994)): jolk physics
and folk psychology. It was assumed with Leslie ( 1994) that the main explanatory constructs
of these commonsense theories are force and sentience, respectively. The lexicon should
therefore distinguish between agents and patients with respect to both force and sentience.
Such a distinction is encoded by the binary features c(f'orce) and m(sentience) of Reinhart
(2000). Chapter 1 thus supplies psychological support for Reinhart's feature system.

Chapter two was a case study into the lexical representation of German verbs, formulated in
terms of Reinhart's feature system. The lexical information was then compared with the
syntactic distribution of arguments, with the conclusion that semantic roles do not uniquely
relate to syntactic configurations. Syntactic argument structure cannot be a function of lexical-
semantic information. In the course of Chapter two, a unified version of O-role reduction is
proposed, and it is argued that reduction is not an operation in the technical sense. It consists
merely in the non-realization of any number or type ofroles.

This conclusion is consistent with the assumption in generative grammar that the
computational system is autonomous. Nevertheless, it begs the question why and how the
lexical-semantic information associated with individual verbs does, in some way, influence
their syntactic projection potential. Chapter 3 addresses this issue. [t is proposed there that O-
roles are represented in syntactic structure as feature-bundles, much like the more wel-known
syntactic categories. They merge like other syntactic heads, in accordance with a thematic
subcategorization frame: O I-[-N]. In addition, [f] and [~tc] clusters cannot merge with a
lexical verb ( i.e. VP-internally), and [-c-m] cannot merge with a functional verb (i.e. VP-
externally). In conjunction with the subcategorization of verbal heads and the presence of
nominal morphemes in a given construction, this derives the distributions observed in Chapter
2 as well as Burzio's Generalization.

Chapter 4 extends the scope of the analysis from finite main verbs to infinitival and participial
constructions in German. It unifies the morphological analysis of all German participles, and
proposes a single morpho-syntactic mechanism underlying O-role absorption: the merger ofO
with (non-reanalysed) P. In the final sections, Chapter 4 turns the attention back to a
comparison with competing theories of lexical representation. It is shown that the apparently
less restricted theory endorsed here delivers finer empirical distinctions, and describes the
data better than the more powerful lexical representations assumed in Rapp (1997) or
Pustejovsky (1995).

The investigation of thematic roles in the mind~brain, in the lexicon, and in grammar is a wide
area, and many interesting details could not be pursued here. Nevertheless, I find it necessary
for an investigation of thematic roles to maintain the larger perspective. Interesting new
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generalizations in this area can only emerge, if we extend our scope beyond the interface. I
hope to have made some progress in this direction.
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Samenvatting

Deze dissertatie onderzoekt de relatie tussen de interpretatie van gebeurtenissen (`events') in
het brein, de syntactische argumentstructuur, en een verondersteld snijvlak tussen deze twee
domeinen, te weten de lexicale representatie van werkwoordbetekenissen. Empirisch gezien
behandelt de dissertatie het geval van het Duitse werkwoordsysteem. Niettemin is de
benadering sterk universalistisch, universele principes worden geponeerd als onderdelen van
de Universele Grammatica.

De dissertatie bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel richt zich op het lexicon, het tweede deel
op de syntaxis. Elk deel bevat een theoretisch en een empirisch hoofdstuk.

Uitgaande van de aanname dat de syntactische argumentstructuur wordt geprojecteerd als een
functie van individuele lexicale lemmata, wordt in hoofdstuk 1 gepoogd om de meest
deugdelijke formalisering te vinden voor lexico-semantische informatie. Een eerste vraag is of
zulke informatie dient te worden gegenereed door een stelsel van regels en
welgevormdheidscondities (Pustejowskys hypothese van een generatief lexicon), of dat het
lexicon beter kan worden begrepen als een arbitraire lijst. Beargumenteerd wordt dat dit type
vragen niet binnen het strikte domein van de taalwetenschap kunnen worden beantwoord.
Hoofdstuk 1 onderneemt derhalve een korte excursie naar de cognitieve psychologie om te
betogen dat lexicale representaties de kernkenmerken van event interpretatie zouden moeten
encoderen in twee onderscheiden, als commonsense theorieën op te vatten componenten van
de menselijke geest: volksfysica en volkspsychologie. Het belangrijkste verklarende construct
van de volksfysica is (drijvende) kracht; het belangrijkste verklarende concept van de
volkspsychologie is gevoelhebbendheid. Lexicale werkwoord-betekenissen zouden agens en
patiens zowel met het oog op kracht als gevoel-hebbendheid moeten onderscheiden.
Voortbouwend op het werk van Tanya Reinhart worden deze onderscheidingen met behulp
van de kenmerken c(kracht) en m(gevoelhebbendheid) geformaliseerd. Hoofdstuk 1 draagt
psychologische onder-bouwing aan voor het kenmerksysteem van Reinhart.

Hoofdstuk 2 verkent de lexicale representatie van Duitse werkwoorden vanuit het
gezichtspunt van Reinharts kenmerksysteem. De lexicale representatie van werkwoorden
wordt dan vergeleken met de syntactische distributie van nominale constituenten met
argumentstatus. De conclusie van dit hoofdstuk, en daarmee van het eerste deel is dat de
syntactische argumentstructuur niet een functie van lexico-semantische informatie kan zijn.

Deze conslusie komt overeen met de in de generatieve grammatica gebruikelijke aanname dat
het computationele systeem autonoom is. Niettemin vloeit de vraag eruit voort waarom en hoe
de met individuele werkwoorden geassociëerde lexico-semantische informatie op een of
andere wijze hun syntactische projectiepotentiëel beinvloedt.

Hoofdstuk 3 behandelt dit probleem. Voorgesteld wordt dat thematische rollen in de
syntactische structuur als kenmerkbundels worden gerepresenteerd op een wijze die sterk lijkt
op de representatie van syntactische categorieën. Zij worden met grotere structuren
samengevoegd op dezelfde wijze als andere syntactische hoofden in overeenstemming met
een thematisch subcategorisatiekader: O I-[-N]. De thematische beperkingen op de interne
en externe realisatie worden uit specifiekere beperkingen op de distributie van thematische
hoofden in de werkwoordstructuur afgeleid. Een O-rol wordt aan een intern argument
toegekend als hij met het lexicale hoofd V is samengevoegd; hij wordt aan een extern
argument toegekend als hij met het functionele werkwoord v is samengevoegd. De
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thematische interpretatie van een nominale constituent hangt zowel van de distributie van O-
rollen als van de subcategorisatie van werkwoordelijke hoofden af. Hoofdstuk 3 eindigt met
een illustratie van de voorgestelde mechanismen in het domein van Duitse zinnen met een
finiet hoofdwerkwoord.

Hoofdstuk 4 toetst het voorstel aan infinitivale en participiale constructies. Het analyseert het
infinitivale voorvoegsel zu als O-rol-aantrekkend hoofd van de categorie P(dat wil zeggen [-
N]) dat O-rol-absorptie veroorzaakt tenzij het wordt geheranalyseerd met een werkwoord.
Deze analyse wordt vervolgens uitgebreid tot het voorvoegsel ge- van het deelwoord van de
lijdende vorm. Voortbouwend op werk van Joseph Emonds wordt het achtervoegsel ~n van
zowel de infinitief als het deelwoord geanalyseerd als alternatieve realisatie van het interne
argument. Deze analyse wordt vervolgens op een breed skala van verschijnselen toegepast,
met name hulpwerkwoordselectie, de lijdende vorm, de distributie van modaliteit in het
gerundiale tegenwoordig deelwoord en in modale infinitieven, de prosodische beperkingen op
adjectivale deelwoordconstituenten, en de distributie van het predicatieve tegenwoordig
deelwoord.

De conclusies die in dit proefschrift worden bereikt ondersteunen het onderzoeks-programma
van het generatieve kader: een strikt modulaire taaltheorie die een lijstvormig lexicon alsmede
een autonoom computationeel systeem bevat is niet alleen conceptueel te verkiezen en
empirisch houdbaar. Zij opent tevens nieuwe perspectieven op tot dusver slecht begrepen
grammaticadomeinen. De volgende stap, een toepassing van deze theorie op andere talen,
dient in toekomstig onderzoek te worden geëntameerd.
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